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TRANSLATOR’S INTRODUCTION
I.
F IR ST , as to the translation. I t  has been made from the second edition, with the exception 
of the articles on Töpffer and “ The Lost Valley,” 
which only appear in the first edition. I  anticipate 
the verdict that it does not read like an original 
English work. W hen Javelle writes “ L ’intention 
d’un sentier commençait à se dessiner sur la rive 
gauche,” I  translate “ the intention of a pa th ,” &c. 
W hen he writes “ il y a un chemin . . .  pittoresque 
. . . mais, pour moi, trop pressé d’arriver,” I  repeat 
that the road is in “ too great a hurry to reach its 
destination.” The intelligence may be conveyed 
more scientifically, but with the loss of the breath 
that animates. There is an idiom of individuals as 
well as of languages, and to change the former is 
more destructive of spirit, perchance, than to change 
the latter. In  the rhetorical passages I  have endea­
voured rather to reproduce a rhetorical effect than 
to secure a literal accuracy. The historical present 
which Javelle, like many French writers, uses to an 
extent disagreeable to English ears, I  have modified 
wherever I  held that the animation of the retrospect 
did not justify the assumption tha t the reader was 
mentally present on the scene. In  respect of 
euphony the French- possess the advantage which
2
the inflection of the articles affords. For on I  have 
sometimes substituted “ the climber,” but when I  
have been reduced to the debatable “ one,” I  have, 
as the grammar used to enjoin, avoided its repetition 
by relating it with the third person singular. 
English is poor in m ountain terminology. For roc, 
roche, and rocher we have, as far as I  know, only one 
synonym. A number of foreign mountain terms— 
e.g., aiguille, sérac, moraine—have been adopted into 
our language. In  a glossary I  supply borrowed or 
adapted definitions of these for the benefit of non­
climbers. I  have uniformly retained the French 
name Cervin in referring to the M atterhorn. I  do 
not find the word too retrouvé, and its retention 
helps to preserve the flavour of the original. French 
readers always prefer it to M atterhorn, because it 
is the Eomance name. I  have followed Mr. W . 
D. McCraclcan, M.A., the author of a little book 
on Romance Switzerland, in applying that epithet 
to la Suisse romande, as the natives designate French- 
speaking Switzerland, or that region where Boman 
or L atin  influences have remained uppermost. In  
every case where heights were stated in metres I  have 
given them in feet also. In  cases of loose reckoning 
(e.g., “ nearly 500 m .,” p. 59) I  regarded a metre as 
the equivalent of 3'28 ft., an approximation which 
results in an error of less than 1 ft. in every 1,000 m.
I  have submitted the whole of my translation 
of Javelle’s text of the Souvenirs, with the exception 
of the articles on Töpffer and “ The Lost Valley,” to 
an expert in geology, whose scientific emendations 
I  have usually accepted. To Mons. Édouard 
Béraneck I  owe many thanks for the ungrudging 
assistance he has afforded me in the apprehension of
the facts of his friend’s life, as well as for informa­
tion on m atters comparatively trifling, and for his 
acquiescence in the steps I  have taken to give this 
volume the characteristics of a “ definitive edition.” 
I  m ust specifically thank Mons. C. M. Briquet for 
lending me his Javellian autographs. I  am indebted 
to Mons. F . Bouge, of Lausanne, for permission to 
supplement certain references in the following pages 
to the Alpes Suisse of the late Eugène Bambert, with 
fairly long quotations from that work, which is 
published by him. I  have pleasure in recommending 
the reader to extend his acquaintance with so 
penetrating a critic, so pleasant a word-painter, so 
agreeable a narrator, a man of whom it may be truly 
said tha t he wore much learning lightly.
From  MM. F . Payot, the publisher of the French 
edition ; D. Delétra, Pasteur and President of the 
Section Genevoise of the Club Alpin Suisse ; Alfred 
Ceresole, Pasteur of Blonay ; André Nicole, E rnest 
M uret, Professor at the University of Geneva ; the 
Administration of the Bibliothèque Universelle ; the 
Comité de Bédaction of the Êclio des Alpes, and 
Captain Bertrand, I  have received courtesies which 
I  hereby warmly acknowledge. To the Bev. W . A. B. 
Coolidge I  owe many thanks for his kindness in 
reading my proof and for many valuable emendations 
and suggestions, as well as for the information 
contained in several notes. To Professor Clifford 
Allbutt, Mr. Leslie Stephen, Mr. C. E . Mathews, 
Sir M artin Conway, Mr. Clinton Dent, Mr. Oscar 
Eckenstein, the Bev. A. G. Girdlestone, Mr. W . 
Faux, Mrs. Tyndall, Miss Kelly, and Miss Hopper 
I  am also indebted. The friendly researches of the 
last-named were of great assistance to me.
II .
The reader of Eugène R am bert’s Notice may 
wish to get even nearer to the personality of 
Émile Javelle, so I  have seized this opportunity 
of giving him not only a few illustrations of the 
quality of friendship he inspired, hut even a “ touch 
of the vanished hand.” That friendship was 
eloquently described to me by Mons. Béraneclc as 
having been “ the joy and honour of [his] life.”
Professor M uret w rites to  m e (March 28, 1899) : * “ I t  is 
from  th e  very tow n [Vevey] where Javelle passed the last years 
of his life, and where I  was his pupil before becoming his 
friend, th a t I  reply to  your le tte r. . . . F rom  the biographical 
point of view, I  do no t quite agree w ith R am bert’s estim ate of 
Javelle’s character and literary activity. Older th an  our friend 
by a m a tte r of fifteen years, and having exercised over his 
intellectual developm ent an influence which Javelle gladly 
recognised, R am bert does no t seem to  m e to  have known him  
in tim ately  enough to understand him  fully. . . .  If  Javelle did 
not produce the work which we expected from him , and which 
would have given him  his proper place in the public estim ation, 
i t  was no t only because he bestowed his eager m ind on a great 
variety of subjects, or even because he was carried away by the 
1 m ania for com pleteness,’ |  or, to p u t it  better, th e  noble love of 
perfection. I t  was also, i t  was chiefly, because th e  very 
absorbing and fatiguing labour of secondary education and his 
adm irable devotion to  his pupils did no t leave him  leisure for 
private work. T hat R hetoric, of which only a few fragm entary 
notes rem ain, he had m ade the  subject of his favourite 
teaching—teaching so bright, interesting, and original th a t 
nothing happening subsequently has been able to  efface my
recollection of its freshness, charm , and depth. H aving m atured
»
* The originals of this letter and those quoted hereafter are in 
French.—Tn.
f See p. 48.—Tn.
the  ideas embodied in th is teaching, he would naturally  have 
evolved from it  a  book of high æ sthetic significance. Now th a t 
our dear m aster is dead, we cannot sufficiently regret th a t th is  
book was no t w ritten  and published. B u t when he seemed to  
have before h im  th e  prospect of a  long life (for Javelle was not 
a t all a ‘ fragile m an ,’) * who would no t have applauded him  for 
devoting a long period to  th e  m aturing of a book of such 
im portance, and for preparing him self for his task  by a course 
of reading extended in all directions ?
“ B oth his teaching and his conversation had an inexpressible 
charm . H e was one of th e  best m en, one of th e  noblest souls, 
th a t I  ever m et. The epigraph which we chose to  p u t a t  the 
head of th e  collection of his writings aptly  expresses th e  con­
stan t effort of his life tow ards the ideal. B oth before and 
after him  I  have known m asters—m en distinguished and even 
eminent. B u t no one has exercised over m y m ind so strong 
and deep an  influence, has been in  th e  same degree ‘m y 
m aster.’ All th e  young people who approached Javelle sub­
m itted  m ore or less to  th is  influence, and owe to  him  the better 
p art of their in tellectual culture. . . . All who have known and 
loved our dear m aster will learn w ith unaffected pleasure th a t 
. . . the  Souvenirs d 'u n  A lp in iste  will henceforth bo acces­
sible in  the language of Tyndall and of W hym per."
Mons. André Nicole, Archiviste de la Section des 
Diablerets du Club A lpin  Suisse, writes to me from 
Lausanne (March 18, 1899) as follows :—
“ As a form er pupil of Javelle I  can tell you th a t, in his 
professional capacity, he was loved and respected for his k ind­
ness and justice. A personal touch will give you a better 
insight into his character. H e frequently organised little  
excursions w ith a few pupils, and as soon as th e  tickets were 
taken a t the railw ay station, Mons. Javelle called him self Uncle 
Em ile and was tutoyé  by all. As soon as th e  tickets were given
* Mons. Muret gives these two words in English.—T b .
f The motto is given in  French in  the original, and the source in 
Goethe not specifically stated. Translated literally from the French 
it  runs, “ I  strive unceasingly to make myself a nobler creature.” I  
took this to bo a paraphrase (it was made, I  know, from memory) 
of the lines on my fly-leaf.— T b .
up on leaving the train  he became once more Mons. Javelle, and 
I  do no t know of a case in  which a pupil failed in  trea ting  him  
w ith proper respect. I n  class he would willingly relate the 
story  of one of his climbs, the traces of which we perceived in 
his sunburnt face. Javelle was several tim es president of th e  
Section des D iablerets. D uring long years the society served 
him  for family. Mons. François Fournier, guide a t Salvan, 
his usual companion in  climbs, told m e th a t before th e  
erection of the  Cabane d ’Orny they  passed several nights 
huddled together for w arm th near th e  Glacier d ’Orny, * on th e  
way to gaining one of the  neighbouring sum m its a few hours 
later.
Mons. Alfred Ceresole’s contribution to the Foyer 
romand (Lausanne, 1895), is interesting chiefly 
because it makes an attem pt to reconstruct a fantasy 
which Javelle delivered in 1881 at the annual banquet 
of the “ sub-section of Jam an ” in connection with the 
Swiss Alpine Club. The question of the admittance 
of ladies as members of the Alpine Club had been 
raised, and was the subject of a discussion in which 
Javelle, then French m aster at the college of Vevey, 
replied to M. de Meuron, an advocate of Lausanne, 
who urged the negative. W ith  a few short notes 
before him, Javelle pleaded for the admission of the
* Many others have done similarly, but as Javelle died of con­
sumption, the fact is worth notice. In  the article by Mons. P. 
Rosselet, of part of which I  shall give an abstract later on, it is 
related tha t “ during the building of the Cabane d’Omy in 1S76, 
ho passed eight days in  the tent with the artisans and builders. A 
few feet from the cabin the Section de Jam an has fixed a com­
memorative inscription against a rock. I t  runs thus :—
A
E m i l e  J a v e l l e  
l e  C.A.S.
1895
For an account of the “ Inauguration Javelle,” which took place 
August 10, 1895, see l'Écho des Alpes, September, 1895.—Tn.
ladies, his argument taking the form of a page of 
history as written in the year 3000. In  tha t year 
the student of oui' origins was confronted with a 
new difficulty. London and Paris lay under 1,300 
feet and more of water, and the most skilful sound­
ings only resulted in the recovery of some absolutely 
insignificant objects. Our crass and blind preference 
for grovelling had prevented us from inventing the 
light and agile wings of a later epoch.* Nevertheless 
there were sane men regarded as fools by their con­
temporaries, who by a vague but powerful impulse 
aspired to the heights. They formed a society : 
their object being to climb mountains, wrest their 
secrets from them , study their flora and note their 
manifold beauties. Meanwhile influenza, neurosis, 
melancholy, and hysteria claimed innumerable 
victims. The seasons were disorganised ; the 
flowers refused their smell and bloom ; the soil 
seemed weary and m ankind exhausted. In  the 
bowels of the earth formidable chemical changes 
were taking place which culminated one beautiful 
day, the 7th of August, 1900, in a terrific explosion. 
Our globe was turned upside down, and Europe 
with its millions sank like a foundered ship. B ut 
in the calm which succeeded the catastrophe a long 
archipelago of islands, in form severe and rugged, 
was visible on the immense expanse of the ocean. 
This archipelago consisted of the highest summits 
of the Alps : they constituted all that remained of 
the continent of Europe. On their steeps were to 
be seen a few figures armed with picks and cords.
* Javelle was not troubled with a vision of Mr. Hiram Maxim, but 
he showed some foresight in congregating crowds on the fatal day at 
a noisy Peace Congress.—Tb.
They were members of the Alpine Club, both men 
and women, who had chosen that insidiously 
beautiful 7th of August to indulge in the pure 
mountain air. Some, it is true, had succumbed to 
their emotions on the night of the catastrophe and, 
oddly enough, there were more men than women in 
this obituary of fear. The clubbists who had not got 
up in time to climb high enough to escape the waves 
perished to a man. After a while it was possible for 
the survivors of the mixed club to reconnoitre in a 
raft. This they did with instructive results. For 
while the pastime of m ountaineering was admirably 
vindicated by the fact tha t only Alpine clubbists 
survived the world’s wreck, it was found that gloom 
and misery were the portion of those who had ex­
cluded women from their ranks. W itness the state 
of some English clubbists with laughably thin legs 
and long white beards found in an indescribable state 
on the Himalayas. B ut the clubbists of the Swiss 
Alps, thanks to the presence of their wives and 
daughters, prospered and multiplied.
I t  is painful to add tha t Javelle’s eloquent appeal 
to the future bore no fruit on that occasion. The 
gates of the Club were still closed to women.*
Mons. Ceresole’s eulogium of Javelle is unstinted. 
H e speaks of the precision, lucidity, breadth, and 
independence of his intelligence, his th irst for know­
ledge and beauty, his steadfast and loving nature, 
his iron will. Javelle was fond of repeating that for 
him  “ a beautiful soul was more precious than a fine 
intellect.” “ To love is the whole of life.” This
* And are still closed. For though some “ sections ” admit women 
as members of the “ section,” women do not therefore form part of 
the S.A.C., as the “ C.A.S.” is now usually styled.—Te .
saying of Sainte-Beuve was one of his favourite 
mottoes.
“ One of th e  dom inant tra its  of th is  beautiful na tu re ,” con­
tinues Mons. Ceresole “ . . . was, it  seems to  me, th e  horror 
of injustice and hypocrisy in  all their forms. H e was no t one 
of those who feel th e  wounds of iniquity only w hen th ey  are the 
victim s ; no! J  avelie suffered . . . when others were hurt. 
For the ir sakes he th rew  him self into th e  breach. Base 
intrigues, narrow  outlooks, social m eannesses . . . were odious 
to him . . . .  To his rare  m ind m ountain  heights were as 
necessary as to  his clim ber’s breast and m uscles of steel. B ut 
w ith th e  sum m its of our well-beloved Alps, his free spirit re ­
quired th e  yet h igher and unshakable sum m its of justice w ith 
their wide horizon illum inated by tolerance and liberty . . . . 
H e was so good, so simple. . . . H e had an indescribable ta len t 
for throw ing into the  intelligence of a  child a germ  of fertilising 
thought. . . . There was nothing of' dry, cold, authoritative 
pedantry in his m ethod. . . . H e was no t one of those m asters 
. . . who are n a i f  enough to  imagine th a t the ir pupils are in 
the class for them  ; he held, on the contrary, th a t m asters are in 
the class for the  pupils. F or th e  la tte r he wished, combined 
w ith a relish for the  individual work, a wise and gentle discip­
line, and a freedom from the abusive tyranny  of m anuals, all the  
opportunities for legitim ate expansion which the developm ent of 
the physical, intellectual, and m oral nature  of a young m an 
specially demand. . . . W ith  w hat delight, after a  captivating 
lesson in composition, rhetoric, or declam ation, his pupils took 
part in  some excursion w ith him , where th e  gram m arian became 
geologist, botanist, sagacious observer of the m arvels of creation, 
and initiated them  into th e  sentim ent of beauty, the voices of 
nature, and th e  joys of Alpine trium phs.”
Mons. Ceresole does not claim in this article that 
Javelle was “ Christian, in the dogmatic sense of that 
expression ; ” he terms him a deist. “ Everywhere 
in the atmosphere of mystery he felt the presence of 
God.” “ H e felt in the most secret depths of his 
heart the intim ate need for a better, truer, greater, 
higher life. H e anticipated with delight a sur­
vival and a transformation of our hum an nature.”
W hen over his bed Mons. Ceresole put the rather 
blunt question, “ Are you going to destruction or to 
the life everlasting?” Javelle replied firmly, “ To 
life ! ” “ Do you feel yourself in God’s hands ? ”
asked Mons. Ceresole, and Javelle replied, “ In  His 
alone. H e Is. H e alone is tru th , well-being, 
righteousness. . . .  I  th irst for righteousness . . . 
and to righteousness I  am going.” “ Oh,” said Mons. 
Ceresole, “ if to cure you it sufficed to surround you 
with affection and gratitude, be sure you would be 
healed and whole this very m om ent.” “ Thank 
you,” said he; “ it is so sweet to love and feel 
oneself loved. Please thank all who have shown 
their affection for me in this world.”
Of Javelle’s prowess as a climber little need be 
said, seeing tha t these “ memories,” to say nothing 
of Louis Kurz’s Chain o f Mont Blanc contain this 
fact, although they do not boast it. Mons. P . 
Eosselet, of the Section des Diablerets, writing in 
the Écho des Alpes, January, 1898, says that,
“ Alpinists knew Émile Javelle as the grognards 
knew the L ittle  Corporal.” The observation is 
scarcely accurate as a general statement, but it 
signalises the Napoleonic persistence of Javelle
the Climber. Mons. Eosselet retails the adven­
tures of Mons. Édouard Dufour and Javelle in 
June, 1875. On the 8tli they started from Salvan 
in pursuit of two friends whom they had failed to 
meet at that rendezvous, whence it had been in­
tended to attack the Eastern Peak of the D ent du 
Midi. Arriving at Van they failed to find the 
truants, and Javelle gave the order to return to 
Salvan. The night was falling. “ Our friends
have no doubt misunderstood m e,” said Javelle.
“ W e talked besides of a tu rn  on the Trient 
glacier. They have probably gone to the Forclaz ; 
le t’s look them  up there.” Here François Fournier 
with his indispensable lantern was put into 
requisition, and they descended the gorges and 
ascended, across the forest, the bad path which leads 
to Trient by the Crête and Itroz chalets. Arriving 
at the Forclaz hotel at midnight they were told 
that the truants had left for Salvan half an hour 
ago, having waited for them  all the afternoon. They 
took some refreshment, and at 2 a.m., without 
having lain down, they started for the Trient 
glacier. The weather was fine, and to go away 
without some sort of climb was contrary to Javelle’s 
nature. To avoid the last slope and the gaping, 
rimaye,* they duly tied themselves and became in­
volved in the maze of séracs. Javelle exulted in 
difficulty ; they had to cut their way, mount, 
descend, twdst about, go back in their steps to 
find a practicable passage, zigzag among a chaos 
of ice crevasses and tottering pyramids. After 
much labour they reached the top. “ L et us sleep 
now,” said Javelle, “ as soon as. . . .” H is com­
rade mounted guard near him  and then slept in his 
turn. Suddenly he was awakened by an exclama­
tion more energetic than  parliamentary. Javelle 
had decided to return  to the Forclaz not by the 
séracs, now too dangerous, but by the great slope on 
the right which it was necessary to traverse as far as 
the moraine. Like a good captain he observed the 
field of battle, for the great slope terminated abruptly 
at the rimaye which could only be cleared at one 
point. W atch in hand, Javelle counted the stones 
* See Glossary.
falling at the rate of six a minute, middlesized, big, 
and little, but all dangerous and furrowing the only 
path. Hence his profane exclamation. The im­
mense plateau of the Trient offered a magnificent 
spectacle, and one quite new to Javelle’s companion.
“ Fate  wills i t ,” said the former half sadly, half 
smiling ; “ you will be compensated, however ; we 
are going to the Fenêtre de Saleinaz, and you will 
tell me what you think of i t .” The journey was 
interminable. Javelle had fits of exhaustion which 
necessitated halts at every ten paces ; valiantly he 
struggled on. At 9.30 the picturesque gap was 
reached. From  thence they gained the Orny 
chapel,* for at tha t tirûe no refuge existed there. 
They called a long halt at the lake, then they ex­
plored the environs in view of the choice of a site 
for the future hut of which they had begun to talk 
in the Section des Diablerets. The abundance of 
snow which had been an obstacle on the plateau 
singularly facilitated the descent, and some long 
glissades led them  very rapidly by the vale of Orny 
to the hamlet of Som la Proz. At Orsières a convey­
ance was ready to go to M artigny ; at Vernayaz the 
quartet was completed, the truants having turned 
up after having had the misfortune to miss an 
expedition which covered what was practically new 
ground for alpinists.t
* The account here seems a little confused. If you go from the 
Trient glacier hy the Fenêtre de Saleinaz you reach the Saleinaz 
glacier. To reach the Orny chapel you do not go to the Fenêtre de 
Saleinaz, but descend direct from the upper basin of the Trient 
glacier. Possibly Javelle’s party simply went from the Trient glacier 
to the Fenêtre, and then instead of crossing it, retraced their steps 
for a while, before descending to Orny. The mention of the “ pic­
turesque gap ” can only apply to the Fenêtre,—T e .
t  No Alpinist at this dato would attach any importance to this
I  find some good phrases in an article by Mons. 
William Cart (Section des Diablerets), expressing 
that insatiable hunger for the fruits of courage to 
which Javelle was, it m ust be feared, indirectly the 
victim. W riting of the scenery, “ E n tre  Gothard 
et Simplon,” * Mons. Cart says, “ I  cannot think of 
these smiling heights without thinking of our poor 
Javelle. Do you remember what he called this class 
of summits ? He had invented for them the name 
of cows’ mountains, and in this appellation he threw 
all his disdain ! Dear and valiant friend, he for whom 
life was but one series of struggles, could not under­
stand a joy which did not comprise a victory ; for 
him pleasure must be conquered—earned by sharp 
conflict. Now to climb a grassy summit of 2,500 m. 
(8,200 ft.) was not a sufficient conquest for Javelle ; 
such a victory did not, for him, carry with it the 
right to rest and enjoy.” t
The letters from which I  shall now quote in 
translation were intrusted to me by Mons. C. Moïse 
Briquet, who wrote as follows regarding them  : 
“ These letters relate for the most part to L ’Écho 
des Alpes, a publication in which Javelle and I  took 
a lively interest and to the rédaction of which we 
were attached—he for the Canton of Vaud and I  for 
that of Geneva.” He adds that they reveal “ a 
noble-hearted, enthusiastic, and generous m an.” 
There are fifty-six letters and postcards in the 
correspondence, commencing April 20, 1870, and
climb, but it shows plenty o£ energy, at all events, and sheds a light 
on Javelle’s subsequent breakdown.—Tb .
* L ’Écho des Alpes, 1886, No. 4.—T b .
t  There is a touch of hyperbole in this, as may be seen by Javelle’s 
calling the Dent do Valére, which is only 7,462 ft. high, “ a splendid 
climb ” (see p. 14).—Tb .
closing November 12, 1882. I  have utilised one 
passage in a note (see p. 171).
“ L a u s a n n e , M ay  7 ,  1 8 7 0 .
“ . . . P .S .—On Saturday in execution of an old prom ise I  
put-in  an  appearance in th e  Val d ’llliez. I t  was impossible to  
pass under Bonavaux on account of th e  avalanches, bu t I  
consoled or avenged m yself for it by m aking a splendid climb 
up the D ent de Valére, then  on the higher arête which 
dom inates it and finally on the Glacier de Ohalin. . . .”
“  L a u s a n n e , A ugust 9 , 1 8 7 0 .
“ . . .  I n  spite of ra th e r changeable w eather we started, 
Mons. Béraneclc, an Englishm an, and myself, b u t only on 
Friday. The price of our thoughtlessness was a  trem endous 
storm  which confined us for eighteen hours in th e  lower chalet 
of Jo ra t below. However, th e  nex t day we passed th e  col, and 
after passing the lower chalets of V an we found the  m eans of 
doing a quite new and ra th e r original climb in th e  rocks of the 
Daley to  th e  approaches of th e  Pissevache. I t  goes w ithout 
saying th a t we were obliged to  renounce sum m its.”
“  L a u s a n n e , October 1 6 , 1 8 7 0 .
[The le tte r itself requests Mons. B riquet to  look out for a 
place for a great friend of Javelle, who is “ forced by events to 
seek a situation in  Switzerland. Ho is a native of Lorraine, on 
th e  frontier, and will no t be Prussian a t any price. Moreover, 
he loves Switzerland to  distraction, and has decided to  pass the 
res t of his life there .”]
“ P.S.—I  was forgetting ! bu t I  m ust no t om it to  speak of 
th e  Alps. On the 6 th  inst. I  m ade, w ith Mons. Béraneclc, the 
ascent of the Vélan in the m ost beautiful w eather you can 
imagine. I t  comm ands decidedly, as several English clubbists 
have contended, th e  finest view of the chain : it  is beyond 
all conception and above all expression. Go there I Go there I 
Do not fail next sum m er. The ascent is a charm ing excursion 
for a climber : it  is done in six hours from the Cantine de Proz. 
W e were alone, w ithout guide. W e m ounted by lan tern  as far 
as th e  Glacier de Proz, from thence an  arête, th en  th e  calotte 
of snow. Dome im m aculate and splendid.”
“  L a u s a n n e , A ugust 1 5 , 1 8 7 1 .
“ I t  [your letter] only reached me on the banks of th e  Viège
a t Z erm att. . . . Since then  [I  have had] several climbs 
yonder, am ongst others an a ttem p t on the Cervin (an a ttem p t 
which bad w eather checked a little  above the cabin). . . .  I  
hasten then  to  thank  you for your obliging invitation. I t  
would have been a genuine pleasure for m e to  have gone to  you 
a t first to  do a climb in  your com pany, th en  to  m ake the 
acquaintance of the Col du G éant, and who knows ? perhaps to 
climb th e  fam ous D ent. I  have learned the  failure of the 
a ttem p t conducted by the  L auencr party . W hat was your con­
cern in it  ? I f  I  have th e  right to  your indulgence after my 
(enforced) neglect I  would beg you to  give m e some details. The 
plan of th e  expedition was so enticing ! The Aiguille de Midi 
would have crowned it so well. God g ran t th a t, according to 
the proverb, w hat is deferred be no t lost, and th a t nex t year or 
sooner we shall be able to  realise a project of th is  sort. As for 
me, I  have had m ore chances th is  sum m er th an  a convalescent 
deserved, for m y recovery was no t quite complete. I  am  no t even 
yet quite myself. I  m ade w ith th e  younger Béraneck a  p re tty  
ascent to  th e  las t po in t before th e  Aiguille du Tour. The 
sta tem ent in  the  J[o u rn a l] de Genève th a t we had climbed the 
Aiguille itself was erroneous. We were alone, and I  did no t 
sufficiently know th e  force of the young m an, b u t we should 
have been perfectly well able to  get there  ; I  have since convinced 
myself of it. Our best exploit was perform ed in  th e  valley 
Anniviers where, by an  unexpected piece of good fortune, 
thinking to  m ake th e  second ascent of the Pointe de Zinal, we 
made th e  first. Mons. do Torrenté had  no t a tta ined  th e  las t 
sum m it, w hich was perhaps 50 ft. h igher th an  th e  arête 
where he erected a pyram id. The ascent is m ost interesting 
w ithout being difficult, except for th e  las t point, th e  climbing 
of which is ra ther rough work. In  descending from th e  Col 
D urand we w ent down th e  Z erm att side, where I  rem ained ten  
days w ithout doing anything im portan t except an a ttem pt. 
T hat was done in company w ith Miss Prew ort (?) [sic] * a
* The following extract from a letter of Mr. Coolidge to the writer 
is of interest in this connection :—“ My aunt (the late Miss 
Brevoort—it is one of the old D utch names of New York) was 
never anywhere near the Col Durand or the Pte. de Zinal, while 
she crossed the Col du Tour in 1874 only. She very rarely made 
ascents without me, and my diary explains th is allusion. My aunt 
had a very great desire to be the first lady up the Matterhorn. We 
tried it in 1869 from the Italian side. In  1870 we hovered most
courageous American. . . .  I  have had m uch pleasure in  seeing 
a  lady in  such latitudes : it  is tru ly  interesting. Clir. Aimer 
directed her caravan. W e passed the gayest n ight in the  hu t. 
Yesterday Mons. B éraneck returned  from climbing the Tour 
Sallières. W e did a double stroke—th e  Tour and th e  E uan. 
M agnificent exercise. H e was alone with a Mons. de Morges and 
a  guide. You really ought to  do the E aste rn  Peak w ith us, 
w hither I  hope to  conduct Mons. Béraneck one of these weeks. 
I t  is such a beautiful ascent ! . . .
“  P .S .—In  the course of the autum n I  th ink of sending you 
som ething for the Echo  on the Valley of Anniviers and the 
Pom tc de Zinal, accompanied by one or two illustrations, bu t 
I  can promise nothing a t p resent.”
“  L a u s a n n e , November 3 0 ,  1 8 7 1 .
“ The mem bers of our section have done m e th e  honour of 
nom inating m e, in th e  session of the  28th inst., m em ber of the 
Commission de redaction de l'Écho, in the  place of Mons.
of the summer round Zermatt, but weather was always against 
even an attempt. On July 23, 1871, our party (my aunt, self, and 
the Aimers) reached Zermatt from Saas by the Alphubel Pass 
to find to our dismay that Miss Walker had been up the M atter­
horn the day before. We were kept two days at Zerm att by bad 
weather. But on July 26,1871, our whole party slept in what is now 
called the ‘ upper hu t ’ on the Swiss side of the Matterhorn, there 
being then no other on tha t side. My diary records th a t Javelle and 
Béraneck’s party also slept there tha t night. We had a very merry 
time, as I  well remember. The guides sang (Alexander Burgener 
gave us ‘ John Brown ’). My aunt spoke French perfectly, having been 
educated in  a convent in Paris, while two of her nephews were then 
at Béraneck’s school under Javelle. Next morning (July 27th) the 
two parties made an attem pt to scale the Matterhorn. Our party 
(led by old Chr. Aimer) returned in  thirty-five minutes to the hut, 
the fresh snow on the rocks making success quite impossible. My 
diary notes that Béraneck’s party went a little further. B ut it too 
had to turn  back, and the two parties returned to Zermatt together. 
This is no doubt the 1 tentative ’ Javelle mentions : ho had been up 
the peak in 1870, and now tried it again with his head master. 
Javelle’s point near the A. du Tour, is probably the Pointe des 
Plines (3,056 m. [10,026 ft.]) of which lie and Béraneck made the 
first ascent in 1871 (Écho des Alpes, 1887, p. 128). A neighbouring 
point is now called the Aig. Javelle (3,434 m. [11,267 ft.]), and was 
climbed by the same two friends in 1877.”
Challaud. Now as to  every position rights and duties a ttach , and 
as I  have lived up to  the presen t in  th e  m ost complete ignorance 
of those which accom pany m y new title , I  beg you to  be kind 
enough to  inform m e of them  in  your next le tte r. I  intend to 
do all th a t I  can to m erit th e  choice of th e  section ; and I  do 
not regard as the least of m y advantages th a t I  shall un ­
doubtedly have m ore frequent occasion to correspond w ith 
you. . . .”
“  L a u s a n n e ,  A p r il  1 4 ,1 8 7 2 .  
[After regretting  h is inability to  leave th e  boarding school 
to  go for an excursion w ith his friend, Javelle proceeds]
“ Count on me for an article and perhaps a  note. The article 
will be on the Valley of Anniviers, th e  note on th e  ascent òf 
th e  W cisshorn. B u t I  ought to  say th a t th e  two bears are 
still unskinned. However, I  am  going to  p u t m yself to  th e  task  
w ithout fu rther delay, or w ith the coming of the fine w eather th e  
too-seductive axe will replace th e  pen. . . .” [After his signa­
ture he adds] : “ I  have a  climbing narrative by Mons. Is ler on 
the Aiguilles Rouges. As for tha t skin, I  hold it—there is nothing 
to do bu t to  tan  i t .” [Javelle was prem ature ; he was no t 
able to  send th a t skin till June.]
“  M ay  2 7 ,  1 8 7 2 .
“ . . . B ight days ago I  took a  tu rn  on th e  arête of the  
E astern  Peak—a history of cord-unrolling and axe-handling. 
W ith th e  snow it  was a t its  best and in teresting  throughout. 
A t th is  m om ent I  am  peeling : th a t’s ju s t as w ell.”
“  L a u s a n n e ,  June  1 1 , 1 8 7 2 .
“ I  am  tru ly  grieved to  have kep t you waiting. I t  is m y m is­
fortune to  have suffered from excessive brain-weariness for ju s t 
about three weeks. I  can only work w ith difficulty. A lthough 
I  rem ained in on Sunday, keeping house, I  was unable to  do 
anything, I  send you, nevertheless, Mons. Is le r’s article. I  p ro ­
pose, with his consent, to  malte several corrections in th e  proof. 
I  join to it  a  note on Zinal, for w hich I  would beg you to 
make room . . . . Quite soon you will receive . . .  an article of five 
or six pages only, on th e  W eisshorn. I  had  begun one of greater 
proportions, bu t I  felt m yself too unwell to  finish it. The 
narrative, properly so called, of our ascent will appear in  the 
Sidsse Illustrée. I  am  doing no wrong to  th e  Écho, which m ust 
be suffering from an indigestion of narratives. I t  gives me
very sincere regret no t to  discharge m y debt b e tte r th is 
tim e. I  shall do b e tte r for th is  half-year assuredly. I  have 
notes of som ething which only requires some days of leisure 
to  furnish a ra th er interesting article. F or the  tim e being, 
alas ! I  require complete repose of spirit. As to  the body it 
goes very well ; m y state  is then  only one reason th e  m ore for 
aspiring to  the m ountain, w hither I  count on flying in Ju ly ."
“  L a u s a n n e  [marked b y  Mons. B riquet, November ( ? ) ,  1 8 7 2 1.
[After a passage th a t shows his editorial exertions, Javelle 
proceeds]
“ I  should perhaps have w ritten  for you a  notice on the 
ascent of the W eisshorn, bu t I  have no t had  a m inute to  spare 
for some days. To copy w hat I  send you I  have been obliged 
to  neglect m y lessons. All th a t fell for me a t a very unlucky 
tim e. . .
[D ated by Mons. B riquet, 1872].
“ S unday  m orning.
“ . . . I  count on you. I  shall be happy to press your hand 
and talli over m y holidays w ith you. My best climb was the 
Morning Pass, and m y greatest regret th a t of renouncing the 
Rotlihorn a t 130 in. [426 ft.] from the sum m it, when I  was
feeling as fit as possible and was sure of arriving. Mons. B ------
and I  had  undertaken it by ourselves ; a porter accompanied us, 
to  his great fright. U nfortunately before th e  last difficulties,
in reality  more terrifying than  im practicable, Mons. B  felt
him self the father of a family and drew back. I  did not think 
it  wise to  persuade him  against his will to  continue the ascent. 
I t  was worse th an  the Ccrvin bu t no t long, and delightful for a 
climber. I  have only one idea : to  re tu rn  there ."
On a postcard postmarked September 23,1873, we 
find Javelle promising “ three or four pages on the 
Bothhorn, and perhaps one or two notes; ” on another 
postmarked November 10,1873, we have the familiar 
account of the non-existence of an article (? the 
Bothhorn one) and then the following ultim atum  :—
“ L a u s a n n e , November 20, 1873.
“  D espite all m y attem pts I  have no t been able to  do anything. 
I  cannot prom ise any thing precisely ; however, le t’s hope th a t
between now and next week you will receive m y five or six 
pages. . . . The renew al of our bureau will soon take  place. 
I  shall resign m y position on th e  R édaction de l'Écho. I t  is 
w ith regret certainly th a t I  shall cease to participate in  your 
work in  a special fashion. B u t it  is im perative th a t I  should 
devote the little  tim e a t m y disposal exclusively to  preparing a 
fu ture for myself. If  some day I  find m yself in  funds, i t  will 
give me pleasure to  consecrate a  p art of m y leisure to  a work 
which has always keenly in terested  me. U p to  now I  have 
been tru ly  grieved to feel th a t I  could no t acquit myself con­
scientiously of m y function.”
“ S alvan  [postm arked A ugust 1 9 , 1 8 7 5 ] .
“ . . . W e have ju s t m ade w ith MM. Bérancck, fa ther and 
son (w ithout guide) th e  ascent of th e  Aiguille du Tour. I t  
offers two very d istinct peaks of equal height. The one which 
is easy has been climbed and bears a steinm ann ; th e  other, 
which is more difficult, bears no trace of ascent. Are we the 
first? * You will perhaps be able to  te ll m e .”
“  V e v e y ,  O ctober  1 0 , 1 8 7 8 .
“ Your kind le tte r deserved a  prom pter reply, bu t tim e failed 
me to  w rite as soon as I  would have wished. N ot having taken 
p art in  any of th e  great reunions of clubbists th is  sum mer, I  
have no t had th e  pleasure of m eeting you there, you faithful 
fellow who arc alw ays to  be counted on a t them . I  feel m ore 
than  regret, I  feel indeed a little  asham ed, bu t, w hat would 
you have ? in th is glissade of life one does no t always know 
exactly th e  line which one would wish to  take. You have 
bent your legs in  th e  approved way, and handled your axe 
dexterously, b u t you encounter protuberances in your path , and 
deviate in spite of yourself.
“ This year, in fact, I  encountered a large protuberance, which 
m ade m e deviate a little  from the direction of th e  Alps and of 
the Club. ‘ Good 1 behold him  a m arried m an ,' you say, ‘ or 
a t least a lover.’ Alas ! no, you are wide of th e  m ark. This 
protuberance, or to quit m etaphor, the th ing which has caused 
a great modification in m y life, is a splendid tr ip  I  have made 
in Ita ly . I t  is th is enchanting country, w hich I  have traversed 
nearly from end to  end, th a t now absorbs all m y thought, 
and which from th is spring absorbed a p a rt of m y funds. I  
have been to  Milan, Genoa, Leghorn, N aples (Capri), Foggia, 
* They were.—Tb .
Ancona, Bologna, and Venice. . . . [Javelle’s dots.] T h a t’s 
quite enough to  tu rn  th e  head oi anybody who loves nature 
and the arts, and a t th ir ty  sees it  all for the first tim e. The 
Club will pardon m e, I  th ink. As to you, I  am  sure of it. 
You will guess th a t I  have been to  Vesuvius, both above, and 
w ith in  as deep as one can go. Compared w ith our glaciers it 
is quite another world, and perhaps even more imposing. T hat 
[world] stirs you more. In  the sum m er I  did a little  wandering 
in  the  Alps, as m uch as I  could w ith m y clipped wings ; I  
have beat them  on Zinal, Z erm att, Orny, Salvan, I  have been 
to  Pigno [d’Arolla], Lo Besso, th e  Unter-Gabel [-horn], the 
Tour Sallières, &c. B u t tru ly  I  have left a p a rt of m y soul 
yonder in th e  country of the orange trees, and m y dream  is 
to  re tu rn  th ither, b u t for once only, for I  would willingly 
rem ain there, all th a t there is of me and for ever.”
“  V il l a  O r m o n d , S a n  B b m o , L ig u r ia .
“ November 29, 1880.
“ Mons. Talbert, the  V .-president of the C.A.F., who has pub­
lished recently a very p re tty  little.book on th e  Alps, would like a 
review of th is volume to  appear in  the next num ber of th e  Echo. 
. . .  I  would willingly charge myself w ith it, bu t here I  am 
in  th e  South looking after a lung-catarrh  caught one night on 
a  moraine. I  have no t the volume w ith me, and even if I  had 
it would be difficult to  find th e  tim e to  study it  so long as I  
rem ain a t Mons. Ormond’s, th a t is to  say until the end of Decem ­
ber. E n  revanche, I  count on sending you a few words on 
th e  m ountains of Corsica, among which I  have done a little  
climbing th is sum m er. They are beautiful, bu t there is nothing 
like th e  Alps elsewhere, and to  forget then1 glaciers nothing 
less th an  volcanoes is required. H ave you been to  E tn a  ? . . .”
“  I t a l y  [either December, 1880, or January  1, 1881].
“ Thanks for your good lines, dear colleague. I  am glad for 
Mons. T albert’s sake th a t he is in  the  hands of Mons. Binet- 
H eutsch. On th e  2nd of January  I  leave for Salerno [near 
N aples], where I  count on rem aining a t least tw o m onths if 
th e  country and the  conditions of existence agree w ith  me. 
M y state  has slightly improved, bu t p iano  p iano  after the 
fashion of th is land.”
“ V evey , November 12, 1882.
“ Your good lines have given me very great pleasure ; a eulo-
gium * quite spontaneous and sincere like yours is th e  sw eetest 
reward which one can receive for his work. W hen one has 
been deeply moved by beautiful things, and has endeavoured to  
com m unicate his emotion to  o thers, he experiences a profound 
joy in  feeling th a t he has touched th e  righ t chord and succeeded 
in  putting  into another a p art of himself, and th a t th e  better 
part, for of all th e  enthusiasm s we cherish th e  enthusiasm  for high 
sum m its is th e  m ost disinterested and the m ost pure. Only to  be 
understood one m ust needs m eet w ith hearts like yours, hearts 
which have the same arden t love for the  beauties of high soli­
tudes. Alas ! these hearts still form an aristocracy, and despite 
appearances do no t include even th e  m ajority  in  Alpine Clubs. 
And le t me say in  passing th a t w hat m ost attaches m e to  the 
C.A.S. is the fact th a t  it is there  I  also feel m ost fully th a t deep 
love for high m ountains. I  shall never forget the good atm o­
sphere which pervaded our reunions of ten  years ago ; I  still recall 
vividly the  effect produced on m y still young im agination by 
the enthusiastic narratives of your ascents in  th e  chain of 
Mont Blanc, and the accent w ith which you spoke of th e  beauty  
of th is noble chain. I  feel very distinctly  th a t you have had 
a p art in  the form ation of m y Alpine ideal, and if m y narrative 
has succeeded in awakening great images and cherished m em ­
ories w ithin you, it  has only given you back a  little  of w hat 
you have given me. The true  ardours of th e  heart are m arvel­
lous in  this, th a t they  are comm unicated, one knows no t how, 
w ithout th e  help of words. You had  no t thought of making 
Alpine poems, and yet you radiated  around you the poetry  of 
the heights for those who could understand you. I  am happy 
th a t occasion perm its me to  te ll you w hat I  have often thought, 
and you will understand me, I  am  sure, in th inking yourself of 
others who have produced a like effect on you. . . .”
Here my extracts m ust cease. The omitted pas­
sages would only strengthen in the reader the feeling 
he will already acknowledge, that Javelle was a man 
who lived his brief life with an enviable zest ; that 
he worked as hard for recreation as for livelihood. 
They would show that he was an industrious and 
conscientious official of the Club and a corresponding
* Mons, Briquet had w ritten praising the article on the Tour 
Noir.—Tr.
editor more ready to revise and forward MSS. of 
others than to complete his own. Each of his own 
contributions seems, as it were, to have been wrung 
out of him as the reluctant fruit of entreaty and 
delay. E n  passant, I  am glad to see tha t he objected 
to “ faking ” details for a drawing the authentic 
material for which was meagre. H e would have 
disapproved of the artists who draw mountains from 
hearsay. “ I t  is so difficult to invent rocks,” he 
remarks drily.
Finally this book in its English garb is not 
addressed exclusively to mountaineers. There are 
those who have said with Keats :—
“ H appy is England ! I  could be content 
To see no o ther verdure th an  its  own,
To feel no other breezes than  are blown,
Through its  ta ll woods w ith high rom ances b len t.’
That they may hear in their spirits as Keats did—
“ an inw ard groan,
To sit upon an Alp as on a throne.
And half forget w hat world or worldling m ean t,”
would surely have been Emile Javelle’s aspiration 
for them  if he had lived to see this rendering of his 
book.
W . IT . C h e s s o n .
November, 1899,
FOREW ORD TO T H E  SECOND 
F R E N C H  E D IT IO N
TH E  first edition of Souvenirs d ’un Alpiniste (now translated under the title of Alpine 
Memories) appeared in 1886, and has long been 
out of print. Such a success is well calculated 
to rejoice the many friends and admirers of 
Javelle, and to soften the bitterness which they 
felt at his prem ature death. The Souvenirs 
have indeed won for Javelle a place in the fore­
most ranks of those who have painted our Alps. 
No one has loved them with a love more fervent 
or passionate ; no one has painted more happily 
the strangeness of their scenery, the terrifying 
nudity of their solitudes, the bristling menace 
of their crests, the dizzying steepness of ' their 
couloirs, the fabulous accumulation of their ruins 
and the epic struggle of m an with these colossi—a 
struggle in which, by dint of energy and audacity, 
he triumphs over their proud walls of naked rock. 
W hat climber has not recovered in these pages, 
which positively vibrate in places with enthusiasm 
and poetry, impressions which have been felt a 
thousand times before ? W ho has not been struck
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with the sincerity of the writer and the artist in 
Javelle, with the picturesqueness and grace of his 
descriptions, and the distinctively personal charm 
with which his unfettered fancy endows them —a 
charm which is united to the finest observation and 
a constant regard for tru th  ?
Nevertheless, whatever may he the m erit of the 
writings of which the Second Edition is now offered 
to the public, we m ust be allowed to repeat what 
Ram bert has said before us, that the best of Javelle 
is not here. Time failed him to give us his measure. 
H is Mont Blanc, th a t “ vast symphony synthesising 
all the poetry of the Alps,” * remains unfinished, a 
masterly sketch. On the other hand, Alpinism was 
never more than one of the aspects of J'avelle’s 
activity. Those whom he honoured with his friend­
ship, those above all who enjoyed the privilege of 
living in his intimacy, know how far short of the 
m an was the author ; and it is w ith a swelling heart 
that they think of all that m ight have been antici­
pated from the full expansion of tha t rich and noble 
nature, tormented with idealism and tru th , and in 
which were allied the rarest gifts of heart and mind.
E. BÉRANECK.
L a u s a n n e ,  December, 1891.
* See p. 64.—Tn.

SAAS FEE.
(From a photograph by Ê m ile  Javelle.)
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ÉMILE JAVELLE
BIOGRAPHICAL AND LITERARY 
NOTICE
I.
T E  AN M A R I E  F E R D I N A N D  É M I L E  
t )  JA V E L L E  was born at Saint Étienne on 
the 6th of September, 1847.
“ By my m aternal grandm other,” he says in a 
Curriculum vitæ * which we have before us, “ I  was 
connected with the family of the Heurtier, of which 
a member became known as a senator under the last 
empire. My grandfather directed the factory of 
arms at Saint Étienne. Beyond that there was no 
glimmer of illustriousness in my family. The most 
indisputable part of my parents’ fortune, at any rate 
that by which I  have most profited, was an ardent 
love of things literary, well-marked artistic inclina­
tions, and a capacity for speaking pure French 
fluently and w ith correct pronunciation.”
* The Curriculum vitæ  consists of an unpublished MS. of thirteen 
pages, finely and closely written. Monsieur Edouard Béraneck pos­
sesses this, as well as all other papers and MSS. left by Javelle.—Tb.
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Emile Javelle was three when his parents quitted 
Saint Etienne to settle in Paris. On leaving the 
infants’ school he was placed in an establishment of 
the Brothers of the Christian Doctrine.* “ There,” 
he says, “ I  soon learned to read, if not well at least 
clearly and correctly, and I  attribute to an excellent 
Choix de lecturest  [book of selections] which was 
given to us the main foundation of such style as I  
have to-day. I  received from the good Brothers 
excellent moral instruction, and though my convic­
tions may have grown widely apart from theirs, I 
can never think of them  without gratitude.”
Mme. Javelle’s death led to some changes in the 
life of the child, who was a boy of ten when it 
occurred. The father was travelling for a m anu­
factory at Bàie and but rarely put in an appearance 
at his house. Young Émile was entrusted to his 
m aternal grandparents, and soon became their 
spoiled child, especially of his grandmother.
I t  is necessary to revert to this distant period in 
order to detect the first evidences he gave of his 
future vocation of Alpinist and climber.
Émile Javelle had an uncle, a learned botanist 
who had collected in various parts of the Alps— 
Mont Pelvoux, the Viso, Chamonix, the St. 
Bernard. The worthy uncle, who also helped to 
spoil his nephew, did not fail to inform himself on
* The Frères de la Doctrine Chrétienne are a Catholic teaching 
order created at the beginning of the eighteenth century by La 
Salle, Canon of Reims. The order has established a number of 
houses in Paris and the provinces. I t  was in  one of their Paris 
houses tha t Javelle entered on his first course of serious study.— T r .
f  The Choix de lectures was the work used by the junior classes 
of the house. I t  was a collection of pieces drawn from the French 
classics.—Tr.
the subject of the school reports, and a reward for 
even the least favourable of them  was never long in 
forthcoming. Sometimes (this was one of the most 
coveted rewards) he routed out the relics of his old 
Alpine expeditions, beginning with the alpenstock 
ornamented with a chamois horn, and accompanied 
the display of his treasures with stories—splendid 
stories, such as that of the crossing of the St. Bernard 
Pass and of the accident on Mont Pelvoux, stories 
already told a hundred times, and always asked for 
again. W hen the lad had been very good the uncle 
wound up by fetching the herbal itself, whose leaves 
opened one by one with a rustling of grey paper and 
dry grass. The child lost no time in m astering the 
contents of the herbal ; he saw what was coming 
before the page was turned. One in the number 
was awaited with particular impatience. I t  con­
tained a little mossy plant w ith a yellow label on 
which were to be read, not without straining the 
eyes (for the ink had become very pale), these 
words : “ Androsace . . . rochers du Mont B lanc.” 
(Androsace * . . , high rocks of Mont Blanc.)
“ There is no t,” said Emile Javelle, “ a plaything 
which I  would not have sacrificed to have gained 
possession of this faded bit of moss with the portion 
of earth still clinging to its roots from the veritable 
soil of Mont Blanc ! ”
The child remained a dreamer a long time. He 
did not dare to nurse the hope of some day climbing
* Six kinds of Androsace are mentioned in  the Vade Mecuvi 
to the Alpine Flora, by L. Schröter and Prof. Dr. C. Schröter 
(Fifth Ed., Zurich, 1896). They are the ciliated, flesh-coloured, 
blunt-leaved, Swiss, glacial and imbricated varieties. The first- 
mentioned seems to be the most common (see Glossary).—Tb,
Mont Blanc ; but what happiness merely to see it even 
at a distance, a great distance ! H e was told tha t he 
had already seen it, when he was three, from the top 
of a hill in the environs of Lyons, and he wished him ­
self dead for not having preserved any recollection 
of the occurrence. Anticipating the time when he 
should see Mont Blanc again, Javelle bought at the 
neighbouring grocer’s a very serviceable broom- 
liandle, and, at the ironmonger’s, a long nail which 
he succeeded in driving into the end of the broom- 
handle, head first. Provided with this alpenstock, 
he repaired to his uncle’s balcony (which was on a 
third storey) and paced the length and breadth of 
it, training himself to brave vertigo ; then, on the 
occasion of the next outing, he entreated to be 
conducted to the B uttes M ontm artre tha t he m ight 
scale its escarpments, but the wilful uncle, who 
was in the habit of going where botany led him, 
had no business to transact on the B uttes M ont­
martre.
The time drew nigh for choosing a career. The 
opinion was tha t Javelle was born for the religious 
life. H is piety, sustained by the examples of the 
house, was very exalted. “ 0  that Thy grace,” said 
he to God in a religious effusion of which a stray leaf 
has been preserved from oblivion, “ 0  that Thy grace 
m ight touch me always as deeply ! 0  that I  m ight
never forget that it is to Thee I  owe the most 
beautiful moments of my life, and walk always in 
Thy paths ! ” Émile Javelle was seventeen or 
eighteen when he wrote these lines, but he had not 
waited till then to display his fervour. At the age 
of fourteen they made him enter the novitiate of the 
Brothers of the Christian Doctrine at Paris. He
was enrolled among the little-novitiate.* “ W ork 
and prayer,” he says, “ filled our days, which were 
prolonged at the expense of our sleep. This ascetic 
life enfeebled my health. They saw that I  could not 
hold out against it, and at the end of some months I  
was w ithdrawn.”
For some time his people were not too certain 
how to begin ; and, while awaiting their decision, 
Javelle had ample leisure in which to recover from 
the fatigues of the novitiate. H is uncle was his 
master, less a m aster than a comrade, with whom 
lessons consisted in strolls. I t  was then that he 
developed a keen interest in butterflies, a sporting 
interest which quickly transformed itself into a 
studious one. If  it were fine he passed his days out 
of doors, net in hand. If  it rained he went to hear 
M ilne-Edwards’ + course of lectures on insects, or to 
study Latrcille f at the library of the museum. 
There was a moment when he persuaded himself 
tha t the task of his life would consist in writing the 
history of the lepidoptera of the environs of Paris.
B ut butterflies do not lead one far. The health of 
the young naturalist being re-established, they 
thought of making him resume his studies. By mere 
chance they set him at Latin . H e was taught the 
rudiments at Beauvais, in a famous boarding-school. 
H is progress was rapid. B ut Beauvais was far from
* Entering the petit noviciat indicates a sort of first apprentice­
ship to the monastic life, which it  was intended at first tha t Javelle 
should embrace.—Tr.
t  Henri Milne-Edwards (b. 1800, d. 1885), author of Histoire 
Naturelle des Insectes, &c.— T r .
{ Pierre André Latrcille (b. 1762, d. 1833). One of the founders 
of the science of entomology, author of Histoire naturelle et 
iconographie des insectes coléoptères d’Europe, &c.— T r .
Paris, and the good grandmother could only see her 
grandson at widely separated intervals. At the end 
of six months she revolted, and persuaded the 
botanist uncle to seek another boarding-school near 
enough to Paris to enable the boy to pass all his 
Sundays at home. H e was therefore transferred 
from Beauvais to Neuilly into a more modest but 
not less well-directed establishment. N otw ithstand­
ing the inconveniences invariably attending arbitrary 
changes of masters and methods, Emile Javelle 
continued to distinguish himself. After a year he 
passed from the Epitome * to Cicero and Virgil.
A career had not yet been chosen for him. At 
present they merely wished him to take his bachelor’s 
degree, after which they would see. B ut in their 
calculations they left out reverses of fortune. Emile 
Javelle’s father travelled, as we have said, for a 
manufactory at Bale. The American W ar having 
dealt a fatal blow to the ribbon trade, several firms 
at Bàie reduced their personnel. Mons. J avelie was 
among the victims of the crisis. Obliged to seek 
another career, he ventured on furnishing a photo­
grapher’s studio. The son’s place there was deter­
mined in advance ; he would fulfil the functions of 
operator ; that is to say, he would preside over the 
chemical and other manipulations whilst the father 
took charge of the artistic side of the business. 
The grandmother and the botanist uncle were 
ordered to apprentice Em ile to a photographer. 
They resigned themselves to these commands, and 
three months afterwards they saw him depart for 
Bàie, the apprenticeship having terminated.
Emile Javelle did not remain long at Bale. At 
* Epitome Histcrricz Sacra, by Charles François l’Homond.—Tn.
the end of a year he left one morning without in­
tending to return. H e had fled. The letter is extant 
in which he advises his father of the decision which 
he has just made. The father had' remarried, and 
the child by the first wife did not find in her suc­
cessor the sentiments which he had desired. This 
departure was the occasion of the first journey which 
Javelle made to the foot of the Alps. H e traversed 
Switzerland and went as far as Martigny, at the 
entrance to the Valais, whence, across the moun­
tain, he reached Savoy. I t  may be conjectured 
tha t if he preferred this route it was on account 
of the view of Mont Blanc which it afforded. 
Apart from that his aim was to reach Em brun, in 
Dauphiny, where he had a relative, from whom he 
proposed to obtain asylum and advice. The uncle at 
Em brun resembled the uncle at Paris. Pie listened 
to his nephew’s story, made him relate all his 
troubles, and decided that to feel fit again the poor 
youth had need of two m onths’ holiday—two months 
spent in promenading the surrounding mountains. 
On this point he was obeyed punctiliously ; less so 
on another.
I f  we are not misinformed (this, however, is not 
in the Curriculum), the uncle would have liked to 
attach his nephew to him  and persuaded him to 
settle in his vicinity. H e had some marriage in 
his m ind’s eye. Emile Javelle did not respond to 
the advances which were made him, seeing which 
the uncle, despairing of retaining him, and, it 
seems, a little put out by this sort of ingratitude, 
gave him some money and allowed him to depart . . . 
into the vast world. The fugitive’s intention was to 
go to Paris ; but he submitted to remaining in Saint
Étienne, his natal town, where he succeeded in 
obtaining a situation with a photographer, not 
without first becoming acquainted with the vicissi­
tudes of a hand-to-mouth existence. Then yielding 
to the reiterated appeals of the grandmother who 
lived on a small Government pension, he sallied 
forth once more, and betook himself on foot to 
Paris. H e was lucky enough to find immediate 
employment there. The maison Marié, of which he 
became an employé, held the leading place for the 
production of works of art.
The studio and the fencing-school (Javelle had a 
passion for fencing) divided the young m an’s time 
with the exception of the evenings devoted to the 
grandmother. Some leisure was also reserved for 
writing the narrative of the journey in Savoy and 
Dauphiny.* Here the future writer announces 
himself.
B ut this sojourn could not last long. The father 
had need of his operator. Having learned that he 
should find him at Paris, he m et him  there in May, 
1864, and offered him  terms sufficiently favourable 
to induce him to return with him.
This time Javelle remained longer at Bale. 
Living as he chose in his own apartments, he m ight 
have been happy there, the more so as Switzerland 
had become for him a kind of second fatherland. 
“ At bottom ,” he says, “ in returning to Bàie, the 
irresistible attraction to which I  yielded was Switzer­
land. Since I  had seen and traversed it, I  did 
nothing but dream of it, poring over maps and 
itineraries. Few  Swiss have wept more than  I,
* This narrative was never published. Javelle himself destroyed 
the fragments of it  which ho had written.—Ta.
or tears more scalding, in listening at Paris to 
the Ranz des vaches ” * :—
— - r 1 f  ] - r - i
■ab
* I  am indebted to Mr. Coolidge for the following interesting 
note:—
“ Bans des vaches (Kuhreihen) are songs sung by the herdsmen 
on the mountain pastures, the chief feature of which is an address 
to the several cows, the names of which are often enumerated. 
Round this nucleus there have gathered short descriptions of the 
duties and mode of life of the herdsmen. ‘ Bema ’ is the patois 
form of 'rang,' referring to the lines or rows of cows. There are 
two main types of the Bans :—
“ 1. Appenzell and East Switzerland generally.
“ 2. Bernese Oberland, including Hasle and the Emmenthal.
“ They are also prevalent in the Gruyère, but are now little known 
in Unterwalden.
“ By far the best authority on the subject is J. R. Wyss and
Emile Javelle was nearly seventeen when he 
re-entered the paternal studio. He had previously 
given numerous proofs of facility and divers apti­
tudes, but the occasion had not arrived for signalling 
his possession of an intellectual life of more than 
ordinary intensity. I t  was still only a well-endowed 
young man. The awakening of this intelligence, 
henceforth insatiable, is the principal result of the 
second sojourn at Bàie.
“ From  this tim e,” he says, “ date the true de­
velopment of my thought, my true studies and my 
first reflections.”
His reading was not at first so much varied as 
passionate. Two works seem to have exercised a 
decisive influence over him ; the Émile of Jean 
Jacques Bousseau and the Chrestomathie * of Alex­
andre Vinet.
L a  Profession de fo i du vicaire savoyard t  opened 
to him, as he himself tells us, a new world, that of
Ferdinand Huber’s SammUmg von Scliweizer-Kuhreihen. Mit 
Melodien und alten Volksliedern. 4tk and best edition, Berne, 1826. 
An interesting critical account of these songs is given by Prof. L. 
Tobler in  his Schweizerische Volkslieder, vol. i. (Frauenfeld, 1882), p. 
cxxxii-v. An excellent selection of typical songs (in German and 
French patois) will he found in  Prof. Felix Anderegg’s Illustriertes 
Lehrbuch fu r  die gesamte schweizerische Aljnvirthschaft (Bern., 
1898), p. 730-53.”
The accompanying Banz des vaches, which I  copied from 
Georges Tarenne’s Recherches sur Us Banz des Vaches (Paris, 1 8 1 3 ), 
is said to be the first one published. I t  appeared in the Fasciculus 
of Theodore Zwinger, 1 7 1 0 .— T b .
* Chrestomathie Française ou Choix de Morceaux Tirés Les 
Meilleurs Ecrivains Français. This famous reader, which is divided 
into three parts ("L ittérature de l’Enfance," "L ittéra tu re  de 
l’Adolescence," and “ Littérature de la Jeunesse et de l’Age M ur"), 
has passed through any number of editions. A revised and enlarged 
edition, edited by M. Eugène Bambert, appeared in 187C.—Tb. 
t  By J. J. Rousseau.—T b .
philosophy. H is first devotion did not resist this 
ordeal. He had no need to betake himself thither 
many times in order to gain and confirm the in ­
dependence of his mind. From  the instant tha t 
this independence seemed to him  a possibility it 
became a reality to him, and he utilised it imme­
diately by recommencing on his own account the 
work of the Savoyard vicar. H e spent a part of 
his nights in meditating, speculating, seeking the 
tru th  with all the force of his mind, revolving the 
most arduous problems : those by which one is 
inevitably confronted on the threshold of life, those 
which impose themselves on us—in other words, 
the insoluble problems—and taking care to note in 
proportion to their importance the results of his 
meditations.
Thus opened to the astonished eyes of Émile 
Javelle the vast domain of philosophical reflection.
“ About this tim e,” he adds, “ one of my friends 
introduced me to V inet’s Chrestomathie, with its 
prefaces and excellent notes. Here was another and 
totally new world—new worlds are rife at that age. 
All my ardour was immediately turned towards the 
study of literature. I  ordered the necessary works 
from Paris. At every page I  exclaimed, with Hons. 
Jourdain, ‘ Ah ! the beautiful things ! the beautiful 
things ! * . . .  0  my father and mother, what a 
grudge I  bear you ! ’ ”
H e set himself energetically to study, thoroughly 
determined to make up for lost time. Under such 
conditions progress is rapid, so we are not surprised 
to learn that he profited more by a few months of 
this intense exertion than  he could have by a multi-
* See Molière’s Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme, Act ii., Scene vi.—Tb,
plication of academic courses during a much longer 
period. He was, however, only able to devote to his 
literary study the few hours which remained after 
working in the studio.
He read, he reflected, he stored his head with 
varied knowledge, and at the same time he learned to 
write, without other guide than  the study of models, 
though not without repeated exercises. He was at 
once m aster and pupil. H e forced himself, whatever 
the subject, to give in  good French a clear, correct, 
complete, and elegant expression to his thoughts, 
and he condemned himself to do the same exercise 
over and over again until he was satisfied with his 
performance. H e had to a very high degree the gift 
of dividing himself into two in this way. Soon he 
felt himself strong enough to allow a friend to share 
the benefit of his acquired experience. Still con­
tinuing to officiate as an operator in a photographer’s 
studio, he gave lessons in style and literature ; what 
is more, he sketched out at this period a complete 
course of lectures on rhetoric.
I t  was about this time that he began to suffer 
from the contradiction between his natural purely 
literary vocation, and that which circumstances had 
imposed on him. H e became more and more un­
happy about it till he resolved to cut short a false 
situation by seeking a modest livelihood in another 
career, namely, that of a teacher. W ith  more 
experience he would possibly have been frightened 
by a lacuna, the necessity of covering which he 
did not at first realise—the inadequacy of his clas­
sical knowledge. To teach the French language 
and not to know Latin , or to know only the ele­
ments of tha t tongue, was to brave inevitable
difficulties. I t  may be considered fortunate that he 
did not take them  into account. W ithout the 
audacity of the self-taught he would have remained 
a long time Émile Javelle, the photographer.
In  1868 he indulged in a few days’ travel in 
Bomance Switzerland, with no other object than 
that of looking up some relations there. Having at 
Vevey made the acquaintance of Mons. Cornuz,* pro­
fessor at the college and father of one of his friends, 
he explained his position to him. Mons. Cornuz 
promised to help him, and, in fact, a m onth from 
that date he offered Émile Javelle the post of 
French m aster in Mons. Gloor’s t  boarding-school. 
A fortnight after, Javelle entered into his duties. 
“ I  was intoxicated with joy,” he says.
From  this instant the history of the life of Émile 
Javelle, which began with plenty of ups and downs, 
becomes very uniform, and would be monotonous 
if it did not continually offer us the spectacle of 
progress interesting to follow. H e continues to 
study with the same ardour, and his studies grow 
increasingly diverse in character. The original 
lacuna is not filled up—it will never be filled up— 
but compensations multiply. The essential parts 
of French literature, particularly the poets, become 
familiar to him. The attention which he bestows 
on classic models does not tu rn  him from the study 
of the moderns—of contemporaries. He keeps well 
abreast of what goes on in Paris ; he follows the 
movement of things and always has his eyes open. 
H e does not confine himself to books ; he travels. 
H e goes to Italy  and initiates himself in antiquity 
by the study of monuments. At the end of a few 
* Now dead.—Tr. f Mons. Gloor is now dead.—T r.
years Émile Javelle has become, in his own way, one 
of the most well-informed of our countrymen, with 
an originality with which everybody is impressed.
Soon he was able to think, not only of acquiring, 
but of producing. The reviews and journals of 
Bomance Switzerland hastened to wrelcome him. 
Articles by him were inserted in L a  Suisse Illustrée,* 
the Écho des Alpes, and the Bibliothèque Universelle. 
H e was promptly recognised as one of our best 
national writers, for no one thought of looking at 
him as a foreigner. The only fault they found with 
him was that he produced too little. He followed 
the ancient rule—multum.
B ut it is perhaps as pedagogue that he has been 
principally noticed by the majority of those who 
have approached him. From  the first his teaching 
had shone in qualities not commonly found in that 
of the masters of our country. Javelle preached by 
example—by a correct pronunciation, a concise mode 
of expression, the use of good French, a very lively 
sentiment for literary things. For the rest his was 
not a teaching of mere form. Nourished by the 
reflections, studies, and experiences of each day, he 
was not long in becoming quite rich and fruitful. 
He made up by essential merits what he lacked in 
philological solidity.
* Two articles on “ L ’Epoque Glaciaire ’’ appeared in  L a  Suisse 
Illustrée, August 24 and 81,1872. In  addition to the three contribu­
tions to the Bibliothèque Universelle reprinted in  this book, an 
article entitled, “ Un Excellent Exemple,” appeared in the number 
of that review for August, 1878. My attention has also been called to 
two slight contributions to L'Echo des Alpes (1878, No. 4, and 1882, 
No. 4), not reprinted in the Souvenirs. The former is a review 
en titled ,‘‘Une cime de moins dans les A lpes"; the latter, some 
remarks on the number of peaks in the Dent du Midi, in reply to 
an anonymous criticism.—Tr.
Competent men who have had occasion to see 
Javelle at work, appreciated, above all, his way of 
directing practical exercises in composition, reading, 
declamation. There is scarcely need to say that he 
had long since succeeded in disengaging himself from 
the routine of French rhetoric without in the least 
impairing the delicacy of his natural taste. He had 
the innate sentiment of elegance, and he kept it. 
H e kept even the cult of the phrase, but in giving 
to this word a sense which ennobled it. For him a 
phrase was art—great art—a creation ; a beautiful 
phrase, certain periods of Bossuet, for example, he 
used to say witness no less eloquently in favour of 
human genius than the greatest products of the 
greatest painters, or the most admirable edifices of 
the most famous architects. Professing such a 
theory, one cannot but be a severe judge. Severe 
he was, hut without being discouraging. Every 
attentive pupil made rapid progress with him ; the 
advance was observable from one composition to the 
nextT Still more appreciated were his criticisms on 
reading a declamation. W hoever is sensible at this 
point of the value of the phrase should stand by 
this : that when spoken it should develope all its 
inherent beauty. To phrase well, everything is in 
those words. How is a pupil to phrase well who 
does not at first pronounce well ? How can he 
phrase well if he does not duly feel what he utters ? 
If  we phrase badly, we Vaudois, is it not nearly 
always because we pronounce badly, and most 
frequently because we do not truly feel what we 
say? In  his class Javelle waged incessant war 
against the bad national habits which were already 
more or less rooted in the majority of his pupils.
All those who owe to his instigation the fact that 
they attended to these bad habits entertain a lively 
gratitude for their benefactor. Especially grateful 
are those, and they are many, who knew him well 
enough to effect their cure in his company. Javelle 
was not one of those masters who appear to their 
pupils at lesson-time ; he sought occasions to be­
come acquainted with them  ; he attracted them  ; he 
surrounded himself with them as a man surrounds 
himself with friends. On Sunday, the excursion 
day, he was to be seen sallying forth very early with 
a few young people who kept him faithful company. 
Together they climbed such and such an Alpine 
summit, and chatted while they walked. They 
chatted of everything, for anything leads to every­
thing, and no one knew it better than  .Javelle. He 
profited by these occasions to sow ideas, to shed 
unexpected daylight upon intelligences. He excelled 
in this art. H is influence soon became great over 
those who accompanied him in his walks. Com­
panions became disciples. Together they initiated 
new points of view, new modes of thought. Certain 
parents made out that this influence went too far ; 
but in the majority of cases it was only exercised for 
the good of those who submitted to it. '
Thus widened the circle of his action and his 
labours. In  every sense he had made progress. 
Two incidents alone break the uniformity of this 
forward movement. Eighteen months after he came 
to Yevey, Javelle quitted Mons. Gloor’s boarding- 
school to fulfil analogous functions at Lausanne with 
Mons. Béraneck ; * then, in 1874, he returned to
* The pension Béraneck no longer exists. I t  was established by 
Mons. Edouard Béraneck’s father in 18G0. Mons. Béraneck père 
died in 1895,—Tr.
Vevey there again to teach the French language and 
literature, but this time at the college of the town.
The period which he passed at Vevey immediately 
following his departure from Mons. Béraneck’s board­
ing-school, was perhaps the happiest in his life. He 
enjoyed independence there ; he was in the position 
of a made man, and received an amount of con­
sideration which could not help increasing as time 
went on. “ Since the day when the preceding lines 
were w ritten ,” he says in a post-scriptum  to the 
Curriculum vitce, “ I  have passed two years at 
Vevey—two well-filled years—and I  may say, happy 
ones, thanks to the quite exceptional kindness which 
I  have m et w ith in society and among the Veveysan 
authorities, and to my pupils’ affection, of which 
they have given me numerous testim onies.”
These testimonies became more numerous still 
when Javelle undertook to deliver some public 
lectures every winter. The interest in them  grew 
more animated from year to year. Towards the 
end he had as many as a hundred and fifty and 
even two hundred auditors to count upon as good 
for a whole series of lectures. Nothing could he 
more flattering than  such a success. For the rest, 
Javelle became attached to Vevey in proportion as 
Vevey became attached to him. He returned in 
kind. Nevertheless he was not fully satisfied by 
his sojourn in this town. H e regretted not to find 
there more resources in men and things, a learned 
society, an academic life. Moreover, his duties were 
arduous, the time absorbed considerable, and the 
remuneration small. The lectures were a precious 
supplementary resource, but imposed an additional 
burden. After having fulfilled the duties of his
charge and provided for the necessities of existence, 
but little leisure remained to him for study and the 
advancement of works on the stocks. There were 
moments when Javelle counted with despair the tale 
of days which rolled by. Twice he cast eyes on 
other more advantageous places ; hut twice he 
dashed against the obstacle to which he was obliged 
to submit all through his life. In  a communal 
college they can shut their eyes to some relatively 
weak point ; but for a cantonal college or similar 
superior establishment, classical attainm ents were a 
sine qua non. Towards the end of his life Javelle 
conceived the idea of returning to his first trade— 
that of photography. He hoped to find in it a 
source of gain sufficient to preclude him from the 
necessity of devoting so considerable a time to the 
prose of life. H e counted on taking up a speciality, 
tha t of the landscape artist. H e was struck with 
the frequency with which the most experienced and 
skilful photographers erred in the choice of subject 
or moment. He dreamed of the possibility of doing 
better than  them  all, and of thus gaining rapidly a 
select clientele. During two summers he experi­
mented at Salvan, Saas, the environs of Vevey, and 
other spots. He departed in the morning with his 
apparatus ; he walked about haphazard, gazed here 
and there, and took no plates until he came across 
a picture ready-made by nature. H e did not seek 
the extraordinary, but the picturesque, and by pre­
ference the picturesquely simple. These essays, 
notwithstanding the exiguity of the format, are 
remarkable. One perceives the artist’s eye in them  
immediately. One of these small photographs re­
produced by the engraver serves as an illustration to
this volume. The subject of it was taken at Saas 
Fee, where Javelle passed the last summer of his 
life. There are a pretty  large number of others, all 
distinguished. An album* containing a score of them 
had a genuine success at the National Exhibition 
at Zürich, f The more he reflected the more Javelle 
was persuaded tha t here was a path worth trying. 
B ut time failed him to test it. A grave malady, 
destined to have a fatal ending, cut short all his 
plans.
II .
The idea of rescuing from oblivion some charming 
pages already published, and of drawing forth from 
obscurity other pages not less inspired which were 
not wanting among the papers left by Émile Javelle, 
originated the day after his death. Everybody who 
knew him, were it only through some fugitive read­
ing, laid the task on his friends as a duty, particularly 
on the most intim ate of them all, him  on whom 
devolved the privilege of acting as his literary 
executor, Mons. Edouard Béraneck, fils. By working 
towards the accomplishment of this duty it has been 
felt that a general wish was responded to.
This volume being destined for the larger public 
everything has been avoided which could restrict its 
interest. The talent of Émile Javelle belongs to all. 
Nevertheless, it was not fair to leave entirely out of 
the reckoning his friends and colleagues—colleagues
* Mons. Edouarcl Béraneck informs me tha t the album in question 
contained a score of photographs taken by Javelle himself. The 
plates were destroyed and the photographs have not been repro­
duced.—Tr.
t  In 1883.
of the French Alpine Club and the Swiss Alpine 
Club among others, for whom such a volume would 
have a special value as a souvenir. I t  was mainly of 
them  that Mons. Édouard Béraneck thought when 
he enriched this volume with an engraving which 
recalls the earlier essays of the artist-photographer. 
Therein lie some souvenirs which he is happy to 
offer to the friends of his friend, with the certainty 
that they will be dear to them  all. I t  is of them 
also that he m ust have thought (at least of those in 
the first rank of friendship) when he did us the 
honour to ask us to write this notice.
All this explains itself, but the m anner in which 
this volume was made up requires Some elucidation, 
and in supplying this we are furnished with an 
opportunity for completing the literary and biographi­
cal details upon which we have just entered.
“ During these last six years,” said Javelle in the 
Curriculum vitce, “ I  split my life into two parts : 
one was devoted to the Alps, the other to works of 
the intellect. Beyond tha t very few things have 
occupied my tim e.”
The manuscripts which he left as well as the 
publications of his lifetime confirm this observation, 
which would be equally just if applied to his career 
as a whole from the moment when he quitted Bàie.
If, then, this volume were thoroughly typical of 
Javelle’s work, it would he divided into two parts of 
nearly equal importance—one devoted to literature, 
the other to Alpinism. The first is almost totally lack­
ing, being only represented by the essay on Töpffer 
written for the Galerie Suisse * of Mons.Eug. Secrétan. 
If  nothing has been added to this unique essay 
* See Vol. I I I .—T r .
which, having been already published, offered itself 
naturally for reproduction, it is because Javelle left 
nothing else in the way of literary studies which 
seemed sufficiently complete.
W hile very young, Emile Javelle had formed the 
habit of thinking with his pen in his hand, and as a 
rule by a few notes jotted down on paper he preserved 
the recollection of his meditative vigils. He m ust 
indeed in the course of time have written a 
voluminous journal—the journal of his thoughts. 
No trace of this is forthcoming, it was probably 
destroyed.* B ut there remain some volumes or 
portfolios of detached notes. All that is too frag­
mentary, too desultory to be published as it is. One 
would say in looking over these relics that Émile 
Javelle’s chief weakness lay in the want of a definite 
plan of study. To a certain degree tha t was the 
case.
There was a moment, however, when there is 
reason to believe that, as the result of a conversation 
with a friend, his reflections were about to concen­
trate on one pre-determined subject. The question 
arose as to the chances in his favour of occupying a 
more elevated position in the hierarchy of teaching ; 
the discussion dated from the first period of his 
residence at Vevey, and before he had made any 
attem pt to seek a more advantageous position. The 
friend spoke very much as follows: “ My dear fellow, 
you are worthier than  many others to fill a chair in a 
cantonal, let alone a communal, college, in a lyceum 
or gymnasium as we call it, indeed in an academy.
* Mons. Edouard Bêraneck writes to me : “ I t  was destroyed by 
Javelle. I  possess, however, some stray leaves with some detached 
thoughts."—Tb.
B ut you know the universal prejudice. I t  is an 
honour to which one can scarcely be called unless one 
knows Latin , or has leam t it, which is not always the 
same thing. This prejudice is excusable, and, to tell 
the truth, I  am one of those who share it. In  a French 
m aster it takes singular merits to counterbalance 
the ignorance of Latin . If any one possesses these 
singular merits it is you. B ut it rests with you to 
prove you have them, and I  see no way open to do 
this but by launching a publication which should put 
you in your proper rank, and assure you the place 
which is yours by right in the estimation of com­
petent m en.”
Javelle acknowledged the reasonableness of these 
remarks, and he and the friend whose advice he had 
sought long debated what should be the nature of 
this publication. They lost no time in coming to 
the same conclusion. They recalled the course of 
rhetoric which Javelle had written for use in the first 
lessons in French which he had to give. Rhetoric 
having always been the principal speciality of his 
teaching, he had recurred again and again to this 
course and transformed it, modifying and improving 
it each time, but without rewriting it. Nothing else 
in his lessons interested him to the same extent. 
Much struck by what Javelle had told him, the friend 
pledged him to construct the required book out of 
this course.
“ There is no t,” he said, “ a single manual of 
rhetoric in French which one could recommend a 
master to use, still less a pupil. Revolutions change 
the face of the world, but of all things the school is 
least changed by them. The school is the asylum 
of routine, and in the routine-abiding school nothing
has shown itself more obstinately the slave of 
routine than rhetoric. In  the immense majority 
of cases, no teaching is more dry, more formal, 
more sterile. There are exceptions—some of them 
could be named which belong to our own country ; 
but the few men who could succeed in inspiring a 
love of rhetoric and in rendering it useful have done 
little in the way of manuals. They alone profit by 
the reforms which they introduce. You, with your 
ideas, your intelligence in literary m atters, your 
experience, your practice already crowned with such 
vital and deserved success, could enrich pedagogic 
libraries with a book which they do not yet possess, 
and of which they are in urgent need. Considering 
the point at which you have arrived two years, three 
years at most, would suffice you to bring this work 
to a satisfactory termination. Your rhetoric would 
make a sensation. I t  would invest you with an 
authority which tw enty years of functions con­
scientiously fulfilled would not give you. You 
would become the man of your book, and people 
would no longer ask if you know Greek or Latin  
well. Besides, you would have accomplished a 
good and beautiful work : tha t also counts for some­
thing in life.”
Javelle, having yielded to persuasion, set to his 
task with ardour, as was usual with him. “ Since 
the m onth of April,” we read in the Curriculum, 
which is dated October, 1876, “ all my leisure has 
been absorbed by preparing for the press a fairly 
extended work on composition and style, a work 
which can scarcely be completed inside three years.” 
Between the writing of these lines and Javelle’s 
death nearly seven years elapsed, and this book,
which should have been finished in three years, has 
not appeared. Not only was it never finished, but 
it was scarcely begun. Not a single page of it was 
■written, notwithstanding the fact that Javelle was 
unceasingly occupied with it.
Here we touch on one of the distinctive traits of 
his mind, of his genius as the ancients used to say, 
who did not necessarily attach to this word the 
ambitious meaning which it is made to hear to-day. 
Javelle had a mania, a more than respectable one, 
but one that can lead a man far—a mania for com­
pleteness. His was an inquiring mind if ever there 
was one. No one was more ready than he to be led 
away on a scent. W hatever study he approached 
he would discover in it close and intim ate relations 
with some other study, then with a second, and so 
on to infinity. W hen he quitted his point it was 
for a voyage round the world.
The reading of special treatises was only the least 
part of the studies undertaken by Emile Javelle in 
view of his rhetoric ; it was an introduction in 
m atter over which he passed as rapidly as possible. 
H e was at greater pains to discover all he could in 
the works of the principal authors, in the nature of 
practical advice or theories, according with the line 
he proposed to take up. H e considered tha t writers, 
great writers, are the sole masters of rhetoric. His 
researches bore not only on French literature but 
also on foreign literature, principally upon that of 
Germany. He soon became familiar with Schiller 
and Lessing, still more so with Goethe. Of the last- 
named he let nothing escape him. Goethe was—it 
m ust be added—his favourite, his nearest relation 
among celebrated writers. Javelle could scarcely be
said to know German, notwithstanding his residence 
at Bale; hut all Goethe was easy to him. H e under­
stood him to half a word, as two sympathetic 
natures understand one another. On one essential 
side of his nature Javelle had scarcely any resem­
blance to Goethe. H e had not the equilibrium of that 
complete intelligence, developed by studies equally 
complete ; but he had the same curiosity of mind, the 
same desire to learn all, and understand all. H e not 
only admired Goethe, he loved him, and defended him 
to the utterm ost against the commonplace accusa­
tions of indifference and egoism. The Conversations 
with Eckermann* was for long his bedside book.
Goethe and Schiller led him to examine thoroughly 
the principal theories professed by philosophers on 
the beautiful and its applications. He held that 
there is no rhetoric without aesthetics, and that the 
least counsel given anent an exercise in reading or 
composition should rest on general principles, fully 
and solidly established. Nothing was more opposed 
to his turn  of mind than those fragments of theory 
and that superficial empiricism which take the place of 
doctrine among the majority of masters. H e probed 
everything to the why, to the last why. He did not 
neglect in this vast inquiry the most modern 
thinkers, particularly those of the English positivist 
school. Already long since he had read with care 
some of the works of John Stuart Mill, of Darwin, 
and especially of Herbert Spencer. The latter shares 
with Goethe the distinction of being the man who 
laid greatest hold upon Émile Javelle. For a long 
time Javelle regarded him as the greatest of seers, and
* Conversations de Goethe pendant les dernières années de sa vie, 
1822-32, recueillies par Eckermann, traduite par Émile Délerot, 
Paris, 1863.—Tb.
referred to his works on every subject as it were to 
the fountain of truth. Under the influence of 
Javelle there was actually formed in the midst of 
the Yaudois youth a little positivist school which was 
the direct outcome of Spencer, and sought to react 
against official teaching. The excess of this in ­
fatuation ended by incurring the suspicion of the 
person who had set the example for it, but the 
reaction necessary to put things back in their right 
place only took effect in the last years of his life. 
Up to then many of Javelle’s friends might have 
believed that his chief ambition was to rank among 
the interpreters and lieutenants of the English 
philosopher.*
W e seem to have strayed very far from rhetoric ; 
we are nearer it than we seem. One of Émile 
Javelle’s originalities consists in his having under­
stood at an early point in his career that if there is 
a thing that can be called sterile it is that kind of 
antagonism which is established between studies of 
the scientific order and those of the literary and 
moral order. H e discovered everywhere traces of a 
parallelism between the two series of phenomena, 
and, by analogy, science often furnished him with 
the solution of literary questions. A philosophy of 
science like that of H erbert Spencer should more 
than any other blossom into æstheticism, and as a 
result into rhetoric. Javelle was seized with genuine 
emotion when he discovered that H erbert Spencer 
had with his own hand, in an article already old, 
published in  an English review,! fixed the founda-
* I  am informed by Mr. Spencer that he was not aware of the 
existence of this disciple.—Te .
t  Westminster Review, October, 18Ö2. The title of the article is 
“ The Philosophy of Style” ; it is reprinted in the Essays, London,
tions of positive rhetoric. H e hastened to his book­
seller, and put everything in train to procure the 
precious number. I t  cost him endless journeys and 
more than two pounds sterling. Finally he obtained 
the article. H e at once set to work to decipher it 
word for word by dint of the dictionary. H e thought 
he would march from discovery to discovery, and, in 
fact, he did learn some fairly new things, amongst 
others, tha t “ carrying out the metaphor that lan­
guage is the vehicle of thought . . .  in composition, 
the chief thing to be done is to reduce the friction and 
inertia [of the vehicle] to the smallest amounts.” * 
The idea is luminous ; nevertheless, when he had 
translated the whole article, Javelle experienced a 
kind of vague disenchantment. L ittle  by little the 
impression formulated itself; the principle of the 
least friction is merely a negative principle, of use 
in removing obstacles, but leaving undefined the 
force which creates rhetoric. In  what does this 
force consist, and how can it be utilised ? This is 
what positive rhetoric should teach, and what it 
abstains from revealing. H erbert Spencer’s theory 
is nothing but tha t of Nicolas Boileau, presented 
in a physical formula. Verily, was it worth so much 
trouble and expense to obtain a result so meagre ? 
I  can still see my friend suffering under the first 
shock of the deception, and forcing himself to justify 
his favourite master. B ut the effort was vain—he 
did not succeed, and this incident largely contri­
buted to free him from the species of servitude to 
which he had too long submitted.
1868. [See also Vol. II . of the Library Edition of the Essays, 
1891.—Tb.]
* I  have slightly altered Mons. Rambert’s phraseology here in 
favour of Mr. Spencer’s precise words.—Tu,
From  rhetoric he mounted to aesthetics, hoping to 
find therein a body of doctrine on which he could 
lean. H is sojourn in these high speculative regions 
led him to understand that the root of the questions 
he was perpending m ust be sought in psychology. 
Thereupon, behold him involved in a new course of 
reading and fresh researches. How should he speak 
of composition and style without having analysed 
all the psychological phenomena under which—he 
was far from forgetting it—are hidden so many 
physiological problems ? Is not the style the m an? 
W hat is style, then? W hat is man? these ques­
tions being necessarily parallel.
These last studies, for which he was well prepared 
by those which preceded them, were very fruitful. 
On no subject was Javelle more interesting to listen 
to. H e was congratulating himself on being engaged 
on it when he was confronted with a new and no 
less evident necessity, tha t of creating points of 
comparison in the world of the arts. Poetry is a 
painting, painting is a poetry. B ut poetry is also 
a song or a music. And now behold our friend 
boldly reconnoitring in both of these directions, 
without prejudice to architecture in which he was 
also much interested. Émile Javelle was a pas­
sionate amateur of music, a very competent, very 
delicate judge of it. Together with other amateurs, 
the most distinguished amateurs of our land, he pro­
fited by every favourable opportunity of extending his 
musical knowledge. As to painting, he wished to 
m aster the theory of it absolutely; he was, there­
fore, obliged to undertake a thorough study of the 
best works on the subject.
I  have said [p. 48] that Javelle was beset with a
thirst for completeness. If we are to emulate him we 
m ust add that his too lively imagination was subject 
to impulses, to fortify himself against which he was 
unprovided with a firm and stable will, the indis­
pensable preservative. The multitude of questions 
which rose up in his path from all sides were so 
many singing sirens whom he could not resist. To 
the eyes of a superficial observer he m ust have 
seemed more than once doomed to beat eternally 
the bushes by the side of the road without ever 
reaching the goal. Scoffers would have applied to 
him  Voltaire’s saying about Laharpe : “ An oven 
which is always warming something and never 
cooking i t .’’ Still, it m ust be repeated that it was 
not merely inconstancy of humour and agitation of 
mind that resulted in this atrophy, it was beyond 
everything noble curiosity of intelligence, and the 
desire to get to the foundation of things.
F or the rest, Javelle was conscious of it, as is 
proved by a characteristic sentence jotted down by 
him at the bottom of a scrap of paper. “ My 
imagination,” he says, “ and almost my whole mind 
is like a fire which goes out unless I  throw books 
into it, or unless some recital or event stirs and 
reanimates the cinders. Left entirely to myself, 
without conversation and without books, I  should 
preserve my reason, a certain habit of reflection ; 
but I  should lose all my enthusiasm .”
In  all these goings and comings Javelle never 
wholly lost sight of the practical end which he had 
proposed to himself, the writing of a treatise on 
rhetoric, except in amassing at the same time 
materials for some larger and more ambitious work. 
The notes which he has left always relate to ques­
tions concerned with the first plan, the great ques­
tions of art and style, to use the latter -word in its 
most elevated sense. There was his aim ; there the 
centre and unity of so many apparently divergent 
researches.
There is much to learn in these scattered notes, 
but, as we have said, they are too fragmentary, too 
disconnected, to be published as they are. W ill it be 
possible to extract the quintessence from them, in 
order to make them  later on the subject of some 
review-article or similar publication in such form as 
shall seem appropriate ? I t  would be rash to take 
the responsibility of preparing the article. L et us 
restrict ourselves to the statem ent that Emile Javelle 
will not be fully known till this work has been done.
Before everything else Javelle is an artist-philo- 
sopher, who wishes to render an account of himself 
to himself. Among such natures are those who 
stimulate the progress of æsthetic analysis. If  Émile 
Javelle had lived, and if he had finally succeeded in 
concentrating his thoughts, he would, I  doubt not 
have gained a very high position among the theorists 
of criticism. Such as they are, his notes, allowing 
for indispensable selection and arrangement, would 
certainly interest and impress. I t  would be easy to 
group them, not as one would if it were desired to 
deduce a system from them, but so as to form an 
ensemble which men of taste would value highly, 
and every critic would consult with profit. Such 
oscillations of thoughts as m ight be noted would 
serve but to augment its interest, and the reader 
would disengage from the context to store in his 
memory a number of felicitous lines. Javelle 
abounds in lines that linger in the memory. They
are not so many words punched out by a machine, 
as are to be found more or less frequently in the 
pages of most French writers ; rather are they words 
rich in sense, remarkable for the simple m anner in 
which they sum up the results of long reflection.
W hoever does this work will not fail to examine 
also other notes, those which Em ile Javelle used for 
his lectures at Vevey. Sometimes they give only the 
rough draft, at others the text of the discourse 
itself. This future editor of Javelle’s relics will no 
doubt detach from them  some interesting pieces which 
will fit in easily to fragments drawn from elsewhere. 
In  these courses of lectures it is still the projected 
work on rhetoric striving to formulate itself, little by 
little assuming a bodily shape. B ut if we are not 
mistaken, only a few pages will be found which 
demand citation in their entirety. Javelle, pen in 
hand, was in no sense an improvisator. Composition 
he found laborious ; he has been known to write the 
same article ten  times. In  creative ecstasy ideas 
appeared to him  in gleams or sparks ; these, whether 
good or bad, he immediately fixed in the form of 
words, with “ &c.” in great numbers. These 
words were so many foci of attraction, around which 
gravitated the secondary ideas. In  developing, 
these parallel formations ended by combining, and 
the work stood out in unity. B ut revision was 
required to efface the traces of this complex elabora­
tion. This last task took by far the longest to 
perform, and Javelle never brought it to a successful 
termination without going over the ground several 
times. When Javelle the writer had blackened the 
quarter or the half of a white page, Javelle the 
critic began to peer at it out of the corner of his eye,
sneering anticipatorily at what had just been set 
down on the paper. I t  was so far from the ideal he 
had placed before him !
Our friend had built up a theory from his personal 
experience. Every man, he said, has tw'o measures : 
the measure of what he can give immediately w ith­
out too much effort, and that which he would give 
in the long run if he could succeed in drawing from 
his interior being all that is therein hidden and 
enveloped. In  his case the distance between these 
two measures was considerable. W hat he possessed 
least was spontaneity. So it would have been 
treason to publish anything hut tha t which he 
regarded as definitive, unless one were to set him ­
self to detach those features which owed their origin 
to the first creative elaboration. Surprised thus in 
the intimacy of thought in process of formation 
Javelle recovers his advantages. W here he proves 
an unthankful study is in the intermediary stages.
These observations do not apply only to articles 
by him on subjects of a literary kind, but also to 
narratives of excursions, descriptions of Alpine 
scenery, with this difference, however, that working 
on precise recollections Javelle found his ensembles 
more manageable and submitted less to impulses. 
H is manuscripts, in this category as in the other, 
comprise scarcely any finished work : it has been 
found possible to extract from them only one un­
published fragment, “ The Mazots of Plan-Cerisier.” 
I t  was therefore necessary to fall back on articles 
already published, and happily Javelle is among those 
writers who have everything to gain by a reappear­
ance before the public.
This volume contains almost everything that
Javelle has written on the Alps. Nothing has been 
sacrificed but a few too technical notes or some 
article of secondary interest, such as that which he 
wrote for the Suisse Illustrée on glaciers and the 
Glacial Period. I t  is a good summary of an interest­
ing question ; but it would not be hard to find the 
equivalent of it elsewhere. Necessities of a practical 
kind obliging us not to extend the volume beyond 
certain limits, the less characteristic specimens of 
our friend’s composition have been omitted.
Javelle had a passion for the mountain ; he could 
not have lived long away from the foot of the Alps. 
They exercised a sort of fascination over him. His 
mind was open enough to understand the charm of 
the landscapes of the plain quite as well ; but in his 
eyes the landscapes of the plain were only land­
scapes, whereas Alpine nature, in the variety of its 
forms and phenomena, offered him an inexhaustible 
world of personal symbols. Yon summit, it was 
himself ; that other summit, it was himself too. 
Iiim self was that smiling valley lost in some wild 
solitude ; himself, at another time, that obscure 
gorge with the sinister windings ; himself that 
broken fir suspended over the abyss ; himself that 
aërial cascade floating down under the sunshine; 
himself that impetuous torrent roaring in its 
prison. Yon peak to be climbed was a problem 
to solve, his problem ; his was the problem of the 
aspirations of a strong thought always in travail. 
W hen he attained the summ it it was to procure 
himself a joy analogous to tha t of the savant who 
makes a discovery, or that of the talent which seeks 
and finally finds itself in a supreme effort. In ­
numerable are the Alpine summits from whose
height he has chanted his eureka. The higher the 
better ! The mind of Javelle nursed no mediocre 
ambitions. Views taken from the middle-height 
are never more than fragmentary. The perfect 
panoramas are seen from the kingly summits.
And then it m ust be admitted that Javelle loved 
danger. Perhaps no perfect Alpinist can be insen­
sible to this attraction. His imagination stood in 
no awe of tragic dreams. I t  received and harboured 
them, finding a sort of pleasure in braving destiny. 
There was a touch of fatalism in Javelle. H e was 
particularly fond of exercises in sang-froid and will. 
At the beginning he was more than  commonly 
subject to vertigo. H e had recourse to the services 
of a guide in climbs which would in no wise terrify 
climbers of average force. He was ashamed of his 
weaknesses and resolved to conquer them. He 
succeeded by dint of willing it, and ended by 
ranking among the most intrepid pioneers of the 
Alps.* He was one of those who carried furthest 
the practice of ascents either without guides or with 
the least num ber of guides possible ; one of those, 
too, who made the most excursions in the high 
regions during the months of winter or early spring. 
H e often attem pted perilous excursions with young 
people, taking on himself alone the rôle and respon­
sibility of guide. On more than  one occasion his 
friends have blamed him for this ; but such repre­
sentations as they have been able to make him on 
the subject have been ineffectual. H e claimed that 
his prudence was equal to his boldness. Every­
thing is possible, he said, provided the necessary
* This statem ent and th a t which follows are certainly exagge­
rations, although no doubt made in all sincerity.—Tb .
precautions are taken. Everything consists in 
leaving nothing to chance. I  give this theory for 
what it is worth, being myself amongst those in 
whom it has inspired a profound distrust. U n­
doubtedly if nothing were left to chance there 
would be no more accidents, but for a Javelle an 
ascent without the element of chance would be an 
ascent without attraction. I t  was, on the contrary, 
to struggle w ith chance tha t he scaled the heights. 
He applied himself to making sure of a majority 
of chances in his favour, but still there remained 
doubtful ones. No one will persuade me that a 
prudent guide arranges, out of the gaiety of his 
heart, to make by night, and a very sombre night at 
that, with several young people, the descent of the 
Tour Sallières to the Alp of Emmaney. This is 
only one example, and many others could be 
adduced which it would be easy to accompany with 
eloquent commentaries if one were to lift the veil 
from certain adventures. The friends of Javelle 
are not without having heard mention of a 
certain snow-slope on the black rocks of the Galen- 
stock as well as of the enormous avalanche which 
swept him  in its rush on to the flanks of the 
Dent du Midi, and caused him in a few seconds 
to cover the distance from the Plan Névé to 
the pastures of Salante—nearly 500 m. [1,640 ft.] 
in a vertical fall. I t  is to himself th a t we owe the 
avowal. To obtain it was a work of some difficulty. 
But when he consented to tell everything, he was 
obliged to admit unreservedly that the latter part of 
the journey was abandoned to chance, without which 
pleasure would lack some of the necessary seasoning.
Javelle began by taking a very great fancy to the
mountain of which he could get the best view from 
Vevey—the Dent du Midi. I t  is true tha t it is very 
beautiful, beautiful in a m anner rare with mountains 
-—simple, harmonious, classic. The Dent du Midi, 
said Javelle, is the Parthenon of the Alps. H e has 
spoken of it as though he wished to devote himself 
to it alone, and to atone by a more intim ate study 
for whatever m ight he exiguous in his knowledge of 
his one speciality. Some readers took the protesta­
tions seriously, and beyond doubt they were sincere. 
I  am convinced that Javelle at one period persuaded 
himself that the Dent du Midi would be his only 
love. Such infatuations were not uncommon with 
him. In  reality it was merely a question of time, 
occasion, and resources. Scarcely was he free to 
select some more distant goal for his excursions 
than he hastened in pursuit of other summits.
The Alps of the Valais, from the Simplon to the 
Saint Bernard with the group of Mont Blanc soon 
became the habitual theatre of his Alpine exploits. 
H e scaled the majority of the summits and attempted, 
nearly always successfully, a number of passes which 
had not hitherto been made. Several times he 
enjoyed the privilege of planting his foot on a 
virgin peak. He had long been familiar with the 
Vaudois Alps. He pursued his investigations, 
which were usually accompanied by more or less 
im portant ascents, into the Bernese Oberland and 
the Central Alps. The Eastern chains, the Glarus, 
Grisons, and the Tyrol, remained outside his field of 
action. Nevertheless in the last years of his life he 
felt strongly attracted to the regions beyond the 
frontier of Switzerland. More than once he put in 
an appearance on the summits of the chain of the
Grand Paradis to the south of the valley of Aosta, and 
also in the Alps of the Dauphiny which he intended 
to explore in detail.* H e loved to recapture childish 
memories there. One rather venturesome journey 
into the m ountains of Corsica did not inspire him 
with a very lively desire of returning thither. E tn a  
obtained a much more complete conquest over him. 
Other mountainous regions, still not often visited, 
tempted his imagination, which was always on the 
alert. They tempted him the more in proportion as 
little by little the interest of scientific observation 
was added to the interest of exploring unknown 
territory, of making voyages of discovery. H e had 
made a sound study of all that concerns glaciers, 
and was familiar w ith Alpine geology. If  Javelle 
had lived and his health had perm itted it, he would 
have very probably sought and found the means of 
executing greater projects of travel. H e would have 
followed in the footsteps of Mr. W hymper.
The same time tha t saw the extension of his 
travelling horizon, saw also the growth and ripening 
of the talent which enabled him to share his Alpine 
pleasures with a numerous public.
The dates which accompany some of the contents 
of this volume permit of our establishing their 
chronological sequence, and forming a precise idea 
of the progress accomplished by Émile Javelle. His 
first articles were the product of a writer already 
remarkably original, gifted with a very lively 
imagination and with a passionate love of the 
mountain. B ut traces of inexperience are frequent 
in them. The style has not the purity which it will
* Mr. Coolidge, who is a Dauphiny specialist, does not know ol 
any ascents by Javelle in  this range. See p. 106.—Tn.
acquire later, and the lack of abandon is not yet 
redeemed by the perfection of the workmanship. 
The marks of the file are visible. The last articles 
are much the best. The “ Ascent of the Tour 
N oir” especially is a choice piece of work. I ts  style 
is limpid, its movement rapid, its design masterly, 
its interest progressive, and there is grandeur in 
its descriptive passages. Perhaps the elements 
which compose the originality and the appropriate 
beauty of the group of Mont Blanc has never been 
better rendered.
The few pages entitled “ The Mazots of Plan- 
Cerisier” will also be noted. This idyll, the only 
unpublished and finished literary composition found 
among the papers of Émile Javelle, is a veritable 
little pearl.
B ut it need not he supposed th a t in some one of 
the pieces here collected, even in the “ Tom' Noir,” in 
“ The M azots,” that Javelle had given tha t second and 
only trae measure of himself which he so ardently 
desired to give once. Two things he lacked to 
become in reality all that he was potentially.
The first was time. W riters with whom com­
position is as laborious as it was with Javelle attain 
but slowly tha t perfect naturalness of style which 
seems to exclude all idea of effort, and which often 
implies a lifetime of work. Jean  Jacques Rous­
seau attained it in his last works. Javelle would 
also have attained it sooner or later.
In  the second place he lacked a subject entirely 
worthy of him. He was about to find it, or, rather, 
he had already found it when the pen dropped from 
his hand. A few years before his death he had at 
last climbed to the summit of Mont Blanc. This
ascent, long projected, long delayed, finally carried 
through with admirable success under conditions 
which doubled its interest, made a deep impression 
on him, the deepest by far tha t he had ever felt on 
a mountain. H e proposed to recount it, not in an 
article but a work, almost a volume in length. This 
work remains but a sketch.* Javelle did not write 
a single complete page of it, as in the case of the 
Rhetoric, but the whole plan of it is extant in the 
form of notes. Here more than  anywhere else may 
we study his method of work ; here may we see to the 
best advantage that complex elaboration of which 
we have sought to give some idea. Is  there any 
way of publishing these notes ? I  think so, hut 
on condition tha t they be accompanied by a com­
m entary to supplement them  wherever they are 
insufficient or enigmatical. I t  would be necessary 
to print them  as they are, letting them  stand well 
out from the explanatory text, whilst setting aside 
the obstinately obscure parts in order to throw light 
on the essential features. This work would be 
delicate, but not impossible. W hen it is done and 
before the eyes of the public they will be able to 
estimate what Javelle would have become—w hat he 
was becoming—when death surprised him. For 
grandeur in description it is much superior even to 
the “ Tour Noir,” and, in a quite different way, rich in 
happy and novel ideas. I t  is the m aster preluding 
this tim e—the m aster who has perfect command of 
his instrum ent. This narrative of an ascent is to
* The Mont Blanc still remains unpublished. 11 I t  is," writes 
Mons. Béraneck to me, 11 a masterly sketch but nothing more ; and 
to publish even fragments of it  were to betray the memory of 
Javelle."—Te.
those which precede it as Mont Blanc itself is to 
its vassals. The whole poetry of the Alps is there 
synthesised as in one vast symphony.
III .
I t  has not yet been said in the course of this 
notice, or it has been left to be divined what Javelle 
was in the various relations of life. There is no 
reason, however, why the reader should complete 
the perusal of it without knowing how helpful and 
devoted he was, how generous he could be in his 
own way. Naturally avaricious of his time, he could 
be prodigal of it when it was a case of sacrificing a 
part of it to friendship or some work of general 
interest. The members of the Swiss Alpine Club 
know something of that. They have never had a 
more active colleague. President of the Diablerets 
section, and, later on, of the Jam an sub-section, he 
fulfilled these successive functions not only with 
exactitude but with a zeal which grudged neither 
time nor trouble. He did more than any one to 
support the meetings for hearing various communi­
cations.* He was never too poor to subscribe to 
the club. I t  was at his initiative principally that
* Tho communications would take the form of narratives of 
excursions or analyses of Alpine works. Javelle himself gave 
lectures a t the monthly meetings of the Vaudoise section of the 
S.A.C. For a long time he was president of this section. He was 
nominated president of the sub-section of Jam an in 1876. He 
seems, judging by the eloquent obituary notice contributed by “ Ed. 
B.-Mt.” to L'Êclw des Alpes (1883, No. 2), to have been the making 
of th a t society, sparing no pains, ever willing to contribute his 
quota at their gatherings, and skilful in drawing out the special 
talents of each member. The sub-section of Jam an gave the initia­
tive to raising a simple monument over his grave.—Tit.
the Diablerets section undertook the construction 
of the Orny cabin—Javelle’s favourite - among all 
the cabins of the Alpine Club. H e paid it a number 
of visits, some of them  prolonged ones, never allow­
ing twenty-four hours to elapse without attempting 
to climb some aiguille or difficult col. Nowhere did 
he feel more at home ; it was his refuge, his shelter­
ing niche in this vast temple of nature open to all 
stormy winds tha t blow. Our friend was seldom 
more interesting to listen to, more inspired, or 
happier than in an evening passed up in this cabin 
with a log on the black hearth to stir.
In  his pecuniary position—he had nothing except 
what he earned by his lessons or his articles—Javelle 
was obliged to be economical : and economical he 
was. H e did not like to pay for things more than 
they were worth. B ut there never was a m an who 
dreamed less of hoarding. Scarcely was he in re­
ceipt of a rem ittance than he cast about for an 
opportunity of investing it either in good books for 
his studies or in beautiful souvenirs of his travels, or 
in offerings on the altar of friendship. H e had the 
religion of friendship ; to it he brought the fervour 
that others bring to love. One of his friends owes 
to Javelle a splendid trip from Borne to Naples. 
They went together, Javelle finding it quite simple 
to pay for two. I t  was a piquant thing to see him 
on such occasions exerting his ingenuity to get his 
money’s worth ; in other words, to derive for his 
friend the greatest possible enjoyment from his half 
of the sum at their command. H e was generous with 
industry. H e knew how to travel cheaply, and in 
the Alps at least he could do it better than most. 
The guides, seeing tha t they could gain nothing but
6
profit, honour, and recommendation by bearing 
Binile Javelle company, arranged favourable terms 
for him.* Javelle accepted them  without palaver, 
he would have demanded them  in case of necessity ; 
but on the road the guide became a friend, and was 
quite surprised when the 1st of January came round 
to receive with a charming note a not less charming 
new year’s present. “ M. Javelle has never for­
gotten me at the new year,” said another guide 
to me not long ago.
Unhappily his health soon became a source of 
lively anxiety to his friends—an anxiety the more 
lively in proportion as he had become dear to them. 
Some broken blood-vessels in the lungs gave rise to 
some very grave crises. H e recovered from the first 
as by a miracle, and seemed stronger than  before. 
“ H e has done with ascents,” said the doctors ; he 
made more than  ever. Some years later he had a 
relapse, from which he again recovered. Then 
general symptoms of a by no means reassuring kind 
proved tha t his constitution had received a shock. 
The nerves were in a state of frequent excitation, 
the digestion impaired, respiration cost him at times 
some effort. I t  was a case tha t demanded a quiet 
life, without excess of w'ork ; above all, without 
excess of fatigue. I t  would have been necessary 
not to abjure mountaineering, but to indulge in it 
with moderation. I t  was too much to ask of Javelle. 
An imprudence, grave if anybody had committed 
it, was fatal to him. H e had returned very fatigued, 
very run down, from his travels in the mountains of 
Corsica. He was sent to recuperate at Binai, but 
on the condition of really resting himself. H e could 
* Here again is a touch of pardonable hyperbole.—Tr.
not resist the desire to do the honours of the valley 
to some friends whom chance led thither. H e piloted 
them, without other guide, to the summit of Lo 
Besso, by a route which had not yet been attempted.* 
The ascent was difficult and very long. Night over­
took them  on their return. They bivouacked on the 
glacier without fire, without shelter, exposed to the 
wind and the rain. On the morrow Javelle took to 
his bed to stay there. He again rallied, and seemed 
almost cured, but at the coming of the first cold 
weather the malady got the upper hand. The 
winter was bad. H e had to go t a  Italy, and found 
there only momentary amelioration. At the return 
of the good season he was again sent to the m oun­
tains. H e established himself at Saas Fee, where 
an excellent hotel had recently been opened, t ie  
had again promised to be prudent, unimpeachably 
prudent. B ut everybody has his own conception 
of prudence. When his friends implored him not 
to give way to every impulse, little or big, he thought 
to reassure them by informing them  that his longest 
walks consisted in going to M attm ark, and we 
counted, half stupefied, the hours of tram ping which 
a “ walk ” of this kind, return  included, would 
entail. Seven was the minimum. H ad he told all, 
however ? Alas, no! He had not told all. The 
visitors’ book at the Mischabel hotel proved he 
had not. There were found a page of annota­
tions, very interesting in themselves, on an ascent 
which Javelle had just made. To tell the tru th , it 
only concerned one spur of the high peaks whose 
amphitheatre surrounded the Fee glacier, but still
* I  find no mention of this ascent in Sir M artin Conway’s 
Climbers' Guide to the Central Pennine Alps (London, 1890).—Tb.
he m ust have climbed a good thousand metres 
[3,280 ft.], and Javelle, it need hardly be said, 
had complicated the “ walk ” by a laborious descent 
—a veritable chamois-hunter’s descent—by preci­
pices where no tourist had set foot before him.* 
Thus construed, the repose of Saas Fee had not 
done the invalid the good which had been anticipated 
from it. I t  was only with great difficulty that he 
was able to resume his courses ; he dragged through 
the whole winter, always ailing, especially in the 
stomach, incapable of supporting a fortifying diet, 
but still working. The will triumphed over the 
inertia of the blood, and forced it to circulate in an 
enfeebled body. However, the ravages of the disease 
were more apparent every day, and soon it was 
clear tha t the lungs were gravely affected.
W hen the spring arrived, Javelle became worse. 
To use his own expression, he felt at the edge of the 
last slope ; one step and he would roll over. This 
last step he was not long in taking.
Javelle breathed his last on the 24th of April, 
1883. F o r some weeks he entertained no illusion. 
Tranquil and quite resigned, he watched for the 
approach of the end. Such is the testimony of 
the young folk, his pupils who tended him, sharing 
with an older friend, Mons. Edouard Béraneck, 
the honour of watching at his bedside. H e died 
like a sage. “ I  do not dare to hope for anything 
m ore,’’ he had w ritten some time previously. “ I 
do not feel inclined to regret anything ; I  w ait.”
The mourning t  at Vevey was great ; the whole
* M. Rambert’s imagination would seem to have been running 
away with him.—Tb .
1 The fu n e ra l  w as  p u re ly  c iv il in  c h a r a c te r .— T b .
town took part in it. Mons. le pasteur Ceresole 
addressed to Émile Javelle the last farewells of 
his friends, his colleagues, his pupils and their 
parents, of all those who had known him. One 
saying may be repeated from the discourse which 
he pronounced over the grave.* “ To live again,” 
said Javelle ; “ is it more wonderful than  to 
live ? ” t  This saying, which figured in one of 
Javelle’s early narratives (E igh t Days in  the Val 
d’Anniviers) seems to have returned to his m em ory. 
during his last illness. I t  well expresses his true 
sentiments, sentiments of confidence in Him who 
alone holds the secret of eternity.
E u g è n e  R a m b e r t .
November, 1885.
* April 26, 1883.—Tii. f See p. 213.—Tb .
SOUVENIRS OF TWO SUMMERS
I.
I B E LO N G —dare I  confess i t? —to the ranks of aimless climbers, of useless clubbists. Much 
as I  admire Töpffer and Tyndall, Calarne * and de 
Saussure, I  have been, hitherto, unable to call my­
self the disciple of any of these glorious chiefs, or 
to practise assiduously in any of their schools. 
A ttracted first by one and then by another, I  follow 
them all at a distance—a very considerable distance, 
I  am bound to add. Seated before the hearth, and 
in the midst of cow-herds, my mind goes back to the 
charming pages of Töpffer; in the presence of a 
weather-beaten chalet or a fir-tree uprooted by the 
storm, I  think of Calarne ; on the moraine or the 
edge of a glacier, I  dream of de Saussure ; on the
* Alexandre Calarne (1 8 1 0 -1 8 6 4 ) , pupil of Diday a t Geneva, pro­
duced a number of remarkable lithographs and etchings. Among 
the etchings are eighteen views of Lauterbrunnon and Heringen, 
18 4 2 , and twenty-four Paysages des Alpes, 1 8 4 5 . Among the most 
noteworthy of his paintings are perhaps Mont Blanc, the Jungfrau, 
Lac de Brienz, Chute de la Handeck, Midi d'été, Soir d’automne, 
N uit d’hiver. He was one of Töpffer’s illustrators. His life, 
Alexandre Calarne : Histoire de sa vie et son œuvre, was written by 
Eugène Eambert (Paris, 1 8 8 3 ) .— T b .
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high m ountain top I  envy Tyndall or W eilenmann.* 
After my reverie I  return, bearing away in my 
heart a few more beautiful memories, and perhaps a 
few ideas, but without any scientific observations or 
studies of glaciers ; without a plant or a sketch ; 
scarcely perhaps w ith a flower gathered on the 
margin of the névé, or from the crest or slopes of a 
beloved peak. In  short, I  return as empty as when I  
set out.
I  have scarcely the courage to confess it, after the 
serious strictures which I  have read upon the 
exploits of climbers of my stamp : strictures to 
which I  have subscribed. Judging by them, it 
would seem that no one has a right to lean over the 
blue crevasse, to climb up couloirs, or to scale the 
heights, unless he is inspired by some scientific and 
useful purpose, and carries a hygrometer or a 
theodolite. But, for all that, something awakens in 
me which speaks to the contrary.
No, cease not from setting forth, ignorant 
climbers, useless clubhists ; overrun the glaciers ; 
plant your feet on the highest summits, and return
* J. Jacob Weilenmann (bom January 24, 1819 ; died June 8, 
1896). Author of Aus der Firnenwelt (3 vols., Leipzig, 1872-7). 
He collaborated with Professor G. Theobald in  Die Bäder von 
Bormio (St. Gallen, 1868). Ho also collaborated with Professor 
Melch. Ulrich in  Der Monte Rosa and wrote Der Monte Generoso 
as well as a series of articles on his climbs in  the Bernese and 
Valais Alps. All these articles are contained in  two volumes entitled 
Berg-und Gletscher— Fahrten in  denSochalpen der Schweiz (Zürich, 
1859 and 1863) by G. Studer, M. Ulrich, and J. J. Weilenmann. 
Gottlieb Studer, at the time of his death in 1890, at the age of 
86, was the Nestor of Alpine explorers, writers, and artists; he 
figured out seventy years of climbing, fifty-two of drawing, and 
thirty-nine of literary work. Weilenmann was an hon. member of 
the S.A.C. He was a frequent contributor to the Jahrbuch of the 
S.A.C.—T b .
without remorse. Your allotted task lies elsewhere ; 
elsewhere you have paid your tribute to the social 
activity ; you need feel now no shame in re-invigor- 
ating your soul, jaded by toil and trouble, with the 
vast energy of Nature.
Is there, by chance, some one who will still dis­
pute our right to those hours of relaxation, or 
pretend that it is impossible for a man to escape for 
a moment from the great hum an hive in order to 
follow the dictates of his fancy without regard to 
any one’s profit hut his own ?
Useless tourist, forsooth ? No, he is not useless, 
however humble he may be, wrho comes to the Alps 
to pay his sincere tribute of admiration, and to 
renew his spirit, and who, whether or not he can 
paint or explain them, understands and loves them.
To all gaping tourists, bearers of blue veils and 
branded alpenstocks, apply the name of useless ; but 
give some other name to any one who, following an 
unaccustomed path, arrives alone at the door of the 
chalet, and especially to any one who crosses the 
moraine, ascends the glacier, and climbs to the 
mountain top.
* * * * *
I t  is this spirit which, for several years, has char­
acterised my travels in the Alps : travels pursued in 
my own way, summer, autum n, or winter, in solitude 
and sincerity, without self-deprecation, and always 
with a new delight.
W hen I  spoke broadly of the Alps I  was in error ; 
I should have said the D ent du Midi.
The Dent du Midi is my hobby. Many times, at 
the approach of summer, I  have thought of climbing 
more famous and popular peaks. I  have projected
ascents of the Diablerets, the Pointe d’Orny, Mont 
Pleureur, the Dom, the Cervin ; and in spite of all 
my plans, the Dent du Midi charmed me more than 
these, and retained my allegiance. Once, indeed, I  
actually started for the Muveran ; bu t—how I  do not 
know—instead of entering the gorge of the Avançon 
at the left, I  turned to the right and reascended the 
Val d’llliez. I t  proved a bad way of arriving at the 
Muveran, as the dawn of the next day found me 
once again on the arête of Susanfe. I  acknowledge 
it is a mania. However, singular as it may be, I 
have convinced myself, after a number of journeys, 
successful and otherwise, to the summit and else­
where, that there exists in this group a field of 
learned, curious, and picturesque observation vast 
enough to occupy a lifetime, and that, in order to 
attain a complete knowledge of the seven peaks, the 
glaciers, the moraines, the gorges, and the valleys, it 
would be necessary to spend many days on the spot. 
That is why I  continually return to it, discovering 
new features in it on every occasion, and never 
selecting the same route.
* * * * *
I t  is usual to climb the Dent du Midi by way of 
Champéry and Bonaveau, a route which compels 
one to traverse the whole of the Val d’llliez, and is, 
in consequence, voted wearisome by many, while 
several others, and especially myself, are charmed by 
the same necessity.
If the hour be happily chosen, so as to avoid the 
discomfort of a blazing sun, the traveller will never 
be sorry for having traversed such an interesting 
region.
The Val d’Hliez does not present an imposing
spectacle ; it has but few grand, picturesque effects, 
and the road wisely decides rarely to skirt the edge of 
the abyss ; there are no extraordinary features, but 
many charming ones, more than are needed to give 
it a special physiognomy of its own. From  the first, 
th a t is to say within half an hour’s walk above 
Monthey, the Dent du Midi disappears, hidden by 
the D ent de Valere. In  its place extend magnifi­
cently wooded slopes and pastures which, in July, 
are commonly of an incomparably fresh and vivid 
green. One is instantly struck w ith the air of 
ease and peace which pervades the entire valley. 
The slope to the right, softly swathed in shade and 
coolness, hides under its walnut-trees and in each of 
its recesses a multitude of chalets, buried in the 
midst of the verdure. At meal times,
“ Lorsque du moindre to it sort un peu de fum ée,” *
one has a better idea of their number.
Soon afterwards Trois Torrents with its shining 
belfry comes in view, looking charming at a distance 
and forming with the bottom of the vale a very fine 
picture. Seen quite near from the upper part of the 
bridge, it is even more interesting on account of its 
picturesque saw-mills at the bottom of the ravine of 
L a  Tine.
On walking a little further, one of the peaks of 
the Dent du Midi may be descried ; then two, then 
three, finally the whole seven. The most beautiful 
view (and it is impossible to over-praise it) is between 
Trois Torrents and Val d’Hliez, after the great and 
picturesque circuit which the road makes in passing 
a ravine : the whole gigantic wall suddenly confronts
* 11 When a little smoke issues from the lowliest roof.”—Tn.
the spectator, rising above the valley to an amazing 
height.
0  smiling Val d’llliez, what a continual menace of 
disaster is this which hangs over thy peace and 
prosperity, over all th a t quiet Elysium which lends 
thee so much charm to-day ! Every year the menace 
grows more imm inent and urgent, and some day it 
m ust fulfil its meaning ! That wall which towers 
above thee at such a height is undermined ; it is 
wasting away ; every winter the avalanches shake it ; 
its very entrails are cloven asunder ; up to now but 
little has fallen from it, hut it is said tha t its 
present tranquillity only hastens the day of its sudden 
and total collapse.
In  proportion as one approaches it from Champéry, 
the landscape ceases to recall the scenery of the 
plain and becomes truly Alpine ; and finally when, 
at the last tu rn  of the road, the village appears in the 
distance, the traveller is in the heart of the Alps and 
the Val d’Hliez.
Champéry is almost entirely a village of chalets ; 
new ones are built every day, each more sumptuous 
than  its predecessor ; for here the luxury of the 
chalet is carried to a great length, and one can fore­
see the day approaching when the fir no longer 
affording sufficient building material, stone houses 
will appear, with walls plastered in the approved 
style ; and in view of the plaster, the improvement, 
farewell for ever to the picturesque ! As it was in 
Montreux, Interlaken, Chamonix, so it will be at 
Champéry. As it is to-day with the lacustrine 
dwellings, so it will be to-morrow with the chalets. 
Centuries hence the inhabitants of Champéry will 
relate in the night watches—should it still be the
fashion to sit up late and listen to stories—the 
history of those primitive Alpine tribes, lost since 
the year 2,000, who built large, wooden dwellings 
and appeared to live on cheese. I t  will be par­
ticularly hard to believe in the high mountain 
chalets. People will send to the great museums 
specimens of tavillons,* milk buckets, wooden 
spoons, and crêsus ; t  an Alpine horn will be con­
sidered a find, and all these discoveries will be 
displayed behind large panes of glass under the head­
ing of the Age o f Wood in  the Alps, before the eyes 
of the Peoples of Progress, who will he astonished 
by our simplicity.
Poor, poor Future  ! . . .  if it m ust lose this 
simplicity.
Champéry, as is known, is a fairly well-frequented 
Alpine station of a reputation scarcely to be called 
illustrious, but good enough to indicate that its hotel 
accommodation may be found, on occasion, insuf­
ficient. The less pretentious of its two hotels—that 
of the Croix Fédérale—has all my sympathies : one 
is sure to find there a host as intelligent as he is 
amiable, good wine, a good table, and often excellent 
society.
To the best of my belief, the whole length of the 
valley is most charming in the evening. If  the 
traveller leave the village just as the mountain tops 
are beginning to redden, so that he may reach ere 
night time the chalet [inn] of Bonaveau, where it is 
usual to sleep, he will see all the roadway scenery 
at the hour when it is most poetic. Behind him
* SmaU planks of fir used for building the chalets.—Tr .
f A crésu is a little earthenware beaked lamp, which in form much 
resembles the old Roman lamps.— T r .
the hearths of Champéry waft heavenward their 
bluish fumes, and he will often hear the gay 
chimes of its little church. Before him, the moun­
tain begins to rise in all its severe Alpine beauty. 
H e will walk by the side of the Viège ( Vicze) , which 
has already the voice of the most magnificent 
torrents : its mossy bridge, which he will soon see in 
the passage where the stream boils between the 
largest boulders, offers the first tableau.
Ah ! why are they so short, these delicious twilight 
m oments? W hy, 0  sun, dost thou vanish so' 
quickly ? . . .  0  stay, stay, a little ! L e t me taste 
a moment longer the coolness of this first shadow 
whilst thy last rays are still reddening the peaks. 
The day is taking flight ; the first star, now scintil­
lating, announces the night which already covers 
the ascending line of the thickest forests ; the 
mountain dweller regains his chalet, bearing his last 
load of fodder ; the bird seeks a resting-place while 
warbling its last song : everything seems indulging 
in one last joyous agitation and saying farewell 
to the day ere it surrenders itself to repose. B ut 
the stars are inexorable ; their every moment 
is measured too well. At each flying second the 
peak becomes paler, the bird warbles more sweetly, 
the star scintillates more briskly, and the charm has 
passed, or, at least, has given place to other pictures.
Moments without price ! ineffable minutes, suf­
ficient to glorify the years !
H aste is required, however, in order to gain the 
chalet, for, above it, a last gleam is waiting to show 
the traveller a final tableau. For the rest, the ascent, 
through the forest, is straightforward, and, with the 
exception of a detour at the outset, it sacrifices but
little time to picturesque windings. In  three- 
quarters of an hour he reaches the turn of the path 
where several large firs, gaunt and solitary, are 
boldly outlined in black against the already sombre 
blue of the valley. A few steps further lead to the 
pasture.
* * * * *
Do you not know some spot in the Alps which, 
without being especially beautiful or distinguished, 
has appealed to you, ever since you first saw it, with 
a secret, invincible charm, which continually haunts 
your dreams : a place where you feel you could pass 
the rest of your life and ask no more ; a spot which 
is invariably the first to recur to your memory when 
you speak of the beauties of the Alps ? For me, 
Bonaveau is that spot.
Everybody will not acknowledge the charm with 
which I  have invested it,* and the profound impres­
sion which I  have cherished depends, perhaps greatly, 
on the circumstances which attended my first glimpse 
of it.
I t  was evening ; the last ray of sunlight had left 
the highest point ; the neighbouring peaks had 
assumed an icy pallor ; above the white cupola of 
M ont Euan some stars were beginning to shine, and, 
heard above the murmuring of the keen wind in the 
forest, the roar of the mysterious waterfall of Encel 
reached us from the depths of the whirlpool of the 
Viège. Around the chalet a few bells were still 
tinkling ; a white nanny-goat approached us and 
licked our hands.
Never have I  found myself in such perfect
* I t  would seem that one m ust go back to 1866 to recover that 
charm.—Tit.
harmony with the hour, the place, and the company. 
At my side was a friend, a young and talented 
painter, and he, at any rate, was not a useless 
traveller. Having arrived quite recently from Paris, 
where we had passed some years of our childhood 
together, his presence awoke in me a thousand 
memories that had almost faded away—a m ixture of 
joyous hours and sombre days, of images both 
cherished and lamented, which, thronging to me 
from the depths of the past, contrasted strangely 
with the grandeur and peace of this, as yet unfamiliar, 
scene.
W hile we walked across the pasture he began to 
sing a romance, another souvenir impressed with a 
sad charm (my m other sang it) :—
“ A u  p ied  des m onts que la  neige couronne,
A u  p ied  des m onts, j 'a im e  à me prom ener ;
J 'a im e le bru it d u  torrent qu i bouillonne,
D u  m ontagnard j'a im e  entendi'e chamter. . . ." *
The words went with a Tyrolese air in which 
Francisque excelled.
How often, when I  was still ignorant of the 
Alps, that air had made me dream of them ! And 
now it returned to me from such a distance as though 
the better to accomplish my dream !
My eyes filled with tears ; Bonaveau was for ever 
engraved on my heart.
B ut that moment, the most delicious of all
* The verse may be roughly rendered in English metre as 
follows :—■
“ Under the heights tha t time with snow hath  crowned,
Under the heights I  would my steps were ringing.
I  love the boiling torrent’s wrathful sound,
Of mountain life I love to hoar men singing.”—Tii.
moments, was also the swiftest in passing. I t  has 
flown never to return.
Never to return ! Can it be ? W hat ! this chalet, 
this last ray, this paling summit : what ! my friend 
himself, his countenance—sublime as it then was ; 
those thoughts, those recollections which stirred me, 
that tear . . . did they all spring to me from 
nothingness to return to nothingness at once and for 
ever ? No ! such is not my belief ; on the great day 
of resurrection it shall all live again. Fall down, 
old fir-trees, under the woodcutter’s axe ; disappear, 
poor chalet, under the engulfing snows of w inter; 
advance, hungry Time, and ruin these mountains, 
after having devoured that delicious minute. L et us 
leave him, Francisque ; let us leave him to complete 
his work. At the dawning of the day of eternity all 
shall be restored to us.
* * * * *
The herdsmen of Bonaveau have two chalets—the 
higher chalet and the lower chalet. The road passes 
by the latter ; the former is less happily situated, ten 
m inutes’ walk higher up, in a hollow at the foot of 
the D ent du Bonaveau.
One has everything to gain, moreover, by entering 
the low-chalet if it happens to be inhabited. At the 
high-chalet they make what they call gras* and supply 
no cream, whereas at the low-chalet, besides capital 
accommodation (straw or bedding) some of the finest 
cream in the Alps may be had. There is no fear of 
disappointment, for I  am not alone in making the 
remark.
During my first visits to Bonaveau the chalet 
was inhabited by a big, blonde herdsman, gaiety 
* F at c h ee se  as d is t in g u is h e d  f ro m  maigre.— T b .
personified, who on each occasion exclaimed at our 
hardihood in setting forth alone to climb the Dent 
du Midi. He was full of the oddest drolleries—I 
should have said of the ugliest stories, about his 
terrible Dent. I t  is true that he had never seen it 
very near. Sometimes it was two young people 
whom he had seen sally forth, bat who, it was said, 
never returned ; sometimes it was an old monk who, 
being bent on getting to the top, fell down stone 
dead when he had finished the journey. I t  was 
enough to make one shudder, and to intimidate the 
boldest.
I  m ust note yet another trait. This good cow- 
keeper believed in dragons with all his soul. Once, 
having arrived at the pasture of Susanfe, because he 
descried in the distance among the rocks a form for 
whose presence he could not satisfactorily account, 
he assured me, although it was broad daylight, that 
it was a certain dragon occasionally seen in the 
mountains : a horrible beast, monstrous and mis­
chievous, but who, nevertheless, avoided the society 
of mankind.
W hen I  first climbed the mountain, knowing 
nothing of the locality, I  engaged him to accompany 
us as far as Susanfe. He made the most terrifying 
assertions, protesting that at this early season the 
latter part of the road was impracticable, that it 
would be impossible to cross the Viège, and that, 
once there, it was as good as being at the end of the 
world at this time of year. W e were in the first 
days of June. “ In  due course we shall see,” I  said 
to him. “ Do not let us leave off trying,” And he 
found out for himself that the way was quite 
practicable, the Viège by no means obstreperous, and
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the rest of the journey much easier than we had 
thought it would be. Our man was quite abashed.
I  have often remarked, here and elsewhere, that 
the herdsmen and cow-keepers are conspicuous 
among mountain dwellers for their ignorance of 
mountains. They often prove most deceitful guides. 
Though perfectly acquainted with their pastures, 
they know nothing of what lies beyond the region of 
grass, and their knowledge of glaciers and peaks is 
confined to legends, fables, and rigmaroles. The 
legends—especially those of the glaciers, strange to 
say—owe their existence to them far more than to 
the chamois-hunters.
They have a very unfavourable opinion of the 
lofty m ountain heights, because they never scale 
them, and judge of them  from below. I t  is from the 
heights that they see the boulders come rolling into 
the pasture ; it is from the heights that the avalanches 
break which sometimes demolish their chalet ; it is 
in the heights that the storms originate ; it is 
thence, finally, that they hear at certain hours, the 
mysterious crackings of the glacier. There is not 
much cause for wonderment that such phenomena 
should receive from them  an explanation in legend.
How many absurdities, indeed, m ust be charged 
to our own generation and to the centres of town- 
life, many of them  originating with people in other 
respects enlightened, fresh from the completion of 
their Swiss tour ! As for me, when I  hear them 
talk of glaciers and avalanches, I  find the cow- 
keeper’s fables less absurd.
* * * * *
If the traveller happen to sleep at Bonaveau, he 
should be careful not to lie abed in the morning. If
he were to put off his departure till too late, he would 
miss the finest views and lose the most agreeable 
moments of the day. A good and intelligent guide 
will sound the reveille at two o’clock in the summer, 
at three o’clock in the autumn.
I  confess that, at so early an hour, the first steps 
are made with some reluctance. On setting forth 
from the chalet choice lies between a score of beaten 
tracks which cross one another with an effect so 
increasingly bewildering that, at night, he is a very 
skilful man who succeeds in following the best of 
them, by which I  mean the one that ends by chang­
ing into a picturesque footpath. Once arrived at 
that point, all is delightful. The stars grow pale ; 
one is aware of the approach of day; lights begin 
to twinkle and bells are heard to ring afar off in 
those chalets where early rising is the rule. Animated 
and sustained as one is by the fresh air which 
descends on the morning from the heights, he feels 
neither his own weight nor that of his haversack, and 
seeks in vain for a word to describe this walk of 
mingled swiftness and rapture in which it seems 
that, if he does not fly, it is not from incapacity, but 
merely to enjoy more fully the beauties of the road.
As soon as one has left the pasture the path 
becomes charming ; it has all the fascination of the 
path towards a high and noble summit, and is 
worthy to lead to the Cervin itself. In  two or three 
places it becomes audacious, and offers thoroughfares 
which are not always reassuring to the timid. The 
best known, tha t which, under the name of the Pas 
de Bonaveau or d’Encel, has made some sort of 
reputation, is certainly not the most dangerous, 
though, at any rate, it is the most picturesque. The
path, having arrived at a wall of rocks and finding 
no outlet, decides to scale it and makes an abrupt 
turning. The traveller is then confronted with a 
wild and thrilling scene. H e is at the border of the 
deep fissure which separates the rocks of the Dent 
de Bonaveau from the Dent du Midi, a black and 
mysterious abyss whence he hears the as yet unseen 
waterfall of the Viège.
The better to enjoy the horror of this place he 
should break from the path and descend the gazons 
which border the abyss, until the steepness of the 
slope and the proximity of the precipice warn him to 
go no farther. He will then look straight into this 
apparently bottomless gorge, which has never seen a 
ray of sunlight. I t  seems that a breath of air might 
precipitate one into it, and the hand involuntarily 
seeks a support.*
W hat a bizarre effect of the imagination ! At 
sight of the puny flowerets which hang humidly over 
this black gulf, wherein there grumbles an eternal 
thunder, I  dream continually of two natures at work 
in this place : one blind, brutal, terribly strong, which 
upheaves rocks and overthrows mountains, the 
nature which made the Trient and the gulf of the 
Viège ; the other sweet, tender, powerful too, but 
with gentleness, she—the sublime artist—who 
fashions so delicately the petals of the lily, who 
curves with such grace the flower-laden branches, 
who traces on the face of young maidens features so 
noble and so pure. B ut is not that voice justly called 
the folle du logis t which speaks to us of such things ?
* Alpinists will recognise that a melodramatic complexion has 
been put upon the tru th  in this paragraph.—Tb.
f Synonym for imagination.—Tb,
W hen one is clear of the Mauvais Pas (a place too 
well favoured to deserve so opprobrious a name), he 
reaches the top of the arête, and suddenly sees before 
him the Tour Sallières, the Euan, and the Tour de 
Susanfe, an imposing group which, for the space of a 
league, displays only precipices, séracs, and ram parts 
that have been polished and darkened through the 
action of old glaciers. To be confronted with such a 
group of glaciers for the first time m ust cause a thrill 
of surprise in one who is unacquainted with the 
topography of these places. Happy is he who comes 
early enough to enjoy that surprise at the moment 
when the first rays of the sun are touching the 
summits and beginning to gild the brilliant battle­
ments of the glacier !
In  order to get properly on to the pastures of 
Susanfe one m ust cross the Viège, but bridges are 
rare at these heights. The guides of Champéry 
have placed a convenient plank there and I  once 
saw it ; but as a rule one has to jump over the 
torrent, and if it were a foot wider everybody would 
not be able to do it.
Once on the other side of the torrent the traveller 
is out of the world ; the noises of the valley no longer 
penetrate to Susanfe; he is alone with the mountain, 
and only hears the shrill whistle of the marmot, or, 
at rarer intervals, tha t of the chamois. There may 
very possibly be a shepherd here or there, looking 
after some sheep ; but, more often than not, he is 
invisible. As to the sheep, if one passes near the 
Col de Susanfe or along the meagre patches of grass 
which manage to exist at the foot of the last slopes 
of the Dent du Midi, he cannot fail to meet them, at 
which time they will be pretty sure to run after him
and forcibly push their noses into his haversacks or 
pockets, or in any place where they hope to find salt. 
So far as they are concerned, they are certain that 
every m ountain wayfarer carries salt concealed in his 
pockets or elsewhere. They are always so thoroughly 
convinced of this that, at times, there is some 
difficulty in getting rid of them.
The dale which bears the name of Susanfe is 
scarcely a league long ; it rises in  a gentle slope 
towards the col of the same name, and is wedged 
between the first escarpments of the Tour Sallières 
and the long and bare arête of the Dent du Midi. 
I ts  lowest part, enclosed between the back of Bona- 
veau and some of the Dents Blanches and the slopes of 
the [Col de] Sagerou, forms an amphitheatre occupied 
formerly by a small lake, and assailed on all sides by 
the avalanches of the spring. The whole pasture is 
only one vast lapiaz,* which the grass covers by de­
grees. Gentians and saxifrages of every colour rise 
up to conquer it, and end by making it charming. 
In  many a place there are holes between the boulders 
where more than  one sheep has already disappeared.
A traveller, visiting Susanfe before the warm 
winds of the spring have melted the snow, may 
gather some idea of the former appearance of this 
interesting dale.
At this moment, seen from the last slopes of the 
Dent du Midi, the snow which still covers it outlines 
the part of the glacier which has disappeared ; t  for, 
without doubt, Susanfe in the glacial age had its 
glacier, which m ust have been very beautiful : it has 
left its trace on many a place among the rocks. I t  is
* See Glossary.
t  See the chapter in Rambert’s Ascensions et Flâneries entitled, 
“ La Plus Haute Pointe.”—Tit.
easy to believe tha t it covered the black and gigantic 
shelves which serve for seats on Mont E uan and the 
Tour Sallières ; and on each of them what tremendous 
cracks, what masses of séracs, attest its former pre­
sence there ! Throughout its length it m ust have been 
of great purity, for excepting the dirt, below some 
couloirs where the avalanches pass, it has scarcely 
left any moraines ; scarcely has it chipped the rough 
shelves, which were too massive to yield it anything. 
Though it has now retreated to the plateau and the 
last slopes, enough remains of its former grandeur 
and beauty to warrant its being better knowm. Even 
though one did not care to climb the Tour Sallières, 
a day spent in visiting [the site of] the Susanfe 
glacier in order to admire its magnificent séracs 
were a day to cherish among beautiful memories. 
* * * * *
After crossing the Viège it is possible to ascend 
the D ent du Midi in a variety of ways ; the moun­
tain m ight be climbed twenty times without 
positively repeating the same route. The guides of 
Champéry are in the habit of choosing the least 
picturesque one. They climb the stony slopes 
which descend from the arête and from the Dent, 
following the direction of their greatest length. 
Taken in this fashion, they are interminable.
Another way is to start from the Col de Susanfe, 
and thence to follow the arête up to the summit ; 
but in this case the course is longer, without being 
much more agreeable. The most picturesque, the 
shortest, and the least fatiguing route—three advan­
tages which it is well to combine in ascents—is 
that which attains the long western arête, towards 
the point of its deepest depression. A patch of grass
takes the same direction ; by it one avoids an hour 
of rolling-stones.
The arête having been reached, the traveller 
follows it to the end. I t  is spacious, and but gently 
inclined. There, the traveller already discovers the 
Val d’Hliez in miniature, the m ountains of the 
Chablais, the valley of the Eliòne, the extremity of 
the Lém an, so that the route affords a delightful 
walk for a sweet and pure morning. Delightful, yes 
—but none the less thrilling ; for the traveller’s 
gaze plunges at every turn  into the abysses which 
abound in the Val dTlliez. The precipice, grow­
ing more and more vertical, measures a thousand 
metres [3,280 ft.].
In  the morning the whole of this precipitous wall 
is still veiled in a bluish shadow, which makes it 
seem yet higher. From  the slabs of ruined ram parts 
great quivering crags here and there overhang and 
threaten the depths beneath them, where the Lac 
Vert, near the great névés, shines like a diamond set 
in pastures.
A stone loosed from above rolls at first into the 
near couloirs, bringing twenty others with it in its 
flight ; then it hounds from point to point, describing 
parabolas each more gigantic than the last, and dis­
appears from sight long before it finds a resting- 
place. B ut since, in its rapid passage, it shakes and 
hurls down all other loose fragments, some time 
elapses before calm is restored to the slopes of the 
ravines and the sound of stones rolling into the 
depths is no longer audible.
In  following the arête a point is reached where 
it presents an escarpment of ten metres [nearly 
thirty-three feet], too rugged for novices to clear
it unaided. One can avoid it by descending on the 
right, but for a climber it is interesting.
■ Skilful climbers can, w ithout too much trouble, 
attain the summit directly by the rocks of the western 
face. Those who feel less enamoured of chimneys, 
break-neck jumps, cornices, and other strange idols 
adored by climbers, had better zigzag up the 
slope, frequently snow-covered, which looks towards 
Susanfe, and thence attain  the last shoulder to 
which the guides of Salvan have given the name of 
Col des Paresseux [of the Indolent]. The guides of 
Champéry call it simply Col de la Dent du Midi. 
Long may it live, however, as the Col des 
Paresseux !
From  this col, whence the traveller, seated at 
his ease, already contemplates the glacier of Plan 
Névé, the six peaks, the Pennine range, the Tour 
Sallières, and the white cap of Mont Blanc, he 
sees, per contra, the last slope of the D ent du 
Midi still stretching to a great length, too long 
for exhausted luiigs and legs that tremble with 
fatigue ; and heavens ! how steep !
Sir Indolence raises his head, measures the dis­
tance with a discouraged look, lets his alpenstock 
drop from his hand, takes off his knapsack, then 
lies down and roundly asserts that he will not go 
any further. That occurs more than once every 
summer. The guides of Salvan are not so foolish, 
are they ? And the Col des Paresseux is well-named, 
is it not ?
The climber does not stop there. Common mortals 
enjoy a charming breathing space, after which a stray 
idler will be found occasionally to raise his head again, 
measure the distance carefully, then heroically decide
to make a final effort, stop twenty times on the way, 
half-repenting of his resolution, and notwithstanding 
all his dilatoriness reach the summit as proud as the 
others.
For the rest, friendly reader, if you think th a t a 
Col des Paresseux is a special feature of the D ent 
du Midi, you are in error. A similar place will be 
found half-way up most peaks difficult to climb— 
Monte Eosa, Mont Blanc, and many others. I t  is to 
be found, is it not ? on the track of all moral heights, 
in the middle-thoroughfares of science, of virtue. 
Courage climbs and conquers ; cowardice measures 
the height, is filled with despair, and stops short, 
and, lo and behold ! so many efforts which have 
resulted in nothing but the shame of defeat. Ah, 
what a beautiful thing is energy beside the Col des 
Paresseux !
I t  may happen, particularly in the early part of 
June, tha t a portion of the last slope will be covered 
with ice, and, on account of its steepness (fifty 
degrees, perhaps), there may be some difficulty in 
attaining the summit, for, under such circumstances, 
every step of the way has to be cut out. H e who 
keeps to the extreme right adds danger to the diffi­
culty, for false steps lead far on to the border of the 
arete.
Once when I  conducted two very inexperienced 
Englishmen there, I  had occasion to remark tha t it 
is prudent—whatever people may say of it—to be 
always furnished with an axe and some rope in a 
climb of any importance. If we had neglected this 
precaution—which, it may be added, costs very little 
—we should not only have never reached the top, 
but have come to grief as well. This last slope is
often painful, but a man can afford some trouble . 
when he succeeds in reaching a height of 10,600 ft. 
without running any risk.
* * * * *
Several persons have depreciated the view from 
the D ent du Midi, but I  have no hesitation in 
affirming that they are people who had not been 
able to enjoy it. I t  is not always pleasant to be on 
the summit ; the winds seem to have selected this 
m ountain for a battlefield, and the clouds have no 
more favourite resting-place than the spacious terrace 
of the glacier ; so it is not a common experience to 
spend a thoroughly enjoyable hour there. B ut those 
who have succeeded in taking in the whole panorama 
during the long hours of a beautiful morning will 
have little to reproach it with. Although Monte 
Bosa is not seen from a very advantageous position, 
and Mont Blanc is partially hidden from view, any 
one who is not a slave to names will contrive to 
forget them  in a sufficiency of other original beauties.
There are few summits (of this height, at any rate) 
which command such precipices. If, on starting 
from the cross, one follows the arête in the direction 
of the other peaks, he will come to several sloping 
slabs of rock overhanging the abyss. I t  is now neces­
sary to lie down with upraised head ; it is impossible 
to restrain a movement of fright at the first aspect 
of these walls, these precipitous gorges bristling 
with tooth-like peaks. The effect is overpowering, 
especially a little later in the autum n, when a slight 
covering of fresh snow makes the smallest ledges 
conspicuous. In  the early summer, on the contrary, 
only the larger projections retain the snow. There 
it is no longer merely inch-deep, but is distributed
to a depth of four, five, even six feet with rounded 
contours, worked on by alternate processes of frost 
and thaw, which, in many places, have formed 
sparkling stalactites, pendant in the air. Then, in 
the beautiful May sun, however slight the wind may 
be, one m ust look for the overthrow of all these 
scaffoldings of winter ! Audacious and tottering 
spires, cornices imprudently protruding from the 
abyss, heaps accumulated by chance on dizzy slopes, 
colossal lips pointing from arêtes, everything in turn 
crumbles or breaks and flies as dust into the air, the 
couloirs, and the ravines.
If the traveller should find himself at Susanfe in 
the spring, and in expectation of a hot and brilliant 
day, he should hasten to reach the summit, and, if 
possible, pass a portion of the day there. Forgetting 
that he is only five leagues from Lake Lém an he 
will easily persuade himself that he is in the heart 
of one of the greatest mountain groups.* Except for 
the Val d’Hliez, lying below, nothing green or living 
can be seen ; everywhere is snow and black rock ; 
white chains extend further than the eye can reach ; 
glittering peaks tower over the bluish valleys ; hard 
by and all around him are steep, white slopes that 
the avalanche is ready to furrow in a few seconds, 
from crags and arêtes whence the snowy cornices 
will fall in showers of dust at the first breath of 
wind.
If  the traveller remain on the summit towards the 
middle of the afternoon, he cannot fail to see, at any 
rate to hear, more than one avalanche roll down 
thence, it may he from the slopes which descend
* I t  is to be feared th a t every one will not arrive at this 
hallucination.—Tn.
from the great arête, it may be from the Dent itself, 
or, most likely of all, from the Tour Sallières and 
Mont Buan. The avalanches of M ont Buan, which 
generally fall from the snow-cap which covers its 
summit, roll in glittering cascades down the black 
side of the rock and are lost among the séracs of 
the glacier. W e had once the pleasure of counting 
twelve avalanches in less than a quarter of an hour. 
The first one was like a signal, and then the 
sombre tower of the Buan seemed to stream with 
them.
In  September and October everything is com­
pletely different but still very beautiful. I t  is the 
season of pure skies, limpid horizons, infinite views ; 
but it is also the season of sudden alternations 
between sun and rain, blue heaven and fog. Often, 
after several rainy days, at the full moon, the clouds, 
that heavily collected about the summits, disappear 
in a single night, and the dawn is radiant and pure, 
the day splendid. Such times m ust be anticipated 
by intuition ; it is a sort of game of chance.
I t  has fallen to our lot to play it several times, and 
not infrequently on the winning side. W e have 
quitted Vevey under a grey and leaden sky, and on 
the ensuing day have enjoyed on the top of the 
Dent du Midi or elsewhere one of those pure and 
beautiful mornings which occasionally illuminate 
the autum n.
The immediate prospect is perhaps less beautiful 
than in spring and summer ; the stony slopes have 
lost much by doffing their garment of snow ; the 
glaciers are bare, grey, and frequently dirty ; there is 
only an inch or two of fresh, pure snow on those 
slopes which have a northern exposure. On the
other hand, what gentle warmth and harmony of 
colouring, what purity of background !
B ut though the beauty of the panorama depends 
greatly on the season of the year, it is none the less 
im portant to choose with care the hour for enjoying 
it. Considering the height of the summit it is an 
unfortunate circumstance that the nocturnal stages 
of a journey up it are not so easy as on the Jam an or at 
Naye,* and to finish it by sunrise is often easier said 
than done. I t  has, however, been done several times. 
Sunrise on the summit should be splendid, but I  am 
strongly inclined to think that there are even more 
chances of seeing a magnificent sunset there. In  
the evening the whole of the Pennine range from 
Monte Bosa to Mont Blanc is magically illuminated, 
whilst the nearer prospect—the amphitheatre of 
Salanfe and the Tour Sallières is already swathed 
in shadow. W hat m ust be the power of this 
deep and huge shadow to bring out the pure 
and resplendent glory of the snowy domes of the 
great range ! And what unexpected and sublime 
effects m ust arise from the seeming conflagration 
of the surrounding rocks, the seven peaks, and the 
precipices of the Val d’Illiez ! Have we not seen 
from the banks of Lake Lém an, during the beautiful 
autum n evenings, the Dent du Midi appear to appro­
priate the most beautiful rays to itself alone, and 
has not the sun bestowed upon it the greatest 
splendour of his farewell?
* * * * *
Alas ! however beautiful the spectacle on the 
summit may be there comes a moment when some­
thing in ourselves withdraws from it and turns else- 
* There is now a railway to the top o£ the Rochers de  Naye.—T b ,
where ; the moment comes when, casting a roving 
eye about us, we meditate a return.
“ E t, m onté sur le faîte, [on] aspire à descendre.”* 
Only too true is this saying in which the power of 
genius has accurately plumbed the depths of our 
mysterious nature. I t  emphasises yet another point 
of contact between the physical and the moral 
world, and would seem to explain the conduct of 
those who come to a standstill on the Col des 
Paresseux.
B ut no. The gist of the m atter lies in this : that 
man is not created to possess on earth the object of 
his longing. More often than not a pitiless hand 
violently tears him  away from it, and if ever Fate  
forgets herself and allows him to enjoy it, his own 
heart grows weary, his own nature compels him to 
leave go of it and continue his journey.
H alt not, 0  traveller ! Thou hast climbed up ; 
then come down, though it be but to climb again 
to-morrow and to come down again as before. 
March without ceasing, and without succumbing to 
tem ptation at a first sight of the alluring road. 
Here and now thou mayst only foresee what thou 
shalt see perfectly and enjoy, later on, elsewhere. 
All things pass, and Time snatches them  away. For 
thee something is needed that Time has no power
* “ And man, having reached the top, aspires to descend.” The 
quotation is from Corneille’s Cinna, Act II ., Scene i. The 
passage, which is spoken by Auguste, rims—
“ L 'ambition déplaît quand elle est assouvie,
D’une contraire ardeur son ardeur est suivie ;
E t comme notre esprit, jusqu’ au dernier soupir,
Toujours vers quelque objet pousse quelque désir,
I l se ramène en soi, n 'ayant plus où se prendre,
E t, monté sur le faite, il aspiro à descendre.”—Tu.
to ruin. Falter not in the march : thou art not of 
this world !
And sure enough, we descend—poor sluggards 
that we are ; we level ourselves with you ; but we 
approach the common end with a soul exalted by 
sublime contemplation. W e descend ; but, from 
above, we have seen the distant land of our rest, and 
how beautiful it is to gaze on that kindly horizon !
During the very early summer a layer of excellent 
snow permits of a wonderful glissade from the sum ­
mit. That, however, leads to Susanfe, and we, who 
are going elsewhere, will only partially profit by it. 
At the Col des Paresseux another route awaits us. 
If, at this im portant point, we turn  towards the 
moraine and the glacier of Plan Névé, a glance 
below us will reveal the route by which we shall 
reach Salanfe. Now Salanl'e is the marvel that 
remains to be seen.*
From  this side the m ountain crumbles into dust, 
which in places becomes mud. The climber drags 
down with him castles of iceworn stones, many of 
which roll, whistle, and rebound, making him 
anxious, even if the number of the falling stones is 
not very large.
At an early hour snow is still lying there. And 
now bear towards Salanfe. The bottom is reached 
in ten minutes. But before embarking on a slope, 
it is just as well to make certain where it leads ; and 
the first one which we come across would not in any 
wise lead to their destination such brittle things 
as hum an beings are. The safe and the famous 
slope is further on, on the left, almost exactly under
* There is indeed another route—descending by the arête and the 
Col de Susanfe ; but it is longer and less interesting.
the great Dent. W hen the winter has been a snowy- 
one, the glissade is endless : there are more than 
3,000 ft. of it. I t  is well, however, to risk nothing 
by the wind or the-thaw . Twice I  have seen a 
shower of stones come down which would have been 
bad company. During the first days of spring 
superb avalanches fall thence.
On this side and as far as this point the débris of 
the m ountain has accumulated, taking the form of 
slopes composed of rubbish and rolling stones upon 
which walking becomes quickly painful. W hat 
ruins ! W hat a chaos of boulders of every size ! 
And what a huge Babylon might be built with these 
materials which Time has heaped up !
However, one soon finds some flowers which have 
ventured among the boulders; here is the stony basin 
of a nearly dried up lake ; after tha t some green 
hillocks, some delightful Alpine gardens ; at length, 
after a last flowery slope, formerly a moraine, but 
to-day overrun and covered with vegetation, the 
climber plants his foot on the soil of Salanfe 
(1,962 m. [6,437 ft.]).
W hat a delightful contrast, after the desolate ruins 
and the moraines, is this soft carpet of tender verdure !
Imagine yourself in  the middle of an imposing 
circle of m ountains ruling, from a height of 4,000 ft., 
a vast and splendid arena, placid as the surface of 
a lake on the finest of fine days, covered with the 
most tender verdure and the most delicate Alpine 
plants, watered by the most seductive streams, and 
you will know that tha t is Salanfe, or rather you 
will know nothing, for no one could imagine such 
a spot, unless it be H e W ho, having imagined it, 
realised the beauties of it.
8
In  proportion as one penetrates into this verdant 
arena, the more he appreciates its calm and silent 
grandeur. I t  is truly one of the most beautiful 
solitudes of the Alps. Strange place ! if it is not 
the theatre of some fantastic legend it is only 
because its discovery took place at a time when the 
art of legend-making was lost. The herdsmen 
stoutly affirm that spirits are occasionally to be seen 
on the white terrace of the glacier. In  the evening 
they tell the traveller who finds himself at their 
fireside the legend of the Monster of the Jorat. 
This they do capitally, but they have no story to tell 
of the mysterious plain.
I t  m atters not ! In  default of the poetry of 
legend, it has a still grander poetry. In  this plain, 
on these sombre rocks, on that great moraine, is 
written a page of the world’s history, and how 
beautiful is Salante for him who can read it ! *
At the foot of the wide moraine which descends 
from the Plan Névé and on the border of the green­
sward are to be seen some groups of chalets, t so 
rustic and humble tha t at first sight they might be 
confounded with the boulders around them : other­
wise, empty as they are during eleven months of the 
year, they serve only to augment the impression of 
solitude created by this vast desert plain. W ere it 
not for the opening of the gorge where the Sallanche 
descends and through which a few distant peaks are 
visible, one might suppose that Salanfe was the end 
of the world.
* See Mons. Bambert’s beautiful work : Les Alpes Suisses, Vol. 
II ., p. 86 et seq. [ I  have altered the reference to the second edition 
published by P . Bouge, of Lausanne, in 1897.—Tn.]
t Here there are now two modest inns.—Tb .
Towards the middle of July this beautiful desert 
grows animated, the air resounds with the noise of 
small bells ; the herds throng up it from Salvan and 
from Verossaz, for there is plenty of room here and 
the thousand beasts who come there every summer 
find luxurious pasturage. The most adventurous risk 
their lives on the slopes, amongst the big boulders 
near the moraines ; now and then some are lost 
there and their bleached bones, discovered by the 
herdsmen after the lapse of a few years, witness to 
the fate of these imprudent animals.
The chalets, primitive if anything ever was, are 
inhabited by quite a little population of simple, rustic 
folk, who are in joyous mood, for the sojourn in the 
mountain*  of Salanfe is considered a holiday; and 
those whom age and infirmities confine to the village 
are undoubtedly envious when they view the depar­
ture of the herds for the beautiful pastures, where 
they have spent such happy days.
The herds only remain a m onth at Salanfe. In  
the middle of August, that is to say some days 
before their return to the valley, the herdsmen hold 
a fête  there, a custom followed in several other 
pasturages.
For this occasion, relations, friends, young people, 
ascend from the neighbouring villages. They pass 
the night in the chalets of Salanfe, and, as these are 
not adapted for receiving visits and lodging such a 
number of friends, the people have to lie on the 
ground, roost, and huddle as they may. These 
roomsful m ust be seen to be believed !
Precisely on the evening of a fête  a party of four 
of us arrive at one of these dwellings. Seeing it
* See Glossary.
already full, we decide to withdraw after having 
drunk some cream. “ Oh, pray stop,” say these good 
people to us. “ W here there’s room for eight, one 
can find room for twelve.” In  fact, four of them  
huddle together on a sort of bed and we climb to the 
hayloft ; its size is sixteen square feet !
Hardly anybody sleeps to-night, and a stream of 
lively talk is carried on. The young fellows remain 
a long time by the hearth, teasing the girls, who are 
not at a loss for reply ; sweet glances are exchanged, 
and more than  one idyll is begun, which is continued 
next day on the greensward and ends often, some 
months afterwards, in a happy home.
For the rest, any night passed with the good 
herdsmen of Salanfe is always picturesque, and 
nothing can be more amusing than their old yarns. 
Sometimes one can get a legend out of them, that of 
the Monster of the Jorat, perhaps. At any rate one 
can always count on finding the most cordial 
hospitality among them.
I  have spoken twice of the Monster of the Jorat. 
Here is the legend.
The herdsmen tell me that formerly (some even 
think they can recall the time), there was, on the 
Col du Jorat, a monster, a dragon, in fine an animal 
of unknown species and horrible aspect who guarded 
the passage of the col at night. H e had already 
claimed many victims, and the boldest hunters dared 
not attack him. N ight having fallen, he descended 
from the glacier. H e reigned over the whole moun­
tain, and woe betide the man who approached the 
Jorat. One day, at last, a m an of the Rhone valley 
had been condemned to death. He possessed un­
common strength and audacity. Pardon was offered
A DRAGON IN  T H E  ALPS.
(F rom  Sclieuclizer'8 O b p ta ïQ o m iç  H e lvetian s. Z u r ic h , 1723.)
[T o fa ce  jm ge  100.

him on condition that he fought the monster and 
succeeded in destroying him. H e accepted, ascended 
to Salanfe, awaited the night, and climbed the path 
of the Jorat. I t  is said that the fight was terrible ; 
but the man was victorious, and tranquillity was 
henceforth restored to the pastures of Salanfe.
To-day the col is safe, so far as I  can judge from 
passing it three times between midnight and two 
o’clock in the morning.
*  * - * - *
Salanfe is a spot which requires understanding, 
but nothing is easier for a lover of nature. On a 
first and hurried visit it may be that its poetry will 
he missed ; but if the visitor returns there, if he 
rests an hour on the brink of its limpid streams at 
the time when the flocks have descended and the 
plain is deserted, if, above all, while watching the 
sun redden the peaks and the shadows ascend, he 
awaits there the arrival of the night, Salanfe will 
speak to him  then in tones whose poetry the most 
insensible can understand—poetry of ancient solitude 
and sublime silence—poetry which may inspire the 
dream that the listener, assisting at the birth of the 
world, has become the Adam of a new creation, or 
that, being the last survivor of extinct generations, 
he remains alone with N ature and with God.
Ah ! if it is a country where one may be surprised 
into saying “ Ubi bene, ibi pa tria ,"  it is none the 
less the same country which encloses in the bosom of 
its unconquered m ountains those enchanting views, 
those sublime valleys. Many may blame me for it, 
but, if fate exiled me to-day on some distant shore, 
I  feel that I  should mourn for two fatherlands.
Brown rocks, sombre forests of my Cévennes
which sheltered my childhood, never assuredly will 
you be banished from my memory ; there will 
always be in me something tha t will vibrate at your 
nam e; even though I  be enriched with splendid 
memories of the Alps, I  shall let my thoughts wander 
once and again among the broom of your moun­
tains ; but these people whom I  love, tha t liberty 
which I  have learned to cherish, these Alps which I 
have so often dreamed of, and where it has now 
been given me to pass such beautiful days, have truly 
a half of my heart. To thee, France, may belong 
my youth and my earliest memories, to thee what is 
most intim ate in my heart and in my thought ; but 
to thee, free and beautiful Helvetia, I  wish at times 
to devote the remainder of my days.
*  #  *  *
One evening we descended from the D ent du Midi 
by the Col de Susanfe. Our party, fairly numerous 
at first, was divided. The greater number, being 
obliged to return to the banks of the Lém an the 
same evening, had gone on before and had dis­
appeared a long time. Two friends alone remained 
with me.
As we were our own masters for a few days, it did 
not m atter where we lodged, and we kept no count 
of the hours as they flowed by. The plain was wide 
and deserted, and we arrived at Salanfe for the first 
time.
Bavished with the beauty of the spot, we con­
tinually slackened our pace, and at last, for better 
enjoyment, lay stretched out on the grass at the 
border of one of the purest streams. The youngest 
of us played with the limpid waves, the more skilful 
attempted to sketch. As for me, no sooner did I
close my eyes, and let the distant grumbling of the 
glacial torrents (swollen by the heat of the day) 
serve as my cradle song, when I  opened them  in 
order to reassure myself that our delightful situation 
was not a dream.
W ell installed as we were on the banks of so 
fresh a brook, it was difficult to avoid thinking of 
food and refreshment. And hey, presto ! chocolate 
was soon ready and circulating, after being prepared, 
in a light saucepan heated at the flame of a lamp. 
I t  was not served in cups, but in the cover of the 
utensil itself—a more beautiful vessel then than 
Sèvres or Japanese porcelain. W hat a delicious 
instant it was, and how beautiful to remember !
However, the coolness, the ingathering of dark­
ness throughout the valley, and the gradual redden­
ing of the seven peaks of the Dent du Midi, recalled 
to us the advisability of making good our retreat.
Knowing nothing of the paths which afford an 
issue from Salanfe, excepting that from the Col du 
Jorat, which we saw twisting in and out quite close 
to us, we advanced towards the gorge, certain of 
finding an outlet.
W e did well to say, “ L e t’s be quick ; time presses. 
W here shall we sleep?” B ut the question was 
how to resist the seduction of the beauties which 
surrounded us. As one draws near to the extremity 
of the plain, the streams are seen to unite to form 
the Sallanche ; the soil becomes uneven, the m urm ur 
of waves grows louder, soon they boil ; the gorge 
approaches. Here and there lie boulders of granite, 
and all around the first rhododendrons* of the year. 
How fresh and lovely they are ! Quick ! a bouquet, 
* See Glossary.
a bunch for the hat, a wreath ! And there we are, 
strolling along the side of the first waterfall of the 
Sallanche and gathering rhododendrons, always more 
and more beautiful.
The intention of a path began to outline itself on 
the left bank ; but only the intention of one, for we 
lost the faintest trace of it at the end of a hundred 
paces. W e nevertheless advanced into the gorge. 
Great black clouds had just arisen from behind,the 
Tour Sallières.
The gorge of Sallanche is very beautiful. The 
torrent descends in rich and brilliant cascades ; but 
when a man comes upon a granite wall fifty feet 
high he feels that he is a clumsy, impotent, and 
restricted being, and th a t the ripplings of this 
buoyant water, which laughs at obstacles, which 
darts into the air when the rock fails it, and which 
sprays on his face in clouds, insult his powerless 
royalty.
At this moment a hawk passed over our heads 
with extreme swiftness, while we remained de­
liberating. The trouble was that we could not leap, 
clumsy, impotent, and restricted as we were, into the 
abyss after the sparkling wave, and the Sallanche 
was too broad and rapid to allow of our crossing 
to the delightful path which defied us from the 
opposite bank.
In  vain we tried throwing big stones into the 
midst of the torrent in order to effect a passage ; it 
was not very deep, but the laughing wave playfully 
carried away boulders which had cost our united 
arms an effort to hurl into it.
A dead trunk and twenty boulders disappeared, 
and the Sallanche continued to flow swiftly on,
angry and pure, we being still wrapped in con­
templation of the path from which we were divided 
by the distance of perhaps ten paces.
However, from the midst of descending clouds 
the thunder resounded from the echoes of Salanfe, 
and large drops began to fall. I t  was impossible to 
clear the wall, impossible to force the passage; it 
was necessary to carve ourselves a way along the 
rocky slopes until we reached a wide path, of which 
we caught a glimpse lower down.
Urged on by storm and night, we climbed with 
ardour. W e descended recklessly, and by surmount­
ing rock after rock we reached the path. Ten 
minutes afterwards we arrived, nearly in  pitch 
darkness, at the chalets of En-V an-H aut, the out­
lines of which could be seen in the shadow, little 
and close together, side by side, like the huts of a 
colony of beavers.
W e knocked at them  all ; they were inhabited. 
At the last one, where a light showed through the 
planks, the door was opened to us just at the 
moment when the storm broke over the gorge in all 
its fury.
This chalet, or rather hut, was inhabited by a 
very poor family. A sickly man, turning grey, sat 
before the hearth administering soup to a brat who 
gurgled w ith pleasure, whilst its mother stirred up 
the fire for us to heat the milk of the only cow which 
was in the stable.
Twice the wind, rushing across the disjointed 
planks, put out the crésu* which lit up, with its 
uncertain light, this scene of picturesque destitution 
and rustic misery.
* See note, p. 76.
Bedtime arrived. W e could not dream of de­
scending as far as Salvan ; the storm had not 
ceased ; the lightning dazzled us and made us 
tremble even before the hearth, while the peals of 
thunder, prolonged by the length of the slopes of the 
gorge, caused the beams of the chalet to vibrate. A 
dilapidated ladder led to a narrow loft which was 
invaded by smoke, for chimneys are unknown at 
Van-Haut, the smoke escaping slowly, as it can, 
through chinks in the roof. Of hay or straw there 
was no question. Scarcely a wisp remained on the 
humid planks to show that there had been some 
once upon a time. Huddled up together and covered 
with our plaids, we tried to get warm again, and if 
possible to sleep, but the beams of the roof, power­
less to restrain the deluge which inundated them, at 
first allowed drops to filter through on to us, then 
rivulets of rain.
I have passed many nights in the high chalets 
of the Alps, I  have lodged in the stone huts of 
Dauphiny and the Maurienne, I  have slept in the 
open air at a height of 7,000 ft., but I  shall ever 
remember such a night as that spent at V an-H aut ! 
How slow the dawn was in coming, and with what 
joy at its first gleam, suffocated, soaked, and 
chilled, we resumed our way to Salvan !
* * * * *
I  should be wrong, however, to leave an enduring 
impression of our disagreeable adventure. W hat 
happened to us was due to an untoward combination 
of circumstances, such as would not ordinarily be 
met with. Quite as good a night can be passed at 
V an-H aut as elsewhere.
The valley is charming, and the majority of the
chalets very habitable in the fine weather. The 
inhabitants, as one sees them in spring and autumn, 
are far from being miserable, and at Van-H aut, on 
a Sunday evening, the passer-by, looking into the 
doorways of the chalets, will see white shirts and 
clean bodices.
The traveller must, like us, get over the Sallanche, 
the gorge, and the footpaths. In  Alpine expeditions 
instruction is often bought at personal expense ; but 
if one keeps his eyes open a thing does not require 
to be learned more than  once. Since our adventure 
we have never again missed the footpath. For the 
rest, there are two—one on each bank—but so in­
definite in some places, so fantastic in their digres­
sions and escalades, that the least inattention suf­
fices to lose them. Both paths are equally direct, 
but that on the left is preferable if the traveller 
wishes to enjoy the very diversified cascades of the 
Sallanche.
The whole gorge is wild and very beautiful. Its  
character is original and striking. Below Van-Bas 
it contracts and becomes impracticable. The 
Sallanche leaps along with increasing rapidity, 
clears the abyss in falls, each of which roars more 
loudly than its predecessor ; then suddenly the 
gorge, opening out into the valley of the Rhone, 
and the bed of the stream at this point suddenly 
sinking, she scatters her profuse and beautiful foam 
into space, but for the last time. She has touched 
the plain. By the same act she has lost her name. 
This cascade, which is invariably so white and 
never tinted with the colour of the tempest, is no 
longer the Sallanche. The natives of the district 
have dubbed it Pissevache, and this name sticks to it.
Among the numerous tourists who admire the 
cascade there are very few who know the pretty 
name of Sallanche, and the majority forget to ask 
where the sombre gorge which opens above it leads to.
I t  would be interesting, after having made the 
acquaintance of the Sallanche at its source, to follow 
it in its final falls till the supreme moment when it 
mingles its dying spume with the muddy waves of 
the Rhone. There is a footpath by which this 
journey could be made, as I  have lately learned ; 
but the Salvan road leaves it a little below Van- 
H aut to lose itself among the fir-trees. Steep but 
easy for walking on foot, it soon reaches the lower 
pastures,* not without some superb openings whence 
are visible the foremost peaks of the Pennine range 
glittering in the sunset.
W hoever is not in a hurry to return to the plain 
need not regret a delay at Salvan. If he arrive in 
the evening he can pass the night there and descend 
on the morrow, in the early freshness, by the first 
rays of dawn.
Like all the villages of the Valais, Salvan is 
picturesque. Simplicity and old-time m anners still 
reign there, but it is "to be feared that they are in 
danger of soon disappearing. 1 A new carriage road 
which goes by Salvan diverts from this quarter a 
considerable part of the stream of strangers who 
come to Chamonix.
I  like Salvan because it calls up memories and 
because I  know some pleasant people there. I like
* Allusion is to the pastures just above Salvan, not those in the 
Rhone valley.—Te .
f See Edouard Rod’s novel, “ La H aut,” for a description of the 
sports of Salvan.—Tn.
to sleep there that I  may be awakened in the 
morning twilight by the whistle of its goatherd, as 
he sets off for the m ountain. I  like to pass the 
evening there in order to descend in the morning by 
the delightful path of Gueuroz ; for, after all, since 
one m ust needs descend, is it not better to delay 
still further this painful and supreme moment, and 
to plant his final footsteps in a pleasant and flowery 
path which loses itself in idle windings?
For people pressed for time "there is a road which 
descends directly to Vernayaz in geometrical zig­
zags. I t  is picturesque, too, for there are no other 
zigzags in this region, but from my point of view 
it is, so to speak, in too great a hurry to reach 
its destination.
The path of Gueuroz, unknown to tourists, starts 
stealthily from the village, crosses some fields, and 
immerges discreetly into the wood. I t  is a good path 
for strollers, as for half an hour it goes in a direc­
tion absolutely opposite to its goal. I t  mounts the 
gorge of the Trient, a sinister Gehenna, where the 
roaring of furious waters is audible, a place that 
no one approaches w ithout emotion. I t  continues 
the ascent of the gorge till it reaches the most 
practicable spot, crosses the torrent, and then, alas ! 
takes the right direction and makes for the valley of 
the Bhône. B ut it is so cool, so shady, so retired, so 
solitary, at certain places such enticing cherry-trees 
are to be seen, tha t it is charming to wind up the 
excursion in this fashion, and gather such a flower 
for a last souvenir.
I t  carries its beguiling allurements as far as 
possible, but the plain is quite near it ; it cannot 
continue in the air ; it m ust descend at last.
Alas ! stony or flowery, straight or capriciously 
winding, every road here below has an end which 
it m ust sooner or later reach, be our footsteps 
never so slow and the path we follow never so 
roundabout.
II.
There can be few mountains at once so generally 
known and so little visited as the Dent du Midi.*' 
Every traveller who follows the valley of the Bhône 
observes it and retains its name. A large number 
of tourists have ascended to its highest point—the 
Champéry peak ; but scarcely any but a few botanists 
or amateurs in search of the unknown have ventured 
in other directions—into the gorge or towards the 
Chalin glacier, to the Col du Jorat, to Salanfe ; and 
one can almost count those who are familiar with 
the glacier of P lan Névé.
I t  must be said in extenuation of the tourists that 
the approaches are not easy from any other direc­
tion than that of Champéry, and exact, at the least, 
a previous study of the map ; besides, no other lodg­
ing can be hoped for there than the chalets of the 
high pastures.! B ut if it is decided to overcome 
these difficulties they soon turn into so many 
charms. W hat can be more interesting than to 
calculate one’s itinerary by chart and compass ; what 
more attractive than  to plunge at random into some 
obscure and solitary recess of the high Alps, there to 
seek a shelter and the means of subsistence ? In
* Mr. Ooolidge drily remarks tha t “ hordes ” of people go up it 
now.—Tk.
f There are now two small inns at Salanfe and one at Bonaveau. 
- T b .
short, what can be more delightful than a bivouac 
in the mountains ?
The visitor may, however, have an object in view, 
and here, where it would be best to have none, the 
question may become serious. Many people used to 
think that they had not enjoyed the Alps and had 
not been through a course of mountaineering unless 
they had attained some summit, and a summit of 
reputation to boot. I  confess that it will be difficult 
to please them. In  fact, setting out from Salanfe, 
which is the principal Alpine station on the south­
east side there is no easier ascent than the highest 
peak of the Midi. The Luisin is less convenient * 
and in addition is unknown ; the Salentin is nearly 
in the same case. There remains the Tour Sallières, 
which is a very serious ascent, and the six other 
peaks of the Dent du Midi, of which the least is a 
sort of Cervin.
Those, then, who are absolutely determined to 
bear away the name of a peak engraved on their 
bâton would be wrong to come to Salanfe. The 
pasturage and the streams, the great moraines of 
the Plan Névé, the glaciers, and the peaks, will 
please but two sorts of people : those who only ask 
for a dream-landscape of beautiful waters, tender 
grass, delicate flowers ; and the climber who is free 
from the preoccupations of self-love, who is little 
troubled with the longing to ascend a famous peak, 
and who prefers to run through the high solitudes 
at the dictation of his fancy and for his pleasure 
alone.
In  the preceding section I  have tried to familiarise 
new-comers with Salanfe and its gorge. W e will 
* Inexact. AutJwr’s note.
now set out with the climbers for the glacier and 
the peaks which overlook it.
*- *- * -*
Eightly or wrongly, as I  have said, I  am com­
pletely captivated by the D ent du Midi. The jokes 
of my neighbours on the subject of this passion have 
ever served but to quicken it.
F or the rest, is there anything astonishing in 
it ? For two years it has been before my eyes 
every moment of the day. The eastward aspect 
of my window provided that the first image on 
which my waking eyes rested was its graceful and 
slender profile. At table a malicious fate had chosen 
my place so well that, between my two opposite 
companions and in the embrasure of a window, 
the seven peaks of its arête and its flanks, up to 
about half the m ountain’s height, were visible to 
me as in a frame. Finally, my occupations kept 
me a great part of the day in a hall where its 
whole outline appeared at every window, from the 
fertile lower slopes which form its base to its 
aërial peaks. Might not a m an be seduced by less ?
W hat I  specially love in the Dent du Midi, the 
point which attracts me, captivates me, and holds 
my gaze longest in all my contemplation, is the 
Eastern Peak. She may not be the highest, but is 
she not the proudest, the slenderest, the most 
beautiful ? Is it not this peak which gives the 
mountain all its character, and in spite of the few 
metres * by which her western sister t overtops her, 
is it not she who first strikes the beholder and who 
dwells in the memory ?
* Viz., 80 m. = 262 feet.— T b . 
t  H aute Cime o r  Cime de l’Ouest.— T e .
Many a time I  have endeavoured to differentiate on 
paper the outline of the Eastern Peak while preserv­
ing that of the others. Am I  too much captivated by 
her beautiful form, or is she indeed the most beauti­
ful ? However that may be I  have never succeeded 
in giving her a profile which combined at once so 
much nobleness, grace, elegance, and pride. She is 
so beautiful, so royal ! She would carry her four­
teen or fifteen thousand feet so well ! * Often, in my 
dreams, I  abase her scornful rivals and see her rule 
alone observing from on high the humiliated Pennine 
range. But, alas ! there can be nothing of the sort : 
on the contrary, of all the peaks of the neighbour­
hood, it is she, the noblest, who will first succumb 
to the efforts of the weather. That she may have 
been formerly much loftier is but a dream. One 
thing alone is possible, namely, that she rose above 
the western peak, which is at present the highest. 
In  running one’s eye over the Federal map, especi­
ally in considering its bolder features at a dis­
tance, it appears that the whole m assif is summed 
up in three arêtes which meet towards a central 
point : the arête of Susanfe continued by the 
seven peaks ; tha t which mounts from Massongex 
by the Petite  Dent t  and the Dent de Valére ; and 
that of Salentin and Gagnerie. All three term inate 
at the Eastern Peak. A fourth broken line, that of 
St. Tannaire, shorter but not less sturdy than the 
others, also converges there. May one not conclude 
from the foregoing that the culminating point, 
the knob of all these arêtes, ought to be the
* Meaning that her base looks equal to such a task, the actual 
height of the Eastern Peak (Cime de l’Est) being only 3,180  m. = 
10,434 feet.—T r .
t  Also called the Dent-Valerette.
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highest and therefore higher than the Champéry 
peak ? *
* * * * *
Seeing that it is infinitely better situated than its 
western rival, and is moreover scarcely inferior in 
height, it seems natural tha t the Eastern Peak 
should have been a centre of attraction for numerous 
climbers. B ut for a long time it was regarded as 
inaccessible. Even to-day the same thing is alleged 
by many people in the Val d’llliez and at Salvan in 
the Bhône valley.
I t  is, at any rate, certain that the climbers who 
have stood on this haughty peak are few and far 
between up to the present, and easily counted. 
Since the first ascent in 1842 by a party led by Delex, 
hunter of Vérossaz (and of which he has always 
preserved a lively recollection), only two have, to my 
knowledge, succeeded—that of MM. Bam bert and 
Piccard and my own.t
Attempts crowned with more or less success have 
been much more numerous ; perhaps ten have been 
made. I  am responsible for most of them.
No sooner had I  climbed the highest point than I
* I t  would perhaps be easy to verify the point. At tha t epoch 
Gagnerie m ust still have been attached by a well marked arête to 
the Eastern Peak. A vast breach has since formed there, through 
which the principal flow of the glacier takes place to-day. An 
attentive examination of the moraines (old as well as new), would 
show whether the direction of the flow has changed. Supposing its 
principal flow was originally towards the south, might it not be in­
ferred tha t the highest peak would be in  the opposite direction ?
f To these two ascents should be added th a t of Mons. Ph. Gosset 
of Berne, and possibly a fourth by a French professor.— E d .1
1 There have been many ascents since. Mons. Gosset is a Jersey- 
man, who lives, so Mr. Coolidge tells me, in Berne as one of the 
Federal map-surveyors.—T e .
was unable to resist the desire to climb the most 
beautiful. In  proportion as the summer advanced, 
I  gazed at it every evening more lingeringly ; I  was 
for ever re-reading the account of the attem pts and 
the ascents of Mon s. Ram bert ; I  began to know it 
by heart. I  had still said nothing to my usual com­
panion Constant B.,* but some words which escaped 
his lips showed that he had divined my thoughts. 
In  short, the m onth of August advanced, the arête 
became more and more practicable ; further holding 
back was useless.
I t  is said that Fate  has caprices ; it has also 
schemes for the better attainm ent of its ends.
On one of the last evenings in August, Constant 
and I, accompanied by a young Venetian, had sailed 
towards the coast of Savoy with a view to seeking 
coolness on the waters of the lake. Our sail, in­
flated by a fresh and regular breeze, leaned over the 
waves and we clove them rapidly, leaving a shining 
track far behind us.
The sun sank on the horizon and began to shed 
an ashy light ; the m ountains of Savoy already pro­
jected vast shadows. Soon the white scene around 
us was kindled by a magical light. The mast, the 
sails, our faces were tinged with purple ; every 
billow reflected, as it trembled, the fires of the 
horizon ; every wavelet became a flame. A sunset 
under the line could not have been finer. The 
Venetian standing upright, his hair waving in the 
wind, forgot Venice, the voluptuous gondolas, and 
beautiful evenings of the Adriatic. Then the sun 
slowly sank behind the long line of the Ju ra  and the
* Constant Besserer, who was a boarder in Mons. Gloor’s 
establishment at Vevey.—Tb,
flaming waves were gradually extinguished. The 
magnificent spectacle had ceased, and we were 
thinking of regaining the shore when suddenly, as 
we turned round, our three voices uttered, as it were, 
one cry of surprise and admiration. I t  was caused 
by the Dent du Midi which we had forgotten 
hitherto, and which, alone in the midst of the 
darkened mountains, received, in its turn, the last 
fires of the sunset. Never had we seen a sight so 
beautiful ! The Eastern Peak especially glowed 
with a glory that defies comparison. As a lovely 
woman for her lovers, she had prepared the place, 
the season, and the hour to appear to us in all the 
radiance of her beauty.
I t  was too much. “ W e will go ! ’’ cried Constant 
suddenly, pointing to her with an energetic gesture. 
“ L et us start to-morrow,” I  replied, and all was 
said. The same evening we got ready the gaiters, 
the ice-axes, the cord. On the morrow, during a 
splendid afternoon, we left the train at the little 
station of Evionnaz.
*  *  *  *  ÜC-
The Eastern Peak may be approached in several 
ways : by Champéry, by Salvan, and by the Bois 
Noir, the glen of St. Barthélémy, and the Col du 
Jorat. This last offers the shortest passage ; more­
over, of them  all it is the one whose character 
harmonises best with the rest of the ascent. The 
valley of St. Barthélémy is austere and gloomy; the 
walls which dominate it are gaunt and redoubtable ; 
there is a solemnity about the views it affords which 
worthily preludes a difficult ascent.
Besides, this region offers few of those fresh 
beauties, those delightful details which characterise
the upper reach of the Val d’llliez and, in a greater 
degree, the gorge of the Sallanche. To take a keen 
pleasure in climbing the Col du Jorat, it is necessary 
to be interested in something more than  simple 
picturesque effects ; especially m ust the climber, 
in face of the contorted and tottering condition 
of these immense rocks, seek to comprehend the 
cataclysms of which these places have been the 
theatre, and those which still menace them. This 
sympathy being established, nothing can be more 
impressive than the glen and torrent of St. 
Barthélémy.
These m ountains could contribute numerous pages 
to a history of Alpine catastrophes ; they have, more 
than once, terribly alarmed their inhabitants, and 
each generation can relate to its successor the over­
turnings of which it has been the witness.
B ut what cannot be retold by posterity are these : 
the things that happened when life had not yet 
appeared in the primitive chaos of these mountains.
W ho knows by what frightful convulsions the 
breach, so vast and complete to-day, was opened 
at the place where the Rhone flows, and where 
the houses and fields of Evionnaz now are?
W ithout doubt it was narrow at first, and the 
furious waters gradually forced a passage for them ­
selves by continual assaults ; without doubt also, 
at the glacial epoch, the powerful glacier of the 
Rhone, being forced to confine itself within this 
gorge, exerted an enormous pressure on the sides 
of its channel. From  the Dent de Morcles to the 
Dent du Midi what peaks have, by turns, wasted 
away and disappeared ! The great glaciers have 
carted far away all this early débris, a formidable
mass the secret of which the waters of the Lém an 
know possibly more than we do.
W hat has passed since then and from the time 
that men first appeared in these places cannot com­
pare with these primal convulsions ; but it is still 
enough for the imagination of the men themselves 
to grapple with ; it is still far too much for their 
wretched dwellings to sustain.
Terrible events from a date far back are recorded 
in the local archives. The cataclysm which en­
gulfed the little town of Epaune when Mont 
Taurus fell on the top of it—a cataclysm in which 
the hot spring, rediscovered in our time at Lavey, 
was lost—is one of the most ancient of these falls.
On the 9th of October, 1635, in the middle of the 
night, a strange and terrible noise alarmed the 
inhabitants of Evionnaz and the neighbouring 
hamlets ; startled out of their sleep, they quitted 
their beds in fear. A rumbling sound, growing 
louder and louder, was heard. The Novierroz, a 
neighbouring mountain, fell w ith a great crash into 
the valley. The curé of St. Maurice was hastily 
informed of the catastrophe, and he caused the tocsin 
to be sounded. As soon as it was daylight a pro­
cession went to the scene of the disaster, but, 
scarcely had it arrived, when an even more terrible 
fall necessitated a retreat to a neighbouring height.
The noise of it resounded through the whole 
valley. For more than a quarter of an hour the sun 
was obscured by a cloud of dust from the Bois Noir 
as far as the lake. The course of the Rhone was 
barred ; the torrent of the Marre (now St. B ar­
thélémy) formed at the foot of the Jorat a lake, 
whose overflowing was a fresh menace to the valley.
As popular superstition attributed this catastrophe 
to demons which haunted the m ountain, the Bishop 
of Sion, Hildebrandt Jost, spent nine days in exor­
cising the place. H is trouble was wasted ; the 
waters pursued their work, and with smaller falls, 
and especially the mud deposited by the torrent, 
they unfailingly repeated the same threats at 
intervals of a few years.
At last, on the 26th of August, 1835, towards 
11 a.m., there was a sudden noise, similar to that 
of several discharges of artillery uninterruptedly 
succeeding one another. All eyes were fixed on 
the mountain. The E astern  Peak was surrounded 
by a sort of cloud. The fall proceeded from her. 
A thick vapour filled the glen of St. Barthélémy ; 
violent tempests shook the houses of Mex and up­
rooted whole rows of forest-trees.
An enormous mass of rock became detached from 
the Eastern  Peak, striking and breaking in its fall 
the foremost portion of the glacier. Ice and rocks 
rolled with a frightful clatter down 7,000 ft. of 
precipices, and filled the valley and the gorge with 
their débris.
The ice, pulverised and in a state of thaw, ming­
ling with this debris, formed a stretch of mud 
strewn all over with enormous rocks, which, 
passing over the high banks of the torrent and 
traversing the Bois Noir, hurled itself into the valley 
of the Eliòne. A part of the current overflowed on 
the right and covered the ham let of L a  Basse with 
mud.
To re-establish the communications which had 
been interrupted on the road the people made a 
bridge of long ladders, planks, and trunks of fir-trees.
Cords attached to these ladders stretched over the 
top of the bank. At each fresh coulée—there were 
three or four a day—a m an who was stationed in 
the gorge announced the fact by a whistle, and the 
cords were immediately drawn down to prevent the 
bridge being carried away.
Mons. de Bons, an eye-witness, has described one of 
these.* “ A whitish smoke rose into the air,” he 
says, “ on leaving the gorge. At the same instant 
a dull noise and a violent wind apprised us of 
the approach of the coulee. The moving mass 
reached us with an irresistible force, but so slowly, 
that a man at ordinary walking pace could have 
proceeded on his way without coming in contact 
with it. Enormous blocks of rock seemed literally 
to float on the stream ; at times they stood out 
of the liquid as though they were as light as a 
feather ; anon they plunged and sank into the mud 
till nothing whatever could be seen of them. A 
little further on they could be descried returning 
gradually to the surface, to float again and end by 
submersion, repeating at various stages of their 
progress the same scenes and the same accidents.
“ The bed of the torrent was singularly narrow at 
one point. Huge stones were arrested there and 
formed a barrier, at which the fragments, borne 
along by the river, were collected. For some 
m inutes a strange strife waged here, the rushing 
mass of ice t and water endeavouring to flow back on
* I  am indebted to the kindness of Mons. do Bons for the details 
concerning the ancient falls from the Dent du Midi.
f  Mons. de Bons says “ débâcle,” a word which expresses lite­
rally the sudden breaking up in spring of the icc on a river duo to 
natural causes.—Tu.
a long track ; the river rose till it almost overflowed 
its banks. At last, by dragging the debris with it, 
it was able to effect an outlet and overthrow all the 
obstacles which impeded its course. Eocks, trees, 
pieces of ice, debris of every kind, all whirled round 
and round with a long and savage roar, then dis­
appeared in the stream and were borne onwards 
across the slopes of the Bois N oir.”
Since 1835 there has been scarcely any disturbance 
in the mountain. However, the waters are at work, 
and who can prophesy that a still more terrible 
catastrophe will not, some day, desolate the valley 
of the Bhône '?
The people no longer see the hand of demons in 
these devastations, nor do they exorcise the moun­
tain ; but a pious custom wills that every year a 
procession shall find its way to a hill above L a 
Basse, on which a cross is erected, and that it shall 
there invoke the protection of the Creator by its 
prayers.
* * * * *
To reach the Bois Noir and the Jorat from 
Evionnaz, the route lies across the cornfields as 
far as the hamlet of L a  Basse, at the entrance of 
the gorge and the foot of the forest.
After passing some picturesque and discarded 
hovels of the kind so common in Valais, the path 
turns into the wood by a steep slope. At every 
step the way ascends steeply above the right 
bank of the torrent, the m urm ur of which is 
audible from a distance of some hundred yards 
below. On reaching a level of about 3,000 ft., the 
steep, stony, and undeviating ascent suddenly ceases, 
as if by magic, and is replaced by a delightful path
which, without ascending or descending, goes 
through woods, and is bordered by strawberries, 
raspberries, and exquisitely tender ferns.
Already, if he raise his head, the wayfarer can 
descry, across the foliage, the Eastern  Peak—a 
pyramid whose apex aspires to the highest heaven. 
To her left rises the enormous wall of Gagnerie, 
which, if it were less massive, would momentarily 
balance the impression caused by the proud aiguille. 
Between the two extends the azure length of the 
glacier ; below are sombre abysses. From  the 
summit of the peak to the bottom  of the vale, 
the vertical, inexorable precipice measures nearly 
6,000 ft. On the left, between the bald head of 
the Salentin and the abrupt wall of Gagnerie, 
a depression is visible ; it is the Col du Jorat. 
The path turns, crosses a torrent, ascends pretty 
nearly in this direction, and soon encounters the 
chalet of Jorat Bas. The beautiful waters of a 
cold spring flow hard by. W hat strength of mind 
is required to resist such a seduction !
Thence an increasingly steep ascent, scarcely 
interrupted by the slightest turn, leads to the top 
of the pass. Unimpressively situated, and with 
but scant vegetation, it does not pretend to be 
agreeable ; shade and coolness are, however, to be 
found there.
At the summit of the col is a cross, an always 
touching sign of the naïve piety of the mountain 
dwellers. On these heights it suggests grave 
thoughts which are eminently appropriate.
There is no doubt that this cross, in the minds of 
those who erected it, protected the pasture against 
the Evil Spirit, and perhaps, to a certain extent,
against the storm ; it guaranteed the safety of the 
pass, and drove off the dragon if he was tempted to 
return.
Naïve beliefs truly, but are they not worth more 
than the brutal scepticism of many of the more 
civilised mountain dwellers of to-day '? Since a 
defective education barely permits the level of their 
thoughts to be raised, is it not consoling for them 
to confide in a Divine Protector, a good God who 
defends H is petitioners against the tem ptations of 
the Evil Spirit ?
However, there are already people, especially in the 
valley, who no longer salute the symbol as they cross 
the pass, or whose sole reason for saluting it is to 
avoid being pointed at by women. In  fifty years 
perhaps it will be still less often saluted, and when 
some day the worm-eaten cross is blown down by a 
storm, no one will dream any longer of replacing it. 
Assuredly, I  am far from wishing to preach the 
worship of images, but on that day I  shall none 
the less be sorry for the m ountain populations.
One evening we ascended the Jo ra t—I  think for 
the second time. They had just led the cattle to 
pasture, and whole families had followed with the 
view of passing the fê te -day on the heights and 
descending in the night. W e were approaching the 
summit of the col, when there appeared on the 
other side of the slope a good old man, two women, 
and several children. On reaching the cross they 
uncovered and knelt around it in deep reverence. 
W hat a mountain-scene it was !—this entire family 
piously grouped around a cross. How simple and 
naïve m ust have been that prayer which they 
addressed for the protection of those whom they
left on the pastures ; how soon it m ust have reached 
Him  W ho listened to them  !
W e seated ourselves at a distance, partly that we 
m ight not interrupt them  by our passage and partly 
that we might enjoy this touching scene. Soon 
they arose, brushing their knees, and, beyond doubt, 
they descended with more tranquil hearts.
* * * * *
Except in the middle of the summer, when the 
cattle are in the pasture, the path olj the Jorat 
is deserted. Towards mid-July, some mountain 
dwellers come to the chalets to repair the damage 
done by the winter and to prepare for their sojourn 
there. Then, two or three days before the arrival 
of the cattle, some men ascend for the purpose of re­
pairing the road where the avalanche has destroyed 
it, and of removing branches and large stones.
I t  is unquestionably pleasant to know that the 
chalets of Salante are inhabited, but the Col du 
Jorat most impresses the visitor when he knows that 
the country is deserted. I ts  character, which abides 
in the memory, is more in harmony with twilight, 
silence, and solitude than with broad daylight and 
animation.
I t  is not a col over a lofty mountain chain, and 
commanding a wide prospect; it is on a mountain 
spur, which merely looks out on valleys and neigh­
bouring peaks. To the right the abrupt walls of the 
Tour Sallières shut in the horizon, leaving scarcely 
room for the amphitheatre of Salanfe, of which they 
form the enclosure. Before it, on the left, opens 
a gaping gorge, which at night seems fathomless. 
Only the faint murmuring of the Sallanche, which 
flows there, gives one a clue to its depth. In  the
distance, on this side, above the blackest shadows, 
rises the white cupola of the Combin, still illumined 
by the last reflections of the sunset or rising like 
a pale phantom  in the midst of the first shadows of 
the night.
A sublime spectacle awaited us on the col the 
first time that we attained its summit.
The sun, which had just gone down, had left a 
purple light, whose reflection still tinged the beauti­
ful glaciers of the Pennine range. At the same 
moment the moon mounted above the Tour Sallières 
and appeared in all her splendour. There was a 
m oment when the two lights mingled together, that 
of the expiring day and that of the rising moon, 
producing an indefinable tint, wherein entered at 
one and the same time all the most delicate shades of 
grey, from purple to green. For an instant the tin t 
was at its maximum of fineness and depth; then 
little by little the violet disappeared, the pale green 
ruled, and finally the moon alone shed on the whole 
scene her tranquil clearness.
*  #  ■ *  *  *
The path from the col, slanting on the left, 
descends to the pasture of Salanfe, which is soon 
reached.
If the herdsmen are at the chalets, enter the first 
one you come to ; you will not find there much 
comfort perhaps, but a cordial and disinterested 
welcome. If the chalets are empty, then commences 
one of the most tasty pleasures connected with great 
Alpine expeditions—that of displaying all the re­
sources of one’s genius for the purpose of procuring 
from this nakedness the wherewithal to shelter,
warm, and nourish one’s self—and always in the 
most fantastic manner.
After a little experience, the wayfarer not only 
succeeds in furnishing himself with necessaries but, 
by dint of original expedients, even secures comfort 
and the pleasures of a sybarite.
On our first expedition wre arrived some days after 
the departure of the herds. I t  was necessary at first 
to choose a chalet. W e had soon found one in a 
charming position, with its back to some boulders, 
at the border of the sward and quite close to a 
stream.
Having lit our lanterns, in a few m inutes we were 
installed. Each of us had his seat, a reversed 
wooden bucket serving us for a table. On the 
hearth a fire of larch-roots and old tavillons* crackled 
and blazed.
The necessity of supping provides another and 
delightful pleasure, that of doing all one knows 
in the cooking line. W ho could describe the 
impossible and nevertheless exquisite beverages 
which are composed by cooks of our description? 
W here, at the most sumptuous table, may be found 
the flavour of that hot wine mixed with kirsch and 
oranges, of that tea filtered through a corner of a 
handkerchief ?
B ut the hours of such a night are precious, and 
when the wayfarer has done enough culinary 
chemistry it is as well to go to sleep in order to 
recuperate in advance from the fatigues of the 
morrow. Let him replenish the fire, spread out 
his blankets close to the humid soil, or mount to 
the hayloft if any hay happen to remain there. In  
* See note to p . 7 6 .— Tr.
short, he can sleep anywhere ; but I  am sure, reader, 
that you are ignorant of the pleasure of sleeping on 
a ladder. As an experienced sybarite, this is the 
piece of furniture which I  always appropriate for 
my divan. Not one of those shabby ladders of the 
plain, narrow, and crossed by a hundred rungs, but 
one of those good mountain ladders, wide and mas­
sive, whose three rungs take one into the hayloft. 
Couched at an angle of from ten to twenty degrees, 
according to habit, furnished with a haversack by 
way of pillow, it forms the most comfortable bed 
possible. 0 , Rem brandt ! where are you, and why 
do not painters look for inspiration in these moun­
tain scenes ? W hat a picture is ready for him who 
should present himself unexpectedly at the door of 
our chalet ! W hat a picturesque disorder of cook­
ing apparatus, victuals, axes, cords, and tourists 
sleeping on ladders by the light of a lantern which 
smokes and goes out, and of larch-roots casting their 
capricious beams !
However, here as below, the hours run by. Now 
it is m idnight, the moment agreed on for rising, an 
early breakfast, and the preparations for departure.
W e take a tu rn  to see what the weather is like ; 
the fresh air of the glacier fans our face. There is 
not a cloud in the sky, and the moon is splendid !
Forward, Constant ! * L et us leave our useless 
lanterns there and profit by this fortunate clearness ! 
W e shall pursue our way with a tranquil step. Is 
it not better to prolong one’s enjoyment of a night 
so beautiful than to sleep a little more ?
* * * * *
If a visitor at Salante aspires to the Eastern Peak 
* See note, p. 115.—Tb .
he m ust reach the glacier of P lan Névé. I t  can be 
seen a thousand metres above, stretching out like a 
white terrace, upon which the moonbeams love to 
lie. The seven peaks rise up behind in fantastic 
and carven forms, which at night, like m ute person­
ages, seem to move, to give signs of intelligence. 
After looking at them  a long time, it seems for a 
little as if they executed in the shadow some dance 
of the other world.
Between the chalets and the glacier extends an 
interminable slope covered in part by ancient 
moraines and lapiaz. I t  takes three hours to mount 
it. However, there is a way up it by which, 
through avoiding stones, half an hour can be gained 
while sparing one’s legs. Nearly on the extreme 
right is a succession of slopes and grassy bosses 
which extend as far as the new moraine. On the 
right of the chalets, a broad cattle-track ascends, 
turning aside at first to avoid the lapiaz. About 
half way up it stops to form a sort of valley. There 
the traveller has before him  a steep and rugged 
slope continued by an arête of the moraine ; it is the 
best and shortest.
As soon as we had got some way up the first slope, 
the amphitheatre and arena of Salanfe appeared before 
us, bathed in a mystic light. The plain, upon which 
we could see the streams scintillating, was lost in 
the shadow at the foot of the walls of the Tour 
Sallières. The obscurity of these walls threw in 
relief the soft whiteness of the Dome,* each undula­
tion of which the moon softly brought out into 
relief. In  the midst of the n ight’s silence the noise of 
the Sallanche flowing through the gorge was borne 
* Name of the upper glacier of the Tour Sallières.
on our ears, now fainter, now stronger—the eternal 
voice of the m ountain and the sublime bass which 
completed the concert.
Oh that it m ight be given to Art to render such 
a scene, with the same pure Alpine air lit by the 
same ideal starlight of the night !
W e mounted slowly amongst stones and grass, 
surrounded by fantastically-shaped rocks, whence 
red partridges, finches, or some other moun­
tain birds, flew out every now and then at our 
approach. The dawn drew near. The moon was 
soon no longer our only light, and in proportion as 
she retreated behind the mountains, the brightness 
of the east became more noticeable. W e hurried 
on, glad to arrive w ith the dawn on the glacier.
The last part of the moraine is disagreeable, es­
pecially if the ground does not happen to be frozen. 
The stones roll underfoot unceasingly, and three 
steps are scarcely equal to two elsewhere. B ut one 
is always ascending higher, the goal draws nigher, 
and tha t is enough to awaken one’s ardour.
To mount, to mount ! Ah ! what a joy it is when 
the body, being fortified and inured, does not make 
a weariness of it ! To rise higher, always higher, 
to soar above the world, to m ount towards the 
regions of light : what a comfort it is for the body, 
what an expansion for the soul !
And to think, dear Constant, th a t many people 
below there, in the plain, treat us as fools ? 
* * * * *
I t  was day when we reached the glacier. The 
seven peaks became more and more formidable as 
we approached. B ut where was the Eastern  sum­
m it ? . . .  W hat ! Could the graceful campanile of
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Evionnaz and the Bois Noir be this dent with its 
enormous squareness? . . .  I t  is difficult to recog­
nise it. The least that can be said of it is tha t it is 
one of the greatest surprises awaiting the traveller 
in the Alps.
The P lan Névé of the D ent du Midi extends over 
the whole length of the seven peaks, at a level of 
nearly 10,000 ft. I t  forms a vast terrace, with a 
strong downward inclination on the edges—an in ­
clination which is less decided towards the middle. 
This terrace is extended by means of a narrow slope, 
which gradually becomes steeper and more broken 
by crevasses, until it reaches the top of the preci­
pices which overlook the Bois Noir. I ts  length is 
about two kilometres [nearly 1J miles] ; its greatest 
breadth about one kilometre [a little over three-fifths 
of a m ile]. If  the snow is firm it can be traversed 
almost everywhere without any danger except that 
of clearing the visible crevasses. But, as soon as 
the snow is soft, it is advisable to keep to the 
middle and to approach the sides with precaution. 
I t  is, in fact, furrowed, except towards the centre, 
with tolerably numerous crevasses, the majority of 
which are covered and only open very late in the 
summer. The north-east side, in particular, pre­
sents in certain years crevasses of from five to six 
and even ten feet. Large rim ayes* abound in 
several places at the feet of the pinnacles. As to 
the arm which falls towards the Bois Noir, it can 
be descended in case of necessity, but the axe and 
rope are in great requisition there.
Installed on a projecting arête, a narrow point of 
view which commands the icefall of the glacier, the 
* See Glossary.— T b .
gorge of Evionnaz, the Rhone valley as well as a vast 
panorama of distant peaks, we awaited the sunrise, 
studying with a piteous enough mien the “ vires,” * 
the couloirs, and the arêtes of the E astern  Peak. Soon 
a livelier blush in the orient announced the approach 
of the day-star. The highest summits were lit up ; 
on the domes of the Combin, the Aiguille Verte, and 
M ont Blanc, a soft, rosy light was shed. Suddenly 
the first rays pierced the m ists of the horizon and 
shed their glory on the peaks around.
W hat a sublime moment ! W ith  what pure 
delight the soul then overflows !
There is in the sunrise an incomprehensible some­
thing that lifts the deeps of the soul into song—a 
song of love and gratitude which one would fain 
sing to all the echoes of heaven.
Assuredly the spectacle of the sun setting in the 
purple of evening and embracing the distant m oun­
tains is not less sublime ; but it is one in which 
I  trace an undercurrent of sadness, of melancholy, 
which constrains the soul and is almost provocative 
of tears. There is more hum an poetry in it perhaps ; 
for it is at this moment that old memories, regrets, 
dreams of happiness come back in a flood; but, 
on the other hand, at the approach of dusk, even 
more than  in the midst of the night, a vague un ­
easiness seizes the heart : with one’s whole being one 
longs to lay hold of this light whose disappearance 
nothing can prevent. At morn a man is marching 
towards the day : it is the hour of hope, of joyous 
and innocent song. At eve he is marching towards 
night : it is the hour of melancholy dreams, of 
regrets for the past, of fears for the future. If I
* Sec Glossary. —Tb .
were older and with one foot in the grave, I  should, 
perhaps, prefer these melancholy hours of the 
evening, these farewells of the dying day ; but, 
being still young, I  delight more in the distant 
horizons resplendent with m atin purity and the 
rising sun which prophesies a beautiful day.
*  *  *  *  *
Seen from our view-point, the Eastern Peak looks 
like a wall, part of which is either abrupt or formed 
of gigantic steps. The line of its arête is far 
from being as gentle as it seemed from Yevey or 
Montreux. Starting from the base of the second 
peak, it rises with increasing boldness and rugged­
ness, interrupted in two places by two deep notches 
with two couloirs. Towards the top its outlines 
soften and are undecided, so that, from the glacier, 
one hardly knows how to decide which is the culmi­
nating point of the trapezium which forms the 
summit.
Corresponding in its movement inversely w ith the 
line of the summit, that of the glacier descends with 
increasing swiftness towards the Rhone valley, so 
that, from the summit to the extremity of the 
glacier, the precipice which is formed of solid walls, 
streaked by large inclined “ vires,” measures about 
500 m. [1,640 f t .] .
In  order to gain the arête from the border of the 
glacier, the traveller m ust clear, in some fashion or 
other, a ram part formed of steps and heaped-up 
boulders. Guided by the indications given in Mons. 
R am bert’s narrative,* we soon fixed on the means
* “ The glacier itself, except for its feelers, which grope towards 
the valley, affords very easy climbing : it  is flat ; i t  has not many 
crevasses, and one can traverse it as one chooses, lengthwise,
of clearing this ram part and of gaining the first 
notch where there is a practicable couloir. The 
rest had to be decided on the spot.
The heart beats a little quickly on approaching 
this proud ram part for the first time ; but when he 
is close to it the traveller is completely reassured 
on discovering tha t it is much more practicable than 
it appeared from a distance. Making his way over 
tottering boulders, large “ vires,” and a sort of 
chimney, he soon reaches the neighbourhood of the
breadthwise, or diagonally. B ut the im portant thing was to 
attack at the right point the wall which rises on the other side of 
the glacier. We had studied its breaches and passages with suffi­
cient minuteness to be no longer afraid of it  even in  the m ist ; but 
it was important not to make a mistake in choosing the starting- 
point, and tha t is why we waited for the mist to clear up. At first 
it  did not seem inclined to pu t itself out of the way on our account ; 
then, a t the end of half an hour, it lifted quickly, showed us exactly 
what we wished to see, and settled down again. B ut we had already 
decided on our route, and we were no longer concerned about the 
mist except to pray th a t it would not be inflexible towards us during 
the long hours which we hoped to pass on the summit. This point 
of attack, which it  was im portant not to miss, is situated towards 
the top of a glacial peninsula which runs up a m iniature valley in 
the rocks. I t  is almost on the line which marks the fold of the 
slope between the flat side of the glacier and its precipitous pro­
longation in  the direction of the gorges of the Bois Noir. If 
one were to ascend vertically thence — a thing more easy to 
imagine than to execute—he would reach one of the most rugged 
places on the line of the summit. So one does not attem pt it. 
One tries to approach the Eastern Peak by taking the side of the 
rocks. They are furrowed by ledges which facilitate progress. The 
ascent at first is rather gradual. Nevertheless at each step the 
climber finds himself perched higher above the arm of the glacier, 
which falls in  cataracts into the abyss. At every step the aspect of 
the locality grows more wild and dreadful. W hilst below lies the 
ridge of the abyss into which the glacier plunges, the crest of the 
summit rises above on the side of the E astern Peak, whose wall 
becomes ever higher, more rugged, and more formidable. The 
ledges become more narrow ; the angle of inclination increases ; 
every trace of vegetation vanishes, and finally from the peak itself,
couloir. The scenery grows more and more striking. 
The nearly vertical line of the precipice loses itself in 
space, with the icefall of the glacier whose beautiful 
blue crevasses he immediately overlooks.
The aspect of the couloir caused us a m om ent’s 
reflection. A slope of solid greenish ice, five to 
six paces broad, inclined at an angle of about fifty 
degrees, mounted for about 200 ft. between two 
ram parts of smooth and uniform rock, so tha t for 
the greater part of the ascent there was no hope of 
the least handhold.
to the extremity of the glacier, there is nothing but a per­
pendicular and gigantic wall which cannot measure less than six 
hundred metres [1,968 ft.]. At this point, when further progress 
up the side of the rock would become difficult and more or less 
dangerous, the climber reaches the foot of a couloir which leads 
straight to the arête. This couloir is the track. Veritable corridor 
open to heaven, its construction is so regular, its inclination 
so uniform, its walls (eight or ten paces apart) so uniformly 
smooth tha t it  would seem to be designed to receive a staircase. 
Unfortunately the staircase has not yet been built there, and, more­
over, it  contains snow. At the time when we made our first 
attempts there were prodigious heaps of snow ; but as the season 
was now much more advanced, and we had never seen the Dent 
du Midi so bare, we hoped th a t the snow would have melted even in 
the couloir. As a m atter of fact i t  had melted, but only to leave 
exposed a crust of ice some feet in  thickness. Our disappointment 
was keen. I  never remember to have m et with ice so hard at such 
a height. I t  yielded to the axe only in very small splinters ; it 
was laborious work to cut in  it  steps which allowed even of 
planting the extreme edge of one’s shoe, with one of the points of 
the crampon. I t  would have been something if the walls on the 
right or left had offered some support for the hand, but bosses were 
wanting nearly everywhere ; these walls were smooth as the ice itself. 
I t  was a work of art and of patience to climb this couloir. We lost 
nearly an hour in  the task, mounting with a speed which never 
much exceeded an average of a metre [3 -28 ft.] a minute. Once at the 
top of the couloir, we were on the arête, on the great line whose 
asperities form the seven peaks of the Midi.” Eugène Rambert in 
Les Alpes Stiisses : Ascensions et Flâneries, Alpes vaudoises et Vent 
du Midi, pp. 135-7, 2nd cd.—T b .
On our approach we saw that on the left side the 
reverberation of the heat of the rock had melted 
the ice on [the edge of the couloir and formed a 
hollow between tha t and the ram part. The 
crevasses, of a depth varying from one to two metres 
[i.e., from 3’28 ft. to 6'56 ft.], formed a sort of 
chimney from two to three feet wide (the inclina­
tion of which was th a t of the couloir)—an almost 
smooth but slightly distorted chimney of which one 
wall was the rock and the other solid ice.
W e were but two, and besides I  was obliged to 
rely more on my own ability than on tha t of my 
companion. Thinking tha t the least false step in 
the ascent of the couloir would lead to our joint de­
struction, I  preferred to grapple with this chimney, 
for though it was more difficult to climb, it was, on 
the other hand, much less dangerous. Always ad­
vancing one at a time, the other could, by steadying 
himself with his back and feet, take up a solid 
position.
I  mounted first, often obliged to cut into the wall 
of vertical ice, for the bottom of the crevasse could 
but rarely be used as a support. In  two or three 
places boulders that had got wedged into the hollow, 
cut off our passage and forced us to go round them.
Towards the end, as the crevasse, which had 
been growing more and more vertical, began to close 
up, it became necessary to climb out on to the slope 
of the couloir and traverse it obliquely, the other 
side offering a greater certainty of gaining its upper 
slope. This bit was not the easiest. At last I 
reached the arête. My companion was in the 
chimney, waiting till I  should be solidly planted. 
A rock served me as a seat ; I  secured a foothold, I
wound the rope round the rock, and I  waited for 
Constant, following all his movements with my eyes.
He left the chimney, slowly made his way on to 
the slope, then, on reaching the middle, his foot 
slipped and ho shot down like an arrow ; but the 
rope stopped him before he had gone more than two 
or three feet.* I  was obliged to hoist him up to me, 
as his foot was unable to get a hold on the ice. He 
arrived, looking a little pale, but without betraying 
excessive emotion. There was plenty of room on 
the arête, and the fatigue of our climb, which 
had lasted nearly an hour, joined to the excitement 
through which we had just passed, necessitated a 
halt in order to regain our breath.
From  the other side there blew an icy and violent 
north wind from which we had hitherto been 
sheltered. I t  did not contribute towards the facility 
of the ascent.
The aspect of the scenery became wilder and 
wilder. The Val dTlliez, the Chablais, and the 
horizon of Vaud and the Ju ra  country lay before 
us. At our feet a slope of the glacier plunged down 
and disappeared into space. All around us were 
heaps of fractured rocks of uncouth shape.
A slope of broken stones conducted us beyond the 
notch to the true crest of the mountain. From  
thence we saw the Eastern Peak and the road 
which we still had to traverse. I t  "was clearly
* Thanks to the rope being around about the rock, the shock was 
so weakened when it  reached me th a t I  was able to hold him  up 
without effort with one hand. The rope was not absolutely tense, 
for in  passages of this nature it has always seemed to me tha t its 
tension hinders movement, and might cause a false step.1
1 Many Alpinists will disagreo with this.—Tb ,
enough indicated to us, but was none the easier on 
tha t account. I t  was a succession of tortuous 
arêtes, of “ vires,” of ravines, partly glazed with ice 
and intersected hy hard and dizzying névés.
Knowing tha t it was necessary to pass the 
second notch, we proceeded along the flank of the 
mountain by the ravines in order to reach it at 
its lowest point. The north wind, grown colder 
and brisker, had already frozen us from head to 
foot. The verglas having rendered the passage 
along the rocks too difficult, we were obliged to 
traverse for some distance a slope of the névé under 
which the ice was hidden. This slope ran down 
towards the Val d’Hliez. My benumbed fingers 
handled the axe w ith difficulty, the ravines became 
more and more difficult, the wind redoubled its 
violence; I  stopped. I  gazed at the peak, which 
was still an hour’s journey away, then, turning to 
my companion, I  said, “ W hat do you think, Con­
stan t?  ” “ That I ’ve had enough of i t ,” he replied,
“ and tha t we’d better get off this arête as fast as 
possible. W e shall never reach the top.”
T hat is what we did. Renouncing the summit 
for this once, but satisfied with having seen it so 
near, we regained the entrance of the couloir to 
seek shelter from the wind.
I t  was well we recoiled from the adventure. I  
have several times since revisited these scenes, but I  
have never found the climb so difficult as on this 
first attem pt—an attem pt which, moreover, was 
made under conditions which compromised the 
chances of success in advance.
I t  is not only necessary, in order to reach the 
peak, that the ravines be free from snow and the
rocks free from ice; it is an absolute desideratum 
that one’s companion—especially if there be only 
two in the party—should be a sure-footed and solid 
climber.
* * * * *
The descent was far from being easier than the 
ascent.
I t  is at such moments that, despite himself, the 
climber sometimes asks what it is tha t attracts him 
to the heights, and why he plunges of his own free­
will into difficulties from which he is not confident 
that he will return  unscathed.
W hat is it, clubbists, th a t draws us to the moun­
tains, and why do we see those whom the fairy of 
the glacier has touched with her wand return 
th ither continually with increasing ardour and in 
spite of all remonstrances ? For however sure one 
may be of his foot and of his head, however rare it 
may be for accidents to occur among us, the fact 
remains tha t these places were not made for man, 
and it is hardly possible for him to feel in his place 
on the flank of an abyss, or astride of an arête.
Can it be as Mme. de Staël says, “ The singular 
pleasure of exposing ourselves to the danger of 
death, when everything in our nature commands us 
to love life ” ?—the pleasure of skirting the edge of 
death, so to speak, in order to enhance the feeling 
of being alive ? I  scarcely think so.
“ Curiosity is only vanity,” said the severe Pascal ; 
“ the wish to see originates solely from the desire to 
boast of i t .” * Echoing him, the people of the plain
* Altered slightly from the original. Pascal wrote : “ Curiosité 
n ’est que vanité. Le plus souvent on ne veut savoir que pour en 
parler ” (Pensées de Pascal, ch. i., ed. published at Tours in 1893).
declare th a t it is vainglory which entices us 
to the heights, th a t it is for the sake of earn­
ing laurels and the right to boast of having 
climbed a peak, tha t we expose ourselves to 
danger.
That is true occasionally. Glory, which is only a 
necessity for the proud, is the spring of many hum an 
actions—especially foolish ones. B ut I  doubt still 
whether we have found here our true motive. I t  is 
so strong and tenacious, so secret and independent 
of the opinion of men, that it must he looked for 
elsewhere and deeper.
I t  has already been said that man loves to climb 
unknown peaks, because by attaining their summit 
he achieves a conquest, he takes possession of a new 
part of his domain. This is not vainglory, but a 
profound instinct of our nature.
W ith this very genuine motive is mingled a yet 
more powerful one. Aspiring as he does unceas­
ingly to an ideal which he never attains, a promised 
peak beguiles him  for a moment, and deceives 
him in his need by giving a goal to his hopes. 
The higher, the giddier, the more difficult it is, the 
more closely the peak approaches that ideal which 
for ever escapes him.
By a deep and irresistible instinct m an loves to 
rise, to m ount—to mount unceasingly. That is the 
reason why the climber secretly always prefers the 
highest peak, unless he prefers the most slender 
peak, the freest in space, the one tha t has least 
connection with the earth. Two voices are heard 
very distinctly on the border of a precipice and 
close to a lofty summit. One is human, speaking 
of fatigue and fear; the other is superhuman and
cries, “ Onward, higher and higher still ! You m ust 
reach the top ! ”
Happy is man when he can indulge his infinite 
aspiration up to the last, and when in the very heart 
of his trium ph a secret deception forbids him to 
perceive tha t he is still deceived.
Climber, who after victory loves to meditate over 
solemn hours spent on the highest peaks, tell me, 
have you not more than  once felt w hat I  have told 
you?
#  *  *  *
Our descent, though it was slower than our 
ascent, was effected without accident. On emerg­
ing from the couloir a thick fog enveloped the rocks, 
and it took some time to find our way. W hen our 
foot was once planted on the glacier we were saved.
That was our first attem pt ; the following year I  
made a second ; after that a third. The second 
proved another failure on account of my com­
panion. I  had judged him capable because he was 
not a novice, and was remarkably surefooted, but 
on reaching the couloir he grew frightened and 
wished to see no more of it. The third venture 
brought us quite close to the summit—to the last 
ravines, which could not have been crossed without 
too great danger, as they were still covered with a 
light coating of soft snow.
To these more or less lucky attem pts m ust be 
added two others in which the rain stopped us—on 
the former occasion at the glacier of Plan Névé, on 
the latter at Salanfe.
So much perseverance was bound to be at last 
rewarded. Choosing the most propitious moment 
çmd the most trustworthy companion, I  had the good
fortune to reach the summit, and with the exception 
of the last bit this ascent proved easier than all 
its forerunners.*
B ut what a reward and what a situation ! Imagine 
an inclined and irregular terrace, some paces wide, 
suspended ten thousand feet in the air, apparently 
without support, standing perpendicularly over the 
valley of the Bhône and towering afar over the plains 
which lose themselves in the blue of the sky. The 
chance of a fine day on such a summit is priceless. 
The eye cannot grow weary of plunging from every 
point into the void, and of returning therefrom to 
rest upon the surrounding peaks only to revel once 
more in the profundity of space.
* Through my many expeditions the wall and the arête have 
become familiar to me in every detail. In  my most recent visits 
my efforts have been directed towards finding the safest and easiest 
route. I  think I  have now succeeded.
The first thing was to avoid the couloir, which is always bad even 
when it is filled with snow ; and, in  tha t case, it  would be astonish­
ing if the rest of the journey proved practicable. Up to the present 
I  have been able to clear the wall and reach the arête by four 
different routes, so tha t it  is much easier than it  seems at a distance. 
There is scarcely any need to study it before undertaking it. Besides 
being much safer than the couloir, these ways are also shorter 
inasmuch as they save one a loss of time. They lead to the arête 
between the first two peaks. Thence the climber must gain, by 
this arête, the exit of the couloir. Then, keeping to the arête as 
closely as possible, he reaches a sort of peak which rises between 
the two notches. The summit of this peak is a spacious platform. 
The second notch is traversed by a rocky arête often covered with a 
roof of snow. E ither by the arête or one or other of its sides a 
crossing is easily effected. Keeping always close to the crest of the 
ridge of the summit a point is reached where, owing to the im ­
practicability of the ascent in  th a t direction, another way m ust be 
found. Towards this point the ravines present a sort of notched 
“ vire ” which continues as far as the arête of Vérossaz. I t  is better to 
follow it  ; higher up the ravines and rocks become worse. In  a few 
minutes the climber thus arrives under the rocks of the summit. 
Reconnoitring in every direction has convinced us tha t thence the
W estward the six rival peaks rise up, proudly 
and darkly and nearly at the same level, with the 
exception of that of Champéry, which rises above 
the others. Behind the mountains of Faucigny and 
Chablais press forward in sombre waves, whilst in 
the distance glitter the glaciers of the Pelvoux.
Further south are Mont Ruan, always bold and 
severe in outline, the Tour Sallières, Mont Blanc, 
looking much more isolated than from the western 
peak, and the vast glacial plateaux of Argentière, 
Tour, and Trient. Then the eye, tiring itself in 
the effort to enumerate the peaks of the Valaisan 
chain as far as M onte Rosa and Monte Leone, 
loves to rest on the gracious and pure cupola of 
the Combin. At the north-east the Vaudois, and 
subsequently the Bernese Alps, rise up in a veritable 
army of dark or icy summits, all more haughty 
than gracious. At last, returning to better known 
outlines, the gaze is arrested by the Lém an and 
its banks, by the rich plains undulated with hills,
chimney of which Mons. R am bert1 speaks in his narrative is the 
only way possible. I t  rises vertically and with very few projections
» “ To the right rose the ridge of the summit ; before us were two 
not particularly inviting chimneys ; to the left the beautiful arête 
of Vérossaz. . . . Philippe, though a very skilful climber, dis­
missed the first chimney after a rapid glance at it. . . . The second 
was wide and easily accessible until we got half-way, then it  con­
tracted and, except for the open side, was a chimney so literally tha t 
we were obliged to climb like sweeps, pressing with our knees and 
backs. Just at the outlet it  was half blocked by a projection from 
the rock, a miserable fore-roof which compelled us to throw our­
selves outside to gain the top. I t  was the most ticklish bit of all. 
Philippe studied it  minutely ; examined all the footholds and hand­
holds, calculated the various ways of returning, then, sure of his 
success, took a vigorous spring and cleared the obstacle.”— Les 
Alpes Suisses : Ascensions et Flâneries, Alpes Vaudoises et Dent du 
Midi, pp. 141-2, 2nd ed.
dotted with towns and villages, the blue colour of 
which seems like the livery of bliss.*
0  hum an miseries ! 0  littlenesses of the world !
W hat are you before such a scene ? W hat are you 
when considered from the height of this country 
of light, from this region of purity ? f {Écho des 
Alpes, 1870.)
to about the height of 60 ft. I t  is just sufficiently narrow to allow 
of its being climbed in chimney-sweep fashion—by pressure of the 
back. Towards the top a slab obstructs the opening, and it  is necessary 
for the climber to throw himself outside the obstacle in order to 
surmount it. This last step being cleared it  is only a few feet to 
the summit. Before descending we spared no effort to remove the 
chockstone for the sake of subsequent tourists, but without avail.
To sum up, if the ravines are open and in good condition, the 
whole ascent is merely a question of gymnastics and may be accom­
plished without difficulty. The chimney alone can present serious 
obstacles, especially in the descent if the traveller is unaccustomed 
to this sort of route. In  this case it  would be a sensible precaution 
on his part to take off his shoes.
On our last ascent, the 27th of June of this year [1870], we con­
structed a pyramid on the highest part of the summit. There 
exists a little one, with a pole planted by Delex. The bottle placed 
there, without doubt by MM. Rambert and Piccard, was broken 
and filled with ice. Except for tha t there was no trace of any 
previous ascent.
* Javelle was seeing in part, no doubt, with his mind’s eye. 
From the relatively low Dent du Midi the spectator cannot hope 
to see all tha t is here enumerated.—Tb.
f This fragment—written in  three days—should have run to 
three or four more pages. Being obliged to start suddenly on a  
journey of some weeks I  had to cut it  short. The three last lines 
are a sort of clip of the scissors.—(Author's note.)
AN ASCENT OF TH E CEEVIN [OR 
MATTERHORN]
4,482 H. [14,705 f t . ] *
AF T E R  the first ascent of Mont Blanc and pend­ing tha t of Everest or Davalaghiri, the Cervin 
is certainly the most splendid conquest of climbers. 
W ho could have imagined a century ago that men 
would some day tread its summit ? A journey to 
the moon could not have seemed more impossible. 
In  vain the gaze travelled over this terrible obelisk 
in every direction. I t  was everywhere arrested by 
slopes of ice or impregnable walls ; the more its 
details were studied, the more inaccessible to all 
eternity it seemed.
The Cervin has hardly changed at all since then, 
but with the taste for high ascents the art of 
making them  has made rapid progress, and every 
summer unexpected victories have helped to teach 
mountaineers to doubt the existence of the inacces­
sible.
W hen most of its rivals had been conquered, 
people began to look more familiarly at the Cervin. 
One day—it was an audacity wrorth remembering—
* This was the estimate of the Swiss engineers at the time 
Javelle wrote. Later determinations give 4,505 m. (14,781 ft.).—Tr.
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some hunters of the Val Tournanche made a serious 
attem pt to climb it. T hat was in 1858. From  that 
time a stubborn and desperate struggle took place 
between man and the colossus. I t  lasted seven 
years. This struggle has quite a history, in which 
figure the most eminent climbers and the most 
courageous guides. Everybody knows the glorious 
but tragic issue of it. In  the end, Mr. W hymper * 
and his companions snatched this coveted victory ; 
but four of their number paid for it w ith their lives 
during the descent. Thus was the Cervin avenged.
This first ascent was effected on the Swiss side. 
Three days later, Carrel, the Italian  guide, made 
another from the south side.t Eventually came P ro­
fessor Tyndall,! whose idea was to climb up one side 
and come down by the other. A few days afterwards
* The first ascent was made July 14, 1865, by Mr. Edward 
Whymper, Lord Francis Douglas, D. Hadow, and Charles Hudson, 
with the guides, Michel Croz and Peter Taugwalder père, and Peter 
Taugwalder fils. The route taken was the Zerm att or northern 
route. In  descending Hadow’s foot slipped ; he knocked against 
Croz. They fell, and “ in another moment Hudson was dragged 
from his steps, and Lord F. Douglas immediately after him .” Mr. 
Whymper and the elder Taugwalder held on as tightly as possible, 
the rope was tau t between them, and the jerk came on them both 
as on one man ; “ but the rope broke midway between Taugwalder and 
Lord F. Douglas.” The four doomed men disappeared one by one, 
and three of them are known to have fallen on to the Matterhom- 
gletscher, a distance (in height) of nearly 4,000 ft. I t  has not been 
ascertained what became of the body of Lord F . Douglas. Mr. 
Whymper and the two Taugwalders reached Zerm att safely next 
day. (See The Ascent of the Matterhorn, by Edward Whymper. 
London : Murray, 1880.)—Tb.
f  Or Breuil route. I t  was a party of four, but only Jean Antoine 
Carrel and J. Baptiste Bich reached the top.—T b .
Î July 26-28, 1868. W ith Jos. and Pierre Maquignaz and three 
other guides, h e  went up the Breuil side and down by the Zermatt 
s id e .— T b .
§ MM. Hoiler and Thioly and guides.—T b .
[some] fortunate im itator[s] § performed the same 
feat inversely. They were followed by a third party, 
and ascents have multiplied at such a rate that it 
will soon he difficult to reckon the number of them. 
Finally last year [1871], two ladies,* whose ex­
ploits have made them  famous in most of the 
Alpine valleys, each trod on that terrible summit, 
and the final blow was dealt to the reputation of the 
Cervin. As the effect of an only too natural reaction, 
and as if to avenge the fear which it once inspired, 
the m ountain is now as much depreciated as it 
was once extolled. They used to say that it would 
be inaccessible for ever. I t  is now declared to be 
easy, and will be so spoken of until possibly a fresh 
catastrophe leads to a juster appreciation of its 
difficulties and its dangers.
The ascent, of which the following is an account, 
is the only one effected in 1870. I t  was, I  believe, 
the fifteenth, t
On the 21st of July I  reached the upper end of 
the valley of the Viège, and I  entered Zerm att with 
* The reference is to the ascent from Zermatt, made July 21-22, 
1871, [by Messrs. F . Gardiner and F . Walker, and Miss Lucy 
Walker, accompanied by Peter Perm , P. and N. Knubel, and two 
other guides, and to Miss Brevoort and Mr. Coolidge's traverse from 
Switzerland to Italy, September 5, 1871 (the fourth made), with 
Christian and Ulrich Aimer and N. Knubel.
Mr. Clinton Dent, who climbed the mountain on August 
29, 1871, writes to m e: “ When I  was on the top I  found two 
remnants of flags, one much older than the other, and three 
sticks. . . .  I  don't believe any of them  were placed there by 
the '65 party.”—Tb .
f I t  would seem rather to have been the seventeenth ascent. 
Vide the table given by Mr. Whymper in The Ascent of the Matter- 
horn.—T b . Mr. Coolidge writes to me, “ His (Javelle’s) M atterhorn 
ascent is remarkable as being the only successful one made in 1870. 
I  spent a large part of tha t summer besieging th a t peak in vain.” 
— T b .
heartfelt regret. I  saw the Cervin, brilliant and 
superb, shoot into the blue of the highest heavens ; 
hut as I  was tied down by serious duties I  could 
not dream of attem pting its ascent. I t  would be 
unprofitable to relate the lucky circumstances 
which, on the very threshold of the Hôtel du Mont 
Eose, relieved me in a few seconds of all difficulties, 
and surrendered me unrestrainedly to the impulse of 
a desire which I  had cherished for many years. The 
event took place, moreover, so quickly, tha t the sole 
and rather meagre recollection of it th a t clings to me 
is tha t I  occupied myself the same evening at the 
Eiffel hotel, whither I  had repaired, in the pre­
parations necessitated by an im portant ascent. On 
the following morning I  left the hotel in company 
with Nicolas Knubel,* my only guide, and we walked 
across the pasturage, in the direction of the Cervin.
I t  was a new thing for two persons to set out on 
such an expedition, but this circumstance was also 
due to chance. I  had indeed engaged another guide 
who was intended to join us during the day ; but 
.Knubel, who refused on personal grounds the com­
panion whom I  had selected for him, suddenly 
declared that he preferred to accompany me alone. 
I t  was an audacious proposition. For a moment I  
feared that he had no intention of climbing to the 
top of the mountain. However, he was young, 
supple, vigorous, solid ; he seemed at once brave 
and prudent; his air of resolution gave me con­
fidence, and I  consented.
H alf an hour afterwards we were far from the Eiffel 
in the midst of the beautiful blue undulations of
* He was killed in 1877 on the Lyskamm. (See Alpine Journal, 
Vol. V III. p. 346.)—Tb.
the Gorner glacier. My man carried the baggage, 
which consisted of victuals for two days calculated to 
a nicety, and a hundred feet of rope. Each of us 
had his axe.
To gain the refuge which was established two 
years ago [in 1868], half way up the Cervin, and 
where travellers pass the night, it is usual to ascend 
from Zerm att. As we started from the Eiffel 
another itinerary was imposed upon us—longer but 
also more pleasant ; we had to cross the glaciers and 
solitary slopes which extend between the ridge of 
the Riffelberg and the base of the Cervin. Thus our 
ascent opened with a long and delightful walk in 
the heart of superb scenery.
“ Up to this point, climbing the Cervin is mere 
fun,” remarked Knubel slyly.
The Gorner glacier which we crossed at first is 
here very uneven, but easy nevertheless. A few 
steps from the edge we came upon a bush of 
Alpine roses—roses without thorns. They found 
shelter in a hollow of the ground, and were the last 
traces of arborescent vegetation that we encountered. 
Several flowers were in bloom and seemed to 
welcome us to these deserts. My guide gathered 
one and ornamented his hat with it by way of 
retaining a souvenir of the regions of life which we 
were about to quit.
A rapid climb brought us soon to the end of the 
valley which encloses the Gorner glacier. The 
Cervin, to which we had drawn much nearer w ith­
out seeing it, rose up w ithout warning before us, 
enormous and menacing. This sudden sight shakes 
the soul ; one cannot look at it so close at hand 
without emotion.
The Cervia is just a pyramid—a simple pyramid.* 
There are hundreds of them  in the Alps ; but this is 
the giant pyramid, unique in the boldness of its 
form, the hugeness of its bulk, the pride of its 
isolation.
As a rule these royal summits are girt about, and, 
as it were, defended by powerful buttresses ; they 
are surrounded by bastions, encircled with fosses, 
hidden behind strong walls ; the climber who attains 
their foot has already won a victory. The Cervin, 
on the contrary rises up, an isolated m ass,t above a 
glacial plateau ; around it are no bastions, no walls ; 
pedestrians who find themselves during the fine 
summer weather at the Lac Noir or on the Hörnli, 
can if they wish come quite close to its base, and 
touch its first rocks. For a league round about the 
peaks are abashed and give place to it, the glaciers 
stretch in vast plains, scarcely crossed by humble 
arêtes which come creeping along to unite at the 
foot of the colossus. Naked, sombre, wild, it rises 
in kingly majesty. Space belongs to it, and its 
proud peak is lost in the dark azure.
W e directed our steps to the long and regular 
arête which connects the Hörnli w ith the base of 
the Cervin. W hen we reached it it was only nine 
o’clock. The day was before us, so before beginning 
the attack we treated ourselves to an hour’s repose. 
There was still here and there a little grass. W e 
chose the greenest corner, which gave us a view of 
both the Cervin and the imposing am phitheatre of
* Mr. Coolidge writes : “ Of course this is wrong, though a 
common delusion. I t  is not an isolated pyramid but the bu tt end 
of a long ridge.”—Tit.
t For evidence to the contrary see any view from S.W. or N.W. 
— T i t .
the chain of Monte Rosa. A projection of the arête 
hid the valley from us ; we were quite alone. 
Knubel fell asleep almost immediately.
The cupolas of snow shone softly in the blue sky ; 
the sun poured down on the glacier, and in this 
world, transplendent with light, only the undulations 
of the snow and the fresh breaks of the séracs cast 
azure shadows.
From these vast deserts rose a vague and cool 
m urm ur like that of a great river rolling slowly by. 
I t  was the water which filtered under a thousand 
forms through the snows and the glaciers, penetrated 
by the brilliant morning sun. Quite close to us the 
Cervin presented its foreshortened profile, looking 
less overwhelming, perhaps, but shapeless and 
frightfully savage.
How shall I  express all that my spirit felt before 
a scene of such splendour and calm as this, as I  
thought of the chances of the morrow? I t  is on 
the eve of such an enterprise tha t one realises the 
meaning of the word to-morrow. The imagination 
plumbs the mystery of it : it anticipates events, 
conjectures the possible, and, more vividly still, the 
impossible, and stops with positive complacence to 
ponder lugubrious presentiments.
An hour had elapsed before my guide awoke, 
speaking immediately of departure. H alf an hour 
afterwards we touched the true base of the Cervin. 
I  know of no other m ountain which, whether con­
sidered from far or near, is so cleanly detached from 
all its surroundings. An obelisk in a public square 
does not stand more distinctly.* W e had walked 
hitherto along a spacious arête, where children could 
* See note p. 149.—Tb.
have played and run about at ease,* and, all at once, 
we found ourselves before a wall, a veritable wall, 
which had to be scaled. This was the first step, 
the first stage, in climbing the Cervin.
After a tim e the north wind blew violently, and 
began to freeze us. A rough gale assailed us as we 
clung with our hands to the scanty projections of our 
wall. My hat was carried away, and after whirling 
round for an instant flew madly in the direction of 
the Breithorn. I t  was not reassuring to anticipate 
such a wind during the ascent of the last arêtes.
H aving scaled this wall, we went to the left over 
the eastern slope, where we speedily found shelter. 
Still, we could- not m ount ; we were obliged to go 
along the base of the Cervin till we reached the point 
where the rocks, being less rugged, afford a practi­
cable route. The Furgg-Gletscher, whose white 
and unbroken plane was stretched out at our feet, 
rises a t this spot in a steep slope, and forms a 
promontory that mounts in the rocks for the best 
part of a height of 200 m. [656 f t .] . I t  is 
generally covered with snow, and the traverse which 
the climber m ust make in following its extreme 
edge offers no difficulty. On this occasion there 
was ice everywhere ; nearly every step had to be cut 
out. Holding on to the projections of rock w ith our 
right hands, we walked on a kind of arête of ice. 
Immediately on our left was the long glacier slope 
cleft with numerous crevasses.
W e had gone about half way when suddenly the
* Just here, at a height of 3,298 m. [10,821 ft.] , is the lower hut, 
where it  is now usual to spend the night, unless the Schwarzsee 
Hôtel be preferred (see Ball’s Alpine Guide, Vol. I. p. 508, ed. 1898). 
— T r .
sound of a dull grumbling reached us from above—a 
sound which every second advanced nearer and 
increased in volume. W e recognised at once the 
formidable artillery of the Cervin—stones ! Knubel 
threw himself towards me, and we had only time to 
flatten ourselves against the rock. Some boulders 
bounded three feet above us ; then came quite an 
avalanche. By good luck our rock overhung. For 
about the space of half a m inute the whole of this 
furious discharge went on between heaven and us, 
just above our heads, and struck w ith a great noise 
on the Furgg-Gletscher. The largest boulders, 
whose advent was announced by deafening deto­
nations which shook our rock, leapt in gigantic 
parabolas ; the medium-sized stones rolled down 
nearer to us, with a noise resembling tha t of platoon 
firing, and raising clouds of dust.
Knubel, who was less sheltered, came in for some 
stones. The surprise had been so sudden that we 
watched the leaping boulders with a stupid impassi­
bility, astonished that we still lived. W hen men 
are confronted with the display of such forces 
thought is the first thing to be broken.
WTien the commotion was over Knubel, who had 
had previous experience of the fire of this battery, 
said with a singular smile, “ I  hope tha t i t  will 
keep quiet now. L e t us get out of this quickly ; we 
are more exposed here than anywhere else.”
On this side the avalanches of stones constitute 
the most formidable defence of the Cervin, and 
nowhere are they more dangerous than  at the very 
foot of the mountain, for everything which is de­
tached from its flanks or arêtes infallibly rolls there.
Some steps further on wre attacked the couloir,
where the climber takes to the rocks for a direct 
ascent. Looked at from Zerm att, and especially 
from the Eiffel,* the aspect of this part of the 
Cervin is almost smooth. However, fine longi­
tudinal striae, crossed obliquely by other finer striae, 
may be distinguished. On a close inspection some 
of these striae prove to be veritable ravines. The 
former are couloirs excavated by the passage of 
avalanches ; the latter are “ vires” which indicate the 
strata of the rock,t and the entire surface is much 
more rugged than  it seems at a distance.
I t  is across these “ vires ” and couloirs that 
the climber m ust trace his way. Although the 
slope is very steep, it is quite practicable towards 
the base, and as far as the hut for any one who is 
accustomed to climbing. Moreover the rock, which 
is chiselled by time, everywhere affords convenient 
asperities.
W e had been climbing upwards of an horn’, and I  
was vainly seeking the hut when my guide showed 
it to me a hundred feet above us—a mass of stones 
regularly arranged on a projection, and forming a 
sort of wall. Above and below it the rock was 
perpendicular.
“ Die H ütte ! ” (“ The hut ! ” ) he cried.
The worst bit of the whole journey remained to be 
taken—the threshold of the hut itself. Ju s t when 
one thinks he is going to touch it, he sees all at
* Javelle speaks colloquially of the Riffelhaus (2,569 m., 8,429 ft.). 
The Hôtel Riffelalp was not built till 1879, whereas this paper is 
dated 1872.—Tn.
f  The bulk of the pyramid is formed of crystalline and regularly 
stratified rocks, whoso beds dip hut slightly. The dominant rock is 
a gneiss, generally composed of talc, alternating sometimes with 
serpentine schists.
once tha t he is separated from it by a perpendicular 
rock which rises above an abyss. The rock is 
furrowed with fissures tha t m ust be clutched at 
with the fingers. For greater safety we unrolled 
the rope.
Of all the huts built by Alpine clubs to facilitate 
ascents, assuredly none are perched like tha t of the 
Cervin.* A stylite would have envied such a dwell­
ing. I t  is too insignificant to be distinguished from 
below by the naked eye, or even with the aid of an 
ordinary spy-glass. The spectator who looks for it 
through a telescope will descry it nearly on the 
arête which overlooks Zerm att towards the middle 
of the pyramid, at an altitude of about twelve 
thousand six hundred feet. Backed by a perpen­
dicular rock, it is constructed of planks, protected 
by walls of heaped-up stones. I t  is provided with 
a door which shuts very tightly ,! and a window 
which looks out directly on Monte Uosa. A table, 
two stools, four blankets, and a few planks, which, 
with some straw, serve for a bed, compose the 
furniture. So much comfort would efface one’s 
recollection of the altitude and the situation if the 
ground were not covered with four or five inches of 
ice.
Knubel unearthed a saucepan and a little wood, 
and began to prepare our supper. I  sallied forth, 
and seated myself at some distance on a boss of 
rock, with a view to enjoying quietly and at leisure 
the wild kingdom into which we were transported.
* I t  i s  now se ld o m  u sed .— T b .
t  Mr. Clinton Dent writes to me : “ I  never was in  a more 
draughty place than  tha t old hu t.” Of course the state of such 
exposed huts is subject to much variation.—T b .
My first glance was reserved for the summit of 
the Cervin. The tawny head of the colossus reared 
itself up immediately above us. Through the pure 
air of the then elevated regions it scarcely seemed 
five hundred feet off, and the transparence of the air 
caused the rock to stand out in startling ruggedness. 
The vast flank of the pyramid, fearfully seamed 
and bare, was spread out before me ; below it 
the white and solitary plains of the Furgg and 
Théodule glaciers ; in front, beyond the glaciers, 
Monte Bosa reared up its magnificent group of 
peaks.
Travellers who visit the Eiffel and climb to the 
G-ornergrat are always astonished to observe that 
M onte Bosa apparently yields in majesty and height 
to the Lyskamm, its noble neighbour. Some—the 
artists, those who have not studied Baedeker—slight 
it just at first, and, seeing the Lyskamm wear the 
emblem of royalty, admire it under the name of 
Monte Bosa, but nevertheless make inquiries about 
this other, m ountain, also of very respectable size, 
which rises up next to it. Several confuse the two 
mountains in their recollections. From  the hut on 
the Cervin no disrespect to Monte Bosa is possible. 
The true sovereign is restored to rank and place. 
The mountain is seen to be huge, powerful, magni­
ficent, as it is not from any other point of view ; * 
its rivals are humbled, and its summit, gracious and 
noble rather than haughty, shines beyond doubt the 
highest of all in heaven.
Our supper was ready when I  re-entered the hut. 
Sobriety was a desideratum on the Cervin, not
* H r. Coolidge writes : “ Monte Rosa is far finer from Macugnaga 
on the oast, but on a m atter of taste who shall decide ? ”—Tb .
without reason ; so our entire menu consisted of 
ham, chocolate, and tea. Knubel had discovered, 
at the bottom of the table drawer, a piece of m utton 
fat dating from the foundation of the establishment. 
The idea seized him of making some broth of it.
W hile doing justice to our supper we discussed 
the chances of the morrow. I  knew that the worst 
bits were above the Shoulder, that is to say, near 
the summit, and that they were much more difficult 
than anything we had yet encountered. Two people 
are very few for places of this sort, and there were 
moments when I  would have willingly shared my 
meal with a third companion. B ut Knubel was full 
of confidence. “ If it is fine we shall be all righ t.” 
Such was his invariable conclusion.
The red rays of the setting sun struck the wall 
across our little window. W e left the hut, for it was 
the first intimation of a sublime spectacle. The great 
triangular shadow of the Cervin stretched itself before 
us across the Furgg and the Théodule glaciers as 
far as the Gorner glacier. At our left the Zerm att 
valley already lay in a bluish obscurity ; it seemed 
as if the night was emerging from these depths. A 
moment later, and the whole am phitheatre of the 
snow-covered peaks shone with a divine glory. Two 
tints, graduated in a thousand delicate shades, alone 
shared this vast tableau. One was a soft and 
profound blue, the blue of the invading shadows ; 
the other a pure and ethereal gold thrown out by 
the last rays of the sun. In  the sky the two tints 
intermingling shed a splendid violet reflection on 
the zenith.
Knubel shared my admiration, and enjoyed it. 
This child of the m ountain was proud of his glaciers,
and his look seemed to say to me, “ W hat have you 
got in your plains which approaches this glory of 
Monte Rosa illumined by the setting s u n ? ”
W hen the last light had died away the cold obliged 
us to re-enter the hut. W e were alone in the night, 
suspended over the abysses of the Cervin.
I t  was agreed that at nine o’clock we should light 
a fire before the hut to serve as a signal to the people 
of Zerm att of our safe arrival. Some m inutes before 
the hour Knubel heaped up a little straw and some 
paper on a boss in full view. At the precise hour 
he set it alight, and it flared up brilliantly. A few 
seconds after a reddish speck pierced the obscurity 
in the direction of the valley. I t  was the reply 
of Knubel’s vigilant brother. Friendly thoughts, 
sentiments of affectionate solicitude, reached us 
with this light. “ H urrah ! H urrah ! ” cried my 
guide, forgetting tha t the valley was very far off, 
and tha t his cries of joy would be lost among the 
high rocks around.
W e returned finally to go to bed. W e laid the 
planks on the ice, and over them  the straw and 
blankets. Thanks to Knubel’s care, who tucked me 
up as a mother does her baby in the cradle, I  would 
not have exchanged my bed for the best in Zermatt. 
Soon silence reigned in our hut, and noises from 
without reached us more distinctly. They came 
from the wind ceaselessly whistling over the arêtes, 
or from stones rolling with a rumble through the 
couloirs—savage noises of a sleeping Nature.
One often hears tha t sleep is fatal in high moun­
tains. I t  is only a prejudice. Only one thing is 
dangerous—the numbness provoked by cold and 
weakness, as in the case of the unfortunates found
dead on the Simplon and St. Bernard roads. But, 
under normal conditions, experience has proved that 
sleep is as healthy and restorative near the highest 
Alpine summits as in the plain. Those who have 
slept at the refuge, established at a height of 
13,525 ft. on the Italian side of the Cervin, have 
tested the tru th  of this.
As for us, we spent an excellent night ; the labours 
of the climb had in advance assured us of a sound 
sleep. I t  was daybreak when Knubel awoke me. 
He had already prepared breakfast : two cups of 
chocolate on the table exhaled appetising fumes. 
Half an hour afterwards we quitted the cabin.
The sky was cloudless, the air cold, but the wind 
which had raged till dawn had sensibly subsided. 
In  the transparent vapours which veiled the moun­
tains, and in the delicate rose of the east, were all 
the signs of a beautiful day.
I t  was four o’clock when we recommenced climbing 
the rocks. The sun, after touching the high peaks 
and the arêtes with his rosy light, soon mounted 
higher and, dissipating the light veil of the morning 
mists, bestowed his splendour on the névés, the 
séracs, and the glaciers. The cold was, however, 
still sharp. The nocturnal radiation had so chilled 
the rocks that we could scarcely bear to lay our 
fingers on them for a few seconds.
From  the hut the climber continues to mount 
the steep and rocky slope which overlooks the 
Gorner glacier, keeping always parallel to the arête 
but at a certain distance from it. The steepest part 
of the slope is that which rises above the hut. I t  
is a succession of “ vires” and couloirs, but steeper 
and more exposed than those below. W ith  the
hands to help the feet, the climb is relatively easy 
and would be even amusing were it not for the 
3,000 ft. of nothingness which one has continually 
under his heels. I  soon saw that my axe could only 
hinder me in these gymnastics and I  left it under a 
jutting rock. W e had some hours of this sort of 
thing before there was a change in the ground.
From  time to time we gave a glance behind to 
note our progress or to watch the leaping of the 
stones which our footsteps disturbed. The higher 
the pinnacle from which one looks down on this 
immense slope of grey rock, ravined by thousands 
of couloirs, the more frightful is its desolation. 
Nothing I  have seen in the Alps approaches this 
savage nudity. I ts  uniformity would render it mono­
tonous to climb, if the gymnastics which it exacts 
did not m aintain in the climber an excitement which 
renders him oblivious of the hours. Besides, the 
higher he mounts the more it rears itself up, and 
the rarer and narrower grow the handholds; and 
since he m ust grapple for some m inutes with the 
difficulties of a large couloir, in which stones are for 
ever rolling, before attaining the part of the arête 
which is called the Shoulder, there is enough to keep 
the mind on the alert.
Some steps above this couloir Knubel stopped 
suddenly, hesitated, gazed up and down attentively 
and murmured something. W as he deceived? He 
cast one more look behind. Impossible ! H e had 
too much confidence in himself. I t  was more likely 
that the face of the mountain had changed. In  fact, 
it had changed ; a once-projecting mass had become 
detached and had rolled into the abyss. The Cervin 
counted one more wrinkle.
On approaching the Shoulder the slope grows less 
steep and the climber finds himself on snow : it is 
almost the only place on this side of the Cervin 
where it remains during the hottest summer. The 
guides do not relish this passage ; the climber is 
exposed to the possibility of seeing the snow, softened 
by the sun, break away under his feet. W hen we 
traversed it, it was still firm ; we were obliged to 
use the axe. A few minutes afterwards we were on 
the Shoulder, the most striking spot on the Cervin.
W e touched the arête for the first time, and 
we were able to cast eyes on the terrifying reverse 
side of the mountain, overlooking the Zm utt glacier. 
I t  was our first halt, and the only one possible till 
our arrival at the summit. Before us towered the 
escarpments of rugged and reddish rocks, and above 
them the last heights of the Cervin, whose crest 
was invisible. On both sides of the arête were 
blood-curdling abysses.
Seated on a narrow ridge, surrounded by precipices 
and near the scene of one of the most tragic of 
Alpine accidents, we passed in silence one of those 
moments which refuse to be forgotten. Our final 
difficulties, the really dangerous parts, were yet to 
be overcome. I t  was a solemn moment for us.
About 100 m. [328 ft.] higher, on a steep slope, 
which we were soon to mount, m ust have occurred 
the fall of the four unfortunates who were dashed 
to pieces during the first ascent. I  tried to re- 
visualise this dreadful drama. I  did not succeed ; 
the abyss had resumed its eternal silence. To it 
what m eant the fall of these four men full of life, 
youth, and intelligence ? Only the least of the 
avalanches which furrow it in a season.
The halt was necessarily short. In  such a place 
musing is not permissible. There we left the sack 
of provisions, taking with us only the barest 
necessaries. Knubel, as he rose to his feet, said in 
a serious tone and dwelling on every word : “ We 
may think ourselves lucky when we get back here.” 
W hat remained to do may he termed the head of 
the Cervin. The face looks on to the Gorner glacier ; 
it is formed by an absolutely vertical wall of reddish 
colour and about 200 m. high [656 ft.]. The north 
side, the only one which can be approached, stands 
at a mean angle of sixty degrees ; * it is covered with 
snow and ice, and perpendicular banks which inter­
sect it transversely render access to it impossible. [?] 
The intersection of this side with the vertical face 
forms a massive, rugged, and steep arête, which is 
divided by several walls to which the guides have 
given the name of Rochers-Rouges [Red Rocks]. t 
This is the only route which one can follow, and be 
free to turn  aside to the right when he reaches the 
ruggedest of the walls.
The sight of difficulties had served only to excite 
our ardour. "We cleared the first wall with enthu­
siasm. I t  is absolutely vertical, and in one place 
even leans forward a little ; but it is only a dozen 
feet high, the rock of which it is composed is solid, 
and the bosses from it are bold.
At last we came to the nasty slope, the very 
one where Taugwalder saw the rope snap between 
himself [his son and Mr. W hymper] and their 
four unfortunate companions. A very false idea
* At least two other ways have been climbed, and the angle of 
the N. side is less than sixty degrees.— T e .
f The allusion is to similar rocks, bearing the same title, cast of 
the summit of Mont Blanc.—Te .
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would be formed of it if one went by the drawing 
by Gustave Doré.* Perhaps the artist would have 
succeeded better if he had been acquainted with 
high mountains ; few spots are easier to imagine 
when once a familiarity with such regions has been 
obtained. L et the reader picture to himself a rock 
slope, of which every hollow is filled with snow 
and ice, scarcely allowing the blunt bosses which 
jut from it to stand out. Its  inclination at the 
point at which the climber approaches it is about 
forty degrees ; further up it becomes erect and a 
vertical wall divides it almost across its entire 
width ; lower down it plunges and disappears into 
an abyss which the eye cannot penetrate but whose 
fearful depth it may divine. At the most there arc
* Emile Javelle, writing in  the Bibliothèque Universelle, August, 
1878, on “ the book published lately on Montreux,” to which Doré 
contributed a drawing, remarks drily : “ His originality shelters him 
from all reproach, for, à propos of the Chemin des Avants, the great 
artist has merely again depicted a scene in tha t strange land in 
which his astonishing imagination has long resided.”
The following puts the case against Doré as a depictor of moun­
tains as forcibly as possible : “ Once let a man feel tha t he is up 
pretty high in air already, and he will soon feel that anything above 
him must be still higher. This is Mr. Doré’s idea of mountain 
height—cutting off his mountains by the middle, by which the 
spectator understands th a t an indefinite quantity of mountain 
remains beneath his feet, and that the mountain, as a whole, is 
large, though he doesn’t see it—in fact, is, if anything, the larger 
the less he sees of it. Now, the real sublimity of mountains con­
sists in their absolute distance from the earth’s level, and especially 
in their curvature of line, and the way they spring from their roots. 
. . . Mr. Doré indeed obliterates details in his aspects of twilit 
Alpine scenery. B ut this rendering is only somewhat contradictory, 
since, with the surface left as heavy as it is, mere details should be 
visible. The farthest surface, instead of being delicate in texture, 
is clammy. And. the interspace, which should be open, elastic, 
suffused, is close, monotonous and empty.” See Gustave Dorè, by 
William Renton (Londo 877).—Tb.
only 100 ft. of this slope to be climbed ; it offers 
no serious difficulty, but the least false step would 
infallibly hurl the climber into space.* In  the case 
of a caravan of several persons, a second accident 
could scarcely be followed by less grave consequences 
than the first.
Knubel mounted before me, paying out the whole 
length of the rope to which we were fastened. Then 
he made sure of his foot- and his hand-holds and 
waited till I  rejoined him. W e repeated this 
manœuvre three or four times. One moment, as he 
was making one or two steps too much to the right, 
we were in serious difficulties ; the rock was level 
for a space of 2 m. [about 6^ - ft.] ; the ice was too 
thin for one to think of cutting a step in it, as the 
axe would have encountered the rock. In  such situa­
tions perfect coolness and an attention quick to profit 
by anything that promises to be useful, are the best 
safeguards. I f  to these qualities is added an almost 
mathematical precision in making certain of every 
foot-hold, there remains no danger save tha t which 
exists in the imagination.
W e mounted with calculated and prudent slow­
ness. “ Sind sie fest I ” (“ Are you secure ? ”) was 
the question which we put to one another at every 
step. Knubel’s surefootedness was magnificent : he 
planted himself on the most slippery projections ; his 
nervous foot seemed to bite the rock.
Nevertheless I  uttered a sigh of profound satis­
faction in coming again in contact, further up, with 
the steep and naked rock. There the gymnastic of
* Mr. Coolidge writes : “ In  September, 1 8 7 1 , I  passed over it 
without seeing any snow. Nowadays they keep to the ridge and 
avoid this slope ; so did I  in 1 8 8 7 .” — T i t .
climbing is more difficult, more dizzying, but the 
footing is more secure. Coming upon more escarp­
ments, we found ourselves obliged to cling, twist, and 
hoist ourselves up ; but with the knowledge that we 
were nearing the end our ardour continually increased.
W hen once the last wall of the Bochers-Bouges 
was scaled, the victory was ours. The summit was 
still invisible, but it was only a hundred steps off. 
The scenery became thrilling ; we mounted to the 
very edge of the vertical wall of the Head ; the abyss 
measured the whole height of the Cervin. The 
immense horizon grew larger every second. Suddenly 
Knubel uttered a “ hooray !” of triumph. Twenty 
steps before us stood the true summit of the Cervin, 
a fine crest of snow from whence floated, attached to 
a staff, the rags of a silk handkerchief. W hat joy, 
what inexpressible sensations I felt in taking the last 
twenty steps of the way !
I t  was ten o’clock when our cry of victory was lost 
in the heavens.
The summit is only the culminating point of 
a sharp and notched arête, about 100 m. [328 ft.] 
long, and terminated by another and slightly less 
elevated summit.* The south side of this arête 
is a frightful precipice, which one cannot obtain a 
sight of even by leaning over, On the north side is 
a slope of snow which is invisible at a hundred paces. 
I t  is impossible to stand on the slender summit ; its 
crest is too sharp, and the wind playing there usually 
crowns it with needles of ice. W ith his axe Knubel 
made a hole in the snow a little lower down. This was 
our seat, and what monarch had ever such a throne !
* In  course of time it must necessarily change its aspect consider­
ably, in respect of details.
All around the summit lay an immense and bottom­
less void, above which stood the ring of giants of the 
Valais, M onte'Eosa and her proud rivals, the Mis- 
chabel, the Weisshorn, the Bothhorn, the Dent 
Blanche, then all the Alps with their maze of 
gigantic ramifications from the Viso group to con­
siderably beyond the Ortler, an innumerable army of 
glittering or sombre peaks, whose immense undulat­
ing column was lost in the azure at the two ends of 
the horizon. To the north extended the unbroken 
line of the Jura, then, beyond, merging into the sky, 
the hills of France towards the Haute-Champagne 
or the Franche-Comté.*
For a long time I  searched the most distant 
horizons of the south, seeking the sea. Is it visible ? + 
I  know not ; but on that side the plain seemed softer, 
more dimmed by the vapours of the horizon, and, if 
the spectator cannot see it, he can dream of it. 
Thus a single glance travelled from the plains of 
France to those of Italy, and from the bald summits 
of the Dauphiny to the mountains of the Tyrol—an 
indescribable spectacle which the very eyes cannot 
fully take in, and before which the spirit is pro­
strated.
I  tried to name some peaks. From  a very natural 
jealousy I  sought those the height of which surpassed 
that of our perch. At first there were two—Mont 
Blanc and Monte Eosa ; then two others whose
* From the environs of Langres and Chaumont several snow- 
crowned Alpine peaks can be distinguished when the sky is clear. 
The natives say they belong to the St. Bernard. Are they not more 
probably the high peaks of the Valais ? 1
t  I t  is not.—Tr.
1 Probably Mont Blanc, suggests Mr. Coolidge.—Tr.
victory was less decisive, the Dom and the Weisshorn. 
All the others were at our feet.*
A great joy filled my heart ; we had gained our 
end. I  would willingly have been more sensitive, the 
better to realise who I  was ; there was something 
strange in feeling oneself full of life at the top of the 
Cervin. I  tried to persuade myself that the moment 
was unique and priceless, that it was incumbent on 
me to enjoy it with my whole being, and, wishing to 
realise at once all my impressions of it, I  was in a 
state of turmoil which prevented my distinguishing 
anything for a brief interval. W hen I  was able to 
look about me calmly, nothing gave me more 
pleasure than the Yaudois Alps and the Dent du 
Midi, which still stood proudly erect in the midst 
of so many noble peaks I  could not tear my eyes 
away from them. Between the Dent de M ordes 
and the m assif of the Dent d’Oche, a depression 
betrayed the presence of Lake Lém an.
The Alpine hills seen from the north-west offer 
mighty ridges, numerous buttresses, extensive ram i­
fications ; the snows accumulated there make of the 
majority of the grand summits so many white 
cupolas, whence descend vast glaciers. Seen from 
the south-east they present, on the contrary, rugged 
slopes from which the snow fallen below any but 
great heights has, generally speaking, vanished. 
Moreover, whilst, with the exception of Monte Bosa 
and its neighbours, all the peaks of the Valais and 
those of the Oberland showed us their black and 
precipitous backs, terrifying to see, the Italian Alps 
as far as M ont Iseran f stood opposite them at once
* Not the Lyskamm.—Tr .
t  There is 110 such peak, and the pass of that name is wholly in
proud and gracious, glittering all over with snows 
and glaciers. Beautiful lines, gentle undulations, 
keen arêtes, slender and graceful aiguilles, all made 
them  the loveliest chain of this immense picture.
At our feet Zerm att was no more than  a little 
white speck at the bottom of a violet hollow. As 
he pointed out the Eiffel, Knubel said, “ They are 
looking at us below. I  can almost see, from where 
we are, the inquisitive creatures wrangling for turns 
at the telescope on the terrace of the hotel.”
As far as we could see, the horizon was perfectly 
clear, the air was soft and so calm that my guide 
was able to light his pipe quietly, which he began to 
smoke just as if he had been seated in the inn at 
Zerm att. I  listened for the ascent of any noise 
from the valley or the glaciers. There was nothing, 
unless it were a m urm ur too faint and inaudible for 
the ear to catch it distinctly, the m urm ur of life far 
away. W e had quitted the earth ; we had a foretaste 
of the vast and eternal silence of the heavens. Ah, 
if only one could enjoy such a situation coolly ! But 
man is not made for this sublime world. An un­
accustomed development of his powers under condi­
tions which are unsuited to his delicate life suffices 
to trouble his thoughts : he has no longer such an 
acute consciousness of himself and his feelings.
I t  behoved us soon to think of descending. A 
kind of anxiety is felt on such a summit ; one feels 
he has no right to remain there. More fortunate
France. “ The remarkable fable (see 1898 ed. of “ Ball ”) tha t just 
east of the Col d’lseran there exists a lofty peak, the Mont Iseran,” 
is the subject of a monograph which Mr. Coolidge is preparing (see 
also the article by J. J. Cowell, F.R.G.S., on “ The Graian Alps 
and Mount Iseran” in  Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel in  
1SG0, edited by Francis Galton, M.A.)—Tn.
than one of our predecessors who, on account of the 
wind, could only stop three minutes, we had stayed 
for half an hour. Before quitting—perhaps for the 
last time—the scene of so difficult a conquest, I  tore 
off a strip from the relics of the flag, intending to 
keep it as a souvenir. Knuhel told me tha t this silk 
handkerchief had been fixed there by Croz on the 
occasion of the first ascent ; * perhaps it belonged to 
this unfortunate guide.
The climber does not regard the precipice by 
which he must descend without a certain uneasiness. 
I t  plunges precipitately into space, and the eye rests 
on nothing between the top and the valley of Zm utt, 
eight thousand feet lower down. And then, while in 
an enthusiastic ascent the hope of a steadily near­
ing victory bears the climber over all obstacles, in 
descending only the difficulties remain, while the 
fatigue increases and the interest diminishes.
W e were obliged to change the order of our march. 
I  took the axe and went first ; Knuhel, on whose 
foot I  could rely, followed me, attentive to all my 
movements.
In  proportion as one recedes from the summit the 
inclination of the rock increases and soon becomes 
terrifying. Till we reached the Bocliers-Bouges all 
went well ; but there, and especially on the ill-omened,
* Prom what I  have since learned, Knuhel was mistaken. [In  his 
account of the first ascent Mr. Whymper says : “ We went back to 
the northern end of the ridge. Croz now took the tent-pole, and 
planted it  in the highest snow. ‘ Yes,’ we said, * there is the flag­
staff, but where is the flag ? ’ 1 Here it is,’ he answered, pulling off
his blouse and fixing it to the stick ” (The Ascent of the Matterhorn). 
Mr. Coolidge writes : “ This silk handkerchief may have belonged to 
the Italians, who made the second ascent—but more probably to 
some later party ” (see note, p. 183) —Tr.]
ice-covered slope, very difficult bits awaited us. I  
do not know if our success was the cause of it, but 
I  felt more confident and lighter than during the 
ascent. W e descended slowly, however, and with 
the greatest precaution. All went well and more 
easily than when we were ascending ; the last wall 
of the Eochers-Eouges, in particular, we cleared in a 
few' seconds. In  approaching the Shoulder, we saw 
from afar the sack which we had deposited there ; 
we were saved ! The rest was simply amusement 
gained at the price of what we had just passed 
through. The falling stones alone were to be dreaded.
Our provisions were soon finished, and our last 
bottle emptied ; haste was necessary if we would 
reach Zerm att the same evening.
The couloirs, the chimneys, and the “ vires ” down 
to the hut form a veritable maze, impossible to 
recognise after a single ascent. Fearful of stones, 
Knubel retreated at the least noise audible from 
above. At last wre attained the place where I  had 
left my axe ; the hut was not far off. At four 
o’clock we gained its threshold.
Happy return  ! I  saluted with joy and increasing 
gratitude each of our old halting places which 
brought us nearer to safety.
W e cooked some light food ; then, having put 
everything tidy in the hut, Knubel closed the 
door and we departed. The descent of all these 
rocks began to grow monotonous for our rather 
jaded legs. There is also something enervating in 
the reflection tha t one descends for hours yet is 
always so high up. I  nearly fell asleep, and allowed 
myself to descend mechanically across chimneys and 
couloirs till we reached the border of the Furgg-
gletscher. There the thought of the avalanches of 
stones woke me up.
Besides, there was work to do. The sun had 
effaced the traces of our footsteps in the ice. As I  
was the first I  had to carve out other notches. How­
ever, in order to avoid too much trouble, we slid 
down the arête wherever it abutted on to a rock. 
W e were received roughly sometimes, but it was ten 
minutes gained.
W e reached the sheltered spots without anything 
having budged from the heights. Soon afterwards 
we cleared the last rock of the Cervin, the hat-shaped 
ram part as we called it, and we were on the long 
arête of the Hörnli. All was over ; the rest was 
only a glorious stroll.
When we were at a great enough distance to see 
the whole of the overwhelming mass of the Cervin 
stand erect from the base to the summit, we stopped 
to view our completed task. To me it seemed a 
dream. Did I  indeed hail from th a t height? All 
the scenes of our journey mingled confusedly in my 
mind. I  could not believe it. That was the Cervin, 
and I  had been up it.
And then, I  must confess tha t at bottom I  felt 
almost sorry. I  had many times dreamed of this 
ascent, which every climber is covetous to make. 
For a long time I  had ardently hankered after this 
exploit, and now I  was appeased. W hat a singular 
being is man, who burns to possess and, in the 
moment of possession, repents of his desire !
Knubel for his part strolled along quite joyously. 
This ascent, undertaken singlehanded with one 
tourist, was a magnificent début in his profession, and 
would give him a position in the eyes of his com-
rades. As we crossed the first pastures, I  considered 
him, and I  felt th a t from henceforth there was a 
link between us. This man, I  had never seen him, 
perhaps I never should see him again, but we had 
passed together some of the most solemn hours of 
our life. How would it be possible to separate the 
recollection of him from that of these two days ?
As we approached the Lac Noir, the sun embraced 
the peaks with the glorious reflex of his setting. How 
soft to the foot, after those two days spent in the 
midst of rock and ice, seemed the grass of the pastures ! 
W e went to the brink of the water to cool our hands 
and face. Some steps further on a path began.
Already we heard the tinkling bells of a flock, 
and the scent of the pines came to us from the 
forests w ith the evening breeze.
At last a chalet outlined itself in the dusk, and 
hard by a cow which watched our coming ; she was 
the first living creature that we had met since our 
departure from the Eiffel. Knubel called out to 
the ' cow, made himself known to the cowherd, and 
we were given some milk. I t  was black night 
when we reached the bottom of the valley.*
L a u s a n n e ,  May, 1 8 7 2 .
* Published in  the Bibliothèque Universelle, August, 1872. Writing 
to Mons. C. M. Briquet, 19th of February, 1871, Javelle says : “ I  have 
another [article on the Cervin] which I  intend to work at again, 
and which I  have promised for the Bibliothèque Universelle. I t  is 
a narrative w ritten with the idea of the general public more in my 
mind. . . .  I  am not sure tha t some will be pleased with me for 
frankly dissuading [see next article] from attacking the Cervin 
those on whom it might bring misfortune. On my return I  repre­
sented it perhaps under too amiable an aspect. I  have since repented 
of this, on seeing the impression which had been made on several 
minds. W hat for seasoned climbers like us presents no grave 
difficulties, is quite otherwise for a certain class of clubbists, who 
sometimes attem pt more than they can perform.”—Tb.
TH E CERAHN AND ITS D IF F IC U L T IE S
JUST as formerly people were in the habit of exaggerating the dangers of high ascents, so 
to-day, I fear, they are liable to underrate their 
difficulty. The reaction is natural, hut it involves 
a distinct loss to poetry without any increase of 
safety for climbers. Decidedly the Alps are losing 
their prestige in the eyes of the tourists of to-day. 
For us the great feats of yesterday are no more 
than child’s play. “ Mont Blanc ? ” “ Vulgar,
and, besides, too easy.” ‘‘ Monte R o sa ? ” “ A 
promenade for ladies.” “ The Jungfrau? ” “ An 
infant could climb it.” “ G uides?” “ B ut w hat’s 
the use of them  ? Young ladies venture alone on 
the Dent du Midi. A tourist [Tyndall] has found 
his way alone to the top of Monte Rosa.”
There remain in the Alps a few noble peaks which 
are still respected ; but who knows how long their 
prestige will last ? They are rare, moreover, and 
bold climbers grow every day more numerous. 
The AVeisshorn, the D ent Blanche may perhaps be 
named. The Cervin, once so redoubtable, is in the 
way of losing its aureole. In  the words of one 
of our best clubbists : “ I ts  summit has become a 
col ; ” it affords a means of getting from Zerm att 
to Breuil otherwise than  by the Théodule and in
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an original manner. A young girl arrived within 
1,200 [sic] ft. of its summit,* and it was not her 
fault that she did not complete the achievement. 
I  know others of her sex and age who, if circum­
stances were propitious, would make but little of
it. Then it is soon to be fitted with spikes and
long iron chains, t  and it will be climbed in the
same way that, in certain towns on fete  days, people 
climb the steeple of the cathedral.
For some time past the shrewdest people have
distrusted the Cervin. I t  imposes on them, this
great giant, with its wicked face. After all, it might 
well prove no more difficult than another. “ Well ! 
how did you find it ? ” is the first thing people say 
to the fortunate fellows who return from it, with an 
air that implies, “ Is it really as terrible as they
wish to make o u t? ’’
* Mr. Coolidge kindly supplies me with the following note. “ The 
‘ jeune fille' who tried the Matterhorn on September 13, 1867, was 
Félicité Carrel, daughter of J. B. Carrel. She reached the base of 
the last rocks on the Italian side, about 350 ft. from the top. This 
point has been called the ‘ Col Félicité ’ (see Whymper’s Scrambles, 
1893 edition, pp. 407-9, note). The first woman actually to reach 
the top was Miss Lucy Walker (English), on July 22, 1871, who 
mounted and descended on the Swiss side. She just beat my 
aunt (who reached Zermatt the next day). My aunt, Miss Brevoort 
(American), on September 5, 1871, crossed from the Swiss upper 
hu t to the Cravate hut, this being the first 1 traverse ’ by a lady, 
the fourth in all, and the second in tha t direction (Alpine Journal, 
Vol. VI. p. 277). My aunt slept one night (July 28-9, 1869), in  the 
Cravate hu t on the Italian  side, but bad weather stopped further 
progress. Mr. R. B. Heathcote was also in the hut, and on July 
30th had some unpleasant experiences.”—Tb.
t  On the present facilities of access, sec Ball’s Alpine Guide, 
Vol. I., new edition, 1898, revised by Mr. W. A. B. Coolidge A 
railway from Zermatt is projected up the Swiss side of the peak. 
“ Good climbers have not only succeeded in climbing the peak in a 
single day from cither Zerm att or Breuil, but have passed from one 
place to the other in the day.”—Tb.
Being myself of the number of these lucky fellows, 
as it was given me to accomplish the ascent of the 
Cervin last summer, I  shall try  to relate what I  
have seen. If  I  am mistaken in my appreciations 
I  trust the reader will be good enough not to accuse 
me of insincerity.
I  should be charmed to be able to paint a reassur­
ing and even engaging picture of the Cervin. I t  
would be wrong, however, to expect it ; these rough 
giants are never gracious ; in one way or another 
they exact payment for all their favours.
The first, and one of the gravest difficulties of 
the Cervin is its great height ; it would be wrong 
to ignore it. Then from base to summit it has to 
be climbed with the feet as much as with the hands,* 
and the climber has unceasingly to perform gym­
nastic evolutions over or near vacuum. There is 
scarcely any chance of reaching the top of the 
Cervin unless one has previously tried his hand at 
one of its more accessible rivals. I t  fared badly, it 
is said, with a tourist who last August [? 1870] 
wished to make his début as a climber of high 
peaks with the ascent of the Cervin. Arrived at 
the Shoulder, his hands were bloody ; he was com­
pelled to regain the hut, where he remained two 
days before he was able to move, and one of his 
guides had to descend to Zerm att for food.
All this may be said to deter a possible few from 
losing much labour and money in abortive attempts, 
and also to dissuade them from performing certain 
foolhardy feats which seem to be becoming fashion­
able.
* I t  is mueh easier now. In  1887, indeed, there was a marked 
path extending nearly to the upper hut.—Tb .
The Cervin is, then, only for those (and certainly 
they are not wanting in the Alpine clubs, and par­
ticularly in our Romance sections) who are quite 
sure of their head and legs. I t  would be doing 
a bad service to others to send them  there.
To-day, the would-be climber of the Cervin finds 
an embarrassment of choice ; the ascent can be 
made equally well from Breuil and from Zermatt. 
I t  is a question of preference. The climb is rougher 
on the Italian side, nasty bits are more numerous 
there ; but it is reputed to be safer, and in six or 
seven places one can avail himself of chains or 
crampons. The Swiss side offers only one truly 
bad bit, but on the other hand the avalanches of 
stones form a ceaseless cause of alarm. During 
a high wind or thaw very serious risks may be 
run.
On the score of picturesqueness a balance can 
also be struck. However, every mountain of a 
striking character has also a point of view from 
which it is most itself, from which the spectator can 
enjoy to the best advantage the grand features of 
its physiognomy ; it is by the Grande Vire that 
he must ascend the D ent de Morcles, or climb the 
Jungfrau from the W engern Alp. The true Cervin 
exists only for the valley of Zerm att,* and it is 
thence that the ascent should be made. On this 
route the climber has continually before his eyes the 
m ountain’s enormous and savage flank, its bald and 
rugged summit. And then, this side has a history 
—a sinister history. Here perished the unfortunate 
companions of Mr. W hymper. W ho would care to
* Mr. Coolidge writes : “ I t  is fa r  more imposing on the Italian 
side ; ” but, obviously, this m ust be a m atter of opinion.—Tit.
climb the Cervin without seeing the theatre of this 
catastrophe—one of the most terrible in the annals 
of climbing ?
Professor Tynclall avers that there are few rocks 
so imposing as those of the Italian side of the 
Cervin.* That is very probable ; in the environs 
of the Tête du Lion the scenery must be singularly 
sublime. I t  seems to me, however, that on this 
side it is not sufficiently brought home to the 
climber that he is ascending the Cervin ; he loses 
the essential features of its character.!'
F or the rest, whoever experiences a difficulty of 
choice may follow the example of Professor Tyndall 
and MM. Thioly t and Giordano, § who mounted one 
side and descended the other. || I  much regret that 
circumstances did not permit me to do so. Starting
* See Hours of Exercise, ed. 1899. “ So savage a spot I  had 
never seen," he says of the place from which he turned back in 
his second assault (p. 163). Again (p, 279), recounting his third 
assault, he speaks of “ those wild and wonderful rock-towers, into 
which the weather of ages has hewn the southern ridge of the 
M atterhorn. ’ ’—Tn.
t  Mr. Coolidge writes : 11 The climb here is far more characteristic 
than on the monotonous Swiss side.” This is a point, however, on 
which people can agree to differ.—Tb .
{ “ On August 2nd [1868], Mons. [P.] Thioly and another gentle­
man from Geneva [0 . Hoiler], with Carrel [wrong] and other 
guides, slept at the hu t on the Zermatt [face], and the next day 
reached the summit in about five and a half hours from the hut. 
They descended on the Breuil side to avoid the difficulties of the 
descent to Z erm att” (Alpine Journal, Nov., 1868, p. 158). Carrel 
was not one of the guides. They were Jos. and Victor Maquignaz 
and Elie Pession. There is a long account of this ascent in the 
Jahrbuch of the Swiss Alpine Club, Vol. VI. pp. 169-99.—Tb.
§ P . Giordano’s ascent was made September 3-5, 1868, his guides 
being J. A. Carrel and Jos. Maquignaz.—Tb .
II The fourth traverse was th a t of Miss M. C. Brevoort and 
Mr. W. A. B. Coolidge, September 4-5, 1871.
from Zerm att and descending to Breuil should be 
the finest climb that the Alps afford.
My warrant for speaking only extends to the 
Swiss side ; for what concerns the other side the 
best information will be found in the works of 
Professor Tyndall, amongst others.
I  have said that on this side one thing was to be 
dreaded more than anything else—the avalanches of 
stones. The climber is, in fact, exposed to them 
from the start, and under this infliction the first 
day’s journey, as far as the hut, is perhaps the 
most dangerous. For our part we sustained a dis­
charge of some hundredweights. By good luck we 
were able to shelter ourselves in time ; my guide 
escaped all but two or three stones. Below the 
Shoulder, also, the climber enters a couloir, where 
stones keep on rolling without intermission. I t  is a 
question of chance and presence of mind. For the 
rest the same danger is more or less to be feared all 
over that face of the mountain which overlooks the 
Furgg-Gletsclier. During our stay in the hut 
hardly ten m inutes passed without our hearing a 
rolling noise far away or near at hand.
Supposing one wishes to obtain a foretaste of the 
ascent, if the starting point be Zerm att it is the affair 
of a day. M ounting by the Lac Noir the climber 
has only to follow the long arête which goes from 
the Hörnli to the base of the Cervin. I t  is an easy 
excursion amid scenery of such grandeur tha t it will 
be impossible to regret it. In  addition to a mag­
nificent and very intim ate view of the enormous 
séracs of the Cervin glacier, the high rocks of the 
pyramid may be seen close at hand.
To go by the Zerm att guides, the ascent is effected 
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by the north-eastern arête. This is not the case, at 
any rate, for the greater part of the way. W hilst I  
had studied every part of the arête carefully from 
Zerm att, I saw myself engaged almost continually 
during the ascent on the face of the mountain over­
looking the Furgg-Gletscher.*' I t  is not till he has 
reached the Shoulder that the climber takes to the 
arête once and for all.
This side of the Cervin is in reality much less 
terrifying than its steepness would lead one to 
suppose. From  near as from far it is, in tru th , very 
precipitous, but it is everywhere carved into steps, 
and furrowed with “ vires” and couloirs which facili­
tate the access to it. The “ vires ” are narrow, the 
couloirs steep, the steps made as if for the legs of 
a giant ; hut the rock is nearly everywhere firm and 
seldom slippery. I t  is, then, relatively a safe and 
easy climb if one discounts the stones, but one of 
interminable length, !- and one which, if it were not 
up the Cervin, might seem monotonous. The 
ascent divides itself into two stages, since it is 
customary to sleep in the hut which is situated at 
about the middle of the mountain ; hut the descent, 
which is a very sore trial for the legs of the 
climber, is usually accomplished in a day. Except in 
two or three places where it is prudent to use it, the 
rope is not required t until the Shoulder is attained.
In  proportion as one gets higher the slope becomes 
more and more precipitous, and the projections from 
it rarer and less pronounced. However, a little 
below the Shoulder its aspect becomes milder and
* Javelle writes Gornergletscher b y  mistake.—T r .
t  That depends on the climber ; all have not found i t  so.—T r .
+ The rope is generally used from near the foot.—Tr.
the climber reaches the snow. At certain epochs 
this place is dangerous, the snow being generally 
thin and exposed to the sun.
The Shoulder is almost the only comfortable and 
indeed possible halting-place between the hut and 
the summit. The reader can therefore imagine what 
a savage spot this is. Save for the snow-crowned 
domes of the neighbouring peaks the eye rests on no 
gentle form ; everywhere are torn rocks, icy slopes, 
or precipices. I t  is there tha t the true difficulties 
begin. For more than 200 m. [about G56 ft.] the 
arête rises up in a series of escarpments in several 
places cut into vertical divisions. These escarp­
m ents are known as the Bochers-Bouges. Towards 
the middle they become impracticable, and one is 
obliged to have recourse to the nasty slope * which 
abuts, by a frightful precipice, on to the Cervin 
glacier. I t  is 011 to this slope that the unfortunate 
Hadow dragged down three of his companions. The 
climber ascends that for about 200 ft. ; then he 
returns to the high rocks of the arête, which are 
again carved into steps.
The first rocks are the steepest, not the worst ; 
one encounters an absolutely vertical wall, but it is 
not high. The projections, moreover, are free and 
the rock solid.
The inclination of the slope at the point where 
one tackles it is about forty-five degrees ; t  lower 
down it seems to dive into space and ends by becom­
ing an immense overhanging wall. Every hollow is 
veneered with snow and ice.l This slope is not even,
* This slope is not crossed now. There are chains on the ridge ; 
but the ridge may he climbed without them.—Tn.
f Really thirty-eight degrees.—Tn. { Not always.—Tn,
for there is a good deal of rock visible ; but it would 
almost seem as if some one had malignantly shaved 
off the projections with blows of the axe in order to 
afford no foothold, and verglas covers everything that 
is not under the snow. I t  is impossible to cut out 
steps, the bed of snow is too thin. An inch or two 
below the surface the climber comes into contact 
with the hard and level rock.
For the space of a few feet the climber passes 
some critical m inutes above a terrific precipice, 
supported by the tips of his toes on inadequate pro­
jections and seeking a hold for his fingers in the 
fissures of the rock. I t  would fare ill with a party 
who should be seized at this place by one of those 
icy and violent winds which are frequently met with 
on these heights.
I t  is difficult to understand how, when an accident 
has taken place, the catastrophe has been left in- 
incomplete. W ithout doubt when the guides and 
tourists formed a cordon about 150 ft. long, the last 
members of the party were still engaged among the 
rocks, and consequently able to seize hold of pro­
jections of the requisite strength. B ut on the 
middle of the slope the fall of a single man would, 
nine times out of ten, result in that of all his 
companions.*
The aspect of these places necessarily changes 
greatly according to the year and the season. The 
slope should be at its best when it is covered with a 
quilt of firm snow. During a thaw, or when the ice 
is thick enough to cover the majority of the pro­
jections, it m ust be terrible, or rather impossible.
* The statement is very much exaggerated.—Tr.
Under normal conditions a good guide should be able 
to pass alone without running grave risks, but for a 
tourist that would be always an imprudent thing to do.
The guides are more afraid of climbing the 
Bochers-Bouges. Tourists, generally more supple 
but less sure-footed, will almost invariably find the 
slope more difficult.
In  our ascent we found three cords fixed to the 
worst places, but their strength was too uncertain 
and the risk of a mistake too grave for us to dare 
to confide in them fully.* They should be replaced 
soon by chains, which, if firmly fixed, would be an 
excellent guarantee and sometimes a useful aid.
If  it be intended to do this passage without relying 
on any but the caravan ropes it is best to advance 
only one at a time, whilst the remainder of the party 
take up as secure positions as possible. W henever an 
occasion offers itself for twisting the rope round a pro­
jection of the rock it would be a crime to neglect it.
The last escarpments of the Bochers-Bouges pre­
sent a series of rather nasty steps ; they do not, 
however, offer any serious difficulty to young, nimble 
tourists accustomed to climbing.
Nicolas Knubel, my guide, told me tha t one 
of my predecessors lost his foothold at the steepest 
part, but was effectually held up by the rope.
W hen once these last rocks have been sur­
mounted the Cervin is conquered. The slope 
grows increasingly easier ; one could run up it if 
the verglas with which the rocks are often covered 
did not make caution advisable. At the end of a
* These cords were no doubt the remnants of the sash-line which 
Mr. Whymper’s party fixed after the accident ; they have now dis­
appeared. Chains' exist nearly everywhere now.—Tb .
few m inutes the climber attains the peak, whose 
culminating point is formed by a crest of snow so 
fine that it is impossible to stand on it. The arête 
continues, sharp and notched, and about two 
hundred feet further west forms another and 
slightly less elevated summit.*
Is there any need to say how immense and sublime 
is the world of bristling peaks, of sparkling glaciers, 
which lies before the climber from this royal 
summit ? As from other summits of the same rank, 
the spectacle is so grand and bewildering that, 
pitiful creation as man is, he feels incapable of em­
bracing it and enjoying it to the full. Beautiful it 
is not, in the ordinary sense of the word ; it might 
even seem dreadful to one who is unaccustomed to 
the wild scenes of this ultimate and supreme region. 
There can hardly be in the whole chain a summit from 
which the Alps, despite the snow and the glaciers, 
appear more bristling, more menacing, more sombre.
B ut what a situation it affords for the climber who 
can enjoy this chaos of precipices, who loves such 
scenes, and who is learning to spell out their 
meaning !
B ut is it admiration which most fills the climber’s 
soul during his sojourn on this summit, lost in space? 
I  think the predominating sentiment is always that 
of victory. I t  m ust be confessed tha t one does not 
climb the Cervin for the view. “ And why, then, if 
it is not to satisfy pride ? ” cry at once a host of 
prudent and sensible people, a host of moralists.
No, it is not for the view alone that the climber 
mounts the Cervin ; neither is it to seek, at the peril 
of his life, a glory far too lightly esteemed to be worth
* The respective heights vary a good deal ; sometimes one is the 
higher, and sometimes the other,
such a sacrifice ; neither is it to frolic at his ease 
foolhardily with danger : it is to conquer the Cervin 
that he climbs it ; and every true climber should 
feel in himself that he would climb the mountain 
if he were alone in the universe, and had only the 
heavens and the mountains for witnesses of his 
victory. For the rest, where can he find a peak 
more tempting, more passion-inspiring than  this ?
The silk handkerchief, attached to a staff like a 
flag, still floats from the summit.* W ith  this ex­
ception there is no trace of visitation other than  that 
of the lightning, which for countless ages was the 
only visitor of the mountain-top.
The descent seems frightful when one conjures 
up in his m ind’s eye a vision of himself on that 
height. In  reality, it appears to us almost easier 
than the ascent ; at any rate, it turned out a more 
cheerful proceeding as far as we were concerned. 
B ut it is interminable, infinite, and, without a tru st­
worthy guide, one would run the risk of losing much 
time in threading the monotonous labyrinth of the 
“ vires ” and coulons of the great slope. The climber 
may pass another night in the hut if he desires to 
economise his energy on the return  journey. The 
hut is built, with admirable judgment, on the 
flanks of the colossus, and is quite weathertight ; t 
but the returning climber generally reaches it too 
soon to resist his desire to finish his journey on the 
same day and see Zerm att again. \
* See note to p .  1 6 8 .— E d . [The only thing left behind on the 
first ascent was the blouse of Michel Croz.—T b .]
f Whatever it was it  has ceased to be weathertight, and has, 
therefore, been nearly abandoned.—Tn.
{ The total duration of the expedition is about twenty hours, 
distributed thus : From Zerm att to the refuge, seven hours ; from
To sum up these appreciations and inquiries, what 
can be said except that it is difficult, if not impos­
sible, to assign to an ascent of this kind its true 
importance as a feat ?
The comparisons which such a question entails 
demand a more comprehensive career as a tourist 
than I  can yet boast of, and if comparisons were 
instituted they would, more often than not, be un­
justifiable. There enter into such a problem data 
at once too numerous and too variable for it to 
be possible to solve the problem. The question 
changes with the travellers, the weather, the year, 
with a thousand circumstances which can be neither 
calculated nor foreseen. No two expeditions start 
under the same conditions.
W hat can be said, I  think, with some justice is 
that the catastrophe of 1865 appeals perhaps a little 
too strongly to the imagination, and gives the Cervin 
a reputation for being more redoubtable than it 
actually is. But, to a certainty, the exaggeration 
is only a slight one.
Under ordinary conditions it does not appear to 
me tha t the Alps offer anything harder than the 
Cervin.* In  those of our Alps which adjoin Lake 
Lém an—on the E astern  Peak of the Dent du Midi, 
on the Tête-à-Pierre G rept.t and elsewhere — the 
climber can make more than one excursion, in the 
nature of a foretaste of the Cervin—excursions which 
would afford preparatory exercises for any one who 
should wish to make a preliminary trial of his 
strength and skill. (Écho clés Alpes, 1871.)
the refuge to the summit, four hours (often more) ; descent and 
return to Zermatt, nine hours.
* As a m atter of fact there are many harder.—Tn.
t  Near Les Plans de Frenières, above Bex.—Tn.
TH E CEEYIN AGAIN *
0  climb the Cervin by Zerm att and to climb
it by Breuil is to make two very different 
ascents, which have very little resemblance between 
them. Of the two, the latter is incomparably the 
more difficult and the more beautiful ; it offers, more­
over, the attraction of not having yet become com­
monplace, and of being dangerous enough to avoid 
banality for a long time to come.
On the Zerm att side the Cervin is just one 
immense, uniform, and regular pyramid. Several 
tourists, who have failed to understand the sublime 
character of this simplicity, have stigmatised the 
ascent as unmitigatedly monotonous, which is as 
intelligent as saying that Dante is not amusing, 
or that the sea is uniform. From  the side of 
Breuil, on the contrary, the Cervin is a formidable 
pile of ruptured and bare rocks, an enormous 
edifice, flanked with tottering towers, whence hang 
broken walls, a dreadful Babel shattered by Time 
and Storm. Couloirs, chimneys, arêtes, towers, 
walls—every form is found there, and renders the 
ascent as laborious as it is varied.
Nowadays the Cervin is climbed from this side 
by two different routes. One is old, being that
* Javelle crossed the Cervin from Breuil to Zermatt, July 23-4, 
1874.—Tk.
which was adopted by the earliest climbers in their 
attempts. I t  follows nearly always the western 
arête,* and at no time departs from it more than 
a very little distance. I t  often affords a view of the 
two slopes of the mountain, or, rather, of the two 
precipices above which the colossus rises. The other 
route takes the south-western side, by a series of 
couloirs, and does not join the arête before it reaches 
a great height. Not having followed this route, I 
know very little else about it. Of the two it should 
be sensibly the shorter, and perhaps the easier, but 
certainly much less interesting and much more ex­
posed to falls of stones.
By both routes the traveller abuts on the refuge,! 
situated on a sort of snowy streak, called the Cravate.
* This is a misleading statem ent apart from the fact tha t the 
arête is more S.W. than W. The arête is scarcely touched, save 
for a bit near the Col du Lion and above the Pic Tyndall. The first 
attempts are said to have been made from the direction of Breuil 
by some Chasseurs of the Val Tournanehe in 1858-9. Those who 
were concerned in these expeditions were Jean-Antoine Carrel, 
Jean-Jaoques Carrel, Victor Carrel, the Abbé Gorret, and Gabrielle 
Maquignaz. The highest point tha t was attained was about as far 
as the place which is now called the “ Chimney.’’ In  1860 the 
Messrs. Parker (brothers), of Liverpool, without guides, attacked 
the eastern face of the mountain, going along the ridge between 
the Hörnli and the peak, until they came to the point where the 
ascending angle is considerably increased, marked on Dufour’s 
map of Switzerland 3,298 m. (10,820 ft.), and eventually reaching 
an elevation of less than 12,000 ft. In  I860 Mr. Vaughan Hawkins 
and party made an attem pt from the side of the Val Tournanehe, 
and after attaining the Col du Lion, followed the S.W. ridge, passed 
the “ Chimney,” and ascended about 300 ft. more (12,990 ft. above 
the sea), at which point Mr. Hawkins and j.- J . Carrel stopped, 
though their companions, Prof. Tyndall and Bennen, mounted a few 
feet further. In  1861 Messrs. Parker made another attempt, again 
from Zermatt, following their previous route, but getting a little 
higher than before (see A Guide to Zermatt and the Matterhorn 
by Edward Whymper, 1899, pp. 21-22).—Tii.
f  H o w  d isu sed .— T b .
At this spot use has been made of a natural excava­
tion under a bank of rock, and, with the assistance 
of a plain stone wall, an excellent shelter* has been 
established. There never was such comfort at such 
a height. Like that of the Swiss side, this shelter 
only measures three paces in length and six in 
breadth, but its greatest height is about nine feet.
A shovel and a pick, which we found planted out­
side between the stones of the wall, serve to sweep 
away the snow and ice which obstruct the entrance. 
In  the interior, hanging on a line to obviate the 
chance of the snow reaching them, are two vast 
sheepskins, some blankets, and an india-rubber 
m attress, which one inflates with the aid of a small 
pair of bellows a cl hoc. Finally, there are divers 
kitchen and table utensils. I t  is clear tha t the 
Italian Alpine club knows how to do things.
When once the door is shut, the m attress inflated, 
the skins and blankets spread out, the climber is 
delightfully alone at a height of 13,000 ft., with the 
feeling that he is suspended in perfect security above 
frightful precipices. One may say frightful without 
any hyperbole. Outside a wild wind roars as it 
lashes the crests of the high rocks, whilst in the 
sheltered and quiet interior the traveller watches 
the shining stars of the beautiful Italian sky through 
the small panes of the narrow window.
Past the refuge what remains to be climbed is 
the most difficult part—that which [once] checked 
the advance of Tyndall.t The head of the Cervin 
overhangs the Italian side in a terrifying fashion.
* Javelle was easily pleased. “ I t  was most wretched,” writes 
Mr. Coolidge, who spent two nights there (1869 and 1871).—T e .
t  Javelle adds the name of Mr. Whympcr. This is a mistake. 
Mr. Whymper never got to the Cravate.—Tit.
If there was a short pathway there, one would 
reach the top in less than half an hour. The 
arête which separates the Pic Tyndall * from the 
terminal peak is very jagged, very narrow, hut far 
from being sharp as is that of the W eisshorn in 
certain places. A trained mountaineer can keep 
himself upright throughout its length, and it offers 
no difficulty. B ut after leaving the arête the 
ropes which will be seen fixed to the high walls 
announce a really tough climb.
I t  is generally known that, nasty bits being much 
more numerous on the Italian side than on that of 
Zerm att, ropes have been placed there in many 
places. On the route which we followed from the 
Col du Lion to the summit, we came across four of 
them before we got to the h u t.t  Above the hut we
* “ Looked at from Breuil the Matterhorn presents two summits 
the one, the summit proper, a square rock-tower in appearance ; 
the other, which is really the end of a sharp ridge abutting 
against the rock-tower, an apparently conical peak. On this 
peak Bennen and myself planted our flagstaff in  1862. At some 
distance below it the mountain is crossed by an almost horizontal 
ledge always loaded with snow, which, from its resemblance to a 
white necktie, has been called the Cravate. On this ledge a cabin 
was put together in 1867. I t  stands above the precipice where I 
quitted my rope in 1862.” (From the account of the third assault 
of the Matterhorn, 1868, in Hours of Exercise in  the Alps, p. 2S0, 
by John Tyndall, LL.D., F.R.S. Longmans, 1871.) Mr. Whymper 
says (The Ascent of the Matterhorn, chap. iv.) : “ Tyndall and 
Bennen were mistaken in  supposing that the mountain has two 
summits ; it has only one. They seem to have been deceived by 
the appearance of tha t part of the south-west ridge which is 
called ‘the Shoulder ’ (l'épaule), as seen from Breil [or B reuil]. 
Viewed from th a t place its southern end has certainly, through 
foreshortening, the semblance of a peak ; but when one regards 
it  from the Col Théodule, or from any place in the same direction, 
the delusion is at once apparent.” Strictly speaking the summit 
consists of two horns on the same ridge.—T r.
f  There are more than four now.—T r .
encountered three more, besides a ladder. For the 
most part, it is certain that it is seven years since 
they were put there.* To see them is to believe 
this statem ent easily. I t  is true that the strands of 
the ropes are still almost, intact, but they are so 
white that from a distance they m ight be taken for 
silver, and they inspire much more respect than con­
fidence. The last ropes are indispensable, however, 
for the cliffs from which they hang are perpendicular ; 
it would be impossible for even a cat to climb them. 
To place the ropes where they are, they first gained the 
summit by the much longer route t which Carrel took 
on his first ascent ; then they fixed them  from above 
these walls in the position for a descent ; thus, by 
their means, one can now climb hundreds of feet 
which were formerly regarded as inaccessible, and 
avoid a long and difficult détour. Only—the climb 
is rough and truly dizzying.
F iner escarpments can hardly be imagined than 
these last rocks. Happy are they whose heads are 
cool and who have some skill in gymnastics ; 
happier still are they w7ho arc not obliged to climb 
as we were at a tem perature of —5° C. or 23° Fahr., 
with a violent wind, and with hands half frozen 
and stiffened by the cramp.
The ladder particularly is not made for cowards. 
I t  is a ladder of rope with bars of wood. Towards 
the bottom the high rock to which it is fixed over­
hangs very much. Moreover, in accordance with 
the well known laws of equilibrium as soon as the 
climber plants his feet on the first rung he feels
* I t  must be remembered tha t this article was published in 1875. 
— T r.
I  I.e., y id  t h e  “  g a l l e r y . ” — T r .
them fly forward in such a way that, half turned 
over 011 his back and with scarcely any hold on the 
ladder except by his hands, he finds himself suspended 
and balanced over the beauties of Italy. Every 
time he moves a limb the apparatus wobbles, the 
equilibrium changes, and he receives a shock which 
it is as well to foresee in order to resist it the more 
successfully. The position is original and startling, 
but the climber usually translates all his admiration 
into vigour of wrist-play. Happily the crisis is of 
very short duration. Above the ladder there is still a 
final rope, and by using this in addition the climb 
can be perfectly accomplished.
Everybody to-day knows that the crest of the 
Cervin is a long, thin, regular arête which is ter­
minated at each extremity by two points of nearly 
equal height. The Italian one, which is the most 
rocky and uneven, offers certain irregularities to­
wards the south, where convenient shelter may 
he found. I t  is more often free from snow than  its 
neighbour. As to the passage of the arête, which 
is usually easy, it is a royal promenade. On this 
isolated crest, where the climber feels himself en­
throned on the summit of the world, to walk more 
than  a hundred paces horizontally along the edge of 
a narrow arête, with the bottom of a great valley 
for an abyss on either side, is almost to fly into the 
amplitude of heaven. I  dream of this delight, alas ! 
more often than I  experience it. W hen we crossed 
the arête the wind blew as icily as ever it did during 
the ascent, and at times its gusts, redoubling sud­
denly their violence, threatened to precipitate us 
over the side of the Zrnutt glacier. However, we 
could not get on very fast, for the crest of snow
was so hard that we were obliged to cut steps 
in it.
Neither did the descent of the Swiss side appear 
very easy ; a foot of fresh snow covered all the rocks 
and, at the b it called “ the Glissade,” masked the 
pretty numerous places where they were incrusted 
with a coat of treacherous verglas. To tell the truth, 
we could at this moment have taken a sly pleasure 
in watching the descent of some of those who, 
thanks to their guides and propitious weather, have 
found the Cervin so easy.
W hen I  climbed this bit for the first time in 
1870 the high rocks were to a large extent un­
covered, small juttings were visible, and by the 
exercise of a little skill one could find without 
difficulty a sufficiently secure place for each step. 
I t  was a pleasure. On this occasion (1874) it was 
quite otherwise. Descending first as I  did, and 
seeking the road step by step under this dusty 
snow, I  had ample leisure to form a judgment 
upon it. W hen I  had kicked the snow away with 
my foot in the attem pt to find the rock there always 
remained enough of this white dust to fill the fissures 
and anfractuosities. More often than not it was 
necessary to set down a confiding foot without 
knowing positively if it would encounter snow or 
rock, but doing one’s best to hold fast to something 
with the nails of one’s boots.
W e executed this descent with patience, and 
according to all the rules of the art. My com­
panion, Mons. Th. Bornand, emerged from the 
adventure with remarkable skill. Gillioz fils  alone 
gave us some uneasiness. As to the father, who 
went last and had to rely almost entirely on him ­
self, he displayed once more his sometimes excessive 
boldness and the admirable sureness of his foot.
The descent from the Bochers-Eouges to the 
Shoulder seemed like play to us. For the rest, 
from the Shoulder to the base of the mountain, 
there was not a step which should not be easy for 
a tourist of the least experience. I t  is the Great 
Pyramid of Egypt over again, with its thousand 
steps eaten away by time, but all similar in struc­
ture and of uniform inclination. To understand the 
truly sublime character of its alleged monotony this 
slope m ust be seen from above.
To-day, alas ! for the true lovers of the Cervin, 
the whole of this side of the noble mountain is as if 
profaned. In  several places there is a veritable 
pathway. At every turn  one encounters débris of 
all sorts—eggshells, orange-peel, match-boxes, frag­
ments of bottles. In  the midst of a wild couloir 
one’s attention is fixed on a label of Chocolat- 
Suchard or of Bougies de l’Etoile.
At the refuge I  experienced a painful surprise. 
I t  was two years since I  had seen it.* Quantum  
mutatus ! D irt and disorder witnessed only too 
plainly to the fact that it is not only the faithful 
who find shelter there. The genuine guides, like 
the genuine climbers, have too great a respect for 
these dignified mountains to put and leave a refuge 
of the Swiss Alpine Club in such a state.
From  the hut to the Furgg-Gletscher the pathway 
is more and more clearly defined. Every year will 
emphasise its distinctness, for the ascents of the 
Cervin, which are as frequent as those of Monte
* So in text, but, judging by the date of the article, and tha t of 
Javelle’s previous recorded ascent (1870), one would say four years. 
— T b .
Rosa itself, take place almost every fine day. L ast 
year seventeen persons climbed it on the same day.*
The fear is often expressed that this vulgarisa­
tion of the Cervin will sooner or later lead to a 
catastrophe.! I t  is likely to be a long time ere the 
event justify these apprehensions. Save for the 
danger of falling stones— one which the climber 
can seldom foresee, but from which he can very 
often escape—the Cervin is a very safe m ountain ; 
the rocks are pretty good, the guides can always 
take up very secure positions and with ever so 
little prudence are certain to succeed in arresting 
a tourist who has begun to slide down.t To my 
knowledge facts have proved it at least three times. 
At “ the Glissade ” — the scene of the accident 
which befell W hymper's party — with two good 
guides and a rope of 150 ft. one is in perfect safety. 
Few difficult mountains are so easily rendered 
accessible.
I t  is, then, highly probable that the Cervin will 
become more and more popular, and that the least 
skilful will climb it very often with success. An 
ascent which presents so many guarantees and 
which is one of the shortest and least fatiguing 
of the great ones, cannot fail to tem pt guides and 
tourists. The former earn a hundred francs apiece ; 
the latter have the satisfaction of conquering the 
proudest peak in the Alps.
And since they have begun the work of rendering
* In  1899 there were forty people on the top together one day.— 
Tr.
f A fear abundantly justified by events.—Tit.
} I t  is pretty certain that the poor fellows who perished on the 
first ascent had neglected some important precautions.
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the m ountain accessible why should they not carry 
it still further ? I t  would cost hut little to ensure 
the ease and safety of the ascent in fine weather on 
the Zerm att side. W ithout expending much labour 
a pathway could be formed which would scarcely 
ever deviate from the arête and at the same time 
avoid almost entirely the danger of falling stones. 
At the Rochers-Rouges and “ the Glissade ” it would 
be easy to fix good iron chains which, with the 
simplest precautions, would render any serious fall 
impossible. Logically, and in the interests of the 
tourists from all countries who flock every year 
in increasing force to Zerm att, all that has been 
indicated should be done, and, no doubt, will be 
done.
B ut when the time comes tha t the Cervin on the 
Zerm att side shall have become a commonplace 
m ountain like the Faulhorn or the Brévent, such 
tourists as may wish to see it again in all its 
primitive rudeness and appreciate the difference 
which separates a vulgar ascent from a serious 
attack will merely have to descend by the Italian 
side. I t  is probable that even with chains and new 
ropes it will remain sufficiently rough to give them 
some splendid emotions. {Écho des Alpes, 1875.)
E IG H T  DAYS IN  TH E VAL 
D ’ANNI V IER S
Z i n a l , Ju ly  15, 1872.
E R E  I  am at last, my friend, at Zinal, eight
leagues from Sierre, and a thousand leagues 
from the cares of the world ; at Zinal—a quiet place 
(charming, I  -would add, if it were not sublime) ; 
a haven of peace such as can seldom now be foimd 
in the Alps.
W ithout doubt you would like to know why I  
have again come here. The reason is that I  have not 
found anywhere else, at the [upper] end of a secluded 
valley, a verdure more soft and restful, chalets more 
rustic, cooler shadows, glaciers of a silver more vivid 
and pure ; nowhere else, on the inhabited earth, 
a peace so deep at the foot of grandeurs so magnifi­
cent. Further, I  m ust confess tha t hard by is a col 
which tem pts me, a proud and brilliant crest on 
which I  long to plant my foot. I  have heard the 
Morning Pass lauded as one of the finest passages 
in  the Alps ; th a t it is possibly also one of the most 
difficult is, you will understand, only an additional 
attraction. I  wish to see it. A picked guide is to 
rejoin me here : as soon as he arrives I  shall attem pt 
the enterprise if the weather remains fine.
B ut you do not know the place I  am writing from, 
and there are many as ignorant as you. Zinal, 
which has so beautiful a place in the sunlight, has 
in fact no fame in the world.* The Guides scarcely 
mention it ; no engraving, no photograph, is to be 
seen of it, yet it is one of the most beautiful spots 
in the whole of this admirable Valais. Like the 
valleys of Saint Nicolas and Evolena, its two 
neighbours, the Val d’Anniviers runs from south 
to north, and is long, regular, and nearly straight. 
Closed in at its mouth by impracticable gorges, and 
contracted through nearly its entire course, it 
expands higher up and opens out in a spacious 
basin, in the bosom of magnificent glaciers, in the 
midst of a cincture of high mountains formed by 
the W eisshorn and Dent Blanche groups. There 
the ancient deposits of the torrent have formed a 
long plain, which to-day is finely turfed. This plain 
ends at the very foot of the glaciers, at a height of 
1,700 m. [5,577 ft.] above the sea. At the entrance 
of this plain, on the border of the only road which 
traverses it, lie a hundred small black chalets ; it 
is the hamlet of Zinal.
Two m ountains are specially conspicuous among 
those tha t hem in the end of the vale, and from 
the first they attract the gaze. One, the advance 
guard, is a great black peak, which rises up 
from the bottom of the valley itself, a rugged 
pyramid of 2,000 m. [6,561 ft.] boldly piercing the 
highest heaven with two sharp horns. The other, 
placed further back to its right at the bottom 
of a basin of ice, and at the very centre of the 
tableau, is an immaculate and brilliant summit, 
* I t  has no lack of visitors now.—Tit.
whose snows trace on the sky a line of tender and 
supple inflections, a masterpiece of grace and beauty. 
The black peak is named Lo Besso ; the white 
summit is the Pointe de Zinal. In  the same degree 
that the former is sombre, haughty, and savage, the 
latter is pure, elegant, and mild in its whiteness and 
its noble contours. Nowhere would you find a more 
striking contrast ; it reminds one of a beautiful 
virgin guarded by a huge, jealous monster.
These two figures form the background of this 
tableau ; around them  all the others are effaced, and 
arrange their profiles on either side of the valley, 
like the slips of a scene in a theatre. Immediately 
above Zinal, on each side rise two dark, massive 
walls, covered at their base with fragments of forests. 
These walls, from which the gaze that lights on 
their savage flanks is naturally repulsed, directs it 
towards the foreground of the tableau, where every 
line contributes towards a sublime effect.
L ittle  known as Zinal may be,* it nevertheless 
boasts of an hotel ; but happily it is still very primi­
tive, as are also the good folk who conduct it. I t  is 
often empty ; just now it contains three visitors. 
So few people come to Zinal ! The vulgar crowd 
have not yet flooded the place, and if you look at the 
visitors’ book you will find scarcely any names that 
do not belong either to faithful habitués or to crack 
climbers who have descended to Zinal by way of 
some high glacier.
Quite near the hotel, t  on the other side of a gently- 
sloping lawn, on the border of the road, is a small, 
white chapel. I ts  façade has been roughened in the
* See Mr. Leslie Stephen’s Playground of Europe lor a descrip­
tion of Zinal in 1864.—Tn.
t  The reference is probably to the Hôtel Durand.—Te.
course of many years, yet it has preserved its virginal 
whiteness ; only, by reason of the assaults of time, 
the little belfry is dislocated and leaning, and the 
cross is off the perpendicular, and will soon fall. 
Some chalets are grouped around the chapel ; a 
greater number lie in the midst of large green 
meadows, by the side of the road. The majority 
are only granges, with little boxes, riddled by 
worms, blackened and eaten away by moss, into 
which a little hay is stuffed in winter.* The best 
have one or two windows, and are capable of giving 
shelter to a family.
Do not be surprised if I  tell you next to nothing 
of the inhabitants ; for the time being they are 
invisible, as they are in the high pastures w ith their 
cows. I  have seen nobody up to now (barring my 
hostess and two children, who are playing in the 
meadow), except a pretty little girl, a servant of the 
house, who has one of those mountain faces at once 
firm and timid, serious and candid, bronzed, and 
with large black eyes.
During the spring and autum n the fields are filled 
with cows ; the vale grows lively with the noise of 
their bells and the cries of the cow-keepers ; but 
now they are all in the highest pastures, in the most 
elevated valleys, between the folds of the mountains ; 
and, so well are they hidden there, that the m urm ur­
ing of their distant bell-ringing is scarcely ever 
audible. All the chalets are empty, the little plain 
is deserted as in the olden time, and the only sound 
is the cool m urm ur of the waves of the Navisance 
flowing rapidly a hundred paces off, or the more
* Mr. Coolidge writes : “ But Zinal is not inhabited in winter— 
it is only a summer colony.”—Ts.
remote m urm ur of the torrents which leap through 
the m ountain ravines. Thus isolated and peaceful, 
the little hotel resembles a solitary house in the 
midst of a desert. W hen the traveller from the 
plain arrives here, still prostrated by the fatigues 
of a life of incessant agitation, w hat heartsease he 
finds in this solemn, green, and quiet spot near the 
eternal snows, at the foot of the great, silent 
m ountains !
There are two other travellers here—have I  told 
you ? I  made their acquaintance at supper. One is 
an Englishm an, Mr. T., a fine man, as they all are, a 
member of the Alpine Club, a great climber of high 
summits. For the rest he is not eccentric, being 
neither haughty nor taciturn like so many of his 
countrymen, but on the contrary a pleasant talker, 
speaking French with much ease. He is a professor 
at Cambridge—in other words, a learned and distin­
guished man. The other, M. de C., is a Frenchm an, 
a man of the upper classes, and who, his income 
permitting, runs through Europe, visiting the monu­
ments, museums, men of letters, savants, interesting 
himself in everything, art, science, nature, except 
politics, which once came near bringing misfortunes 
on his head. A fortunate man truly, for he spends 
his life in feasting his eyes and nourishing his 
intelligence ; set itinerary he has none—he takes 
mountains and valleys just as they come. H e is 
pleased with this place, and will stop until the wind 
of his desires drives him elsewhere. Our English­
man, on the contrary, has traced very methodically 
and executed with great faithfulness an itinerary 
worthy of his legs and his fortune ; and, whilst 
people like you and me with great difficulty escape
for eight days to do a little touring, this lucky 
fellow has already climbed, since May, when he 
started on his travels, “ nineteen peaks and thirty-five 
cols ; ” and nothing hackneyed I  beg you to believe. 
From  here he passes over the glaciers to Evolena and 
is going to climb the Dent Blanche.
Armed with the authority of age, M. de C., who 
felt dizzy at merely listening to the Englishm an’s 
talk, was trying to read him a chapter on his 
temerity, when his two guides entered to arrange 
details for the morrow. As he was obliged to start 
before dawn, he took leave of us. M. de C. and I 
spent the evening in chat, and we have agreed to pass 
the daytime to-morrow in a walk.
Ju ly  16 th.
This morning the clouds hesitated between heaven 
and earth, and in like m anner we hesitated between 
the mountain and the valley. As the clouds per­
sisted in trailing heavily along the slopes, we adopted 
the plan of setting forth for a simple stroll on the 
.Zinal glacier, taking with us enough provisions to 
last a long day if the clouds should be minded to 
disperse.
At the end of the vale, right at the foot of the 
black walls of Lo Besso, the glacier may be seen 
from the hotel curving its greyish hack, squeezed 
between some enormous and sombre m ountain 
brows. To see its carapace of stones, grey and 
here and there luminous, and the long lines of 
the moraines which form its sinuous spine, produces 
the effect of a monstrous reptile. I t  would require 
no stretch of the imagination to believe that at times 
it crawls about, and puts its colossal vertebra in 
motion. On arriving here one’s first wish is to
obtain a near view of this singular being, and when 
he has seen it once, he returns again and does not 
tire of it.
Nevertheless it is ugly, yes, truly ugly; to such a 
point that one would be embarrassed to say, on the 
spur of the moment, what he had come to see. In  
his Voyage aux Pyrénées,* Mons. Taine, whose pen 
depicts the landscape so happily, Mons. Taine, the 
savant-artist, who beyond everything loves beautiful 
colours and expressive forms, declared the glaciers 
of Gavarnie to be also very ugly. “ They greatly 
resemble rubbish-heaps,” he says, “ and those who 
have admired them  have some admiration to spare.” 
Gracious heavens, what would he say to this ! 
Imagine at the point where one first comes in 
contact with it a motionless stream of grey stones 
GOO m. [about 1,968 ft.] wide and offering to the eye 
only accumulated waves of formless and filthy débris. 
Ice you seek in vain ; the foot treads on nothing 
but crumbling fragments of rock, mud, and gravel.
W hat severity, what hideous nakedness—a dispirit­
ing spectacle. AVhat does it contain then to admire ? 
Nothing truly, if one looks for colour or form ; 
nevertheless, at this very spot, without mounting 
higher to the region of pure ice, the climber feels 
attracted, held, captivated, and, if it were not for the 
disagreeableness of walking on such a surface, he 
could prowl for hours amongst all these stones.
M. de C. has his own ideas on this subject. “ Ob-
* “ Les glaciers sont fort laids, très-sales, très-inégaux, très- 
glissants ; . . .  et, si l’on tombe, c’est sur des pierres aiguës ou 
dans des trous profonds. Ils ressemblent beaucoup à des plâtras 
entassés, et ceux qui les ont admirés ont de l’admiration à revendre." 
Voyage aux Pyrénées (ISth Edition), pp. 221-2.—Tu.
serve that mass,” he said ; “ it is alive ; every minute 
a hollow crack, a falling boulder, a crumbling hillock, 
bears witness to its constant travail. The imagina­
tion is not utterly fantastic in comparing it from 
a distance to a monstrous reptile. Under the folds 
of this vestment you feel the palpitation of a secret 
power. This glacier is an en tity ; it crawls like a 
reptile ; it lives, in fact. Or, rather, it is the earth 
which lives in it ; it is she who is an entity in the 
same sense as a mollusc or a Medusa ; it is she who 
lives, if to live means only to move by inherent force 
—lives, it m ust he granted, a life under strictest sub­
jection to m atter, but a life none the less sublime and 
strong. This it is which attracts you here as at the 
brink of a crater, or the ocean—namely, this immense 
being which you feel is living under your feet and 
whose secret palpitations you, its lowest parasite, 
come with a hidden emotion of curiosity and respect 
to contemplate in this glacier, which is one of its 
million organs.”
As one ascends the stream of the glacier, a certain 
order becomes manifest amidst the chaos of stones ; 
the heaps of boulders grow more regular, display 
signs of arrangement, and even form themselves into 
long files ; the ice shows itself—looking dark at first, 
because it is greatly obscured by the stones with 
which it is loaded, but finally white, and reflecting 
the light from a thousand crystal facets.
“ I t  is like sugar,” a child cried with perfect tru th  
as it crossed the sea of ice from Chamonix.
The further one gets the more marked is the 
order ; neat, regular, and definite avenues lie between 
the moraines ; it m ight be said tha t a genie had 
taken the trouble to sweep up all this débris and
range it in lines. I t  is a regularity even stranger 
than  the greatest disorder, and it is difficult not to 
see in it the evidence of a will, a design, the work of 
an intelligent being. Formerly, the shepherds used 
to tell gravely how the devil amused himself during 
the night in arranging the stones in this fashion ; 
some said it was the perpetual work of the damned. 
The mountain-dwellers have now raised themselves 
to the level of the age; they have become natu ­
ralists ; they tell you tha t the glacier itself rejects 
these stones, “ because it dislikes filth.” You know 
that natural science to-day explains the whole m atter 
in the simplest fashion. The glacier, urged by the 
combined action of the law of gravity, and thaw 
succeeded by renewed frost, descends towards the 
valley, advancing about a foot jocr diem. In  its 
career it drags all the débris fallen from the neigh­
bouring slopes on to its flanks, and arranges them  
in long lines. Thus the legend has flown away 
before the explanation.
“ There are those who regret the legend,” I  said. 
“ W ith  it has gone all poetry.”
“ W ho knows ? ” replied M. de C. “ Is it not 
rather that poetry has merely changed its form ? I t 
is an error to think that poetry is in things and can 
vanish with them  ; it is in the heart, it is as old as 
the heart itself, and will live as long as the heart 
still beats. Once it animated the phantom s of the 
imagination ; now we see it as the offspring of a 
reality whose essence is thoroughly understood, of 
science itself, revealing to us the sublime life of 
nature, and opening to us infinite horizons of the 
past and of the future. For my part,” he con­
tinued, “ call me barbarian if you will, but I  do
not know the hymn which is worth the science of 
astronomy, and I  would give every line of the 
Odyssey for that great Epic of Beings which geology 
unfolds.”
Amongst a thousand curiosities encountered on 
our journey we saw a moulin. The mountaineers 
have given this name to crevasses into which is 
precipitated one of those ideally limpid streams of 
water which plough the glacier during the heat of 
the day. These moulins are beautiful to look at, 
but are by no means calculated to reassure the 
observer. The light playing on the peaks of ice, 
the splendid blue reflex of the walls plunged in 
shadow, produce the most magnificent effects ; but 
these whirlpools are perfidious, they m ust be ap­
proached only with circumspection, the climber 
assuring himself of the best possible foothold. Should 
he lean over, while holding his companion’s hand, 
and with head thrust forward endeavour to gaze to 
the bottom, he recoils instantly, feeling that, with one 
more movement he would lose his equilibrium, and 
disappear for ever into the most mysterious of abysses.
No one contemplates one of these potholes w ith­
out throwing stones into it, “ to see what will 
happen,” as children do, and also, no doubt, with 
the idea of revenging himself for having been afraid 
lest /te should tumble.
A boulder lies at his hand ; not much effort is 
needed to throw it in. At the start it makes a 
great commotion, breaking a beautiful crystal wave, 
the work of the sun and the waters ; then it dis­
appears. Dull shocks, more and more distant, 
announce that it is leaping in the stream ’s company 
into tortuous and unknown depths.
The lower part of the glacier flows like a river, 
filling a long and narrow valley. W e ascended it 
for an hour and a half; and approached the upper 
plateau, from which some blue undulations inter­
sected by crevasses still separated us. Seeing that 
the clouds were dissipating, we decided to stroll 
nearly as far as the Eoe Noir, in the centre of the 
plateau.
I t  is there tha t the glacier begins, in the midst 
of an amphitheatre of the most sublime kind, formed 
by peaks of the first rank—the Gabelhorn, the Roth- 
horn, the Grand Cornier, the D ent Blanche. The 
majority exceed 4,000 m. [over 13,000 ft.] in height. 
As soon as one penetrates into this courtyard, the 
stones grow less numerous, the noise of the thousand 
glacial streams dies away, the snow covers every­
thing w ith its mournful and magnificent mantle. 
I t  is the region of perpetual frost, collected during 
winters eight months long. Between the peaks and 
on the slopes, everywhere where the rock is not 
vertical or too steep, the accumulated snows under 
their soft thickness envelope all forms as in a 
winding-sheet. Nothing can give an idea of the 
luminous whiteness of these mountain-brows, with 
their caressing curves, w ith their transparent cracks 
outlining on the crudeness of a deep and cloudless 
blue a thin line of ideal purity. The silence of 
the desert is only interrupted by the sound of 
falling stones, by the séracs which from time to 
time crumble away, or by the avalanches that, 
with a roar, roll down their resplendent silvery 
waves. I t  is the Polar world, w ith the ruggedness 
of its naked and rigid rocks, stern with its ancient 
snowbanks, with the opaline blue of its living
glaciers ; but the Polar world with the power of 
mass, the brutal laceration of arêtes and summits, 
and the magnificent luminosity of the high regions 
of the Alps.
I t  is not entirely a metaphor to say that here one 
changes worlds. Every object is new, every form 
strange or unknown. Nothing recalls life. Two 
whole dynasties of nature have disappeared simul­
taneously ; only the mineral world remains, with the 
cold magnificence of its phenomena. Thus, without 
doubt, would appear the landscapes of an astral 
desert, if it were given us to see them.
W e passed more than  an hour seated on some 
stones, in the midst of the snow, never growing 
weary of gazing.
There is, however, something perfidious in the 
beauty of this spectacle ; contemplated for long it 
does one no good. I t  imbues one too strongly with 
a sense of the irresistible power of universal forces. 
At their brutal contact the fine and subtle things of 
the interior world vanish away, the delicacy of our 
moral distinctions seems laughable ; everything is 
effaced under the chill and crashing impression of a 
material world fatally delivered over to immense 
forces which alone survive all the passing forms of 
things. Thereupon the soul, emptied, so to speak, 
of everything which it has received from humanity, 
feels nothing excépt an indescribable and illimitable 
love, whereby one longs to unite oneself in a 
supreme embrace with those immutable powers in 
an everlasting repose.
M. de C. interrupted my reflections, which trended 
towards Buddhism, in time, by reminding me that 
it was time to think of returning. W e were obliged
to press the pace in order to reach the hotel at the 
hour agreed for our supper.
The night is magnificent. I  have passed the rest 
of the evening in looking at the stars—at the sky, 
the simple, the changeless, the eternally beautiful sky.
Ju ly  11th.
M. de 0. is pleased with the place ; he will remain 
a few more days. To-day, not without trouble, I  
brought him  with me to effect the ascent of the 
southern peak of the Diablons. I t  is so easy of 
access tha t a child could reach the top alone.
AVe left the hotel at dawn, and at a very quiet 
pace, such as he prefers. AVe climbed at first a 
steep slope, covered with larch trees and gardens of 
rhododendrons in full flower. AVe mounted, in the 
coolness of great shadows and the peace of early 
morning, whilst, on the other side of the vale, the 
peaks upon which the first rays of the sun de­
scended awoke bathed in a beautiful rose-coloured 
light.
A little later, when the sun was high and the 
day in  full bloom, vapours rose from several points 
of the valley, collected in light clouds of soft and 
silken white, finely silvered, and formed round the 
waist * of the mountains like a voluptuousgi rdle. 
For a long time they lingered there, caressing the 
slopes, penetrating softly into the folds of the 
ravines ; then they began to ascend, becoming all 
the while more and more diaphanous and light, 
leaving here and there flakes of their white fleece 
suspended from the bosses of the rocks. Finally 
the east wind bore them  away on its wings, and 
* That is “ à mi-hauteur des sommets ”—half-way u p .— T e .
one by one we saw them  sail into the blue. As we 
walked our eyes followed them. These beautiful 
clouds seemed to possess a soul, and a soul both 
happy and good, since their flight into the azure 
was so gentle and serene.
W alking always "at the same pace and without 
stopping, we reached the last gazons in the region 
of bare and broken stones before the snows. There, 
under pretext of geology, my companion claimed a 
m oment’s repose. As a m atter of fact, the rocks 
of this part of the m ountain are very interesting on 
account of their structure and position. At first 
come some grey quartzites, with large red patches, 
and, as it were, rusted. These rise in rude and 
massive arêtes shattered by the free and energetic 
action of storms. Then come chlorite and talc 
schist, strangely piled up or twisted into dark green 
layers, as beautiful to look at as they are slippery 
and detestable to climb. Frequently they stud the 
arête with upstanding edges, thin and sharp as a 
sword-blade. The slopes are covered with the thin 
layer of their débris which, when trodden on, emits 
a sound similar to tha t of a broken dish. W hat, 
after all, are these old rocks if they be not ancient 
clays, baked by the immense subterranean furnace ?
B ut if one is interested in geology it is the position 
of all these rocks which is peculiarly striking. From  
all parts, and indeed some leagues round about, their 
schistose beds are laid around an enormous central 
m assif of crystalline rocks, the massif whence the 
Bothhorn, the W eisshorn and the Dent Blanche 
arise. In  order to stand erect, the whole of this 
block of m ountains m ust have broken its thick bed 
and thrown off the fragments on to its sides.
The very idea of such a colossal rupture, such an 
unimaginable phenomenon overwhelms us. For 
this mass thus irresistibly ascending what was the 
obstacle afforded by an envelope of a thickness of 
some thousand feet to lift and break? Very little ; 
for the rock—that substance so hard and strong in 
our estimation—has in this case been folded and 
twisted as though it were a soft cloth ; its resistance 
was absurd in comparison with the subterranean force 
opposed to it.
M. de C. and myself engaged in a controversy 
over this weight-lifting, an old controversy under a 
new form, tha t of Thales and Heraclitus, that of the 
Plutonians and the Neptunians. In  the main it 
still divides the modern savants, so amateurs may 
well be perm itted to follow them  in the argu­
ment.
How was this formidable rupture accomplished— 
violently or slowly ? M ust one suppose that this 
central mass, still half-fluid, was projected suddenly 
out of the bowels of the earth ; or that it is 
formed of layers similar to those of our plains 
deposited by the waters in olden days, slowly trans­
formed from the depths by the interior heat and the 
enormous pressure which they sustain, then raised, 
but always slowly, to the place which they occupy 
to-day ?
“ W hy do you insist,” said I, “ tha t nothing of 
magnitude can occur in Nature without violent com­
motions, terrible eruptions, and tha t each of her 
metamorphoses m ust be produced by a cataclysm ? ”
“ And why,” retorted M. de C., “ will you have it 
th a t she has done nothing without employing means 
adapted to our small stature and known to our
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limited experience, and that she always advances 
with even and monotonous slow ness?”
One general idea seemed to me to be evoked by 
our dissent, namely, that the character of a people is 
betrayed in its sciences as well as in its arts and in 
its religion.
There is no science so exact, so restricted in its 
inductions, that it does not leave a great deal to the 
imagination. I t  is the imagination which generalises, 
which invents hypotheses, and when once the latter 
are accepted they are like so many flags under which 
rally the savants and thinkers. Now, consider the 
principal hypotheses among those which operate in 
modern controversy, and from the first you will 
recognise the several nations engaged and their 
character, the races and their natural intuition and 
inevitable tendencies.
In  geology nothing is more striking. The people 
of the south, with their sanguine temperament, their 
simple, clear, and swift imagination, relate the 
history of the world in quite a different fashion from 
the savants of the north, with their slow thought, 
their vast and confused imagination. The Italians 
and the French delight in dramatic surprises, scene 
shiftings, violent revolutions and cataclysms ; move­
m ent, noise, and, above all, fire, are necessities to 
them. At the end of each period of geological 
history they love to imagine the entire flora and 
fauna fading away, anon to he suddenly renewed. 
They readily imagine tha t the entire globe is still 
interiorly simply a molten mass, heated to an incalcu­
lable temperature and covered with a thin pellicle on 
which we live. These disorderly violences, this 
frightful hypothesis could not originate in the placid
mind of the north. That loves to contemplate the 
gradual and immense unfolding of things, to see a 
brook at length ruin a mountain, and polyps con­
struct a continent. I t  holds that all nature is the 
work of actions as slow, continued across thousands 
of centuries. Nature is patient ; what then are ages 
to i t?  Have not Volger and others even gone so far 
as to say that in the perpetual succession of forms 
on the surface of the globe life has never had a 
beginning there ?
Of these two tempers which is right ? I t  is safe 
to say th a t neither is, and that the palm will probably 
go to the individual who learns how to reconcile 
them. On paper a geological discussion would seem 
cold and almost stale to you : for us, in the bosom 
of this powerful m ountain nature, in the midst of 
this chaos of masses so strangely dislocated, it 
assumed a deep interest and opened our souls to a 
sublime poetry. W ith  the data supplied by science 
we rebuilt these ruined walls, we re-established 
those crumbled curves of which the enormous 
materials already swept away and out of sight, form, 
beyond question, with their dust, the plains which 
lie at their feet ; and whatever our opinions might 
be, on one point we were bound to agree, namely, as 
to the existence of ruins in this spot. And what 
ruins? The ruins of our world which is disappearing 
in dust. I t  is useless to withstand the force of the 
idea ; man m ust die, hum anity m ust die . . . the 
earth to-day so beautiful and rich in life, the earth 
must also die. . . .
This reflection has often recurred to me in con­
tem plating the desolate scenery of mountains ; but 
when I  allow myself to dream of the time when this
ruin will be consummated, when on the chilled and 
naked earth there shall remain of us and our towns 
only at great intervals a trail of débris, I  ask myself 
at once what will have become of this magnificent 
development and all tha t immense work of intelli­
gence and passion through which hum anity has 
grown great ? W hen the last man shall have died 
in the ruins of the last hut, what will become of the 
thoughts of a Socrates, the creations of a Shake­
speare, the visions of a Baphael, the dreams of a 
Beethoven ? W e live in two worlds at once, both 
infinite, both splendid ; but in one all that is created 
is for ever unchangeable and immortal, whilst, in the 
other, a Power whom nothing tires unfolds, ad 
infinitum, forms which follow one another without 
any repetition. Of these two worlds, which is the 
dream and which is the reality ?
A sun-ray, tender and bright, gliding obliquely 
from the height of a neighbouring arête, suddenly 
illuminated us, and chased away the shadows that 
stood about us, gilding the rocks and making the 
humid patches of grass glisten. At the same time 
it dissipated my sombre dreams of the future. 
“ Observe,” it seemed to say, “ the blue sky, the 
pure light, the heart’s youth, the morning, the 
mountain flowers, all so beautiful ! ”
Truly there is more eloquence in one ray of sun­
light than  in all the systems of philosophy. I  do 
not know what is awaiting me beyond life, nor what 
will become of the world at the end of the centuries. 
No m atter ! At this moment, under this wealth of 
light, in this pure Alpine air, I  truly lived, and a 
whole heaven was in my heart. W hat cause is there 
to fear, then ? He who has made, will He not know
how to renew ? To live again, would it be more 
wonderful than to live ? Could I  ever have dreamed 
all that is, and would I  attem pt to imagine all that 
may be ?
M. de C. climbed with me yet another hour, but, 
being unaccustomed to this exercise, he felt that he 
could not stand the fatigue which it would cost him 
to gain the view from the summit. The scenery was 
already grand, so he preferred to stop to enjoy it at 
leisure, while still in the fulness of his strength, and 
leave me to continue the ascent by myself. I  had 
soon reached the snow-line. A long arête of admir­
able whiteness, fairly wide, and not very steep, 
offered me a convenient path to the southern peak. 
I  pushed on spiritedly, and vaster and vaster at every 
step the dazzling sheets of the glaciers round about 
unfolded before me, while in the distances fresh 
peaks and chains towered into the sky.
Freedom of the mountains, w hat a blessed posses­
sion it is in itself ! How delightful to pursue adven­
ture in unknown and desolate summits, to walk on 
the still pure snow, to m ount towards the heavens ! 
Is  there anything more capable of filling the heart 
with that sweet and religious joy which comes of 
the sense of being alive in God’s magnificent world ?
At the highest point of the arête some slabs of 
broken, tawny schist sticking out of the snow formed 
a savage summit. Shall I  attem pt to describe 
what I  saw from that pinnacle ? To do so would 
require a whole language unknown to me, a language 
which has not even been made. This chaos of 
gigantic, immobile, and broken forms ; this accumu­
lated ice, the austerity of black rocks, the great 
silence, and the purity of these elevated scenes can­
not be compared with any known thing ; no image 
is worthy of them  ; each m ust see for himself.
The sky was splendid and the snows in all their 
brilliancy, the air calm, the silence heavy and abso­
lute ; the lace formed by the summits of distant 
peaks was bathed in an ether so limpid that the 
sculpture of their contours could be clearly distin­
guished.
I  remained on the summit more than an hour. 
As I  rose to begin the descent two butterflies passed 
a single flight near me ; they were two Vanessæ, of 
the kind vulgarly called Petites Tortues.* They are 
often to be seen on the highest mountains, and are 
everywhere to be found, as also the nettle on which 
their caterpillar feeds and which abounds around 
even the highest chalets. Borne along by the breeze, 
they had mounted from the valley and in the intoxi­
cation of their play flew foolishly in the direction of 
the glaciers. Before evening they were no doubt 
beaten, exhausted, on to the snows of the Weissliorn.
In  a little time I  rejoined M. de C. I  found him 
no less delighted with his day’s outing than I  was 
with mine. I  suspect him of having occupied him ­
self, as a consequence of all our geology, with 
reflections very similar to my own, for on my giving 
him an account of the two butterflies, he added to it, 
as if for his own benefit, a moral of the appropriate­
ness of which as regards myself he was certainly 
unaware. “ Thus it is w ith us, butterflies that we 
are,” he said. “ Our thought idly strays into the
* The Petite Tortue is the Vanessa Urticæ, or small tortoiseshell 
butterfly (family, Nymphalidee ; genus, Vanessa). “ Common 
throughout Europe and Western Asia” (European Butterflies and 
Moths, W. F . Kirby).—T it.
fields of the infinite and the eternal, but it finds 
deserts there across which its wings are too feeble to 
fly, and finally it is touched by the chill of death.”
Ju ly  18 tli.
“ I t  should be acknowledged,” a travelling com­
panion once said to me, “ that fine weather comes 
to us from the good God, and bad weather from the 
devil, in order tha t we may curse the latter at our 
ease when the rain spoils our plans.” This morning 
the weather was gloomy, and though Jean  M artin, 
my guide, arrived yesterday evening, full of ardour for 
our expedition, wre have had to pass the day in strolls. 
I  have gone to stretch myself on the herbage, near a 
small isolated barn half a league from this place, 
almost at the end of the plain, and as I  m ust be 
always travelling, I  have set myself to run over all 
the surrounding slopes with my telescope. This is 
such a charming m anner of travelling, that to 
practise it often would give one a taste for idleness.
Rolling billows of grey clouds had already invaded 
and deluged the peaks. There was nothing left for 
me to wander over but the ribbons of forests which 
here cover the base of the slopes, and above the 
forests rugged acclivities bristling with brilliant 
bushes of rhododendrons in flower, then some 
pastures, divided here and there by great walls of 
jagged and tawny rock stained with long black 
patches by the oozing waters.
Have you never dreamed, at the age when you 
read Perrault’s stories, and even later (I know some 
one who dreams this dream to-day), that a benevo­
lent fairy gave you the marvellous faculty of suddenly 
making yourself invisible, and of thus transporting
yourself into every place that pleased your fancy ? 
The great charm of the telescope, to my thinking, 
is tha t it realises a half of this dream, by putting 
such distant objects as we choose in a kind of 
frame before our eyes. W ho knows but tha t science 
will some day allow us to realise the other half of 
the dream by giving us the power to isolate and to 
bring near to us at will sounds too distant for us to 
hear ? W hat stretched ears there will be when that 
comes to pass, what inquisitive ramblings, and 
what intim ate happiness for the innumerable throng 
of the sons of Eve !
All this came into my mind à propos of a discovery 
which I  suddenly made w ithin the field of my tele­
scope, when, having passed the rhododendrons, I  
was about to explore the last pastures close to the 
alp of Allée, already at a great elevation and near 
the snow line. A shepherd, by himself on the 
mountain, watched a hundred sheep. H e seemed 
so near that I  lost none of his movements. For 
a long time, and quite at my ease, I  observed this 
being, who thought himself absolutely alone.
He was standing motionless on a rock, draped in 
a large brown mantle, leaning on his crook and 
commanding a view of his beasts which browsed 
the grass around. Soon he began to walk, and 
at this the whole flock slowly moved from their 
position. They went across the slope, the beasts 
stopping occasionally to crop the best of the grass. 
Most of the troop advanced slowly and with 
docility, but some featherheads wished—they cared 
not how—to try their luck on the narrow cornices, 
just at the edge of the abysses, which they sniffed in 
a curious and stupid manner. The shepherd called
them back then, and, in the majority of cases, 
diverted them  from their course by hurling stones at 
them with his sling ; then he resumed his slow 
march, accommodated to the monotonous pace of 
the flock. However, it began to rain. W ith  a step 
scarcely accelerated, he steered for a rock where he 
was sure of finding shelter. There he stopped, folded 
his mantle about him and remained motionless, 
always leaning on his crook, sometimes turning his 
head slowly, and gazing at the rain as it fell. 
Gradually the clouds thickened, and this mournful 
spectacle vanished like a vision in the grey veil of 
the mist.
How slow seems this listless life lost in the silence 
of the high valleys under the austere sky of the 
mountain ! Compared with our existences, so feverish, 
so hurried, so full of thought and movement, what a 
destiny it is ! . . .
The rain became a steady downpour, and forced 
me at length to retreat. I t  lasted all the day, 
and almost restricted my view to the bottom  of 
the neighbouring slopes, up which the larches 
climb in steps, losing their tips in the mist. There 
were moments when the vapour grew thicker and 
enveloped us ; then the world ceased to exist as far 
as we were concerned. At other times it lifted 
enough for us to see the contiguous cliffs and the 
wet, glistening black of their rocks. After the lapse 
of only one hour, the green and streaming slopes 
disengaged themselves from the mist, then the peaks 
freshly crowned with snow. Now the depleted 
clouds have taken flight ; white and silken ribbons 
still trail along, stopped by the irregularities of the 
slopes, but the dazzling peaks outline with unrelieved
sharpness the silver lace-work of their crests on the 
freshened blue of the sky. Simultaneously with the 
pure light, life is everywhere born again ; the cleansed 
rock seems blacker, the refreshed forests darker, the 
green of the pastures more vivid. The voice of the 
torrents is dilated ; the roar of the Navis ance being 
particularly conspicuous. All the streams are glad ; 
almost as far as the snow line, silver cascades furrow 
the blackened rocks. Suddenly the Pointe arises 
from the bottom of the vale. In  its tu rn  it has 
emerged from the mist, and, as it drops from its 
white shoulders the last folds of its veil, it appears 
absolutely transplendent, and as it were rejuvenated 
in its fresh purity.
Ju ly  22nd.
God be praised, I  have been able to realise my 
dream. I  have crossed the Morning Pass, and here 
I  am safe and sound after my return, though not 
without difficulty, for I  saw a moment when to get 
back became a very serious problem, hard to solve.
I  shall not recount to you the story of our expe­
dition ; above all I  shall not attem pt to describe to 
you the magnificent world to which it has in tro­
duced me. W e have seen so much snow and ice 
that, as far as I  am concerned, we seem to have 
returned from a voyage to the Pole. L et it suffice 
to tell you the circumstance which gave us a more 
thrilling moment than we could have wished.
The Morning Pass * is one of the highest
* A good deal of confusion has arisen from the fact tha t there 
are two so-called Morning passes. They lie between the Ober- 
Mominghorn and the Schallihorn, and lead from Zinal to Zermatt 
or Randa, and are separated by a tooth called the Momingspitze 
(3,867 m., 12,687 ft.). The northern pass (called on the Siegfried 
map" the Ober-Schallijoch, 3,745 m., 12,287 ft.) was first crossed
cols* of the Alps. Its  height is 3,798 m. [12,460 ft.], 
and it opens on a dizzying arête of ice which joins 
the Bothhorn to the Schallihorn, at the end of a vast 
am phitheatre of glaciers behind a chaos of séracs t 
in a most secret and secluded region, a true 
sanctuary of purity, where all is silence and white­
ness. Up to now [1872] it has been very rarely Î 
crossed, and only by guides of the first order. Jean 
M artin, the guide who accompanied me, had never 
seen it near at hand ; like me, he only knew it 
from having admired at a distance the beautiful 
séracs accumulated at its base, and the slope of pure 
and striking névé which term inates it. I t  was then 
necessary to prepare a plan of attack and to trace a 
route through the labyrinth of the glaciers. W e 
soon climbed the alp of the Leisse,§ the place 
fixed for our bivouac, whence the gaze embraces 
the whole of the vast am phitheatre at the foot of 
which the m ighty glacier of Hom ing hurls forward 
confusedly its azure waves. The main lines of our 
itinerary were soon settled ; for the rest, we saw 
that more than one detail would have to be decided 
on the spot. M artin, assisted by Elias Peter, a 
young guide who served us in the capacity of porter,
by Javelle. The southern pass (3,793 m., 12,445 ft.) was first crossed 
by Messrs. A. W. Moore and E . Whymper, July 18, 1864. See 
Sir Martin Conway’s Climbers' Guide to the Central Pennine Alps, 
where, however, the name of H . Walker is added in error. The 
heights cited in  this note are those given in  the latest survey.—Tn.
* Not true. See the table on pp. 202-4 of Mr. Whymper’s Guide 
to Zermatt (1899).—Ta.
t  See Note, p. 236.
} Three times, perhaps. [More than  that. Mr. Coolidge crossed 
in 1869 and his passage was the fifth, but these numbers probably 
refer to the south col.—T r . ]
§ Perhaps this is a mistake for Arpitetta, or perhaps they were 
on the Alp de l’Allée (a bad place to start from).—Tn.
extemporised an excellent shelter for the night by 
means of moss and some slabs of schist. The 
setting sun empurpled the mountains, leaving all 
the signs of a fine morrow : the sky was pure, 
and scarcely veined at the zenith by fine golden 
vapours which were not clouds, hut like the folds 
of an invisible gauze veil, revealing the oblique 
light of the sunset. The night was splendid. One 
hour after dusk the moon rose, full and brilliant, 
between the black battlem ents of an arête. Until 
daybreak its brightness was so vivid tha t I  could 
not sleep. Long before the dawn I  pressed 
M artin to s tart; for the full success of our enter­
prise we could not have too long a day at our 
disposal. H e turned a deaf ear to me. I t  was 
broad daylight when our feet touched the Morning 
glacier.
I t  was only in the huge séracs that we encoun­
tered difficulties ; it took us three hours to emerge 
from their dangerous labyrinth and reach the foot of 
the long, smooth, and steep slope of ice which 
ascends to the summit of the col. There the danger 
ceased and the work began, tha t of cutting out with 
the axe each of the four hundred steps which 
remained to be climbed. This was M artin’s task, 
who in the performance of it, with scarcely an 
interval of rest, displayed magnificent energy right 
up to the end.
Such slopes—and this one had a mean inclination of 
fifty degrees—are a godsend to climbers ; they cost 
time, but progress up them  is steady. I t  is merely 
necessary to keep one’s equilibrium on steps which 
succeed one another like those of a great crystal 
staircase. To save time and work it is usual to
make small steps and long strides ; * but the steps 
can always be relied on, and the whole difficulty 
lies in executing, on a slope of some hundred feet 
overlooking crevasses, manœuvres which the least 
skilful would undertake fearlessly at a height of ten 
feet from the ground. There is only one thing to 
fear—imagination, “ that mistress of error and false­
hood ” t  as Pascal has termed it.
The arrival on the summit of an elevated col is 
always a coup de théâtre; one sees the full half of an 
immense tableau spread out at once. In  our case 
more than a simple interest of curiosity was 
attached to this surprise. In  issuing from the séracs 
M artin, as he looked down at the way we had come, 
remarked, “ As to descending on this side in the 
daytime, when the sun shall have softened the snow, 
it is useless to think of it. At any price we m ust 
descend on the other side ; however bad it may be it 
will not be worse.”
W hat sort of place should we find this unknown 
side ? Judging from the best maps it would prove 
very troublesome. Our hearts beat with anxious 
impatience. W e were near the last steps. So far 
we had mounted in the shade. Suddenly the sun 
illumined us, our gaze cleared the arête, and quite 
a new world unfurled itself beneath our eyes—a 
splendid chaos of snows and glaciers inundated with 
light, beyond which rose the great masses of the 
Mischabel and M onte Eosa.
The col itself is only a long and thin arête of
* This remark shows th a t Javelle’s powers on ice were by no 
means inconsiderable.—Tr.
t  Pensées de Pascal, edited by Victor Rocher (Tours, 1873, p. 58). 
The phrase is translated by Dr. Basil Kennet : “ That mistress of 
mistake, which we call fancy or opinion.”—Tn.
snow between two notched peaks, inaccessible 
and without name.* The play of the wind during 
the w inter has formed throughout its breadth a 
succession of cornices of snow and ice, richly orna­
mented with stalactites overhanging and half rolled 
out on the void in masterly volutes. “ How beautiful 
it all is ! ” I  was about to exclaim. “ I t  is very 
ugly, Monsieur ! ” cried M artin decidedly.
In  fact, in  this magnificent tableau each beauty 
was an obstacle. The issue could hardly be fore­
seen.
Immediately under our feet was the beginning of 
a slope of ice covered with snow, which, except in 
length, was the exact counterpart of tha t which we 
had just mounted. At the bottom of this slope 
there extends a vast plateau of snow cut in all 
directions by crevasses. Prom  the side of the 
valley streamlets of ice brim over as from a too-full 
cup. The principal wave forms the glacier of 
Hohlicht, which descends like a large river in 
cataracts, sparkling but insurmountable, t  A passage 
could only be hoped for on the right by climbing a 
spur of the Eothhorn with a view to dropping into 
the valley of the Trift, or on the left by the escarp­
ments which plunge into the valley of Hohlicht.
W hat was most obvious was the necessity of hasten­
ing at once to descend the first slope while it was 
still practicable ; the sun had already so softened 
the snow there, tha t our passage would have pro­
voked an avalanche if we had waited longer.
W ithout more delay the descent was then executed
* Both statements are now obviously untrue, even if “ without 
nam e" meant “ without fame."—Tr.
f I t  is not insurmountable.—Tb.
with precaution. The distances of the rope which 
attached us had been doubled, so th a t in the event 
of an avalanche only one of us should be attacked 
at a time, for we went obliquely.
At the bottom of the slope an agreeable surprise 
awaited us ; the view of the Schallihorn,* at that 
time a still virgin peak 3,978 m. [13,052 ft.] high, 
which from the top of the col was concealed from 
us by a nearer summit. I t  was agreed that if there 
was nothing formidable in it we should try and 
climb it. From  where we were it offered merely an 
easily accessible arête of snow, which ascended to 
the summit in gradual curves. “ Ah, M onsieur! 
we shall have it ! ” cried M artin enthusiastically. 
“ W e shall have it, even though we must sleep on 
the glacier. W e shall find a way to descend right 
enough.” To add to the Morning Pass the con­
quest of such a virgin peak was to do a truly mag­
nificent day’s work.
No difficulty presented itself till we got to a col 
which immediately precedes the beautiful white 
arête of the Schallihorn. The peak was visible 
thence within our reach. Three hundred steps, 
say, to cut, and we were conquerors of one of the 
highest summits still remaining in the Alps un­
trodden by the hum an foot.
But the problem lay in the descent from the pass. 
Enthusiasm  is a fine thing, but it does not preserve 
one from cold or hunger ; and unprovided as we 
were with blankets and sufficient provisions, we 
could not think of passing the night in the middle
* Javelle spells it Schallhorn ; I  follow the leading authorities. 
He gives 3,997 m. (13,115 ft.) as the height, but the latest Siegfried 
m a p  (1888) gives 3,978 m . (13,052 ft.).—Tn.
of the glaciers. Now we were in an absolutely 
unknown country, in one of the least practicable 
corners of the Alps, and hitherto we had only 
seen on the side, on which we should have to 
descend, plunging lines whose boldness led us to 
suspect the existence of more precipices than 
passes.
W e entered upon a serious deliberation. I t  was 
agreed that, before pursuing our way, M artin and 
Peter should reconnoitre as far as the séracs, 
whence they could view the descent, and that 
according to their report we should proceed to 
gather our laurels or merely to secure our retreat.
I  remained three-quarters of an hour alone on 
this still unnamed col,* whither no man had passed 
before us. At the end of this time I  saw them  
slowly reascend with lowered head and dejected air. 
“ Well, M artin, how do you find it?  ”
“ Precipices everywhere, Monsieur, monster cre­
vasses, overhanging séracs, nothing can be seen— 
nothing, nothing. I  do not know how we can make 
our exit.” Then gazing at the Schallihorn, he 
resumed with an energetic gesture and a flashing 
eye, “ W hat a pity, when we were so certain to 
1 bag ’ it ! ”
I  held my peace ; prudence and ambition were in 
conflict. “ Reflect,” continued M artin, “ I  am not 
afraid, but to mount up there and come down again 
will take three hours . . .  we shall have no time to 
escape from all these precipices before n ight.”
Prudence bore off the palm. “ M artin ,” I  replied, 
“ the Schallihorn is vanquished ; to touch its summit
* The N. Morning Pass, called on the Siegfried map the Ober- 
Schallijoch.— T r .
only depends on ourselves ; let us reserve for an 
early occasion this victory of which we have to-day 
made certain.”
W e straightway began to descend, all three of us 
attached to the rope, M artin being first, I  after him. 
W e went in the direction of the escarpments which 
rise above the valley of Hohlicht. The situation 
became more thrilling at every step ; enormous 
crevasses had hollowed out veritable valleys upon the 
slope. W e crossed them  by creeping over bridges 
formed here and there by the snow.
At last we reached some séracs which were half 
suspended over a precipice in front of us. Nothing 
could he seen beyond except the valley of Hohlicht 
lying very deep down in the shadow. The distance 
from where we were to the valley m ust have repre­
sented a leap of at least two thousand feet. At our 
left the rocky wall of the Schallihorn also fell in 
rugged cliffs—down to the depths, without doubt ; 
however, between these cliffs and ourselves a 
depression from which, as in a half circle, the 
neighbouring slopes diverged, allowed us to guess 
at the existence of what the mountaineers call a 
couloir. “ I t  is our last resource,” said M artin, 
as he showed it to us, “ if there is nothing there we 
cannot descend."
On approaching, we came, in fact, to a sort of 
couloir, or rather, as it seemed to me, to an abyss 
which assumed the form of a couloir. I t  descended 
far down in the direction where we wished to go, 
but how did it end? I t  was vain to advance, to lean 
forward, its end could not be seen. I t  twisted a 
little from left to right, and was soon concealed from 
the gaze. In  default of a better way, we were con-
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strained to try our best with it. W e descended 
three hundred feet. “ Do you see anything, 
M artin ? ”
“ No, Monsieur . . .  let us keep on descending.” 
W e progressed another hundred feet. The couloir 
was soon no more than  a narrow canal of snow, two 
or three steps wide, and besides it was the direct 
route for such avalanches or stones as m ight fall 
from the heights.
“ But, M artin, shall we be able to descend that 
way? ”
“ W e m ust see for ourselves, Monsieur : we have 
no other resource.”
However, the slope became steeper, and it seems 
to me that I  shall henceforth never be able to see 
one which will not seem gentle by comparison with 
this. The snow, quite softened by the sun, was 
liable to slip from the rock which supported it, 
bringing us with it on a very hasty voyage of 
discovery to see whither the couloir led. More­
over, if the least stone had fallen from above all 
three of us would have been infallibly swept away.
W e advanced cautiously, assuring ourselves as 
much as possible of. the safety of each step. A 
hundred feet lower down this dialogue ensued :—
“ Can you see anything, M artin? ”
“ No, sir, nothing yet. I  have, however, a con­
viction that we shall find our way out.”
“ May God hear you ! ”
W e had descended almost half the precipice. 
Nearly the whole couloir was now visible to 
us ; but in continually deflecting to the right it 
evidently went in the direction of a sombre little 
gorge. W as it going to end in that ? W hat if there
were no outlet, if it were necessary to remount the 
whole of this frightful couloir ?
W e had been going along in this way for more 
than an hour. In  such situations hours are m inutes ; 
one is in a state of m uscular and nervous tension so 
extreme that fatigue is no longer experienced ; all 
sensation has vanished ; the whole being is merely 
an admirable machine moved by the powerful instinct 
of self-preservation. One performs prodigies of skill, 
the strength is increased tenfold, and even the 
intelligence—the power of judging obstacles in a 
flash, and of choosing means.
The little gorge looked less reassuring in propor­
tion as we drew nearer to it. The snow became 
softer and softer, and the slope yet steeper ; we were 
obliged to double our vigilance to avoid sliding. 
Peter walked behind me without breathing a word, 
and with visible reluctance, not having much idea 
of what the upshot of all this would be.
However, the wall of rocks at our left suddenly 
terminated, and allowed us to get on to safer and 
less steep slopes ; and, in fine, after a hundred more 
steps, we were able to contemplate the base of the 
mountain from a certain distance. W hat we then 
saw allowed us to divine a perfect system of sheer 
escarpments, admirably combined to stop all passages 
except at one point where the snow, accumulated by 
an old avalanche, offered an easy descent. W e were 
saved. As to the couloir, it could be seen that it 
ended very badly.
“ Ah! if we had known,” cried M artin, “ the 
Schalliliorn would be ours now.” In  fact, it was 
only four o’clock.
Still it was fated tha t we should be in suspense
right up to the end. At the moment of reaching the 
bottom of the Hohlicht valley, where a torrent takes 
its rise and pasturages begin, a wicked bank of 
vertical rock forming a cincture at the bottom of the 
slope, imprisoned us as it were in a citadel, and cost 
us a quarter of an hour of reconnoitring. The paths 
in the Hohlicht valley and over the alp of Schalli- 
berg, by which one effects an exit, were known to 
me since my ascent of the W eisshorn. Before night 
we arrived at Banda, whence a carriage conveyed 
us to Zerm att.
Such, my friend, was our experience of the descent 
from the Morning Pass, and such, perhaps, it would 
appear to more than one of those who, like us, should 
attem pt it without any previous knowledge of its 
features. Do not run away, however, with the idea 
that it is difficult; it is not more so than many other 
descents frequently carried through ; but it is capable 
of a terrifying aspect ; it needs a certain courage to 
undertake it without foreseeing the end, and when 
one attem pts it, as we did, for the sake of adventure, 
there are moments when one can believe that he went 
fully prepared to tumble over a precipice. Fancy 
plays its part so well that, once arrived at the bottom, 
the climber thinks he has done something heroic ! *
* Some weeks later Jean Martin again crossed the Homing Pass 
and accomplished this descent as the guide of the Misses Pigeon,' 
who are certainly the best climbing ladies whom the return of 
summer periodically brings to the Alps. As to the Schallihorn, I
1 The Misses Anna and Ellen Pigeon, who crossed it by Javelle's 
route, 27th of August, 1872. In  August, 1869, they not only crossed 
the Sesia Joch (“ this most redoubtable of glacier passes") but 
• crossed it from Zermatt to Alagna, thus descending the wall of 
rock, the ascent of which had until then been looked on as an 
extraordinary feat for first-rate climbers.” (Alpine Journal, May, 
1872.)—Tit.
To remain at Zerm att at least one day, to take a 
lingering look at this landscape at once so proud and 
peaceful, that Cervin to which no one grows habitu­
ated, at which one marvels every time one raises 
one’s eyes to it, this was the utmost extent of my 
desires. However, Peter and M artin were obliged to 
regain Zinal without loss of time. At five o’clock 
sharp on the morrow they informed me that they 
were disposed to pass the col of the Trift on their 
way (arriving home in the evening), and they pressed 
me to accompany them. I  could not bear to see 
them  start alone, and, though I  was a little fatigued, 
I consented.
The Triftjoch, or col of the Trift [3,540 m.* =  
11,614 ft.] is a pass well known to climbers, and the 
most frequented, and certainly the most unique, of 
those which lead from Zerm att to the Val d’Anniviers. 
F or a long time it remained dangerous and difficult, 
but it was rendered quite practicable some years ago 
by the discovery of a new way and the attachm ent 
of some chains, ropes, and ladders in the most exposed 
places.
From  the Zerm att side after you quit the pastures 
the crest of a long moraine leads to the top of the
was preparing th is year (1874) to take a just revenge when Mr. 
Middlemore,1 with his guides, stealing a march on me of only a 
few days, were the first to attain  the summit.
* Javelle gives 3,450 m., which seems to me a lapsus calami by 
transposition.—T r.
1 In  the original the name is spelt incorrectly. Mr. T. Middlemore 
ascended 20th of July, 1873, so the force of this observation is 
neutralised, unless the parenthetical date of the note is a mis­
print caused by the fact that this journal was published in 1874.— 
Tp..
Trift glacier, a charming little white plateau shut up 
by itself in an enclosure of naked rocks which 
term inate some savagely broken arêtes. At the end 
of the plateau this wall of rocks decreases in height, 
a narrow incision cuts it nearly clean through : it is 
the Triftjoch. A rather steep little couloir of snow 
affords a convenient ascent to it. From  this side it 
is the ideal of an easy col.
B ut what a reverse there is to this face, so 
prepossessing and kindly ! The summit of the 
crest is just the edge of a precipice ; a succession 
of rocky walls at least 200 m. [656 ft.] high, 
hollowed with vertical gorges, and frightful couloirs, 
overlook the Bothliorn glacier from this side. 
The breach itself is only a savage rent between the 
peaks of a shattered arête, a fissure so narrow that a 
m an seated crosswise, with feet stretched out, 
suffices to close it. From  the Zerm att side stretches 
the white desert of the plateau ; on the Zinal side 
there is nothing but abysses.*
There are in the world souls whom the love of 
savage places devours—they too being torn and 
ruined, they too hollowed by black abysses. Such 
souls demand of N ature violence and horror more 
than  anything else. L et them  flock to the breach of 
the Trift ; it is the one spot above all others specially 
made for them. Should a M anfred seat himself 
there, w ith his feet hanging over the sombre abyss, 
his gaze lost in the chaos of broken rocks, he would 
feast himself on all the desolations and horrors of 
which he has ever dreamed. Around him he would
* Misleading. The gully is short. Then comes a level glacier 
on the Zinal side. This paragraph and the nest are rhapsodical 
and should not be taken literally.—Tr.
hear at intervals, in the midst of a death-like silence, 
the noise of splitting and crumbling rocks, the roar 
of avalanches secretly precipitated into the gorges ; 
at his feet he would see those abysses—
“  O it s e s  o s s e m e n t s  p o u r r o n t  d o r m ir  e n  p a ix  . . *  -
I t is, however, with the Trift as with our descent 
from the Morning Pass. If at first sight its walls 
look frightful in proportion as they are studied, first 
possible ways disclose themselves, then easy ones, and 
now that they are well known, one is quite surprised 
to find them, in spite of their forbidding appearance, 
so easy to descend. W hat was hazardous for the 
first who surmounted their difficulties has become, 
thanks chiefly to chains and ladders, a veritable 
promenade, though one somewhat likely to cause 
giddiness, and much exposed to falling stones. 
Nowhere could one obtain at less exertion an idea 
of the awkward bits of high mountains.
For us, however, the descent was not easy. There 
still remained enough of the w inter snow to conceal 
the first chains under a covering of three feet, and 
the sun had already so softened it that it had begun 
to slide in several places. Then poor M artin was 
nearly blind. Throughout the descent from the
» “ Where his bones may sleep in peace . . .”
I  think it likely th a t the line is an adaptation of the italicised 
line in the following passage from Manfred, though Rossberg and 
Triftjoch are very different places :—•
“ Mountains have fallen, . . .
Thus, in its old age, did Mount Rosenberg.
Why stood I  not beneath it  ? . .  .
Such would have been for me a fitting tomb ;
My bones had then been quiet in  thevr depth."
Manfred, Act I., Scene ii.—Tb.
Hom ing Pass, wishing to be more certain of what he 
saw, he had discarded the black glasses so indis­
pensable to climbers, and the glaring reflection of 
the snow had dazzled him to such a point that he 
could hardly see anything more.
From  the foot of the rocks the descent is merely 
one long promenade on the ice up to the extremity 
of the glacier, whence the chalets of Zinal are to be 
seen. The soft and gentle slopes of the pastures 
bronzed by the setting sun, the cool forests, the 
waters, the flowery meadows, the peaceful hotel 
whose roof emitted smoke into the dusk, received us 
as the most tranquil of ports after a stormy voyage.
Alas ! why cannot I  stay there still? My leisure 
is now exhausted. I  am leaving for Sierre ; no later 
than to-morrow I  shall be at Lausanne. By what 
compulsion does our destiny so often lead us far 
from the places made for our heart ? To live in the 
secrecy of this beautiful valley at the foot of glaciers 
so proud and pure, amidst the great, cool shadows 
and the peace of deserted pastures, to live there with 
one or two loved beings—tell me, is it not the dream 
of happiness ?
None the less, I  m ust go. Sublime hours of the 
evening in the solitude of the high pastures blown 
on by the sharp breath of the glacier, mornings 
radiant in the limpid air of the heights, under 
luminous peaks, free and wild life of the mountain, 
to-morrow you will be but memories.
I t  is said that the Redskin, buried in the solitudes 
of America, dreams that in the other life he will be 
allowed to hunt for ever in the most game-abounding 
of savannahs. For me, my friend (prepare yourself 
for a smile), I  cannot weave the dream of a better
life without investing it, amongst other cherished 
images, with the deep and reposeful peace of the 
high mountain valleys, the proud serenity of white 
summits, the hope of endless rambles, and ascents 
which will be everlastingly repeated.*
* Published in the Bibliothèque Universelle, March, 1874.—Tb.
ASCENT OF TH E W E IS SHORN
4,512 M. [14,803 f t .]
H E  reputation of mountains, like that of men, is
often dependent on fashion and circumstances. 
That is why the names of Mont Blanc and the Bigi 
have made the tour of the world, while the Swiss 
themselves for a long time ignored that of the 
highest summit which is their exclusive possession, 
the Dom of the Mischabel range. A euphonious 
name, a fortunate situation, or even a memorable 
accident, do more for the fame of a m ountain than 
a great elevation or a true beauty.
B ut the Alps have another glory, and that which 
they derive from men is of small importance to 
them. The proudest peaks are in reality those 
which the sun first touches with gold when he 
kindles the east. L et one mount before dawn 
on to one of those belvederes (the Diablerets or 
the Dent de Morales, for instance), whence the 
great mountain range displays itself in one long 
sweep, and he will see the sun himself award the 
crowns.
Of the pure domes and aiguilles which command 
the sovereign massifs, the first to glitter in the fires
of dawn is Mont Blanc, their true monarch. Nearly 
at the same moment M onte Bosa, much further- 
eastward, may be seen to light up, and whoever 
observes from a favourable point witnesses the 
successive illumination of the Dorn, the Weiss- 
horn, the Cervin, the Dent Blanche, the Combin, 
and the Aiguille Verte. Herein lie the true glories 
of the Alps.
Taking this arbitrary sovereign (Mont Blanc) as 
the centre of comparison, it will be noticed tha t the 
W eisshorn (a m ountain of 'small fame in the world) 
is the fourth in height * in the whole chain. If  it is 
almost unknown, 1 even occasionally among people 
who have taken a course of Alpine climbing, it owes 
it perhaps to its position. Less fortunate than the 
Dent du Midi, it does not to any marked extent 
dominate a frequented valley ; it has not, like the 
Jungfrau, a belvedere I placed half-way up its height, 
from which the climber can with a glance measure 
the upward-shoot of its summit and the profundity 
of the abysses at his feet ; it does not, like the 
Cervin, rise above bare plateaux, absolutely naked 
and isolated, into space. On almost all sides it is 
masked by the spurs from the valleys themselves that 
are hollowed out around its flanks.§ The traveller 
thinks he has a glimpse of it on the road from 
Stalden to St. Nicolas, which in fact is overlooked, on 
the right, by a beautiful, ice-covered peak with pure
* Incorrect. Seventh were nearer the mark.—Tb .
f  I t  is now very well known, as it  is finely seen all along the 
upper Rhone valley and from the Furka Pass, one of the chief 
tourist haunts and with a carriage-road.—T b .
Î . But. it has the Belalp above Brieg.—Tp„
§ Not true.—Tb .
and brilliant arêtes, and loaded with superb séracs ; * 
but in reality what he has before him is only an 
ambitious vassal, the Brunnegghorn, which at that 
point is often mistaken for its master. Scarcely 
does the W eisshorn appear for a moment, further on 
on the road, when it is instantly concealed by other 
shoulders. There is, however, a valley (that of 
Zinal, and not, it is true, a much frequented spot) 
from which the W eisshorn can be seen from top 
to bottom and quite close at hand. B ut there it 
presents its back, which is nothing but a frightful 
wall.t
W hoever wishes to see the W eisshorn enthroned 
in its magnificence m ust move away from it and 
ascend the Rhone valley, or, better still, climb into 
a position vis-à-vis with the W eisshorn, on the 
flanks of the Bernese chain, till he reaches the 
lonely pastures on the Rieder Alp or the Eggis- 
horn. i Thence the spurs disappear, and a noble 
pyramid, with sparkling snows and pure contours, 
which on fine days glitters Math incomparable 
brilliancy, may be seen to make a lofty spring 
towards the vault of heaven. To seek to give an 
idea of it to those who have not seen it would be a 
vain task. In  the grace of its arêtes, the moulded 
forms of its snows, and the variety of the rifts in its
* In  the most riven parts of the glaciers the number and inter­
section of the crevasses are such tha t the latter are separated only 
by blocks of isolated ice whose walls gain a height of as much as 
200 and 300 feet. I t  is to these blocks tha t mountaineers give the 
name of séracs. Pressing frequently against one another they 
afford one of the most striking phenomena of these high regions.
t  Mr. Coolidge writes : “ From the Zinal side the Weisshorn is 
as ugly as possible ; near Belalp it is finest.” How tastes differ!—Tp..
+ The Weisshorn is not visible from the Rieder Alp proper, but it 
is visible from the slopes up above.—T r .
séracs, there are a thousand delicate features which 
elude words, and which even now are fading away 
in one’s recollection.
Of the three faces presented by this pyramid, one, 
that of the north, bears a thick m antle of snow and 
glaciers ; the two others offer only black precipices, 
furrowed by couloirs, where avalanches roar un­
ceasingly. To reach the summit there is no other 
way than the arêtes, and up to the present * tha t of 
the east alone has been found practicable.
In  common with many other Alpine giants now 
conquered, the W eisshorn for a long time passed as 
inaccessible. The first m an w’ho, in 1861, t had the 
good fortune to plant his foot on the immaculate 
snow of its summit was the learned physicist 
Tyndall, accompanied by the guides Bennen of 
Lax, and W enger I of Grindelwald. Since then a 
dozen successful ascents have been made ; § that 
which I  am about to relate is, I  think, the most 
recent.
In  the m onth of August of last year (1871) my 
friends, Messrs. W alter and Seymour Butcher, both 
skilful climbers, proposing to climb the W eisshorn 
before returning to England, took me as a comrade in 
their enterprise. On the 29th we arrived in the valley 
of St. Nicolas. Some trouble was required to find 
the reliable guides who w’ere indispensable for such 
an expedition ; all were away from home. By good
. » 1 8 7 2 .— T e .
I Professor Tyndall started August 18th. He spells Bennen’s 
name wrongly, with one n. For an account of the ascent, see 
Mountaineering in  1861, a Vacation Tour, by John Tyndall, 
F.B.S. (Longman, 1862).—Tn.
f Wenger is still alive.—Tb.
§ I.e., up to the date of the article, some time in 1872.—T b .
luck, Peter Knubel, the best guide of the valley, the 
m an of the Cervin,* was at liberty. Having 
secured him as chief guide, we did not much 
bother about the others. On the 30th our caravan 
was at last got together on the banks of the Yiège, 
some distance from Banda—a hamlet which is the 
habitual starting-point for ascents of the Weisshorn. 
W e were nine. Two young brothers of my friends 
had expressed a desire to accompany us as far as the 
last chalet to await our return there ; Knubel, whom 
we shall now call Peter, was associated with two 
other guides, M. J . Perren and Johann Petrus, and 
a porter who was to follow us to the scene of our 
bivouac.
A path which mounts rapidly across a patch of 
thinly sown fir-trees and some escarpments of rock, 
conducted us in an hour and a half to the chalet of 
Schalliberg. There the two young people stopped ; 
as for us, we wished to sleep the same night at an 
elevation of 10,000 ft. on the border of the glacier.
The chalet of Schalliberg itself overlooks from 
a height the inhabited regions ; it is, so to speak, 
at the entrance of the m ountain solitudes, and is 
almost the last summer residence in this direction. 
Above it stretch the pastures ; after them, at a little 
distance, the naked rocks and glaciers. The scene 
amid which it lies is full of grandeur and calm. 
We. spent half an hour enjoying it, then we said 
adieu to the chalet and its visitors, whose hearty 
wishes were the last memories of the inhabited 
world which we bore away with us.
Then we entered the valley into which the
* The allusion is to the fact that he was in the first party (in 1868) 
to make the ascent by the Swiss side after the 1865 accident.—Tit.
Hohlicht glacier descends from between high 
summits. A pretty path led us up the grassy 
slopes which overlook it. I t  was nearly sunset 
when we reached a terrace, on which lay the 
remains of a long-abandoned hut. Our men, who 
did not smile much at the idea of bivouacking 
under the cold breath of the glacier, insinuated that 
it would be a good thing to instai ourselves for the 
night in this charming and convenient place. 
“ W ater is quite near, the grass soft and dry, an 
undulation of the ground would shelter us from the 
wind ; whilst higher up, by the glacier, the rocks 
are hard ,” they said. These were excellent reasons, 
but, as the morrow’s task would be a stiff one, it 
seemed to us wiser to advance another thousand 
feet at the expense of a little comfort. There we 
had found some pieces of old wood sparsely dis­
tributed on the soil. W e split them  with our axes, 
and, each loading himself w ith his share, we con­
tinued the ascent. The night had fallen, when, 
after passing the last patches of grass, we reached 
some broken rocks, heaped on the top of a steep 
slope. One of our guides here reconnoitred to find 
the place where two other caravans had bivouacked 
, in preceding ascents ; at the end of a moment he 
called out to us. Between two large boulders, of 
which only one overlapped a little, was a triangular, 
level, and nearly dry space of some paces in extent. 
I t  was our camp.
A bright fire was soon lit, the provisions un­
packed, and the best cook among us proceeded to 
make the tea in a kettle, which we had borrowed at 
the chalet. These repasts, at a height of 10,000 ft. 
on wild rocks facing the glaciers, have an inde-
scribable savour, which is only known to those 
who have partaken of them. The effect of ours 
was increased by a night of admirable splendour. 
The full moon had just risen with incomparable 
brilliancy; her rays lit up magnificently the vast 
amphitheatre of the Hohlicht glacier, surrounded 
by peaks and arêtes with rude and savage forms.
W hen we had emptied our last glass we stretched 
one of the four blankets in the most sheltered 
corner for myself and my two friends. A second 
covered the three of us, and our men shared the 
remaining two. Then each put himself into his 
most comfortable attitude and tried to sleep, but in 
this neither I  nor my two friends was successful. 
As the night wore on the cold penetrated us in spite 
of our covering, added to which all the heat gene­
rated by our bodies was thrown off into space. W e 
were almost entirely exposed ; whenever our eyes 
opened the rocks, which drew back considerably 
overhead, allowed us to view the heavens, studded 
with stars. Towards one o’clock I  rose, being 
unable longer to bear a position of immobility on 
the cold and hard rocks. The remains of our fire 
assisted the moon in lighting up the huddled group 
formed by our sleeping guides ; Peter, lying by him ­
self, enveloped from head to foot in his white 
blanket, as in a shroud, looked like a corpse. Any­
one seeing our bizarre arrangements, those rude, 
bronzed faces, that human form thus enveloped 
and starkly laid out, m ight have taken us easily 
enough for a band of brigands, encamped after an 
“ affair,” in some secluded comer of the Apennines.
Those members of our party who could not sleep 
followed my example and got up. Their noise
awoke the others, and soon everybody was on his 
legs. I t  was time, moreover, to prepare for our 
departure. The moon continued so brilliant that 
the most difficult passages could have been essayed 
by its beautiful light. W e breakfasted, and at 
twenty m inutes past two we quitted our shelter, 
where the porter remained.
In  a few minutes we reached the glacier of 
Schalliberg. I t  offered us to begin with a long 
slope of hard snow, undulating, but without cre­
vasses. W hen we had climbed this slope we found 
ourselves on a wild plateau, with nothing around us 
but snow and sombre rocks. At this juncture Peter 
judged it prudent, for fear of crevasses, to unroll the 
rope. W e tied ourselves together with a distance of 
a few paces between each man ; this arrangement 
was to hold good for the whole day. In  connection 
"with a perilous ascent the moment when the rope 
is first used has always something solemn about it.
The cold was b itter and the snow so hard that it 
crackled under our feet, its myriad crystalline 
spangles sparkling in the moonlight. W e cleared a 
bank of rocks which runs up the length of the 
glacier, and on this side forms a bastion at the base 
of the colossal arête, which descends from the 
W eisshorn. For some time we were obliged to 
walk on broken and tottering stones, which ren­
dered the ascent painful. Mr. W alter Butcher, 
feeling unwell, declared tha t he could not accom­
pany us any higher, and tha t he preferred to 
descend with one of the guides. I t  was his wisest 
course under the circumstances. B ut when the 
question arose, who should accompany him, not one 
of our men was willing to renounce the ascent of
17
the Weisshorn in order to undertake this duty. 
For a moment the dispute waxed warm between 
them. In  the end Johann, the youngest and least 
experienced, yielded at om- request. H e unloaded 
the portion of our victuals which he carried, and after 
he and Mr. W alter had been detached from our rope 
they returned to the bivouac. Mr. Seymour Butcher 
and myself remained alone with Peter and Perren.
I t  was day when we resumed our march. Before 
us arose rude escarpments of high rocks, which we 
should have to climb in order to reach the com­
mencement of the main arête. This escalade cost 
us two hours of laborious gymnastics, which put our 
resources to the test. All four of us were firm-footed 
and nimble. Stimulated by the easy trium ph over 
these preliminary obstacles, our joyous ardour carried 
us to the culminating point of this bit of the ascent. 
Thereupon we saw unfolded before us the tapering 
and rugged perspective of the W eisshorn’s long 
arête, while at its extremity rose the proud pyramid 
of ice, which at this moment sparkled under the 
first glances of a radiant sun. Unforgettable 
moment ! This peak, pure and noble as it was, 
inundated with the splendours of the early light of 
day, and separated by abysses from the world, 
seemed to me for ever beyond the attem pts of men.
W e seated ourselves on some broken rocks for 
breakfast, and to regain our breath before com­
mencing to attack new difficulties.
The aneroid barometer registered 13,000 ft., and 
our situation fully confirmed this indication. 
Considerably below us, to the north, stretched the 
Bies glacier ; to the south that of Schalliberg, from 
which we were separated by precipices on either side.
W e were already higher than the Brunnegghorn, 
whose summit was a little distance off, and we were 
overtopped by nothing but the grandest peaks.
The arête which it behoved us to surmount pre­
sented a formidable aspect. At first its course is 
almost horizontal, it then rises suddenly to form one 
of the angles of the pyramid. Imagine a ruinous 
wrall about 1,000 m. [3,280 ft.] long, capped 
by jagged peaks and tottering turrets, on each side 
overlooking abysses whose bottom no eye can reach. 
The north slope of this arête is entirely covered with 
a thick layer of névé ; * to follow it to the top entails 
the cutting of about two thousand steps. The south 
slope is a precipitous slope of rocks, broken, fractured, 
ice-scored, as are all the rocks of high peaks. This 
slope is hollowed at intervals by couloirs filled with 
ice, which correspond with depressions in the 
arête. The arête is too uneven to permit of its 
being climbed to the top ; t at the time of our ascent, 
moreover, it was capped here and there with 
dangerous cornices of snow, which rendered it 
impracticable at several points. The last-mentioned 
circumstance, by forcing us to make long détours, 
was about to render our ascent much more difficult 
and possibly to compromise its success. In  place of 
following the arête we were obliged to take the south 
side, and go along the flank of the precipice, across 
the rocks and couloirs, at one time descending, at 
another reascending, two or three hundred feet, with 
a view to attaining the most practicable bits. I t
* The term névé is given to perpetual snow cohering hy rege­
lation. [See Glossary.—Th.]
t  Nevertheless, it  is usual to climb it  nowadays. See Ball’s 
Alpine Guide, ed. 1898, p. 509.—Tb.
was on this slope that the most serious part of the 
ascent began. Peter went in front, cutting steps 
when we arrived at the ice. I  came next, then Mr. 
S. Butcher, followed by Perren. The couloirs were 
filled with bad ice, which was fatiguing to work on ; 
their steepness and length offered no hope in case of 
a fall, so we preferred the rocks, even at the expense 
of fairly long détours The further we got, however, 
the worse the rocks became. One difficult bit 
presented itself. I t  wras necessary to surmount a 
very inclined rock standing forth from the precipice, 
and where the bosses were just near enough 
together to enable us to get to the top by making an 
effort. W hen Peter had passed, he in a firm voice 
enjoined on us the strictest precautions, for he was 
still not sure of his position, and could not arrest the 
fall of any one of us who chanced to slip. I  
passed very easily ; so did Mr. S. Butcher. Perren 
had a little more difficulty, perhaps because he was 
impeded by the luggage which he bore. After this 
we ascended in the direction of the arête, thinking 
we would try  and follow it. The moment we 
reached it was a thrilling one. W e found ourselves 
on a veritable razor ; the th in  plates of schist which 
formed its crest were in some places so narrow that 
one could not dream of planting his foot upon 
them. On the reverse side a frightfully steep slope 
of névé, smooth as a mirror, descended further than 
the eye could reach ; at the very bottom, a distance 
of 3,000 ft., extended the circular basin of the 
Bies glacier, furrowed in all directions with large 
crevasses.*
* Mr. Coolidge writes : “ In  August, 1871, Mr. Kitson, and, in 
September, 1871, my party mounted this slope and descended it
As we were unable to m aintain a footing on the 
arête itself we were obliged to walk parallel with it, 
almost two or three feet below, on the reverse side, 
in a quasi-crouching attitude and holding on with 
our fingers to the pointed projections. Then came 
tottering and leaning turrets, offering on their flank 
only bad hand-holds half covered with snow, and 
again the arête, fine-edged as a sword, and at this 
point crowned with a thin crest of finely toothed 
snow, which overhung in a good many places, 
describing a graceful curve. Once it happened to me, 
with the bâton of my axe to pierce clean through 
the fringe of snow which surmounted the arête. I  
saw then, as through a spy-glass, the bluish depths 
of the Hohlicht glacier. I t  was impossible to proceed 
long under these conditions.
W e redescended to the rocks of the south side, 
preferring the labour which they cost us to these 
rope-dancer’s exercises. However, after a little time 
they too became impracticable ; for a considerable 
distance there was obviously no other route but 
the arête. The aspect of the latter completely 
changed, but scarcely became more reassuring. 
In  place of the turrets and sharp crests, its crown 
was formed by a long series of snow-cornices, 
advancing in th in  and overlapping blades. Nothing 
could be more beautiful than the boldness of their 
lines and the brilliancy of their immaculate snow ; 
but nothing could be less engaging than their 
treacherous curves and the very audacity of their 
position. Nevertheless, it was absolutely necessary 
to grapple with their difficulties, or confess ourselves 
beaten. Peter shook his head, and his face betrayed 
serious embarrassment. Five times previously he
had done this bit, and never had he found it 
so bad. W e halted for one silent moment, during 
which each of us seemed to consult his hope and 
courage ; then, without saying anything, Peter turned 
round and began to m ount in the direction of 
the arête. Some m inutes afterwards we trod on 
the commencement of the cornices. They were 
covered with snow, which was solid enough, though 
a little soft on the surface ; it was not necessary 
to cut steps. The m atter was quite simple ; the 
only thing to do was to walk without slipping, but 
the risk was serious.
The cornices bent over the void, above precipices 
which abutted 4,000 ft. below on the Hohlicht 
glacier, and the side on which we walked was a slope 
of névé, with an inclination slightly exceeding fifty 
degrees. Lower down, this névé became hard and 
shining. A single false step, and the unfortunate 
would have shot down with the rapidity of an arrow, 
never to stop till he alighted in the séracs of the Bics 
glacier. Often, in analagous situations, I  had seen 
precipices of several thousand feet at my side ; but 
never a slope of a steepness and continuity so 
fearful.* I  could not restrain a certain emotion 
when I  saw the first fragments of snow detached 
by Peter’s feet launched with growing swiftness on 
this endless slope.
W e advanced cautiously, leaning our left hands on 
the border of the cornice, but lightly, for fear of 
breaking it. During the whole of this passage not 
a word was said. At the end of about a hundred 
steps an opening presented itself which allowed us 
to descend again on to the rocky side. This was a
* There are others in the Alps much more to be dreaded.—Tn.
short slope of névé so steep withal tha t we were 
obliged to descend it backwards. On arriving at the 
rocks we recovered speech and gaiety. The rocks 
offered sound projections, and without great difficulty 
we were able to follow them  up to a snow-slope, 
at the top of which we found ourselves on what 
may be called the shoulder of the W eisshorn.
At this point the arête, which has grown con­
siderably wider, forms a fine esplanade. W e were 
at an elevation of nearly 14,000 ft. On all sides 
the spectacle was grand. For the first time we 
could direct our attention to the horizon, which 
unfolded itself beneath our eyes. W ith  how 
much greater avidity we would have done so had 
we foreseen that the first time was also to be the 
last ! Of this immense tableau a thousand details 
escaped me, no doubt, and I  have forgotten much, 
but the general impression which it has left on my 
mind is one of the most beautiful that I  have ever 
received from the high summits of the Alps. No­
where else had I  seen the high Valaisan peaks, 
and particularly the chain of Monte Bosa with the 
Lyskamm and the Breithorn, in addition to the two 
proud pyramids of the Cervin and the Dent Blanche, 
appear so majestic and grouped so happily. Im ­
mediately above us our splendid W eisshorn, cuirassed 
with glittering ice, sprang towards the heavens. 
Our guides did not seem to look at it with longing ; 
for them, evidently, the interest was not the same 
as for us. “ Die letzte Partie ist sehr steil ! ” (“ The 
last bit is very steep ! ”) they repeated frequently, 
as though the better to invite us to reflect. B ut 
far from having the least idea of renunciation we 
were electrified at the sight of this proud and brilliant
peak. My friend, Mr. S. Butcher, an experienced 
mountaineer, of uncommon vigour, felt no fatigue, 
and, for my part, I  knew that such conquests 
demanded a stubborn perseverance.
The weather was consistently fine, but scattered 
vapours began to enshroud the north-west. The 
part of the mountain which remained to he climbed 
was nothing more than a succession of arêtes of 
snow7 and ice, much less narrow than the preceding 
ones, but of a steepness increasing right up to the 
summit—a laborious ascent, in which the axe was 
to play a part. W e had two hours’ more work 
before reaching the summit, and even at that reckon­
ing we were counting on a few tracts of good snow.
To husband his forces Peter sent Perren forward 
as first man on the rope : from that moment Perren 
had rough work to do and showed himself full of 
intelligence and vigour. At some distance from our 
esplanade we arrived before a large crevasse, partly 
filled up with admirable scaffoldings of ice ; but the 
one bridge which it offered to us appeared so unstable 
that we crawled across it, flat on its surface, and 
separately. In  the midst of the journey across, 
being, as it were, suspended over the gulf, one 
could cast a glance into the interior of the crevasse, 
w'hich seemed a fairy-palace, built of azure, wherein 
sparkled myriads of crystal stalactites. Above, in 
the vicinity, leaned a beautiful sérac w'ith bluish 
walls. The first slope which followed offered fairly 
good snow ; but soon came the ice, and wre had 
to cut steps. For a moment we tried to betake 
ourselves to the rocks on the left ; but we were 
compelled to return  to the arête of ice, which grew 
increasingly hard and steep.
The vapours on the horizon had increased in 
volume and extended with astonishing rapidity. 
Every instant they became denser, and already some 
precursory films began to veil the brilliant cone of 
the summit. This change, of bad augury, warned us 
to make haste. Perren worked with ardour ; he 
sketched out the steps, and I, coming after him, 
finished them. W e climbed a veritable staircase of 
crystal.
Arrived at a sort of saddle, we had nothing before 
us but a beautiful eminence of snow. I t  seemed to 
be the summit, though I  did not dare to believe it, 
because I  had been warned tha t the climber on the 
W eisshorn becomes the subject of a demoralising 
illusion ; its arête, in approaching the top of the 
pyramid, forms several false summits, of which 
each, seen from below, looks like the last. The 
climber starts with confidence, but as he ascends 
he sees another peak, still higher, rising up, then 
another, and still another, till he despairs of success. 
For this reason we passed indifferently two or three 
of these deceitful eminences. At the last, however, 
Mr. S. Butcher and myself were obliged to pay 
tribute ; our deception was complete.
Still we had attained some high rocks and, having 
with a last effort climbed them, we saw a few paces 
before us a cone of pure snow, the last this time. 
A moment afterwards we received the reward of our 
perseverance and fatigue—our feet trampled on the 
summit of the Weisshorn.
Each of us in his tu rn  mounted the snowy arête 
which marks the culminating point, but scarcely for 
a minute, the violence of the wind forbidding us to 
linger there. W e retired for shelter a little lower
down, among the first rocks. There we found two 
or three bottles, in which our predecessors had en­
closed their names and the date of their ascent.
Simultaneously with our arrival a thick cloud had 
enveloped the summit. Drowned as we were in the 
heart of the fog, there was nothing to show that we 
were at a height of [nearly 15,000 ft.], on one of the 
loftiest summits in Europe. Suddenly the misty 
veil, torn by the wind, opened at several points, and 
gave us a glimpse of the frightful abysses and the 
immense space which were around us. For some 
minutes there was a succession of scenes of which 
nothing in the plains can give an idea. The wdiole 
sky was covered with a copper-coloured hue, signifi­
cant of an approaching storm. In  the midst of the 
floating clouds fantastic doors opened and shut con­
tinuously. Through these appeared, like spectres, 
hacked and savage peaks and glaciers shining 
with a livid light. Here the Bothhorn, there the 
Grand Cornier, elsewhere the Dent Blanche, the 
Bimpfischhorn, the Lyskamm. For an instant the 
Cervin disclosed its colossal torso between two 
clouds, of which one concealed its head and 
shoulders. Then all these magic apparitions one 
after another vanished in the mist. In  this chaos of 
moving and gigantic forms the m ountains them ­
selves seemed to shake and to float in space.
“ Come and see ! ” cried Peter suddenly, and he 
drew us on to an overhanging rock near the summit. 
The clouds opened on the flank of the m ountain itself, 
and our eyes plunged into a sombre void, which ex­
tended as far as the bottom of the Morning glacier 
and the Zinal valley. I t  was a drop of 8,000 ft. 
On this side the entire flank of the mountain dis-
appears ; it is nothing but a dreadful wall of which 
one dare not think.
Every moment, however, the clouds thickened. 
A colder wind began to blow. W e had scarcely 
arrived ere it behoved us to descend, unless we 
wished to run serious risk. I t  was nearly two 
o’clock ; the ascent had taken us nearly twelve 
hours, and the descent of such places never occupies 
much less. One of us inscribed our names on a 
paper which was enclosed in one of the bottles, and 
in one last look we said farewell to the summit of 
the W eisshorn.
I t  is in returning, and as he begins the descent, that 
the climber’s thoughts revert to the dangers and 
obstacles which he has encountered in the ascent. 
H e sees himself then surrounded with gaping abysses, 
alone in a savage world, from which only his courage, 
skill, and coolness can extricate him. Under no 
circumstances could this sentiment be livelier than 
at sight of the arêtes of the W eisshorn as he pre­
pares to descend them. However, they were partly 
veiled by the clouds at our feet, and the giddy ladder 
of our steps on the long ice-slope was lost in the 
mist.
The order of our going was changed. Perron at 
the head was followed by Mr. S. Butcher ; I  came 
next, and Peter, the safe man, last, to survey 
everything and forestall any emergency.
The first and steepest arêtes are inclined at an 
angle of at least fifty degrees ; it would be dangerous 
to descend them  with one’s face to the front ; the 
safest way is to take them  like a ladder, turning 
one’s back on the horizon, and at each step planting 
his axe above him in the ice, so as to have at least
one point of support. This method of procedure 
does not commend itself to heads which are subject 
to vertigo, because the feeling it engenders is like 
tha t of being suspended in the air, but it is certainly 
the safest method. In  the most dangerous places 
Peter and I  rolled the rope round our axes, which 
were driven firmly into the ice, whilst the first two 
descended.
W hen we reached the cornices the snow, softened 
by the fog, was distinctly more slippery than when 
we ascended. The whole of this had bit was again 
traversed in the most profound silence, except for 
an exclamation which escaped Peter when he saw 
a fragment of the border of the cornice break under 
my hand as I  leaned on it.*
Keeping pretty nearly to our old tracks, we 
again passed without mishap the razor-like part 
of the arête ; then we descended towards the rocks 
to proceed, as in the morning, across the couloirs. 
The fog began to condense in snow, and the rocks 
whitened gradually. The day drew in ; our situation 
was growing critical. Our progress through this 
labyrinth of couloirs and dismantled rocks was but 
slow. The action of the sun had thawed the steps 
we had made in the morning ; we were compelled 
to make more than half of them  over again. Peter 
wished altogether to avoid the bad bit which we 
had met with in the rocks on our ascent. Our only 
resource was to cross a wide and steep névé, where 
a snow without consistence which concealed a layer 
of ice rendered the bit somewhat dangerous. For 
fear of accident, we judged it advisable to unroll 
a second rope, long enough to allow Perren to reach 
* This was a very rash thing to do.—Tb.
an islet of rocks, where he could take up a very 
secure position in the midst of the névé. Unfortu­
nately, in the gymnastic of the escalade this rope 
got entangled, and our men lost a quarter of an hour 
in making it straight. Time pressed, however ; the 
day waned more and more. So Peter hurled a volley 
of oaths against the weather, the névé, and the rope. 
However, thanks to his prudence, the passage was 
easily effected ; hut the twilight was beginning when 
we passed over our breakfast-place. W e were 
still at a height of more than 13,000 ft., with 
the prospect before us of groping our xvay in the 
obscurity down a long descent over rugged rocks 
and the Schalliberg glacier. In  addition to this, 
we discovered at this moment tha t all the cala­
bashes were empty and the solid provisions nearly 
exhausted. Notwithstanding our rough exercise, we 
were already benumbed with cold.
“ W e shall break our necks if we descend these 
rocks during the n ight,” said Peter.
“ W e cannot, however, stop here,” objected 
Perren.
I t  is not without a certain charm that I  recall this 
situation to-day ; but at the time it seemed frightful 
to us, and the fatigue which began to weaken our 
energy ended by demoralising us. Notwithstanding 
the obscurity, we attempted to descend. Pitiable 
descent ! Every step was marked by a collision or 
a fall. By good luck, the rocks on this slope every­
where presented irregularities and firm projections 
which permitted of solid positions being taken up by 
two of our party while the others attempted to 
advance. If  the rocks had been smoother we should 
possibly have all finished by rolling down the glacier
together. Every moment the rope caused us in­
supportable embarrassments by tw isting round the 
bosses of the rocks ; but who would have dreamed 
of dispensing with it in such a position ?
I t  was darker than  the depths of a wood when we 
arrived above a ledge of rugged rock which runs round 
the foot of the mountain. This wall is accessible at 
scarcely any point except that by which wTe had 
ascended. The question was, how were we to find 
this point again ? Perren insisted on attem pting the 
descent, but, according to Peter, tha t was tantam ount 
to “ wishing to break one’s back.” I t  was an instant 
question of seeking a cleft or shelter in the rock 
wherein to pass the rest of the night ; it was, how­
ever, impossible to stand the cold. I t  was better 
to run the risk of the descent. Thanks to P e ter’s 
skill, his coolness, and his intim ate knowledge of the 
locality, wre reached the edge of the Schalliberg 
glacier, though not without difficulties and contusions. 
B ut—another misfortune—the snow which covered 
it was frozen so hard tha t it seemed impossible to 
descend it without cutting every step of the way. 
At this sight discouragement seized hold of our men, 
neither of them  feeling that he possessed the strength 
needed to cut a possible five or six hundred steps. 
Mr. Butcher and myself were in no better case. 
This time completely despairing, we squatted in  a 
hollow of the rock, huddling together as much as 
possible, in order to combat the cold which penetrated 
to our marrow, and not knowing what to do except to 
await the day in this situation. Overcome by fatigue 
I  dozed.
In  this way we had passed half an hour, when I  
was aroused from my sleep by Peter, who, having
gone out to cut a few steps, returned with the 
unexpected news that towards the middle of the 
glacier the snow was soft and could be walked on.
Joy awoke us from our torpor. W e began to
descend. At this moment the moon shone with 
false and sinister light in the midst of piled-up 
clouds, across which from time to time passed 
flashes which threw into relief their fantastic 
silhouettes. Fatigue and sleep acting on my brain, 
I  thought I  saw in the sky strange beings moving to 
menace us.
The descent of the glacier was interminable. The 
inequalities of the snow-slope made us lose our 
equilibrium at every moment, and each fall increased 
our fatigue and our ill-humour. At last we attained 
terra firma, and, shortly afterwards, our bivouac, 
where we had the joy of finding a bottle of wine 
which the porter had left us.
Being a little rested and restored, we resolved to
push on to the chalet of Schalliberg to wTind up. 
W e had still two hours of descent before us. W hen 
we reached the pasturage the sky was bright ; the 
moon shed a pure light over the beautiful valley of 
Hohlicht. H er mild clearness, a charming path, and 
the scent of the meadows, term inated our stormy 
Odyssey with some sweet impressions. At half-past 
one in the morning we knocked at the door of the 
chalet. Twenty-three lioms had elapsed since the 
moment of leaving our bivouac.
Several of our predecessors have executed the 
ascent of the W eisshorn in a much shorter time. As 
for ourselves, we had persisted in vanquishing diffi­
culties greater than those which are ordinarily 
encountered, and we lost in this way possibly six or
eight hours. Still, even under the best conditions, 
this ascent may be considered one of the longest and 
most laborious which can be made in the Alps. If 
account be taken of the serious dangers which m ust 
be run on several parts of the arête, it may also be 
ranked among the most difficult.
4,223 M. [13,855 f t .]
OF  the numerous Rothhorns in the Alps there is one which stands apart. I t  is the m ountain of 
4,223 m. [13,855 ft.] in height, which rises in the 
W eisshorn chain, between Zinal and Zerm att.
Up to the present * almost the only notice that 
was accorded to it came from the Alpine Clubs, 
particularly tha t of England, where its reputation 
for great difficulty gave it rank among the noblest 
summits ; but since last summer it has aspired to 
nothing less than to dethrone the Cervin, the Dent 
Blanche, the Schreckhorn, and all the break-necks 
most bragged about among climbers.
The first ascent of the Rothhorn was made in 
1864 by Messrs. Leslie Stephen and Grove,! accom­
panied by Melchior and Jacob Anderegg. After that, 
for some unaccountable reason, eight years passed 
before any one set foot on its summit. During this
* 1 8 7 3 .— T b .
t  See The Playground of Europe, by Leslie Stephen, new edition, 
1894. In  the original Javelle cites the wrong man as Mr. Stephen’s 
companion. H is companion was Florence Craufurd Grove, who was 
president of the Alpine Club from 1883 to 188G. An attem pt on 
the Bothhorn from Zermatt was made by Mr. and Mrs. Stephen 
Winkworth, August 3, 18G3. (Alpine Journal, Vol. I., 18G3.)—Tb.
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interval it m ust be added that, so far as is known to 
me, only one attem pt to ascend it was made, tha t by 
Mr. Kennedy,* who halted before the difficulty of the 
rocks of the arête.
Last year (1872), on the same day that the 
M ountet hut was inaugurated, Mr. W hitw ell,t with 
the brothers Lauener for guides, made the second 
ascent of the Bothhorn. The account he gave 
on his return filled me with the keenest desire to 
follow in his footsteps, and, a few days after, Mr. G. 
Béraneck,! having joined me at Zinal, wre made 
together an attem pt which failed when we were 
twenty m inutes from the summit. W e had no 
guide ; it was with great difficulty that we persuaded 
a young porter to accompany us. Though attached 
between Mons. Béraneck and me, and free from any 
responsibility, he showed so little courage that we 
deemed it wise to retreat before the last difficulty.
However, I  had seen enough to entertain more 
than a dream of returning and vanquishing the
* Query Thomas Stuart Kennedy. See obituary notice, Alpine 
Journal, Vol. XVII. pp. 331-4. B ut his friend, Prof. Clifford All­
butt, writes to me tha t he has never heard of this failure, and 
adds “ he was so modest a mountaineer tha t he would have 
mentioned a failure as a joke against himself.” Mr. Clinton Dent 
and Mr. Leslie Stephen know nothing of a failure by T. S. Kennedy 
to ascend the Rothhorn, and Mr. C. E . Mathews writes to me : 
“ I  never heard of T. S. Kennedy attempting it, and I  am almost 
positive that E. S. Kennedy [of Exmouth, Devon] never did, for I 
knew him intimately, and I  am suro ho would have told me if ho 
had ever made such an excursion.”—Tu.
t  E . R. Whitwell. Javelle misspells the surname. Mr. Coolidge 
writes that Mr. Whitwell “ was a very well-known climber in the 
early seventies.” Mr. Clinton Dent remarks, “ he climbed usually 
with the Laueners [of Lauterbrunnen]—Ulrich and Christian,” 
more often with the latter, it may be added. The Mountet hu t was 
inaugurated July 22, 1872.—Tu.
{ Father of Mons. Éd. Béraneck.—Tb .
Rothhorn. I  was able to realise it in the m onth of 
last August, 1873, in company with Mons. Édouard 
Béraneck, then a young m an of eighteen, and J . 
Gillioz, of Champsec, for only guide and porter.
Nearly a year before our attem pt a successful ascent 
was made from Zerm att. Besides that, it is generally 
known that the Rothhorn having suddenly become 
the fashion has this year [1873] been climbed a certain 
number of times, at one time from Zinal, at another 
from Zerm att, and finally by using its summit as a 
pass from one to the other of these localities.*
Several circumstances obliged us to start from 
Zinal. From  this side the commencement of the 
assault is, in truth, sheer pleasure. The climber 
ascends the Durand glacier in a walk of fopr 
hours ; he passes the night in the centre of 
a sublime amphitheatre in the M ountet hut. 
The following day he climbs, or rather walks up, 
a magnificent glacier, w ith a very gradual slope, 
passes without any difficulty quite near some very 
beautiful easy crevasses, and if the snow is hard it is 
not even necessary for him  to attach himself, f In
* If I  am well informed, our ascent was the seventh. Messrs. 
Gardiner and Thomas Cox,1 with the guides Knubel and Lochmatter, 
were the first to go [July 2, 1873] from Zerm att to Zinal vid the 
summit, and we to do the reverse, 
t  The suggestion is rash.—Tr.
1 Javelle gives in the original the wrong m an as Mr. Gardiner’s 
companion. See Alpine Journal, Vol. VI. p. 295. I  take the follow­
ing additional data from Sir Martin Conway’s Climbers’ Guide to the 
Central Pennine Alps (1890) :—
“ F irst ascent by the south-east arête [i.e., on the Zerm att side] 
made by Messrs. Clinton Dent and Passingham, 5th of September 
1872.
“ First ascent by the west face made by Messrs. W. M. Conway, W. 
Penhall, and G. Scriven, 13th of August, 1878.”—-Tr .
two hours he attains the Col du Blanc, a spot of rare 
beauty. The wild crest which then comes into view 
joins the Bothhorn at right-angles by a long ice-arête 
one or two feet broad, rising above some very steep 
slopes and itself inclined at an angle varying from 
twenty to thirty  degrees There m ust be times when 
this first arête is very accessible, but when ice shows 
itself, or when the snow has freshly fallen there, 
it may cost much time. On our first attem pt, a few 
days after tha t of Mr. W hit well, we had heen able 
to profit by his tracks and mount in possibly three- 
quarters of an hour ; but on the latter and present 
occasion our brave Cfillioz had to cut eight hundred 
and fifteen steps in the hard névé—a task which he 
accomplished with an ardour worthy of all praise 
and without resting an instant.
The extremity of this arête meets that of the 
Bothhorn at the point marked 4,065 m. òn the map.* 
There the ice ends. Bight up to the summit it is 
almost impossible to touch anything but rock. From  
this point the ascent of the Bothhorn wears a 
seductively simple aspect : its summit is neither 
high nor distant (scarcely 500 m. [or 1,640 ft.]), and 
an arête of apparently regular and not very difficult 
rocks leads th ither by a gentle slope. I t  is said that 
there is nothing to do but to follow the arête; at 
the most it is only necessary to look after one’s equili­
brium at certain points where the crest is narrower. 
The climber then starts off again with perfect 
confidence. The first steps are charming : the
* Both the S.A.C. map and the Siegfried map give this height. 
Mr. Coolidge writes : “ Probably in Javelle's time the Zermatt 
sheets of the Siegfried map were not yet published, so tha t he 
generally refers to the S.A.C. map.”—Te .
arête, at the start, is so regular that he might 
fancy himself walking on the half-ruined wall of 
some old château. I t  is true that, after a moment, 
the irregularities of the wall grow accentuated ; but 
he can still leap from point to point ; it is still all 
pleasure. However, the jaggedness of the ascent 
becomes more pronounced, the towers grow taller, 
and the notches between them  deeper. Leaping 
them  is 110 longer possible ; the climber is obliged 
to go round them. At last there comes a place 
where, their boldness growing steadily greater, he is 
obliged to seek his road along the smooth and steep 
slopes of the western flank.* After some steps he 
makes a determined attem pt to quit the slopes in 
favour of a return to the arête, but that is impossible ; 
he cannot choose but abandon the idea. Then he 
perceives that he is engaged on a task of serious 
and increasing difficulty in which it is well not to 
take his success for granted.
Once on this bad western slope he does not find 
another step which can justly be called easy, and 
where the" hands are not in as much requisition as 
the feet, if they are not (as is often the case) called 
upon to perform the greater service. I  walked first, 
as Grillioz was unacquainted with the Bothhorn, and 
thus we followed on the second occasion exactly the 
same road which we had taken in our first attem pt. 
The possible variants, it may be added, offer little 
attraction, and are beyond doubt very difficult. 
Fortunately, the rock is everywhere excellent ; it 
is a well-defined chloritoid gneiss, boldly cut, mas-
* I t  is, however, possible to climb over all the towers. See Sir 
M artin Conway’s Climbers,' Guide to the Central Pennine Alps 
(1890), p. 104.—Tb.
sive, and grand. One is obliged to stop occasionally, 
for no other reason than to admire it. Moreover, it 
is porphyroid ; rough, with huge crystals of felspar in 
it, which project hut slightly, it is true (on an average, 
half an inch), but are usually very firm. W ithout 
this excellent rock, where the nails bite and the foot 
is nearly always sure of its hold, the Bothhorn would 
certainly remain inaccessible for ever.
On account of its regularity, this western slope 
at several places reminds one of those steep bluffs 
which gamins amuse themselves with climbing, 
clinging to the fissures between the joints of the 
stones with their feet and hands ; only, in this 
case, the bank is GOO m. [1,968 ft.] high, and with 
an inclination of more than fifty degrees.
The further one gets the steeper grows the slope 
and the smoother the rocks. At last the most diffi­
cult bit presents itself ; in descending lower still 
on the western flank, the climber has to work 
round one of the largest aiguilles of the arête, which 
throws out some troublesome buttresses over the 
slope. At this place the slope (measured by the 
clinometer) is inclined at an angle of fifty-five 
degrees, and the slabs of gneiss which form it are 
smoother than ever. Each step is difficult, and
much exposed to risk. To get from one projection 
to another the climber is obliged to stretch his arms 
and legs inordinately.
At last he may return to the arete, a proceeding 
which entails a climb of the dizziest description, but 
the rocks are nowhere safer. Once on the top a 
surprise awaits him : he sees rising up and bending 
forward a malicious, menacing tower which seems 
ready to crumble away. I t  was before this tower
that we had retreated on our first a ttem pt; it is 
not the summit, hut the distance th ither from its 
crest is slight. The arête which leads to its base is 
sharp and edged ; for fifty feet it is necessary to get 
astride it and advance on one’s hands. Looked at 
nigh at hand, the tower itself, though very steep, is 
not so terrible ; besides, it can be either circum­
navigated or climbed—we preferred the latter alter­
native. Arrived at the top of the tower, little 
ground is lost by the descension of the route, an 
arête easy to follow leading in a few minutes to the 
summit.
The last bit offers no further difficulty, but it would 
be scarcely possible to find a place from which one 
could contemplate a finer precipice. Of all the high 
summits * climbed in the Alps, the Bothhorn of 
Zinal is, I  believe, the only one which really leans 
to one side.f I ts  eastern face is a frightful wall 
overhanging the abyss. If  one lets a stone fall 
from above nothing more may be heard, and it is 
lost sight of in space even before it reaches the 
glacier.
I  can only speak imperfectly of the view from the 
summit ; at the moment when we arrived there 
clouds obscured the whole atmosphere around us, 
and flakes of snow began to fall. As far as I  can 
judge, however, by combining my last recollections 
with those of our first attem pt (which was made in 
the finest weather), the view from the Bothhorn
* “ Tlio Bothhorn has no top. I t  has a place where a top 
manifestly ought to have been, hut the work had been left un­
finished. I t  ended in a flat, circular area a few feet broad, as 
though it had been a perfect cone, with the apex cleanly struck ofi.’ 
(Mr. Leslie Stephen in The Playground of Europe.)—Tb.
f This is no longer true.—Tb .
m ust be of great beauty. W ith  the help of the 
map its general features can be easily determined. 
I t  will be seen that the Bothhorn enjoys one of the 
best positions in a m assif of which every summit 
offers panoramas celebrated for their magnificence. 
W hat one could not imagine without seeing it, how­
ever, is the dizzying aspect of the neighbouring 
precipices, the lacerated condition of the arêtes, the 
bristling savagery of the points tha t overhang the 
abysses and, at a little distance, the W eisshorn and 
the Cervin, each the opposite of the other—the 
former a majestic pyramid proudly symmetrical, 
seeming to disdain the earth in its pure and hardy 
sweep towards heaven ; the latter a brutal giant, 
cleft with blows of the axe, terrible to see, tossing 
back his wicked head as if to threaten the world at 
his feet. The group of the Mischabel, and that of 
Monte Bosa, are splendid. The beautiful forms of 
the Italian Alps show themselves here and there 
beyond the crests of the great chain. On the 
north the horizon is shut in by the long and lofty 
denticulated wall of the Bernese Alps.
I t  was not till we reached the summit that we 
decided to descend on the Zerm att side. Gillioz 
having never studied this descent, from far or 
near, and drawing his conclusions from its aspect 
as viewed from the summit, deemed it impossible. 
He refused to attem pt it. I  insisted ; for I  had long 
studied the face of the Bothhorn with the aid of the 
excellent telescope of the Biffel, and collected 
minutely detailed information from Lauener, 
Knubel, and Anderegg. A little steinviann * which
* Stonc-man. A heap of stones erected as a memento of an 
ascent.—Tit.
we perceived on a point of rock 100 m. [328 ft.] 
below us, ended by convincing Gillioz. Men had 
passed tha t way before ; therefore they could again. 
W e attem pted the adventure.
On this side nothing could be more uneven than 
the arête. I t  falls by abrupt ressaults as far as a 
narrow gap, where the climber may forsake it in 
favour of a long couloir which descends on the 
Zerm att side. One sees the gap quite near, at a 
distance of about 150 m. [492 ft.]. If  there were a 
convenient road by which to descend to it the dis­
tance could be covered in five minutes at the outside, 
but as nothing bears less resemblance to a road than 
the route as it is, it takes more than an hour. From  
the first steps down to the steinmann everything is 
uneven ; the escarpments of the arête are so rugged 
that the climber is compelled to quit it every 
moment. At the steinmann it makes a perpen­
dicular leap of at least 50 m. [164 ft.], and abuts on 
the gap. To attain  the gap it is necessary to descend 
directly on the western flank almost on a level with the 
gap itself, and then to turn  to the left transversely.
At this place a pleasant surprise awaited us : a 
rope was fixed to the rock. W ithout doubt it had 
been attached to insure the safe descent of the 
expedition which had been the first to climb the 
Eothhorn by this side.* I t  indicated the way.
* Mr. Clinton Dent writes : “ Yes, we left the rope—about 100 ft. 
There was a mania for leaving ropes about in those days. I  had 
forgotten the fact but it  is noted in the Alpine Journal, Vol. VI. 
p. 272, and in Above the Snow-Line, p. 49. In  the latter account the 
opinion is expressed tha t if the cord had not been in position we 
should have varied our route in  descending. We thought there was 
an easier way. I  believe our original line over the smooth rooks is 
not now followed, and very properly.” Many more ropes have been 
left since.—Te.
Aiicleregg has since told me that in his opinion the 
rope is badly placed, and that it is better to bear 
more to the right in descending, or more to the left 
in mounting. I  agree with him  ; but at the time, 
on seeing the rope, it did not occur to us to look 
elsewhere for a route. Certainly without it we 
m ight have desponded, so impracticable does this 
slope seem at first sight. This is the worst bit of 
the whole Botlihorn, and one of the most difficult to 
overcome, I  think, in the Alps.* One has to descend 
in a straight line a slope of rocks which have the 
smoothness characteristic of all those on the western 
face. “ The Glissade” of the Cervin gives an idea of 
this descent if its angle be imagined to be fifty- 
seven degrees in lieu of forty-five degrees, and its 
length about treble what it is. The gneiss there 
is excellent, but its structure makes it very tire­
some ; the layers composing it are imbricated, the 
higher overlapping the lower almost like the tiles 
of a roof. Nothing can be less favourable to a 
descent. The projecting felspars, however, here 
and there form excellent handholds. In  several
places one experiences the joy (always a great one
for the climber) of holding on with nothing but the 
tip of his foot to a scarcely distinguishable but
quite solid boss of rock.
Arrived at the level of the gap, the climber ceases 
descending in order to rejoin the arête. Short as 
this journey is, it yet offers one or two bad bits. 
Once on the arête, he quits the 'Amai side for good 
and all, and descends directly on that of Zerm att by 
a long  and steep couloir. In  July it is still filled 
with old snow, and very easy to mount or descend.
* Hardly that. -T a .
In  August the rock is generally exposed ; it then 
costs much more time, and is not absolutely easy at 
all points.
From  the bottom  of this couloir we should have 
rejoined an arête which starts very near it, just at 
the foot of the last escarpments of the Bothhorn, 
in a south-easterly direction. W e preferred to try 
the direct descent on a tributary of the Trift 
glacier, which, from the base of the rocks lying at 
our feet, fell down in a succession of steps with 
some magnificent séracs. W e took the wrong course. 
In  descending, the rock made us lose precious time, 
and in order to clear the crevasse at the edge of the 
glacier we were obliged to take a leap of about six­
teen feet.
At the place named Eseltschuggen the traveller 
joins the route which leads from Zerm att to the 
Trift Pass, at a point a few paces distant from the 
summit of the old moraine, along the top of 
which the path lies. Thence, in two hours, one can 
easily descend to Zerm att.*
Have I  succeeded in giving in the foregoing rapid 
sketch an exact idea of what is m eant by an ascent
* The ascent from Ziual, with the interlude for sleep at the 
Mountet hut, is remarkably short. In  two hours the climber 
reaches the crest of Le Blanc. Thence, if he does not 
require to cut steps on the arête of the névé, he mounts in an 
hour at the outside to the point marked 4,065 m. From this 
place up to the summit scarcely takes more than two hours ; 
wc have even put it down a t less, and it would not be impossible 
for good climbers to perform this last climb in an hour. As to 
the ascent from the Zerm att side, several circumstances have 
prevented us from judging accurately of the distances. I t  is quite 
certain tha t the ascent takes much longer starting from Zermatt 
itself. From  the Mountet hut, the ascent and descent under 
favourable conditions take scarcely more than nine hours. This 
admits of a long time being spent on the summit.
of the Bothhorn ? I  am constrained to doubt it. 
The world of high m ountains differs so greatly from 
that to which we are accustomed that an exact 
description of it is difficult, and were it possible 
to give one it would only be intelligible to those 
who had seen the places described. Besides, amidst 
the difficulties of the ascent one cannot observe with 
minute exactitude ; more than  one detail escapes 
memory, and on one’s return  the judgment formed 
as to the difficulty of the enterprise is very open to 
m istrust. Moreover the aptitudes of every climber 
differ from those of other climbers, and the circum­
stances under which each ascent is achieved (the 
state of the mountain, the physical and moral 
dispositions of the travellers and their guides) often 
vary as greatly.
The man, however, who should declare some day 
that the Bothhorn is easy, or treat it as “ pure 
pleasantry ” as some have the Cervin, would bear 
witness either to his own truly-exceptional aptitudes 
or to a great levity of judgment. All the guides who 
have hitherto made this ascent agree in saying that 
it is the most difficult known to them  among the 
high peaks.* “ I t  is the only one,” said Melchior 
Anderegg, “ where a good guide might not assist 
his tourist . Each m ust march on his own account ; 
so ladies cannot dream of climbing to the top of 
this mountain.” ! Possibly this judgment is rash. 
I t  seems to me probable that, if they were to choose 
their day well and take all their time, good guides 
would succeed in bringing any courageous damsel
* Mr. Coolidge writes : “ I t  is relatively easy.”—Tit.
I  B ut they have often been up.—T e .
and male climbers of very moderate capacity to the 
top of the Rothhorn.
Be that as it may, it would be very unwise to 
suggest this ascent to those who have frequent need 
of their guide’s hand. On the other hand, it will 
prove, notwithstanding its difficulty, one of the least 
dangerous ascents for supple and practised climbers. 
They will not find many peaks which afford them 
the pleasure of executing difficult bits in perfect 
security on one of the best and finest rock-slopes 
which can be met with in the Alps.
4,180 M. [13,715 f t . ] *
H E  Dent d’Hérens, one of the highest peaks of
the Pennine range, and certainly one of the 
most beautiful, is still very little known. I ts  fame 
is overshadowed by that of its colossal and celebrated 
neighbour the Cervin. The majority of those who 
have admired it near at hand while 011 their way 
to the Stockje have contented themselves with the 
sight of it and have not attem pted to climb it.
The first ascent of this mountain was made in 
1863. t Melchior Anderegg, Peter Perren, and J. B. 
Cachat guided Messrs. W . E . Hall, Grove, R. J . S. 
Macdonald, and M. Woodmass. Since then another 
ascent has been accomplished, and that executed last 
year (1874) by Mons. Th. Bornand and myself, in 
the company of the Gillioz (father and son), can be 
only the third 4
* Javelle gives 4,189 m. (nearly 30 £t. more). The latest survey 
gives 4,180 m. (13,715 ft.).
t  The 12th of August, by the south-west arête.—Tr.
J I  have vaguely heard mention of a fourth ascent which took 
place, if at all, a few days after ours.1
1 I  add the following particulars, extracted from Sir Martin 
Conway’s Climbers' Ovide to the Central Pennine Alps (1890) :—
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Quitting Zerm att 011 the 15th of July, we camped 
in a ten t at the foot of the Stockje, just at the 
edge of a little lake in the moraine, on the fine sand 
a few paces from the grass. From  this place 
the Dent d’Hérens seems absolutely inaccessible. 
Formidable séracs, a cuirass of ice-slopes perpetually 
traversed by avalanches of stones, and finally a 
slope of smooth and fearful rock, finely and regularly 
spotted with snow, defend it from base to summit. 
I t  appears unapproachable except by the arêtes— 
those of the west being the least uninviting. I t  
was by the western arêtes, in fact, that we hoped 
to achieve our ascent.
A preliminary difficulty to overcome was the 
ascent to the Col de Tiefenmatten, which, according 
to the Zerm att guides, had never been climbed. 
Judge then of our surprise at finding even on the 
top traces only three days old at the outside! No 
one has since been able to tell us who could have 
left them.* W e followed them  with a certain spite. 
The Col de Tiefenmatten presents no difficulty ; 
but I  have seen few cols so dangerous from 
avalanches : snow, ice, and stones mingled together 
keep falling during the whole day. 1 From  the
11 F irst ascent by the north-west arête was made by Messrs 
T. P. H. Jose and F . Hicks, 1st of August, 1881.
“ F irst ascent by the west arête was made 17th of July, 1873, by 
Mr. A. G. Puller.
“ F irst ascent by the south face and east arête was made by 
Mr. H. W. Topham, 31st of August, 1889.”-—Tr.
* But the Tiefemnattenjoch had been ascended, July 17, 1871, 
by A. W. Moore and G. E . Foster. (See Climbers’ Guide to the 
Central Pennine Alps, p. 125.)—T r .
t  “ Most true,” comments Mr. Coolidge. “ I  refused in 1887 to 
attem pt it, and so lost the Dent d’Héreus.”—T r .
top of the col the climber m ust descend about 
300 m. [984 ft.] to gain the upper plateau of the 
Za de Zan * glacier, unless he follows a rugged 
arête on which he would lose much time, even if 
it turned out to be entirely practicable. This 
descent offered us difficulties of a somewhat new 
kind ; tricklets of mud spread over the rocks and 
in the couloirs rendered several bits almost difficult 
and decidedly unpleasant.
The vast plateau of the Za de Zan is, like so 
many others, intersected with large and beautiful 
crevasses. I t  is almost impossible to proceed there 
otherwise than in great zigzags. W hen one has 
reached the middle of it he sees rising up before 
him the Dent d’Hérens, which presents its south­
western face and rises above the glacier from a 
height of about GOO m. [1,968 ft.]. Seen from this 
side it has some resemblance to the Pointe des 
Ecrins as depicted in Mr. W hymper’s beautiful 
w ork.t I t  is a sort of trapezium of rocks 
which present the smooth face of their schistose 
laminæ. High up the slope is too steep to retain the 
snow ; it is only towards the bottom that the snow 
here and there finds a footing. Finally a large sheet 
of uniform and brilliant ice, cut with the inevitable 
rimaye, unrolls itself up to the edge of the plateau. 
I t  was noon when we reached the foot of this slope. 
Unfortunately a storm arrived at the same time as 
ourselves, a circumstance which forced us to beat a 
retreat before boarding the rocks. W e descended on
* Javelle gives the spelling Ciâ-des-Cians, which is supposed to 
represent the original sound of the name. I  follow the English 
specialists.—T b . .
t  The Ascent of the Matterhoj-n (ed. 18S0), p. 155.—T b .
Prérayen [Pra Rayé], the first inhabited place in the 
upper Valpelline.
B ut these charming names might delude the 
traveller into thinking that the places themselves 
are more pleasant to stop at than they really are ! If 
nature is beautiful at Prérayen, the chalets there 
are the most desolate which can be seen, and the 
least provided w ith all that recalls civilisation. W e 
were delighted to quit them  the day after the 
morrow in order to make a fresh assault on 
the Dent d’PIérens. Gaining, first thing, the 
Tête-de-la-bella-Cià,* we followed thence a suc­
cession of plateaux, by which we arrived, almost 
without trouble, a t the point which we had 
previously attained. W e touched the foot of the 
arête which descends to the south of the Dent 
d’Hérens. By means of the rocks we climbed across 
the whole of the south-western face of the mountain 
in order to rejoin the western arête at the highest 
point practicable, by which to term inate the 
ascent.
The Dent d’Hérens is entirely formed of a talc 
and chloritic gneiss, very much foliated and strongly 
resembling that of the Cervin. The slope of the 
gneiss is smooth, and dips at an angle of forty- 
five degrees in the ordinary route. I ts  laminae 
are imbricated with such regularity that there are 
moments when one m ight think he was climbing 
on a roof. Towards the middle of the slope 
and just below the summit the verglas covering
* So called by the cowherds of Prérayen. “ Già ” in their patois 
signifies “ chale t” (? from casa), and the “ Cià-des-Ciaus ” means 
“ the chalet of the fields.” [The name is now spelt on the Italian 
map “ Bellazà,” but the name of Cia-des-Cians is still applied to 
part of the glacier.—Tn.]
the smooth rocks gave us a short moment of 
serious difficulty. Soon after, in climbing an 
interesting chimney, we touched a preliminary arête 
and finally the great western arête. From  that 
point victory was assured to us ; we had nothing 
further to do but follow to the summit a beauti­
ful crest of narrow and massive rock, a little 
notched, but overlooking on every side, and 
especially the north, the finest precipices. At one 
point the crest grows narrower for a distance of 
several paces, and is not a fraction more than  a 
foot in breadth, but so solid and convenient is 
the rock of which it is composed th a t one can 
remain in an upright position there and enjoy a 
feeling of absolute security. The last steps of the 
way are made along a snow-arête. The summit 
itself is a steep roof, brought to a point with pure 
snow which covers the rocks.
. I t  may easily be imagined that the panorama 
of the Dent d’Hérens, in all th a t lies beyond the 
radius of a league, is almost the same as that of the 
Cervin, but the foregrounds do not bear the slightest 
resemblance to each other. On the top of the 
Cervin the first feature of the prospect, except on 
the side of the Italian summit, is the abyss. Here, 
on the contrary, from east to west are dreadful, torn, 
and crumbling arêtes and, beyond, the Cervin itself 
presenting its most frightful aspect. Everything is 
lacerated rock and abysses. The sight of hell would 
be reassuring in comparison, and one cannot restrain 
a feeling of astonishment at having come here to 
lose himself in so horribly savage a world. B ut 
what agitates the heart with a singular shiver is the 
view from the northern slope, that of rocks flecked
with snow and ice. W ith  the steepness imparted by 
an inclination of fifty-five degrees, perfectly smooth 
from the very apex of the summit, it plunges down­
ward at one unbroken leap of two thousand feet or 
thereabouts, and, thence, nothing can be seen but 
a succession of precipices from which séracs hang 
one over the other without visible support. E ight 
at the bottom, a distance of five thousand feet, one 
can distinguish the Stockje and the little lake on 
whose bank we bivouacked.
No doubt several equally dreadful spectacles can 
be seen in the Alps, and that from the summit 
of the Bothhorn or the W eisshorn, for example, 
excites a greater apprehension of the difficulty of 
returning, but there cannot be many places in these 
regions whose horrors are as grand as those of the 
D ent d’Hérens.
There was nothing in the shape of a stone-man to 
be seen on the summit, so we constructed one stout 
enough to have a chance of lasting some time. In  
excavating the snow one of us discovered a bâton 
and a bottle enclosing the celebrated names of 
J . A. Carrel and the Maquignaz, "who, in the 
company of a member of the English Alpine Club, 
had made the preceding year the second ascent of 
the D ent d’Hérens.*
The descent offered no remarkable difficulty. 
Instead of again traversing the south-western face, 
we descended directly from the base of the arête in 
the direction of the glacier, at first by rocks, then
* Doubtless it  is Mr. A. Giles Puller who is referred to. See 
note, p. 271. His guides were J. J. and Pierre Maquignaz and his 
porters, Emmanuel Maquignaz and Louis Carrel. I  don’t account 
for the name of J. A. Carrel in the bottle.—Tn.
by an ice-slope. Thence, wishing to crown the 
day’s exploits by traversing the Za de Zan glacier 
in a new direction, we found ourselves involuntarily 
involved in a series of cascades falling from séracs, 
very beautiful, in sooth, but so obstructive of our 
march that the night threatened to surprise us. 
Gillioz performed marvels to extricate us. I t  was a 
tine sight to see him running about on all sides recon­
noitring, leaping, bounding across crevasses. Finally, 
at nightfall, we touched the rocks, and, deeming 
ourselves safe and sound, untied ourselves and coiled 
up the ropes. But, oh misery ! the rock where we 
were was like that Isle of Honour of which the 
poet speaks, “ Escarpée et sans bords.” * To gain 
thence the lower part of the glacier, we should have 
been obliged to leap from the top of great vertical 
walls. Notwithstanding the obscurity we had per­
force to return to the séracs.
W e were then in that region of the lower séracs 
where the ice is perforated like a sponge. The 
blackness of the crevasses around us augmented 
that of the night. Groping, stumbling, leaping, 
committing a thousand acts of foolhardiness which 
we had never dared to do in broad daylight, we 
attained the quiet glacier ; but at ten o’clock we 
were still stumbling amongst the loose scree of 
the terminal moraine. So, at the first patch of 
grass, finding an abandoned hut, we passed the 
night there on the bare boards, preferring not to 
push on to Prérayen.
* “ L ’honneur est comme uno ilo escarpée et sans bords :
On n’y peut plus rentrer dès qu’on en est dehors."
. (Honour is like a craggy isle without a shore,
That having quitted once you cannot enter more.)
B o il e a u  D e s p h é a u x , Satire x .— T b .
The success and reverses of this journey taught 
us two things which will not perhaps be useless to 
future tourists : one that it is safer and more 
expeditious to climb the Dent d’Hérens from 
Prérayen than from Zerm att ; the other that to 
traverse without hindrance the vast and beautiful 
glacier of Za de Zan, it is much better to follow 
the high plateaux of the eastern side.* If a special 
point were made of mounting from Zerm att, one 
could attack the Dent d’Hérens directly from the 
last plateau of the Tiefenmatten glaciers, without 
ascending on to the col. f One can also m ount from 
Breuil by the glacier of [M ont Tabel] ; but there 
exists only one way by which to attack the rude 
wall of the Jumeaux. This pass has only once been 
done, and not w ithout difficulty, by the intrepid 
M aquignaz.t No one, therefore, need undertake this 
ascent without a previous study of its details.
* For contrary advice see Ball’s Alpine Guide (1898 ed.), p. 470. 
— T b .
t  This route was followed by Messrs. Jose and Hicks, August 1, 
1881.—Tr.
{ I t  would seem, suggests Mr. Coolidge, tha t Javelle is really 
thinking of the first crossing by J. A. Carrel and J. B. Bich, 8th of 
July, 1868, of the Col des Grandes Murailles (or Col du Mont Tabel), 
3,869 m. (12,674 ft.), just south of the Dent d’Hérens (see Climbers' 
Guide to the Central Pennine Alps, p. 128). The col was, how­
ever, also crossed in 1873 by Mr. A. Giles Puller with the Maquig- 
naz.—Tr.
SALVAN
VERYBODY knows, at any rate by name, the
gorge of Trient, near M artigny, a dreadful 
and tortuous fissure, which pierces a precipice 200 m. 
[656 ft.] high—a fissure so narrow and so black that 
it seems like the entrance of hell. B ut a fact that 
more than  one tourist is ignorant of is this, that on 
the summit of this horrible rock, to the right, on a 
shoulder invisible from below', stretches a smiling, 
green plateau, as luminous as the gorge is sombre, 
on which is a peaceful mountain village, a truly idyllic 
spot two paces from a gulf. This village is Salvan. 
Its  singular and charming position, its pleasant and 
original aspect, make it the subject of remark on the 
part of all travellers who have occasion to stop there 
on their way to Chamonix. If  the traveller yields 
to the tem ptation of making a stay there, and allows 
himself leisure to study the folk and their country 
more attentively, he does not take long to recognise 
the labour which it costs a large village ere it succeeds 
in finding a livelihood in this place, and the extent 
of the obstacles which the precipices surrounding 
it oppose to its prosperity. Then, however much he
may feign indifference, the visitor becomes interested 
in this struggle of the m ountains against nature ; 
and some evening, extended on the short and 
odorous grass of a neighbouring eminence, he tries, 
while resting his eyes on the pretty group of the 
chalets of Salvan, to trace back its humble history 
and recalls the distant times when a few half-savage 
herdsmen established the first cabins here. Then 
he returns slowly across the centuries to the present 
day when Salvan has become one of the finest 
villages of the Valais. I t  is to the least of such 
thoughts that the following pages ovre their origin.
W ithout reverting to the birth  of the tvorld, we 
m ust go back to the last geological epoch if we 
would learn one of the causes which had the 
greatest influence on the destinies of Salvan: I t
is, in fact, to an almost insignificant circumstance 
relating to the last modifications which took place 
during the formation of the Alps, that this village 
owes its existence to-day. L et us climb, then, for a 
moment, the stony flanks of the Dent de Morcles, 
vis-à-vis with the place -where the valley of the 
Trient merges into that of the Eliòne. Thence 
we shall be able to overlook the whole country 
and seize the essential traits of its character and 
history.
We are at least a league from M artigny, th a t is to 
say from the point where the river descending from 
the Valais to join the Lém an, makes an abrupt turn  
and begins to cut through the heart of the massive 
chain of limestone Alps which stand ajar, as it were, 
from top to bottom in the defile of St. Maurice. Its  
grey waters roll at our feet in a large bed of gravel.
Beyond it we see the great valley stretching, a 
beautiful green carpet which to-day is divided 
throughout its length by two whitish lines—the 
high road and the railway track. A chess-board of 
cultivated fields, of long meadows lying parallel with 
each other and separated by trenches, covers a part 
of the valley ; the rest, still wild and marshy, is taken 
up by worthless herbage, thickets of bushes, and 
tender underwood. On all sides above this narrow 
plain, tremendous m ountains rise like walls, angular 
and severe, their rocks, of a dark red, seeming burnt 
by the sun of the Valais. Before us, however, on 
the other side of the Bhône, above the celebrated 
gorge of Trient which is too narrow and tor­
tuous for the eye to penetrate, these mountains 
stand apart, disclosing a valley which mounts more 
than three leagues in the direction of M ont Blanc. 
If we are high enough we shall see already that noble 
dome of snow raise its pure and silver crest imme­
diately above the summits which shut in the horizon 
on this side.
F ar from being like the wide valley of the Bhône, 
a rich carpet of verdure extending over a bed of 
quietly deposited alluvium, this narrow and sombre 
valley has only an abyss for its end : it is an 
enormously extended cleft, at the bottom of which 
a wild torrent, hailing from the glaciers, roars 
between obstructing boulders. I t  cuts right through 
a m assif of crystalline schists, those ancient rocks— 
the oldest in the world. Their gigantic strata, 
rudely lifted and broken to give place to Mont 
Blanc when it pierced the terrestrial crust, stand up 
almost perpendicularly, and the sharp denticulation 
of their edges outlines black summits against the
sky. This valley is indeed a cleft, a fault, in fact, as 
the geologists say ; that is to say, one of those 
colossal fissures which opened in the old crust of the 
world in the time of her travail.
W hether this opening was made abruptly or slowly 
is a question which scientific men m ust be left to 
fight out among themselves; certain it is that it existed 
at the arrival of w hat is called the Glacial Epoch ; and, 
when the Mont Blanc group far away began to pour 
out in vast sheets the fulness of its accumulated ice 
the valley of the Trient was, on this side, its principal 
outlet. I t  was thereabouts that a river of ice, 
2,000 m. [6,562 ft.] thick descended on its way to 
join the great current of the Bhône valley.
In  its main features, the whole country was then 
what it is to-day ; the same peaks, the same slopes, 
the same valleys, but only in a rough state, the 
schists offering everywhere sharp angles where they 
had been freshly rent. Three rocky buttresses which 
descended like folds on the left flank of the valley of 
the Trient formed, at the lower part, three spurs 
which opposed themselves, like so many rude barriers, 
to the advance of the glacier. One was underneath 
what is to-day the Fins-H auts, another looks towards 
Les Marecottes, the third, below Salvan, was at the 
very entrance to the valley. Insignificant obstacles : 
the enormous glacier passed on." How many years 
did its heavy mass weigh on these rocks, filing them 
down, crushing them, slowly grinding into mud 
whatever resisted it ? None can say. B ut when it 
had passed, when, step by step, that is to say, cen­
tury by century, it had retreated before the increas­
ingly warm air which mounted from the valley, it 
had done a tremendous work. Everywhere in its
bed of stone it had removed and levelled projections, 
wasted away asperities. Angular crests had become 
têtes, in the expressive phrase of the district,* and 
of the three spurs which had, opposed it it had been 
pleased to make three well-rounded and polished 
“ rochers moutonnées,” i on whose surface the schis­
tose laminæ barely betray by their long flutings the 
pristine pride of their erection. These strange 
flutings, still so distinct and striking, show the struc­
ture of the ancient rock, the ridges indicating the 
presence of harder substances, the grooves of parts 
of which were softer and more easily worn away.
If one knows the m anner in which the retreat of 
an existing glacier is effected, it is easy to imagine 
what passed in the retreat of the giant glacier. In  
proportion as the thaw obliged it to retreat, it left its 
moraines behind it. These formed a colossal chaos 
of stones and grit, th a t mixed with the fine mud 
produced by the rocks which it had crushed under 
its weight.
The greater part of these masses, encountering 
no resting place on the very steep flanks of the 
valley, fell into the lowlands, accumulated there, and 
obstructed the gorges. They would still be seen 
there if the torrent which roars at the bottom of 
these obscure defiles had not preyed upon them. 
This patient and sombre consuming force has borne 
them away-to the Rhone in billows of mud. B ut it 
bas not succeeded in sweeping everything away ; and
* The Tête-Noire is celebrated ; but the Tè tc-dc-Vannes, the Têto- 
clcs-Lai'zes, the Tête-dcs-Crêtes, the Grand’-Tête, &c., which stand 
behind each other in enormous steps above the cascade of Risse- 
vache, are the most striking witnesses of the glacier's action.
t  Geological term, meaning rocks rounded and smoothed by 
glacial action. So called from their likeness to a sheep’s back.—Tb .
towards the head of the valley, in the places where it 
is a little more open, the traveller here and there 
comes across half consumed masses which the tor­
rential wave has been unable to vanquish.
The small portion of the deposits which had not 
rolled to the bottom of the abysses remained 
stationary on the few sheltered places of the slopes, 
on the cornices, on the little terraces or “ replats,” 
as the mountaineers call them, and especially behind 
the three spurs which the glacier had rounded and 
levelled. There, too, were spread out for some time 
some muddy lakes, hounded up stream by the ice 
which retreated every day, and down stream by the 
blunted heads of rocks. Drying up, they left bare a 
bed of mud formed by thick deposits.
In  this mud, stretching here and there and covering 
in patches the hard skeleton of the mountains ; in 
these slimy deposits, accumulated behind bosses of 
rock, lay the materials which would one day render 
habitable this combination of gorge and valley.
Everywhere in nature, life and death fight with 
each other foot to foot. Hence, as fast as the m on­
strous glacier retreated, vegetation followed, weaving 
a veil over the desolate spaces, the naked and worn 
rocks, the chaos of débris, and the dry mud which it 
had left behind it. At first came delicate mosses and 
humble lichens ; then poor little timid flowerlets, 
horn between two stones, trembling daughters of the 
wind which had sown them  ; then, as soon as a thin 
coating of humus had formed, grass, which grew 
ever closer and thicker, and there, no doubt, sweet 
rose-coloured or white saxifrages, pale anemones, 
and the pure blue stars of the gentians began to 
smile. Amongst the large boulders clung tufts of
heath, juniper, rhododendron, which prepared the 
way for the arrival of firs and larches ; while over 
the shallow slime stretched a soft carpet of delicate 
herbage.
The vegetation had soon the complete victory ; a 
thick mantle of bushes and forests covered the stern 
nakedness of the rocks, whilst here and there, on 
little terraces, grasses of tender green smiled at the 
sun. The victory was indeed so complete, that in 
its first outburst the vegetable life was stronger and 
mounted higher than is the case to-day. On the site 
of Salvan itself, birches balanced their white trunks 
and delicate foliage, and larches—beautiful, vigorous 
larches—mounted in certain places a thousand feet 
higher up the slopes. On the pasturage of Barberine, 
fine trunks of larches three feet in diameter are still 
to be found in the turf.
W as it a colder blast, aided by the imprudent axe 
of the woodcutter, and the murderous teeth of the 
she-goat, that caused the forests to recede? Or was 
the cause, as people are inclined to think to-day, a 
less humid climate ? W hat, however, is certain, is 
that the forests have had to yield up much of their 
old possessions, and that formerly they displayed along 
all the slopes a more sombre and magnificent mantle.
At last man came thronging up this wild valley. 
He crowned Life’s victory ; but, as a monarch is 
impotent by himself, he had required an army to do 
the work for him step by step—that army of obscure 
soldiers of whom history never speaks—little mosses, 
slender grasses, frail saxifrages, that perished in 
combating a still too ungenial climate, in order to 
prepare more comfortable quarters for the lord of 
creation.
No one knows to what race these first visitors be­
longed. L et us imagine, if we will, that they were 
men of that rude age of stone, so remote and obscure 
—savages clothed in reindeer skins, armed with axes 
of flint or serpentine of the Valais, and following the 
track of a great cave bear.
There is free scope here for an imagination fond 
of dreaming of ancient times. I t  can conjure up a 
troop of these primitive conquerors at once herdsmen 
and hunters, traversing the Rhone valley, then a long, 
swampy plain, where their flocks, half hidden in the 
tall herbage, grazed freely. I t  can suppose that these 
conquerors, divining the existence, above the gorge 
of Trient, of a great lateral valley to which they 
could not obtain direct access, owing to its appalling 
entrance, climbed the wooded slope to the right, 
where a little stream bounded in cascades, that 
stream  which the existing road passes and repasses 
so many times in the course of its zigzags. At the 
end of an hour (and less without doubt, for these 
primitive men had the limbs of chamois) they 
would have reached the first Tête and found them ­
selves before one of those little plateaux of verdure 
—those charming terraces formed by the deposits of 
the glacier.
The first of these terraces is also the most 
spacious ; it is near the main valley, which it over­
looks from a height of 500 m. [1,640 f t .] , but from 
which it is invisible. Nearly level, and scarcely 
inclined at all, it forms an irregular square, about a 
thousand paces long, traversed by little streams and 
protected from avalanches by thick forests. The 
richest ooze of the glacier is deposited there in thick 
and fecund layers ; it was then, no doubt, covered
by an abundant and beautiful herbage. This terrace 
is so pleasant, the savagery of the gorge, though 
quite near, is so well dissimulated there that, in 
spite of the severity of the high walls and dark 
forests round about, its beautiful pastures m ust cer­
tainly have seduced the first visitors. I t  is probable 
that they spread the news of their discovery through 
the valley, and soon began to lead their flocks thither 
in the summer.
Up to this point we have drawn from our imagina­
tion, and it would be very pleasant to continue to do 
so ; but we have something better still to go on, 
namely, the local traditions, in which we can dis­
cern a first lineament of history. The place 
which is the Salvan of to-day, say these tradi­
tions, served at first only as a simple maxyen * 
where the flocks came to pass a season under 
the charge of some herdsmen. They still call 
“ Pierre bergère” f a large, erratic boulder, situated 
near the present church on the summit of a 
boss of rock,! and on which they say the herds­
men stretched themselves while -watching their 
flocks.
Perhaps their first inhabitants were of that rude 
tribe of the Veragris who, in the time of the
* The mayen is the first pasturage to which the flocks ascend on 
the return of the fine season, before establishing themselves in the 
highest pastures. [See Glossary.—Tu.]
t  Shepherd’s Stone.
t An hour and a half above Salvan, at the entrance of the glen 
of Emauey, the author found in a cleft of rock in  the middle of 
the forest, a bronze axe-head, 15 centimetres [nearly 6 in.] long 
The clue afforded by this, however, is rather vague, for iron m ust 
have been introduced later into the mountain regions than in the 
plains.
Kornaus inhabited the country, and only submitted 
to Servius Galba after a vigorous defence.
Bough as these primitive herdsmen were, it is 
highly improbable that they could have tended their 
flocks for long in this place without remarking how 
gentle Nature showed herself there and how ready 
to receive man as a permanent dweller. Chalets— 
good chalets, made for perm anent dwelling-places 
—soon came, and one by one arranged themselves in 
the north angle of the pasturage, backed by the 
bosses of polished rocks, and facing the sun. Men 
began to cultivate the rich soil of the plateau, and in 
summer to lead the cattle to the higher pastures. The 
success of their efforts at cultivation, and the pros­
perity of the little colony led to a very speedy increase 
in the number of chalets ; they formed a hamlet, to 
which they gave the name of Silvanum, on account 
of the dark forests which surrounded it. A small 
chapel serving for a church was erected in their 
midst, and this was another reason for the continual 
enlargement of the hamlet.
At last the little Salvanine plateau became too 
small for so many people. Borne families established 
themselves further off. At first they built in the 
vicinity ; there is no doubt tha t they did so at Le 
Biolay, Les Granges, Les Marecottes, Triquent. 
Then, ever mounting upwards at the dictates of 
necessity, they began to plant themselves above the 
sombre Tête of the Lachat forest, on the most 
elevated and remote of the three spurs which the 
ancient glacier had rounded. These chalets were 
called F ins-H auts ; their name sufficiently indicates 
that they were supposed to touch the limit of habi­
table places. F urther advance—i.e., ascent—was,
however, imperative, and a halt was only made at 
Vaiorsine,* right at the end of the valley. Thence, 
by the little Col des Montets, it was possible to 
shake hands with the first hamlets of the valley of 
Chamonix, and thus two different waves of the 
human invasion met one another in this rugged and 
desolate place.
Vaiorsine—the vale of bears ! I t  m ight be as 
appropriately named the vale of avalanches, for 
enormous ones fall every winter. The forests cease 
in the vicinity ; the traveller sees nothing above him 
but the sombre and brutal mass of the Aiguilles 
Rouges, naked, torn, covered in places w'ith snow, 
and sharp as arrows. At their feet, and up to the 
middle of the vale, are masses of débris, heaped-up 
or scattered boulders, clothed with lichens and 
mosses often nipped by the frost. In  May there 
are still great snowfields, scarcely melted in mid­
summer. The wind is cold there, the nights glacial, 
the winter indescribable, t  The spring no longer 
declares its presence there, as in the less elevated 
regions, by a sudden and startling burst of verdure 
in its pristine freshness ; but meagre patches of grass 
strive timidly to grow green again, and are retarded 
for long weeks, frozen by the north wind. At the 
least shower, snow returns—that is to say, winter. 
There is, indeed, a summer during which a brilliant
* Possibly this point was already occupied by the Savoyards, who, 
overflowing beyond the Col des Montets, began to encroach on the 
neighbouring valleys. [The name is spelt Vallorcine in Ball’s 
Alpine Guide.—Tb.]
f The reader may bo tempted to forget that Vallorcine village 
is situated at an elevation of only 4,101 ft., and Salvan at an 
elevation of only 3,035 ft., i.e., over 400 ft. less than Grindel- 
wald (3,468 ft.).—Tk.
sun succeeds in extracting a genuine smile from this 
land ; but it is short, scarcely lasting a good three 
months, and sometimes, in had years, this summer 
does not come at all. The snow frequently falls no 
later than the end of August ; in October everything 
goes to sleep again for the long winter.
Nevertheless, a few families, accustomed to rigour, 
have attem pted, not without success, to live there ; 
at length they have settled down, so much so that 
now the m ountain dwellers of Vaiorsine are heartily 
attached to their poor chalets, their cold and churlish 
desert.
Once the upper part of the valley was occupied 
there remained nothing hut little corners of forgotten 
prairies, lost in the bottom of the gorge of Trient, 
or suspended over the sombre flank of the precipice. 
There, in undisturbed solitudes, sometimes difficult 
of access, a few poor chalets have nevertheless estab­
lished themselves in everlasting isolation from the 
world. To-day they are almost as unknown, as lost, 
as aforetime in the great shadow of the forests of the 
gorge ; and if, by chance in the course of a stroll, 
the wayfarer, stooping his head, crosses the 
threshold of one of their little, low, smoke-stained 
doors, he will think that he has gone back three 
centuries, to such an extent have the people and 
their belongings retained their primitive simplicity.
Of all the population thus dispersed in the wild 
valley, Salvan was evidently destined by its situation 
and advantages to remain the centre, the little 
metropolis. I t  is true there are many other plateaux 
besides, but it is the warmest, the best exposed 
to the sun, the most sheltered from the winds, the 
nearest to the plain, with which it can easily
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exchange its produce. There the land is excellent, 
and yields not only rye, but fine wheat ; on the 
fruit-trees around the village small apples and little 
cherries may, on occasion, ripen sufficiently. The 
plateau of Les Marecottes, although scarcely a 
quarter of a league distant, has a different climate ; 
snow often falls there when it rains at Salvan, and 
the winter is some days longer. As to “ Les Fins- 
H auts,” they are decidedly too near the breath of 
the glacier.*
Salvan became, then, the capital quite naturally, 
and hi order to distinguish itself clearly from the 
other hamlets around, gave itself the pompous name 
of Salvan-Ville.
Good Salvan ! at the time when this glorious 
appellation was bestowed on it, it assuredly did not 
count a hundred chalets ; but it had a little church, 
where people came from afar on Sunday to hear the 
Mass, where the Bishop of Sion himself did not 
disdain to officiate sometimes ; it had a little place 
where public meetings were held, and justice 
rendered, and—the fact cannot, alas ! be suppressed 
—a carcan was still to be seen not a century ago.
This sinister word instantly calls back to the 
mind all the dark associations of the Middle Ages, 
their servitudes, oppressions, and cruelties. Salvan 
also had to traverse those sombre times ; Salvan 
also long bore the collar of feudal iron. W hen one 
looks to-day at this happy and free village he can 
scarcely believe that it was so, the pure air and the 
venturesome soil of the mountain seem so naturally
* There are, however, plenty of pensions open there in summer, 
and “ F inhaut is coming into fashion as a health resort.” (See Ball’s 
Alpine Guide, 1898 ed., p. 883.)—Tb.
united to the idea of liberty. Nevertheless, the 
reason why the name of Salvan appears in history 
as early as the sixth century is because it is set forth 
in a charter tha t Sigismund of Burgundy being 
desirous of crowning the abbey of St. Maurice with 
honour and wealth, gives it, amongst a hundred 
other villages, that pretty Silvanum which hence­
forth belongs to it “ with lands, buildings, slaves, 
freedmen, inhabitants, . . . forests, fields, meadows, 
pastures, waters, . . . furnitures, fixtures, tithes, 
&c.”
The abbot of St. Maurice was sovereign, and 
possessed his domains in freehold ; was free, that 
is to say, of all tax and homage. The Salvanines 
were his very humble serfs by mortmain, attached 
to the glebe. They could “ neither make wills nor 
contracts ; marriage was only perm itted between 
serfs of the same m aster.” And notwithstanding 
the gradual alleviations which great political events 
brought to the condition of Salvan, the abbots, 
history tells us, “ exercised there till 1798 the rights 
of pure and mixed empire, and of universal juris­
diction.” I t  is to imply many things in a few 
words, if one reflect, that their lordships the abbots 
were at once the dispensers of earthly and heavenly 
justice.* W ithout doubt, their rule was not wholly 
maleficent ; they had indeed quite a particular affec­
tion for Salvan ; but it is to be believed that the 
twelve centuries which Salvan passed under this 
jealous authority, which held on to both the 
carcan and the confessional, and hovered over 
the public life at the same time that it insinuated
* The abbey was, however, accountable to the Bishop of Sion.— 
Tr.
itself into the deepest secrets of the hearth, were by 
no means its golden age.*
And then look at the other evils rife in this time 
of darkness, what time, from their m ountain-height 
the Salvanines heard great rumours of war and 
misery arise from that long plain of the Eliòne, the 
natural prey of epidemics, inundations, and armies ! 
Sometimes the scourge passed and wrought its 
rigours below without reaching them ; the little 
path which mounted then from the plain to their 
eyrie was so narrow and bad! B ut they did not 
always escape, and then the black plague decimated 
the village, or war stained their beautiful rocks with 
hum an blood.
And without mentioning great wars which 
troubled the whole country, they had from the first 
and long after, many sanguinary struggles to sustain 
against their neighbours the Savoyards t for the 
maintenance of the possession of their own pastures. 
Can it be believed that there, aloft, near the glaciers, 
in the peace of the beautiful deserts of the high 
m ountain, there were combats, that men furiously 
disputed those rich lawns of fine grass, starred all 
over with gentians, and polluted those pure streams 
with blood? All the wrong was, it seems, on the 
side of the Savoyards, since they crossed over the 
cols which served as frontier, and wished to take 
possession of the pastures tha t wrere not on their side. 
The Salvanines were compelled to defend themselves 
vigorously. There is still to be seen near Vaiorsine,
* I t  is not pleasant to be under people, but it  is well known that 
the monastic tenants were far better off than those of the lay 
lords.—Tb .
t  Mr. Coolidge remarks tha t Salvan was itself Savoyard.—Tb .
at Le Châtelard, the ruins of a redoubt destined 
to protect the territory of the Valais ; vestiges of 
fortifications are also in the vicinity. Once, among 
other instances, in the m onth of August, 1323, the 
folk of Salvan “ having,” says the chronicle, “ seized 
the cattle which the Savoyards had led over their 
mountains, the Savoyards of the Châtellenie of 
Charosse, Passy, &c., invaded the valley, flags 
flying, and with fire and sword in their hand ; but, 
falling into an ambuscade, the)'' were taken prisoner 
and had to pay 2,050 livres maurisoises * for their 
ransom .”
This incident m ust have formed one of the most 
curious chapters in the history of those obscure and 
forgotten times as well as in that of the village.
Finally, in 1798, across much of the lacerating 
strife and the French cannon-roar which thundered 
through the m ain valley, Salvan was freed from its 
long servitude, and saw the dawn of a new epoch, 
the happiest perhaps which the village has hitherto 
known. I t  is from this moment, at any rate, that 
it dates its greatest prosperity. A single, but truly 
sombre cloud was still to trouble it : it was what 
they call in the history of the Valais the “ affair of 
Trient ” (1844) —one of its saddest pages.
* This narrative is printed in the Histoire du Vallais by Chanoine 
Boccard (Geneva, 1814), p. 364. Unfortunately Boceard, whose 
work m ust serve pending the publication of a really authoritative 
history of the Valais which a Swiss is said to be preparing, does not 
indicate his source. The same author, p. 370, gives some informa­
tion on maurisois money. The denier maurisois was a coin bearing 
the effigy of St. Maurice which was struck in the town of this name 
in  Valais for the counts of Savoy. The value of it, says Boccard, 
is quoted at 42 French centimes. I t  would naturally be a little 
more to-day. The livre viaurisoise was an ideal money, like our 
guinea, and was worth 240 deniers maurisois (about £4),—Tr.
Means had been found to make the Valaisans 
think tha t there were two Switzerlands, the Old 
and the Young : the Old Switzerland, in a state 
of abject submission to a clergy which hoodwinked 
it to its own advantage, and ridiculously loyal to 
absurd traditions ; the Young Switzerland, disabused, 
clear-sighted, free from prejudice, and which, to make 
better progress towards the brilliant future that 
awaited it, was obliged to overthrow the Govern­
ment of the day. In  Salvan were many true Liberals 
who asked nothing better than to progress, but they 
preferred to progress with the prudent and sure step 
of the m ountain dweller. W hen they saw that Young 
Switzerland recruited its soldiers among the worst 
subjects of the valley, when they learned tha t under 
the cover of Liberalism it robbed, pillaged, burned, 
their honest instincts prevailed over ideas which 
were a little new for them  and which had not yet 
become convictions. They attached themselves to 
the Old Switzerland party, and had only one care— 
to defend their hearths against incendiarism and pil­
lage. I t  is needless to say that in this they were 
energetically encouraged by the Church, which could 
not find enough anathemas against this Young 
Switzerland, workman of the demon. We are 
assured tha t the vicar himself shouldered a car­
bine.
The entire H aut Valais rose as one man at the 
voice of the clergy. Young Switzerland, owing to 
its insufficient numbers, was put to the rout ; but 
to fall back from M artigny to the lower reach of the 
valley, it could not avoid crossing the Trient at the 
place where from the gorges it empties itself abruptly 
into the plain, and proceeds to hurl itself into the
river. Terrible place ! Ju st there formidable towers 
of rock project into the plain and rise perpendicu­
larly above the torrent and the road. The Salvanines 
occupied one of these towers, the lowest, the nearest 
to the passage—the Tête-des-Tzarfas, whence both 
look and shot may fall perpendicularly on to the 
bridge of the Trient.
Thus posted it was easy for them  to oust the 
enemy, who were obliged to defile at their feet. 
A detachment of Young Switzerland feigned that 
it wished to pass the bridge, which, moreover, 
was at this time defended by a corps formed of 
men from Saint Maurice and the V al d’Illiez, whilst 
the majority attem pted to ford the river lower down, 
the men joining hands and making a chain to break 
the current. B ut from the top of their rock the 
Salvanines riddled these two columns impartially 
with bullets, whilst the violence of the waves of 
the Trient broke the chain at every moment and 
drowned some of the members of it. Scarcely four 
hundred men succeeded in passing ; the remainder fell 
back on M artigny, leaving some cannon stuck in the 
morass and many dead. Very few of the Salvanine 
balls had missed their mark, and several corpses 
were borne away from the foot of the rocks, riddled 
with bullets from the head or shoulder to the 
foot.
Once tranquil and free in an air so good, a light 
so beautiful, and in a state of activity so healthful, 
the population of the village and its environs could 
not but increase. Indeed, it augmented rapidly, and 
since then has not ceased to do so. I t  m ust also be 
said tha t they m arry early at Salvan, earlier than in 
many neighbouring villages, and though families are
not large, the children grow thickset and become 
solid men, who vigorously pursue their career to 
the end without flinching.
However, prosperity itself did not prevent a 
struggle of another kind — not among men, but 
against nature, the struggle for the means of 
existence. The good Salvanines learned by expe­
rience the famous Malthusian law, the very law from 
which the bold hypotheses of Darwin originated, the 
fatal law which condemns the population to increase 
much more rapidly than the products which nourish 
it. W ithout being aware that this law was formu­
lated in statistics published in books, they ex­
perienced the full vigour of its action, and were 
themselves obliged to begin to fight for life. B ut 
this time the struggle was not sanguinary, and only 
the idle succumbed.
They set themselves then to levy, on all their 
resources. They extended their cultivation to the 
extreme edge of the plateau, on giddy heights, where 
narrow terraces already leaned over the abyss of the 
Trient, from the top of frightful walls. Near the 
village, between tbe bosses of rochers moutonnées,* 
they made use of all the hollows where the old 
glacier had left a little débris — simple pellicles 
covering the hard rock, which required to be well 
dunged. Miserable glacier, that it has not left more 
of that fine soil of Mont Blanc, rich in alumina 
and so fertile when cultivated !
In  many Alpine valleys, trading in the forests 
is a great resource for the inhabitants. This 
is not the case with the Salvanines. Such forests 
as would be easy for them  to profit by belong 
* See note, p. 282.—Tb ,
to Martigny, and as to the beautiful forest which 
stands over the village, it is sacred, it is one of those 
protective forests which they do not know how to 
respect enough. W hat would Salvan be without it? 
I t is this forest which stops the great avalanches 
from the Tzâroue, and the large boulders which 
from century to century detach themselves from 
the dangerous Scex - des - Granges— that standing 
menace suspended over the heads of the Salvanines. 
L et this tutelary forest he destroyed, and the smiling 
plateau, now cultivated and full of life, would only be 
a field of wild débris. However, though they respect 
their own forests, several of the villagers engage them ­
selves as woodcutters in the great onslaughts on 
timber, attended often with disastrous consequences, 
which the commune of M artigny makes on the other 
side of the gorge, or towards the Tête Noire. Some 
are raftsmen, and are distinguished amongst all by 
their courage and skill in this occupation, so dan­
gerous on the Trient.
A great many others work at the slate quarries. 
A long time ago, near the road leading up to the 
village, they discovered a thin layer of good slate 
between the micaceous schists. That layer was 
exhausted pretty quickly, hut one fine day a second 
was discovered, then a third, then others. I t  was 
a little fortune, for this slate is fine, of excellent 
quality, and finds a ready m arket in the cantons of 
Vaud, Fribourg and Geneva. To encourage these 
finds the commune decided that the quarries should 
belong to those who happened to discover them, and 
who should be free to associate themselves with 
others in order to work them  profitably. This 
mining industry, which became every year more
prosperous, beguiled a certain number of hands from 
the cultivation of the land and the care of the cattle : 
the wives and children of those who spent the day 
at the quarries were obliged to work twice as hard 
to get to the end of their tasks ; but no one at Salvan 
is afraid of work.
The poorest families have yet other means of 
existence. In  summer they became herdsmen in 
the neighbouring valleys, in Savoy, in Entrem ont, 
and as far as the valley of Aosta. Some, relying 
on the vigour of their arms and their eagerness to 
work, attem pt to lease property in the plain, in the 
canton of Fribourg, but their simplicity is often the 
victim of unworthy speculations.
Young people, feeling themselves a drag on their 
families, emigrate from time to time. The majority 
go to France, where they exercise the singular in­
dustry of removing the tartar which forms on the 
sides of casks. Some try America, but generally 
return with drooping wings and limping feet.
As to the women, in all families they perform a 
large share of the necessary work. In  summer they 
labour in the fields no less vigorously than  the men, 
and during the long winter months they occupy 
themselves with spinning, as is customary nearly 
everywhere in the mountains. The majority, in 
addition, weave a fine and strong cloth which is sold 
at Martigny, at St. Maurice, and as far as Bex.
B ut of all the resources of these m ountain dwellers, 
the cattle always remain the principal and the most 
handy. Every family has its cows and its goats ; 
several have sheep. They would have many more 
if they had the wherewithal to nourish them  in the 
winter. W inter is the sole but fatal limit of this
source of wealth, for if in  summer the cattle find 
abundant herbage in the beautiful and contiguous 
mountain pastures, their sole nourishm ent for the 
rest of the year is what they find to browse on 
around the village in spring and autumn, and the 
hay or the “ leafage” which is collected against 
the four or five months during which the snow con­
fines them  to their stables.
The number of beasts which can be kept is 
measured by what has been cut down in the way of 
herbage from all accessible rocks. Accordingly during 
the fine weather the Salvanines who are not occu­
pied in tending the flocks in the high pastures are 
dispersed everywhere making hay and cutting and 
bringing in herbage for their w inter provisions.
In  severe winters, when the snow remains later 
than usual, there is famine and distress in the stables. 
Then, as soon as the grass has sprouted, the most 
surefooted of the young folk venture even 011 to the 
flank of the most dangerous precipices of the gorge 
to cut the smallest tufts of this new herbage. If 
necessary they suspend themselves by a cord, in 
order to apply their sickle to a little grass which 
lies greenly on a narrow projection five or six 
hundred feet above the black Trient which roars 
in its abyss.*
All that, it is true, is to be seen in many other 
localities of the Alps, although there are few where 
the inhabitants expose themselves to so much danger 
for the sake of a tuft of herbage ; but what is more 
singular is a position like that of Salvan entailing
* Mr. Coolidgo writes from Grindelwald : “ Such things are done 
only by the very poorest. I  know the system, which is the same
such difficulty in collecting supplies. I ts  narrow 
plateau is suspended like a cornice, at a point half 
way up the m ountain side ; steep slopes rise above 
it ; the abyss of the Trient gapes below ; and the 
unfortunate Salvanines have as much to do with the 
bottom of the great gorge as with the summit of the 
highest forests. At every juncture they have either 
to m ount or descend. I t  is not only hay and leaves 
which have thus to he brought across hills and vales, 
it is straw, wood for fuel, without counting all the 
produce which they draw from the valley of the 
Rhone or which they convey there.*
’Tis fatiguing drudgery, accentuated by rough 
roads, for with the exception of that of Yernayaz t 
they are all too steep and too had for beasts of 
burden. Till lately there was not a draught animal 
in the whole village, and everything, including 
laborious work, had to be done by force of arms 
and loins. To bear burdens and always to bear 
them  is, then, the indispensable condition of the 
Salvanine’s life and the occupation which fills a 
good part of his days. H is pciillet, a kind of little 
sack filled with straw which he plants on his 
shoulders in the form of a cushion, hardly ever 
quits him ; it is the faithful companion of his life. 
So these mountaineers are porters, such as can 
scarcely be found elsewhere in the Alps. Everybody 
in the village excels in this rough exercise, and women 
take as large a part in it as in other work. A
* I t  is as well to repeat tha t Salvan was more fertile and was 
nearer the world than, say, Grindelwald. Zerm att was worse off in 
winter than either.—Tn.
t  The mule-track, now a carriagc-road, from Vernayaz, f id  
Salvan, to Chamonix. Mr. Coolidge walked tha t way in 18GG, 
before the time Javelle is treating of.—Tn.
hundred pounds’ weight of hay or wood is a common 
load frequently to be seen on the shoulders of lads of 
fifteen. And by what paths do they often go so laden ! 
There are m any tourists w ith free hands, carrying 
nothing but their own weight, who would never 
venture into such places. An instance is the path 
of the Vannes, which winds at a hand’s breadth 
across the wall of rocks from which the cascade 
of Pissevache falls on to the plain.
I t  sometimes happens that, at the edge of a 
precipice, the load strikes or catches a projection 
of rock, and proceeds to roll into the abyss. I t  may 
also happen that the porter accompanies it if he 
cannot pull himself up in time. Such accidents are 
not rare, and lend some seriousness to this drudgery. 
On the majority of bad paths they will show you 
some ugly bit to which a tragic souvenir is attached.
These are the always arduous and sometimes 
dangerous “ voyages ’’ which render existence par­
ticularly hard for the Salvanines. There is so much 
to carry before the village is provisioned for the 
winter tha t everybody, including old men and 
children, m ust lend a hand to the task. On the 
great labouring days, when the whole village is 
dispersed over the slopes, one should see the most 
robust of the men all streaming with sweat and 
half hidden under a load of hay, a hundred and 
fifty pounds in weight,* descend the rough path from 
the forest. At the shock of their tread the soil 
is felt to tremble. W hen they have passed, bearing 
this enormous load, nothing but their legs can be 
seen at a distance ; one would say that a mountain 
of hay was marching by itself.
* The load is not very unusual for Alpine men.—Te .
And on the narrow road which mounts from 
Trient, and of which the flagstones are worn and 
polished by dint of travel, one should see those long 
processions of porters of every age, of good old 
people w ith bent backs advancing painfully and 
with difficulty restraining w ith their hands their 
shifting load on their hoary heads, and of children 
also, girls and boys—little, very little—hut marching 
with a firm step and loins already strong. The 
children go barefoot, bearing on their head a small 
load of faggots or moss adapted to their size. The 
m other who follows, also bearing a load, looks at 
them  with an air of pity. The path is steep, the 
climb a long one ; it is fatiguing. B ut there is no 
choice but to advance ; this toil is bread—it is the 
life of the family.
Poor little hare feet, how many times in their life 
will they tread these same stones and mount this 
primitive path ? How many painful journeys they 
will still have to make before going in their turn  to 
the resting-place near the church where sleep those 
who, by dint of m ounting like them, have worn 
away these road-stones !
Inured thus to fatigue from their early infancy, 
and industrious as they all are, the Salvanines have 
gained a complete victory over that wild nature in 
whose kingdom they wished to dwell.
The balance is maintained between the increase 
of requirements and that of resources, and thanks 
to its activity, while growing and multiplying, 
this little population finds the means of living 
not too badly. Biches are unknown there, but, 
on the other hand, there are very few poor. 
W hilst no family can dispense with work, the
majority live in comfort. The best-off buy vines 
around M artigny, which are sold to them  at a 
low price. Once or twice a year they descend to 
look at them  ; the rest of the time they let them 
grow as they please. At the vintage season they 
have nothing to do but to press the beautiful grapes 
which the bright sun of the Valais has brought 
forth unaided, and they remount to the village with 
wine enough for the whole year. Those who make 
more than they can drink do not lack buyers.
To sum up, the village has never been more 
prosperous and has never been able to offer the 
traveller a gayer or more lively aspect. The best 
time to see it is in the morning at the hour when 
the sun’s first rays, still golden, are waking it and 
evoking its smile. Its  chalets, grouped in the 
northern angle of the great square of verdure, and 
extending in two arms on the two borders, stand 
fraternally near one another, with lanes between 
them just large enough for the inhabitants to pass 
with their burdens. Immediately above, as far 
as the not very distant border of the forest, culti­
vated fields are staged in little inclined terraces. 
Like every right-thinking village it presses around 
its church, its dear church with the slender and 
very white belfry which watches over the peaceful 
roofs from on high.
Each of its chalets of browned larch offers to the 
sun, besides its balconies where the harvest, laid out 
in little sheaves, dries under the protection of the 
wide eaves, its carefully kept and flowering garden, 
its hive peopled by bees, and its abundant stock of 
wood piled up for the winter. At this morning 
hour, above large roofs neatly and picturesquely
covered with rough slate, the little chimneys exhale 
their blue smoke-puffs ; lightly and softly they may 
be seen m ounting from every hearth, revealing the 
life of the interior. If  the air be calm they unite 
and form above the roofs like a veil of blue gauze, 
which slowly rises and seems to take pleasure in 
floating above the village before leaving it. In  the 
meadows the still humid herbage sparkles in the 
clear rays of the early sun. The gay noise of the 
lively waters which run in little canals, those well- 
cared-for and prosperous estates, those people who 
come and go betimes around the houses and in the 
fields, everything announces a large family of happy 
workers.*
In  truth, it is a real family, for there reigns 
amongst them  all a m utual understanding and a 
cordiality not often to be found elsewhere ; and the 
best of Salvan’s fortune is not its pretty plateau 
covered with crops, nor its Alpine pastures, nor its 
cattle, nor its cloth, nor its slate—it is indeed this 
spirit which makes one large family of all its 
inhabitants. They owe their good fellowship in 
part, no doubt, to the natural kindness of their dis­
position, but much also to the very peculiar situation 
of their happy nest, which is isolated and, as it were, 
suspended with its fulness of life in the midst of a 
land of precipices. I t  is bred also from the very 
difficulties of life in this place, for all this rough 
drudgery, all these dangerous journeys in common 
on the edges of abysses, bring men together by con­
tinually affording them the opportunity of helping 
one another.
* I t  is difficult to realise tha t the same pen wrote both this 
passage and that on pp. 299-302.—Tr,
To feel this family spirit it is only necessary to 
enter the village and look at its chalets close by— 
they have all a certain air of unconstraint and kind­
ness. I t  is evident also in the free and confident 
stride of the folk of the pass; it is legible in all 
eyes, and even on the sign-board of the principal 
inn, the old inn of the Vaion. Finally, it is shown 
in the interior arrangement of the village itself, 
which offers in the centre a little square almost 
entirely enclosed by a periphery of houses. This 
square, which is a kind of great common hall open 
to the sky, is the focus, at once public and intimate, 
of the great family, the heart of Salvan. W hoever 
has seated himself there during the different hours 
of the day and during the varying seasons of the 
year, knows the whole life of the Salvanines. There 
men and women bearing burdens pass continually ; 
there defile the quarrymen who return in the even­
ing fatigued and a little pale through working 
underground, with their clothes all grey with the 
slate-dust ; there also, the day being over, the 
children frolic, whilst the young men and girls 
cast sheep’s eyes and set their caps at each other, 
and the old folks, seated apart and exchanging 
reminiscences, smilingly watch the new generation 
taking its pleasure.
For whoever loves the spectacle of rustic life the 
scenes of this square afford a perpetual entertain­
ment from morning to night.
The first, which takes place at dawn, is the 
departure of the goats. One m ust rise early to be 
present at it, but having once seen it, the spectator 
will jump out of bed every morning so as to see 
it again. I t  is scarcely daybreak when the
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horn of the goatherd warning the housewives 
makes itself heard at the end of the village. Im ­
mediately, from every part, the little bells begin to 
tinkle and the does to hurry into the square, singly 
or in groups, nimble, spruce, frisky, and ready to 
perch themselves wherever they are wanted to. 
They arrive in a crowd from all the chalets, the 
most mutinous led by the horn by a woman or a 
still drowsy child, who shuffles them  into the flock. 
Some are altogether white, some are red, some 
brown, some variegated, and no two are ever alike. 
Each has its physiognomy, its way of carrying its 
head, its allurements, its m anner of looking at you 
with its yellow eyes, at once bizarre and mild. L et 
it be added tha t all are high mountain goats, 
with slender legs, long horns, and thin flanks. In  
a few m inutes the square is filled; the goatherd 
arrives, bringing w ith him  one or two of the most 
recalcitrant. H e is usually a lad of twelve. He 
bears a staff in his hand, and has a little round box 
—the salt-box—slung, bandolier fashion, behind his 
back. H e sounds a last note on the horn. All 
these ladies are ready. Then, to the carillon of the 
thousand bells, this comical crowd of horns and 
pendulous beards is set in motion, and the goat­
herd indicating with his staff the lane to be taken, 
they all start, sniffing already the scent of the 
heath, impatient to see themselves suspended over 
fine precipices and browsing on bushes which one 
would think they could scarcely reach.
L ater in the morning and throughout the day a 
perpetual animation reigns around the fountain. 
A canal, protected by a little slate roof, serves for 
common washing-place, At the side an enormous.
tree-trunk, squared and hollowed, forms a large 
basin, whence clear water continually runs and 
where the cattle come to drink.
The washing-place is never deserted ; at Salvan 
there seems to be a mania for washing. All the 
women wash, all the children wash, and it is 
unusual if the men do not join them. W hen once 
the housewives have knelt down on the bank of the 
canal they spend hours in wringing, squeezing, 
rinsing, to the accompaniment of heavy blows with 
their battledore.* I t  is true that they gossip at 
the same time, for the Salvanine women, like all 
others, are daughters of Eve ; but they do it gaily, 
in a very high-pitched voice, in their picturesque 
dialect, which is uneven, like the country, rapid and 
clear as the beautiful water which sparkles as it falls 
in the fountain. At their sides the children strike, 
twist, and dabble to see who can outdo the other. 
The biggest girls endeavour to wash seriously with 
real linen ; the youngest are still obliged to content 
themselves with rags. W ith  a very knowing air 
little matrons of four instruct in the mysteries of 
the art a baby who cannot speak and walks with 
difficulty, but who is already there crouching, rag 
in hand, dipping it and redipping it, and striking with 
all the force of its little plump and awkward hands, 
all reddened by the cold water. The water is 
scarcely a foot deep, a fortunate circumstance, for 
sometimes the current carries off the rag, where­
upon, wishing to regain it, the little one leans over 
and tumbles right into the canal. I t  is fished out, 
soaked and weeping ; its m other scolds it and
* In  this sense, a wooden “ beetle ” w ith a short and rounded 
handle, used by washerwomen to beat linen a t the wash.—Ta.
leads it away. Half an hour afterwards you see 
it again in the same place, where the dabbling 
and striking never ceases.
After midday dinner the cattle come to drink, 
except in summer, when they are on the high 
pastures. Then there are other scenes. F irst 
you see grave cows whose tranquil character in ­
spires every confidence ; these are allowed to come 
and go alone, and they do it wisely. Their gait is 
beautiful to watch ; they come with a philosopher’s 
step, shaking their heads gently, and with their eyes 
lost in unfathomable meditations. Nothing could 
distract them  from their route. Sometimes one at 
most, interrupting the course of her grave thoughts, 
cranes her head towards a calf which is drinking 
opposite to her, smells it, gazes at it while her 
large pupils twinkle sweetly, then, seized by a whim 
which is quite maternal, begins to lick it tenderly.
B ut here come some young calves, tearing about 
with their tails in the air, caracoling and kicking. 
Suddenly they stop in affright, with legs awry and 
bent neck, seeking in space the mysterious some­
thing which scares them. A moment after, a black 
and vicious cow, who has artfully escaped, attacks 
a rival whom she has seen approaching. There sub­
sists an old hatred between them ; neither cries nor 
cudgellings can stop them. The place becomes an 
arena ; the two beasts rush at one another, with 
curved spine, lowered head, and horns to the fore, 
and collide with their whole weight. At the dull 
sound of the blow one would think tha t they had 
broken their crania. B ut no, there they are re­
coiling only to start afresh. At last, by dint of cries 
and thum ps on the head, they are separated,
And in the midst of this tournam ent, across the 
kicking of these enormous escaped beasts, the 
children trot off out and run about, scarcely frightened 
at all ; the beasts bellow, men and women shout, and 
the ringing sounds of the Salvanineyxitois add to the 
diverting tum ult.
These scenes in the square offer many occasions 
for observing the population itself, its physiognomy 
and its character. The type is not without mixture ; 
there is even some difficulty in discerning its essen­
tial traits. I t  is perhaps the women who reveal 
them  the best. The majority have regular and fine 
features, frequently a fine forehead ; black, well- 
marked, pure eyebrows; large, black, velvety eyes 
with a spark of meridional fire half veiled by 
modest eyelids. If  at Salvan there is a characteristic 
common to all faces, it is a prepossessing and open 
air, as of a na ïf  and good child who wins our sym­
pathy at first sight. B ut the perpetual struggle 
against the m ountain which they are obliged to 
sustain, gives to the adults an expression of fatigue 
and to the children features of precocious maturity. 
A lad of twelve has the air and serious look, the 
firm step, the assured gestures of a man of forty ; 
and the girls have the air of little m others who have 
taken up the cares and labours of household m anage­
m ent with the greatest seriousness. Their faces 
wrinkle early ; very few remain young at twenty- 
five.* Amongst them  all, children or adults, the 
habitual practice of bearing heavy burdens can be 
traced in the gait and the carriage of the head and 
the loins.
* Mr. Coolidge tells mo tha t this remark holds good throughout 
the Valais.—Tb .
And, notwithstanding, every one has the air of 
taking this rough life gaily. The voices one hears 
every day in the square, clear and resonant voices, 
have free and hold intonations, betokening that the 
inward spring is not unstrung. I t  is true that the 
Salvanines do not sing much ; perhaps from a defi­
ciency in their musical taste, perhaps on account of 
the vague sentiment arising from the proximity of 
the Trient and its great abysses.
On Sunday and fête  days, the young people would 
willingly dance ; but the arts have not always time 
to flourish in the village ; fiddlers are rare there, and 
it is several years since they have had one. The 
last perished among the rocks of Van-Haut, when 
he was cutting the herbage on a too narrow “ vire.” '*'
For middle-aged men the favourite distraction is 
shooting. They are uncommonly skilful marksmen, 
and they willingly demonstrate their skill elsewhere 
than on the black points of a target. Old Revaz, of 
Les Marecottes, but lately brought down his six 
hundred and twentieth chamois in a country where 
chamois are no longer common. Another distraction 
also very dear to the majority of Salvanines is the 
cabaret. B ut they only go there on Sundays, and 
without being exactly sober, they hardly ever drink 
to excess, for their object in visiting the cabaret is 
less to drink than to chat with relations or friends 
hailing from a neighbouring hamlet and who are 
spending a day “ in town.” The Salvanine is a
* I t  is known tha t mountaineers bestow the appellation of “ vires ” 
on a kind of natural ledge, usually very narrow, which traverses the 
slopes of rooks and generally marks the line of separation between 
two layers, of which one projects a little more than the other. [See 
Glossary.—T e . ]
talker, but one of the kind that listen as willingly as 
they speak. W ith  strangers he is compliant but 
timid ; he has formed so high an idea of the folk 
who live in the large towns, tha t before them he is 
ashamed of his ignorance and the roughness of his 
Alpine life. Moreover, he seldom invites them  into 
his house, and if he does so, it will only be after 
emphatic excuses for the poorness of the accom­
modation. H e does not suspect the charm which 
lies for us people of the plains in penetrating into 
one of these interiors and inhaling the fragrance of 
this mountain simplicity !
Profit, however, by the occasion, if it is offered 
to you, and enter one of these good old chalets. 
W alls and furniture, all is of wood, simple and bare, 
but delightfully browned by time. Otherwise every­
thing is fitting, the curtains are white, the small 
window-panes, the furniture (but few chairs, by choice 
benches) clean and well arranged. Near the window 
is a spinning-wheel ; at the end of the room the 
useful stepped stove * on which the children love to 
roost during the wfinter evenings. In  certain nooks 
of deeper colour one divines the favourite corners, 
the bricks which throw off on the hands the gentlest 
heat. After the bed—a great bed, so high that it 
requires a mountaineer to climb into it—the chief 
piece of furniture is the large family press ; it is in 
■walnut and looks still new—although it has served
* “ In  our mountains the stoves, which are always made of stone, 
are sometimes veritable monuments. Between the stove and the 
wall there is often a sort of staircase with steps or stone ledges on 
which the members of the family may seat themselves when the 
winter is very inclement.” Thus writes Mons. Ed. Béraneck to me ; 
and Mr. Coolidge says th a t even his study in Grindelwald has a 
two-stopped stove.—Tn.
several generations—owing to the fact that they 
respect it and never open it without care and 
deliberation : the mountain dwellers have not those 
hurried and abrupt movements by which we so 
quickly wear out everything we use. Perhaps they 
will have occasion to open this cupboard in your 
presence ; in that case you will see it filled up to the 
top with a store of well-piled linen of a rather 
brownish-white, but stout in texture, for it is made 
of that strong material which they weave in the 
village. Every detail breathes the spirit of order 
and cleanliness, easy contentment, the honest com­
fort of prudent and economical people who inform 
themselves freshly every day of the prices of things 
and the num ber of fatiguing journeys along the 
m ountain-paths which will be necessary to insure 
their gaining a little repose in their old age.
Nothing is expended on luxury : see, first, near 
the window, tha t little m irror bought at a fair at 
Martigny, and made to inspire modesty ; it would 
probably have saved the unfortunate Narcissus. At 
the most, in the houses of the best off, you will find 
some coloured prints serving as pictures, duly framed 
in black wood and covered with glass, which protects 
them  from the flies. One depicts, perhaps, Napoleon I. 
and the great events of his life; for he made a great 
sensation in their mountains, and from the top of 
the rocks which overlook the valley of the Eliòne, 
the m ountain dwellers could have seen the great army, 
which was going to cross the St. Bernard, march on like 
a river. B ut the most frequent ornaments are holy 
images, grouped, near the bed, around a crucifix and 
a little holy-water stoup which surmounts a branch 
of box. There one sees John the Baptist clothed in
a sheepskin, the little Jesus mild and beaming, 
opening H is deep eyes and stretching out H is arms 
to mankind ; above all, Mary, M ary the Virgin, so 
beloved, opening her breast and showing her heart 
pierced with seven daggers by the iniquities of the 
world. In  addition, a chaplet revealing pious daily 
practices is always suspended below the holy-water 
stoup. For the Catholic faith has strong roots at 
Salvan ; it is a finn and very antique tradition there. 
These countries were evangelised from the first, not 
later perhaps than  the year 58; in 349 St. Theodore,* 
the bishop, had his see quite near—at M artigny.t 
The abbey of St. Maurice is the oldest in the W est, 
and was for a long time the most celebrated ; and it 
was there, at the foot of the enormous calcareous 
strata of the D ent du Midi that Maximianus, slaughter­
ing the glorious Theban legion, sent six thousand 
six hundred m artyrs to heaven, t
This sacred souvenir, continually borne in mind and 
often recalled in sermons, m ust have proved a living 
source wlierefrom to refresh the faith of the neigh­
bouring countries, and in particular tha t of Salvan.
For the rest, under the long and vigilant guardian­
ship of the abbots of St. Maurice, what foreign breath 
could have troubled the Salvanine Catholicism ? 
I t  remained then for a long time pure, naïf, 
and full of life, and it is only in our time that 
an alteration has begun in a part of the popula­
tion. On Sunday, however, to the gay and almost 
dancing chimes which ring furiously from the little 
belfry, the families of the mountain dwellers, the
* Better known as St. Théodule.—Tit.
f  See transferred to Sion at the end of the sixth century.—Tit.
t  A much controverted tradition, however.
women especially, holding their beads in their 
hands and their prayer-book piously pressed against 
their breasts, may be seen to arrive very faithfully 
and w ith a meditative air. Several have covered 
three or four leagues in order to attend mass. 
Gradually the square is filled ; the men gather in 
groups and chat, but without noise and almost in an 
undertone ; the women enter without delay and 
kneel on their benches, for they have always so 
many things to say to the Virgin and the saints ! 
However, when the moment for the service ap­
proaches, the men, in their turn, move towards the 
wide open portals of the church, through which 
may be seen, at the end of the building, the altar 
decorated w ith flowers and the wax tapers which 
are then lighted. One by one they enter, crossing 
themselves and bend their rough knees awkwardly. 
The last dying sounds of the carillon still vibrate in 
the air, the church is full ; the fresh arrivals press 
around the doorway; a great silence begins, and 
from without the voice of the priest is heard intoning 
the holy mass. A few choirmen, with uncultivated 
but sometimes beautiful voices, sing in L atin  re­
sponses which are unintelligible to them.*
In  the middle of the service the curé mounts 
the pulpit and delivers a short sermon. On the 
days when he beholds the world in black (and 
they are in the majority) he inveighs against the 
impiety and the heinous conduct of these good 
Salvanines ; he shows them  the gaping jaws of 
hell ; he causes terrifying puffs of flame to ascend to 
them, w ith the cries of the damned and the sneers of 
demons. If, on the contrary, he is in a good humour,
* Efforts are made to teach R.O. choirs the meaning of what 
they sing.
he climbs Jacob’s ladder with them, opens Paradise 
to them, shows them  its inexhaustible splendours, 
the sublime throng of saints and angels at the foot 
of God’s throne, and always Mary, the gentle Virgin, 
so accessible to the humble, who, for their sake, 
obtains everything from her well-beloved Son. At 
election time it often occurs to him  to mix political 
allusions w ith the foregoing, and to make his flock 
understand tha t the question is one of voting for 
heaven or hell.
After mass, on great fê te  days, there is a proces­
sion round the square. To the sound of L atin  
hymns a little m utilated, but sung in a loud voice 
w ith a full heart, the crowd winds round two or 
three times, at a slow pace, followed by the curé in 
chasuble, the curate, the cross-bearer, the choirmen, 
the choir children in surplices, and the gilded banner, 
and wax-tapers alight in the broad daylight.
Such is their naïve religion, in which a little 
idolatry enters. Perhaps, after all, it is none the 
less true for that. W hat is religion if it be not, 
under whatever form, a rush of love towards the 
holy heights ; and who will dare to say tha t in  this 
rush of love he has never thought of anything but the 
sole and veritable image of God ? Leave it to frigid 
doctors to distinguish between God and the other 
celestial personages ; they are proud enough of their 
ability to measure the Virgin and the saints, and to 
discover their hum an proportions. As for these 
humble m ountain dwellers, the paradise which they 
dream of, and towards which they aspire, is so lofty, 
is illuminated with such a splendour of glory and 
happiness that, in their dazzlement, they do not try 
to distinguish the M aster of the fate  from the brilliant
servitors who surround Him. Mary, Joseph, St. Peter, 
St. John, St. Maurice, being now transfigured, are 
great ones, saints for ever pure and illustrious ; 
whilst they themselves, poor mountain folk, are 
little, simple, gross and miserable sinners. Of what 
use would it be to them  to make the right distinc­
tion ? W hat they see before everything is that 
ineffable heaven to which all their desires tend, that 
eternal and luminous fête  where they in their turn, 
clothed in faith and splendour, will be suffered to 
mingle in the happy throng and rest for ever in joy. 
This hope sustains them in their rough drudgery. 
W ithout doubt, more than one of these good old 
people who m ount painfully, perhaps for the 
thousandth time, the steep path of the gorge, think 
at moments of heaven, and thereupon feel their load 
grow a little lighter.
I t  would be entertaining an illusion, however, to 
think that all the Salvanines make this beautiful 
dream the guide of their life. Such is the case with 
a few souls, the best and the humblest ; the rest 
walk possibly less in the hope of heaven than the 
fear of hell ; and there are even those at Salvan, as 
everywhere else, who no longer believe in either. 
I t  is a grave sign for Salvan tha t the number of 
these stray spirits increases day by day. One sees 
many more folk than of old who laugh and chat 
during mass, and who, on leaving the church, 
are not afraid to carp at the sermon. The curé finds 
himself obliged to thunder from the pulpit more and 
more vehemently against the unbelievers, in order 
to secure a hearing. H e does it sometimes with 
fine energy, and emits flashes of eloquence and 
allusion which Bridaine need not have disowned.
One day, amongst others, some of the ad­
vanced villagers left the church in the midst of 
a sermon which was too pointedly levelled at 
them.
“ Go,” said the curé, following them  with a 
severe look and a prophetic gesture. “ Go! . . . you 
can escape from the church . . . but I  warn you 
that you will not escape from hell ! ”
The tide of what is called, and perhaps is, 
progress, after having transformed nearly every­
thing in the towns and the countries of the plains, 
now invades the m ountain regions. Every day it 
mounts higher on the flank of the Alps ; already it 
has penetrated to the heart of many of the valleys, and 
there is scarcely a shelter so secluded but has not 
been touched by its waves. I t  mounts, and before 
it the naïve religion of yesterday, the antique 
manners, the traditions of simplicity and too often 
of honesty also, recoil and disappear. See, it is 
encroaching on Salvan, but lately so rustic. Sal van 
is changing ; indeed it has already changed, and the 
description you have just read grows less faithful 
every year.
Here, as elsewhere, this transformation is first of 
all proclaimed in the dress. Note that crowd which 
still attends church regularly enough on Sunday. 
Seek there the costume of yore. The men have 
already discarded it ; all have abandoned the brown 
tail-coat with its large gilded buttons, the tight 
breeches, the white and well stretched stockings, 
the buckled shoes, and, if it were not that one or 
two old men have preserved some part of this garb, 
you would not suspect tha t such was at one time 
the costume of the Salvanines. The women alone
have remained more faithful to it.* Contrary to their 
sisters on the plain, they are the last to be won 
over to new fashions. For the most part you 
see them  still with their short skirt; their black 
bodice pinched at the waist ; their puffed sleeves, and 
with the bizarre Valaisan hat for headgear sur­
rounded by a thick crown of folded ribbon. 1 W ith 
that divination of the heart peculiar to women, 
they feel that the apparel of the plain brings with it 
the ideas and the vanities of the plain; that between 
its folds and under its lining lurk the unbelief and 
the manners of our large towns, those manners of 
which the curé speaks so indignantly. They, too, 
unquestionably, are vain in their way. In  the great 
family cupboard, every pretty girl of Salvan 
possesses—do not doubt it—two or three trimmings, 
in the way of rich ribbon embroidered with gold, by 
which to give variety to her hat every Sunday. But 
they cling to their m ountain attire, because they 
stand by the customs and religion of the mountains. 
However, the rising wave will claim them  one by 
one, and those who wear the most beautiful trim ­
mings in their Valaisan hat will be certainly the 
first to be won.
This inexorable tide of progress and modern 
manners is brought to Salvan by many simul­
taneously working causes. The most apparent are 
perhaps the railroad, the newspapers, but above all, 
the visitors. I t  is some years since the last-named 
perceived that the Forclaz is not the only route by 
which to go to Chamonix, and that the Salvan 
route is as short and at least as beautiful. Then
* A remark tha t holds good of the national costume everywhere 
in Switzerland.—Tr .
the Commune, which had already carried out the 
idea of opening up the gorges of Trient by build­
ing a gallery there, visited at the present time 
by ten thousand travellers a year, changed the 
old and very bad path into a good, level, broad, and 
commodious road, where mules can pass. This is the 
road at present in use, and very picturesque it 
is in the fifty-three zigzags which it makes in 
the course of a league of ascent. The innovation 
has been completely successful. Every day in the 
fine season brilliant caravans traverse the village, 
and even stop an hour or two there for refresh­
ment.
In  watching the progress of these happy travellers, 
to whom life seems so easy, and whose hand has 
only to open to drop gold, the Salvanines begin to 
reflect. They consider their own existence so pain­
ful, so dearly bought ; their rough drudgery across 
the bad m ountain paths, and they feel the birth 
w ithin them  of entirely new desires ; they have 
a glimpse of a much easier and more lucrative way 
of gaining their livelihood; they become disgusted 
with their paillet,* and allow themselves to indulge 
in the hope of coming to a speedy end with their 
eternal trudgings.
They would truly need a lot of virtue to resist this 
seduction. Even the children experience it to-day. 
Seat yourself by the side of tha t gamin who has 
just deposited his heavy load on the side of the 
path. If you succeed in making him talk, he will 
say to you with a sigh at the end of a moment : “ All 
the same, life is very hard at Salvan ; one has to 
work so much, and do such a lot of walking ! ” And 
* See p. 300.—Tr .
then he will probably remark, after a moment of 
silence, “ If  we could only have a good road for 
travellers, like that over the Forclaz ! As for them, 
they have a cart-track ; th a t’s the reason why so 
many people (and of the richest sort) pass there, 
among those who drive to Chamonix.”
I t  is now the ardent ambition of the Salvanines 
to divert to their region at least half the crowd 
which flows up and down that famous valley every 
year.
Moreover it is also perceived that Salvali would 
prove a very pleasant place for strangers to stay 
at, since they would find as many pleasures and 
curiosities there as elsewhere. Tourists love, it is 
said, huge, frightful rocks, wild waters, tremendous 
cascades, glaciers, summits which afford wide views. 
Well, where could worse rocks be found than  those 
of the gorges seen from the heights of the Scex, or 
the Pare cascades more beautiful than those of the 
Dailey, a peak from which one can see further from 
all sides than that of the Dent du Midi, without 
counting the Tour Sallières, the Pic de Tanneverge, 
the Eastern Peak (Cime de l’Est) of the Dent du Midi, 
for those who find their pleasure in scaling pre­
cipices? Might not Salvan itself also become a little 
centre for visitors—become of itself the object of 
excursions and travels ?
The Salvanines whisper such things to one 
another : then they build an hotel, meditate carriage- 
roads, roads for mule-traffic, summer-houses, and 
reckon expenses, loans required, and the risks 
incurred in the years immediately following the 
improvements before the vogue has begun.
Before these new methods of gaining money, the
most wide-awake, the most ardent spirits, especially 
the young, rush forward with arms outstretched ; the 
old folks, more distrustful, not knowing too clearly 
whither they are being led in this fashion, resist and 
hold back. Several feel tha t this fever of progress is 
an evil of which their dear Salvan may easily perish. 
Contrary to this new generation which greets the 
progressive movement open-armed, they would like 
to retreat into the past and would prefer to hide 
themselves once more among the folds of their 
mountains. Some of them avoid crossing the square 
when they see strangers there ; they steal off silently 
by the narrow lanes between the old chalets, throw­
ing as they go an occasional side glance at those 
gentlemen in blue veils and those elegant ladies 
who descend from their nags and fill the square 
w ith noise and vanity.
They are not altogether wrong, these poor old 
folks. The true Salvan, simple and naïf, which 
was but one large family, happy and united in spite 
of its hard work, will vanish from day to day. Slowly, 
but fatally, something will succeed it which will still 
bear its name, but which will have lost a great 
measure of its former rustic charm.*
The Salvanines appeal ardently to strangers. L et 
them  reassure themselves ! the strangers will not 
fail to come. The Salvan road is well worth all 
those which lead to Chamonix, and, in the neigh­
bourhood itself are places of a truly rare and 
original beauty. Moreover, it would be hard to find 
a healthier residence, or one more luminous, more 
open to the beautiful sky of the Valais ; more 
cheerful (despite the severities which surround it), 
* I t  is said tha t this prophecy has been fulfilled.—Th.
22
and which is, in the same degree, at once quite 
contiguous to the plain and entirely secluded on the 
mountain.*
Yes, the strangers will come ; they will bring gold. 
B ut before them, what things will flee, never more 
to return ! W ith  them  they will bring the town, 
without which they know not how to exist. They 
will want hotels, and, in order to expedite their 
construction, they will pull down, one after the 
other, those antique wooden chalets which still 
support one another in the little lanes, leaning 
against one another like old, tired comrades.
Then, without doubt, few men will bear the 
paillet ; some will be guides, others keepers of 
restaurants, others vendors of minerals, Alpine 
flowers, and wooden carvings ; but they will not 
confine their visits to the cabarets to Sunday and 
for the pleasure of a chat. Then, also, one will 
meet fewer children on the bad paths, bearing 
heavy loads of straw or faggots ; but they will be 
seen, perhaps, at every turning of the road, shame­
lessly extending their hand to the tourists, to 
offer them  a little bouquet gathered hastily in a 
neighbouring meadow.
Then, let no one doubt it, before the new methods 
of money-getting, covetousness will do its work, the 
spirit of competition will awake ; it will find that the 
human heart is at Salvan what it is everywhere 
else, and the struggle for existence, from being 
fraternal as it once was, will become individual and 
egoistical. In  short, on the day when the 
carriages, full of brilliant travellers, shall pass in the
* Salvan is much frequented now by Lausanne and Geneva people, 
as being not too far and not too high.—Tb .
midst of the village, on the day when a gveat road 
shall throw open its little square, still private and 
half shut in, this road will destroy the family health 
and dissipate for ever the antique family spirit, the 
soul of the old Salvan. Happy will the Salvanines 
remain if something of their honesty does not 
depart with the old chalets, the old costumes, and 
the old m anners !
Are these vain regrets, and is this forecast 
darkened to please myself ? Alas ! no. Such has 
been the fate of several localities of the Alps 
which have owed their loss to their beauty. Such 
has been especially th a t of a celebrated village, so 
sadly degenerated to-day, and whose example lies 
near enough to the Salvanines for them  to be able 
to profit by it.
B ut who can stop the course of things? I t  
would be lost pains to try  to persuade the Salvanines 
that they have enjoyed up to the present tim e the 
most real of all fortunes in the simplicity of their 
desires.*
* Published in  the Bibliothèque Universelle, May, 1877. For the 
ruin of Salvan by over speculation in  building see Mons. 
Edouard Rod’s Là-H aut (Paris, 1897). This novel is, by the way, 
dedicated to Mons. Edouard Béraneck, and contains a literary 
silhouette of Emile Javelle, to whose Souvenirs M. Rod acknow­
ledges his indebtedness.—Tb.
TH E LEG EN D S OF SALVAN
H E manners and ideas of our century are still
something a little new for Salvan. One can en­
counter old men there who recall the time when a 
carcan (or pillory) marked with the bishop’s arms 
stood in the great square of the village and hear 
them  relate how, when on great occasions the 
prelate came from Sion to visit them, he repaired 
to this square, where the whole population knelt 
around him in profound respect, and paid him at 
first all the honours due to a temporal chief before 
following him into the church where they revered 
him as a spiritual leader. At this time they say that 
there was a gibbet on the St. Maurice road, at the 
foot of the Bois Noir, and another near the fearful 
entrance to the gorges of Trient ; and that it 
was not a rare spectacle to see there, at eventide, 
swinging in the dusk, the corpse of some poor 
wretch convicted of the practice of magic, who had 
been left there to rot at the mercy of the crows.
They had also another m anner of treating sor­
cerers, whom they dreaded as much as the devil 
himself ; they were usually burned, they and their 
houses ; and their descendants bore the expressive 
and execrated surname of “ Hachurés ” [sorcerers], 
in patois, “ Mazeros.” Mazero, terrible word ! the
last insult which could be uttered to a man against 
whom all injurious epithets had been exhausted. If, 
in the midst of a violent dispute, some one should 
say to his antagonist, “ Son of a Mazero ! ” this 
word would fall 011 the infamous man like a thunder­
bolt ; he could only hang his head and swallow his 
shame. Even to-day this insult has not lost all 
its power.
Nevertheless, it was not necessary to do much in 
those days to incur the charge of sorcery. One day 
in a country village a man succeeded in bringing 
into his stable a cart which was larger than  the 
doorway through which it had to pass. There were 
immediately found people to affirm that the devil 
had a hand in this affair. They dragged this man 
before the tribunal, and he would have been con­
demned if he had not been able to prove to his 
judges that, in order to effect an entrance for his 
cart, he had taken it to pieces.
Even to-day, in the Valais, and especially along 
the Trient, there is more than  one chalet where the 
inhabitants firmly believe in sorcerers and their 
diabolical manoeuvres. If  a cow is sick, without 
any immediately discoverable cause, some one has 
“ thrown a spell over him ” ! Then prayers arc 
said, recoiu’se is made to the curé, and if the case is 
serious they go as far as St. Maurice to solicit the 
prayers of the abbot. A few privileged persons, 
usually sage old men and pious women, who have 
the reputation of “ raising enchantm ents,” are also 
cited. For some years there existed in the environs 
of Salvan one of these privileged persons, who was 
considered to be endowed in this respect with the 
most marvellous power. As to those who are sus-
pected of sorcery, women point their fingers at them, 
send away their children at their approach, close 
their doors, and avoid all communication with the 
unfortunates for fear of becoming the victim of 
their incantations.
I t  is natural enough that with such beliefs the 
inhabitants of these mountains should have more 
than one legend. Salvan has preserved its share of 
them, and, if they have no longer great credit with 
the new generation, at least, during the winter even­
ings, the old men, seated on the steps of the stove,* 
relate them to the children, who never tire of them. 
Barely do strangers, the gentlemen of the plain, 
succeed in being treated to one of these legends ; the 
old men hold their tongues from m istrust, and the 
young folks from indifference or from fear of ridicule. 
I  have, however, succeeded, during divers sojourns 
I  have made in the village, in getting several of 
them told to me, and, moreover, by different mouths 
—a circumstance which has perm itted of my check­
ing them. Amongst the legends current among the 
Salvanines there are some which have features in 
common with those of localities more or less distant 
from Salvan. Take, for instance, the legend of the 
holy curé of Fully, who, from the bridge of Ardon 
where he was engaged in prayer, exorcised the 
damned who were preparing to overthrow the Dia- 
blerets, and thus preserved the village which had 
incurred the Divine anger. The legend of the bells 
of Sion and that of the dragon of the St. Bernard, 
known throughout the Valais, are also very popular 
in these mountains. I  will confine myself here to 
the legends which belong of right to Salvan or its 
* See note, p. 311.—Tb.
environs, giving them  just as I  have heard them, 
saving for the style of the mountain dweller, which 
is full of a picturesque vigour that I  dare not attem pt 
to imitate.
The Salvanines possess the pasturage of Fenestral * 
beyond F in  H aut. Thither they lead the cattle in 
J une ; and this place "was the witness, so they say, of 
a strange event.
A villager had one day mounted to Fenestra! to 
make, some repairs to his chalet before taking up 
his quarters there. I t  was springtime ; the moun­
tain was still deserted. He had brought a heifer 
with him. The night came, and as he had still a 
day’s work to do he led his heifer into the stable 
and climbed into the hayloft to sleep. Towards 
midnight a sound of voices and footsteps awoke 
him. This sound drew continually nearer ; the foot­
steps paused before the chalet and soon a troop of 
m en entered and installed themselves around the 
hearth, where they made a fire.
W ho could be coming to Fenestral at this hour 
and in this season of the year ? Hunters, malefactors, 
perhaps ? At all events our Salvanine kept quiet in 
his hayloft, listening with all his ears. These men 
spoke the patois of Salvati ; they were indeed, like 
him, mountain dwellers, but they were not assuredly 
from any village of the valley, and sometimes they 
conversed in an incomprehensible tongue. His 
heart began to beat quickly.
However, they had made a big fire. Suddenly 
one of them  said, “ W e have nothing for supper ; we 
m ust kill the heifer and roast i t .’’ At these words
* Javelle spells it  Fenestrel. I  follow the Swiss Government 
m ap.—Tn,
the Salvanine trembled in every limb. W ho were 
these men, then, and who had told them  that there 
was a heifer in the stable ?
Two of them  forthwith led in the beast, knocked 
it on the head, and began to roast its quarters. 
Our m an dared not move, still less descend : he held 
his very breath, half dead with fear.
W hen the meat was roasted, they began to eat. 
Then he who had advised the slaughter of the heifer, 
the chief of the band apparently, said, “ And the 
other, up there, he m ust also bear his part.” “ True,” 
said his followers, “ let’s seek him ! ” The trum p of 
the last judgment could not have frozen the blood in 
the veins of the miserable Salvanine more than this ; 
already he saw himself delivered to all the demons in 
hell. Some men mounted, and, having seized him, 
bore him  off to the hearth more dead than alive, 
made him sit down, and served him with a share of 
meat, which they forced him to eat. Then, without 
saying anything, they sent him back to his couch. 
As for them, having finished their meal, they departed.
Despite his terror a profound sleep mastered the 
Salvanine, and the sun had already lit up the whole 
pasturage when he awoke. The recollections of the 
night returning immediately to his mind, he listened. 
There was no sound, either without or within, 
save that of the wind among the larches or the 
torrent leaping across the valley. Daylight restores 
courage ; the villager descended. Nothing around 
the hearth was disturbed, there was no trace of the 
dreadful meal, not a drop of blood on the ground. 
W as it then a dream, a horrible nightmare ? He runs 
to the stable. Wonderful ! he finds his heifer there 
alive, peacefully ruminating, but with a bleeding
wound in its thigh where a piece of flesh was lack­
ing, the very piece that these men had forced him 
to eat !
Above the quarries of Vernayaz there is a treasure 
concealed in the sides of the mountain. The lucky 
men who were able to draw from this hoard would 
bear awTay—-
“ . . . p lus d ’argent que la terre  
N ’en a, depuis plus de cent ans,
P roduit pour l’usage des gens ! ” *
I t  was, they say, hidden there in a cavern by 
Maximilian of Austria, who committed it to the 
care of the devil. I t  consists of an enormous 
coffer, filled w ith gold and diamonds ; some, how­
ever, assert that it is a golden calf. Once every 
year, on Christmas night, exactly at midnight, the 
coffer opens, and a plunge may be made within ; 
hut it is necessary to pass without trembling through 
the midst of the most frightful apparitions which 
hell can vomit, to arrive there at the precise minute, 
and to flee away almost simultaneously.
Several persons possessing a pretty accurate 
knowledge of the place have been courageous 
enough to attem pt the enterprise ; and I  have been 
told that even now Christmas night scarcely ever 
passes without some greedy and credulous Salvanines 
roaming through the wood in search of the treasure. 
Their trouble, alas ! is always in vain ; for either they 
see nothing, or they are repulsed by strange monsters. 
One of them, for example, wdio was on the point
* Altered slightly from La Fontaine’s fable of “ La Savetier et le 
Financier.” The cobbler thought he saw all the money tha t the 
earth had for a hundred years produced for the use of men.—Te.
of arriving at his destination, was stopped on a 
bridge by two enormous he-goats, who strove with 
each other, knocking their foreheads together with 
such violence that fire was struck from their horns.
Once, however, two men, protected by the prayers 
of the curé of Salvan, reached the treasure. I t  is 
many years since that happened ; but the name 
of this curé—a true saint if ever there was one— 
lives still in the memory of the village ; he was 
called Pochon.
“ Go to the treasure,” he had said to these two 
men, “ go and fear nothing ; take as much as you 
can, without letting yourselves be overcome by fear, 
no m atter what you see or hear. From  the church 
where I  shall he, I  will work for you ; the devil 
will have 110 power over you.”
They went. Two strange fires lit up the cavern 
where the treasure lay ; a large he-goat was squatting 
on the coffer. As they forced him to rise the 
animal said to them, w ith growls and terrible glances, 
“ Lucky for you tha t Pochon pochonnates. If 
Pochon were not pochonnating you would be lost.” 
They opened the coffer ; streams of gold pieces 
shone before their dazzled eyes ; they plunged their 
hands into the heap and began to draw out the 
treasure.
B ut frightful growls resounded through the 
cavern, flames sprang from the ground and ran 
along the walls ; they saw above their heads 
enormous millstones hanging by threads which the 
fire began to devour. I t  was too much for their 
courage ; they ran away at full speed.
The curé, seeing them  return, said to them, “ I  
plainly saw that you lacked courage. W hy not
have had confidence in my promise ? From  here 
1 protected you ; you were invincible.”
H e had, in fact, iborked with so much ardour 
that, according to report, he had been obliged 
to change his shirt seven times during the operation.
Salanfe, the incomparable plain, situated at a 
height of 6,000 ft. between the Dent du Midi and 
the Tour Sallières, has still no legend, as far as 
I  know. Nevertheless, few spots in the world are 
more favourable for the growth of them. W hen 
one walks there of a September night, the flocks 
having quitted it and everything being wrapt in 
silence, it does not take a very lively imagination 
to be moved by I  know not what secret trouble 
which would change into fear at the least event, 
however commonplace.
W ould not this grand am phitheatre be a more 
fantastic spot for a monstrous witches’ revel than 
the most sombre gorges of the Brocken ? By itself 
it would be vast enough to contain all the witches, 
demons, goblins, and gnomes in the universe.
The only place in the vicinity * haunted with spirits 
is the glacier of Plan Névé, a long, white terrace 
whose margin is visible at the summit of the vast 
slopes of detritus behind which rise the peaks of 
the Dent du Midi. There, according to the moun­
tain dwellers, the damned of the country are rele­
gated. From  the heights of their cold domain, 
where they are to be seen occasionally in the 
night or during storms, they roll down stones and 
avalanches from tim e to time. At their head
* See, however, the legend of the monster of the Jorat in the 
Souvenirs of Two Summers, p. 98 .— E d .
should be a certain Peney of the village of Evion- 
naz, and these are the events which brought him 
into his present position.
Of old the fine pasturage of Salanfe belonged—as 
was very natural—to the commune of Salvan ; St. 
Maurice having put in certain claims on this mag­
nificent plain, a process followed. The canons * [of 
St. Maurice] were all-powerful, and his triumph 
was a foregone conclusion. H e carried his cause ; 
the commune of Salvan lost Salanfe ; at most the 
president was allowed to keep a chalet and bring his 
cows thither. This loss weighed long on the heart 
of the Salvanines. Peney, surnamed the Bed, had 
spoken much against them  during the debates ; 
shortly afterwards, he died—by the visitation of 
God, without doubt. On the morrow of his death, 
a woman of Evionnaz who was still ignorant of the 
event, while following the path of the P lan de la 
Jeur, above the Bois Noir, m et him mounted on a 
white horse and wending his way towards the Jorat 
mountain.
“ W hither goest thou thus, Peney ? ” she asked. 
“ To Plan Névé, with the others,” said he bluntly 
and in a sour tone ; then he disappeared. Since then 
it is an undoubted fact that as a punishment for his 
wickedness the Bed Peney, mounted on his white 
horse, leads the circle of the damned on the wild 
plateau of the glacier. I t  is he, they say, who, in 
1836, hurled into the glen of St. Barthélémy the 
avalanche of ice and rocks which struck terror 
into Evionnaz and the neighbouring hamlets.
L et us conclude with the event whose memory
* The Austin Canons Regular. See Ball’s Alpine Guide, ed. 
1898, p. 553.—Tr.
is best preserved in the village, because it is the 
freshest in point of date. Moreover, it is entirely 
true, and what is about to be put before the reader 
is the history of a mystification rather than a 
legend.
One day the forester of Salvan sought the President 
of the commune in a state of great perturbation. 
He had seen a man in the wood strange to the 
country and of singular appearance. H e had 
approached him, had asked him his name and what 
he was doing there, and this man had replied to 
him: “ I  am So-and-so, who died on such a day in 
162- . . . (and he named a precise date). During 
my life,” he pursued, “ I  came often in the night 
to steal wood in the forest of the commune. In  
expiation of this sin, God has condemned me to 
wander there till the day of the last judgment. If 
you are a good soul, and if my fate inspires you with 
pity, ask the Salvanines to pardon me, for without 
their pardon I  cannot obtain forgiveness from God.”
At this intelligence the President, filled with terror 
and pity, promised to present to the whole commune 
on the following Sunday, the request of this unhappy 
soul. The mass being over, the sound of the drum 
assembled the parishioners in the village square. 
The President disposed them in a circle about him, 
and in a grave voice, solemnly and with deep 
emotion, repeated the forester’s tale, the latter, 
who was present at his side, inclining his 
head from time to time as though to approve the 
fidelity of the narrative.
The President depicted with a touching accent of 
conviction the sufferings of this soul in pain, and 
more than one Salvanine, not feeling himself less
guilty, listened, trembling with fright. At last he 
said : “ To signify tha t you pardon this unfortunate, 
and that you hold him clear for the wood which he 
stole from the commune, remove your hats ! ” All 
heads were immediately uncovered. “ I t  is well,” 
said the President. “ I  thank you in the name of this 
poor soul.” Then, addressing the forester, he 
exclaimed : “ Hasten, and tell him of his deliverance ! 
Go, and say that the whole commune pardons him, 
and that we are happy to he" able to release him  from 
pain, in order that in his tu rn  he may intercede for 
us.”
The forester remounted to the wood, announced to 
the spirit his pardon, and never saw him again.
However, two or three knowing ones who were 
aware that our forester was not the sort of man to 
encounter phantoms, divining that there was a 
snake in the grass, had followed him at a distance 
into the wood and had watched him, without seeing 
or hearing the smallest converse with the alleged 
spirit. One of them  on returning suggested the 
malicious idea of consulting the mortuary register of 
the parish. The spirit had indicated the precise date 
of his death, it was therefore easy to verify the tru th  
of his words ; deaths are rare enough in the commune 
of Salvan for there to be no confusion on the subject 
of one of these events. The register was opened and 
consulted, but neither on the day nor in the m onth 
indicated could the name reported by the forester 
be found. Throughout that m onth only one death 
had occurred, that of a little girl.
The young folks of the village raised a loud laugh 
at the affair ; but the lesson was not lost, and 
from that day onward the forest was easier to guard.
TH E GORGES OF TH E SALLANCHE
HAT beautiful times these m ust have been
when man, newly arrived in his immense and 
magnificent domain, took joyous possession of it, and, 
advancing across uninhabited continents, saw un­
known spaces open before him from the brow of 
every hill ! W hat delicious perturbation he m ust 
have felt before those cool and august solitudes, at 
the shadow of the forests, at the mysterious 
m urmuring of the foliage, at the stern rumbling of 
the waters between the rocks ! Every hunting-day 
in the pursuit of the mammoth or the reindeer, every 
migration in the wake of the sun and the fair weather, 
would more fully discover to his eyes the extent and 
the beauty of the world, and the infinite richness of 
that nature which is animated by an invisible Power. 
Then it was, without doubt, at moments when a 
religious admiration overflowed his heart and 
exalted his thought, that the first songs were uttered, 
hymns of love to the great Soul who lived in all 
these things, songs which for pure enthusiasm and 
serene simplicity, have never been equalled since.
B ut those times are no more ; those days, so solemn 
and withal so beautiful, when man took possession 
of the earth, and the Vedic hymns resounded in the 
solitudes of the ancient world, are gone for ever.
Since then, from a mysterious and inexhaustible 
source, generations of men have flowed in abundant 
waves and spread themselves over the world ; the 
peoples have invaded the earth, and at its present 
advanced age it will soon have no place that has not 
echoed at least once with the footstep of man. 
Everywhere he has passed, lived, suffered ; all places 
are stained with his sweat and with his blood. The 
ancient wild is no more, there scarcely remain the 
traces of it.
Do not we assist, at the foot of these mountains, 
in one of the last episodes of the invasion ? Our 
Alps also were a waste. For a long time the men 
who lived at their foot regarded them  with affright, 
and could not approach the borders of their icy 
solitudes without emotion. In  their folds, wild 
valleys lay long hidden ; above their glaciers still 
rose, not half a century ago,* a crown of virgin and 
inaccessible peaks. How many of them  can be so 
regarded to-day ? I t  is easy to count them  ; only 
one mountain rises over 4,000 m. [13,120 ft.] high, 
which has not been scaled by any hum an foot, i The 
proudest peaks have been conquered, the most 
unapproachable glaciers have been explored and 
described ; there is no place, even to the most 
frightful gorges, even to those gulfs where nature 
thought to have hidden for ever from living beings
* Javelle wrote in 1871.
f The author had undoubtedly in mind the [Aiguille] du Géant 
[4,014 m., 13,170 ft.]. Now, after a number of abortive attempts, 
[the N. Summit of] this mountain was first reached on the 29th of 
July, 1882, by Signor V. Sella [with his party], accompanied by the 
intrepid Maquignaz guides, and [the highest point, viz., the S. 
Summit] on the 20th of August of the same year by Mr. W. [W.] 
Graham.—E d . [There were several minor peaks over 4,000 m., 
13,123 ft., unascended in 1871.—T r],
the secrets of her horrors, which has not opened 
before the industry of man. Every year ten thou­
sand curious persons visit the gorges of Trient, 
where not even the owls have dared to penetrate.
Thus the wave mounts, mounts unceasingly, raised 
by a superior force ; a fatal invasion which nothing 
can stop, and which even those who deplore it are 
forced to help on.
H e only is happy who knows of still one valley 
somewhere through which no path passes, a forest 
where the axe has never resounded, a cascade which 
roars in a gulf over which no one has leaned. Let 
him hasten to enjoy it, for to-morrow the crowd will 
have discovered his solitude and will have chased 
awray the poetry from it.
Near us -was one of these lost corners ; for long it 
had been lucky enough to escape every eye ; only 
a few discreet and faithful lovers repaired th ither to 
taste peace during the fine weather. B ut now its 
hour has struck ; it has been discovered, speculation 
has calculated the interest which its beauties might 
evoke, and galleries and paths, destined to facilitate 
the access of the crowd of tourists to it, will shortly 
be opened. This lost corner, which will soon have 
become a fashionable curiosity, is the gorge of the 
Sallanche.
There are possibly many persons to whom the 
very name of the Sallanche would be unknown if 
the picture by Diday,* which represents its last fall,
* François Diday, bom a t Geneva in  1802, died in  1877. The 
picture in question is exhibited in the Musée R ath  at Geneva. 
The catalogue (Geneva, 1887) entitles it, somewhat inexactly, 
“ Cascade de la Vernaya (Pissevache), en Valais.” Vernayaz is the 
name of the railway station. The cascade is commonly called 
Pissevache.—T e .
had not rendered it popular. B ut this fall, generally 
known under the name of Pissevache, is all that the 
world knows of its history. Where is the source of 
this beautiful water, which is always limpid even on 
stormy days ? W hat are the mysteries of the 
narrow and inaccessible grot from which it descends ? 
Many are unaware. W e will give the answer to 
the question while yet some interest of novelty 
attaches to it.
If the D ent du Midi were suddenly to disappear 
from the majestic ensemble which it crowns so 
effectively, as viewed from Vevey and Montreux, 
one would see rising up behind it, almost in the 
same place, a massif of mountains, loaded with 
magnificent glaciers, and of which the principal 
summit would yield nothing to it in height. This 
massif, which lies too much in the background to 
be generally known, is that of the Tour Sallières. 
W ith  that of the Dent du Midi, to which it is 
attached by an elevated arête, it forms the half of 
a vast amphitheatre, which is shut in by some 
high buttresses. In  the centre of this amphitheatre, 
at a level of about 6,000 ft., is a magnificent arena, 
level, covered with fine grass, and furrowed by many 
limpid streams. This strange plain, lost in the 
middle of the m ountain, and inhabited only in mid­
summer by some shepherds who tend their flocks 
there, is called Salanfe by the natives. The source 
tha t we seek is there. I t  is worth the trouble of 
passing some hours on the banks of the Salanfe 
streams, to lose oneself among their meanderings, in 
order to seek the one which is the most beautiful of 
all and deserves to be called the source of the 
Sallanche. Perhaps the traveller will come back
from his visit persuaded that all are equally entitled 
to the honour ; but the hours will have sped so 
quickly that he will not fail to be seized with the 
wish to return there. In  the end he will decide 
that the principal stream originates from a little 
glacier, situated at the bottom of the amphitheatre, 
right at the foot of the abrupt wall of the Tour 
Sallières. I t  gently traverses the lawn, receiving 
new affluents at every step. W hen it reaches the 
end it forms a real river with pure and sparkling 
waves ; it is the Sallanche almost as the Khône 
receives it. On this side the amphitheatre of moun­
tains is lower in height, and opens by a narrow 
gorge which plunges in the direction of the valley. 
In  its desire to run after the world the Sallanche 
hurls itself into this gorge, but the gorge is deep 
and scabrous ; from this view-point its end cannot 
be perceived ; it is a rough career on which the 
river has launched itself. From  the first its fine 
crystal is exchanged for a brilliant foam with glints 
of steel in it. Adieu to the suave lawns of Salanfe, 
adieu to lazy promenades through flowers ; it is 
over savage granite tha t its waves now roll. I t  
would fain dally in some détour, caressing as it 
passes the beautiful tufts of blooming rhododen­
drons ; but its destiny drags it along. Henceforth 
it m ust leap unceasingly. For scarce a moment it 
may aim at admiring itself as it eddies in some rocky 
hollow. Then, realising its fate, it yields with 
grace. Never has one seen lighter water, or foam 
more soft and white !
In  some bold leaps it reaches a place where 
the gorge, grown more spacious, and suddenly level, 
presents a carpet of verdure, the m iniature of
Salanfe ; but, forced on by the impulse already 
given it, it traverses this lawn before its waves are 
able to relent enough to enjoy it. This green and 
charming cradle, in which lies a group of chalets, is 
the Mayen of Van H aut.
Many amateurs, descending from the Dent du 
Midi, have followed the Sallanche as far as this 
point, abandoning it with regret to descend by the 
Salvan path. B ut one scarcely thinks of following 
it farther, for, below the Van pasturage, the 
gorge quickly changes into an abyss, the Sallanche 
leaps into it from gulf to gulf, and from the dull 
roar which mounts from the depths one can guess 
the height and the violence of its bounds.
I t  is there that the great dramas of its rapid 
existence begin. On leaving this place it traverses 
nothing but some savage spots that m ight be taken 
for deserts. Those who are not subject to 
giddiness, and who have some skill in rock climbing, 
may attem pt to follow it ; they will never regret 
either the time or the strength they will have to 
expend.
The adventurer follows the left bank. P a th  he 
has no more : he advances over rocks, firs, and 
bushes, following the torrent closely. On all sides 
the lines plunge forward into an abyss which is 
invisible to him ; at every step the scenery grows 
wilder and more striking in character ; the rocks 
lean over more and more, and soon, twenty paces 
in front of him, he sees them  disappear, and 
divines the existence of some vertical escarp­
ments. The roar of the waters, which has 
become more violent, announces the first fall. He 
approaches the gulf, and seeking a projection over­
looking it, leans over to see better. A frightful 
fissure presents itself—narrow and endless. W ith a 
crash the Sallanche throws itself into it, and in four 
falls, which are confused into one, clears an abyss 
of five or six hundred feet. Of these falls he still 
sees only the first—a furious column of foam which 
falls with a sound like thunder between shattered 
rocks. Some fallen boulders, singularly caught 
between the walls of the rift, form a savage arch 
under which it disappears.
Cautiously letting himself down the length of the 
rocks, the climber attains other projections, each of 
which is th rust out nearer than its predecessor 
to the foaming gulf. On one of these he finds 
himself a little below the arch, from which he 
sees the boiling and terrible volume of foam, whose 
roaring shakes the m ountain, issue like a monster 
from its den. The water-spray, as it plays in the 
sun before the black vault, forms there a triple 
rainbow.
In  proportion as he descends the thunder of the 
cascades redoubles in violence, and the silver spray, 
dashing up from the bottom to a considerable 
height in the gorge, heralds the grandeur of the last 
fall. I t  is, however, impossible to proceed far along 
the edge of the fissure without coming upon some 
impracticable places. The climber is constrained to 
turn  aside and seek a better way on the left.
Catching hold of bushes and branches and letting 
himself glide into the clefts of the rocks, he attains 
a part less steep, from which he can return near 
some cascades by ascending a little way up a strip 
of rock which forms a natural path athw art the 
wall. This path, which grows continually narrower,
finally ends at the approaches of the fissure. To 
obtain a view of that it is necessary to climb on to 
one or two more projections of rock standing at a 
greater elevation and which project more from the 
main rock. The climber finds himself then suddenly 
three paces away from the gulf, at the height 
where the last fall begins. The rock is smooth 
and polished ; one cannot approach any nearer. 
He who has a cool head will advance and plant 
his foot on the last moist and slippery projection, 
and thence will witness more than the tongue can 
tell.
The waters, precipitated from on high with an 
infernal noise, strike the rock w ith so much violence 
that their whole volume rebounds obliquely with 
frightful spurts, which one after the other rush into 
the abyss, describing a gigantic arc. At every jet of 
foam the spectator thinks that he is being borne off 
into space, and this impression, continually renewed, 
causes a commotion which it is impossible to resist 
for long. Nevertheless, such is the fascination 
exercised by these formidable manifestations of 
brutal forces that it is difficult to detach the eyes 
from the spectacle ; the spectator persistently returns 
to the spot, as though bewitched and under the 
control of a spell. There is scarcely any cascade, 
even among the most vaunted, which produces a 
more striking effect.
By returning a little on his track the climber can 
attain by an easy descent the bottom of a dale 
formed by the gorge which becomes more level at 
the foot of and just out of reach of the cascade. 
This dale, where there is a bridge formed of some 
pieces of wood, is called the Bailey.
The Sallanche, still trembling all over from its 
falls, with difficulty calms its foam there and re­
covers for a few seconds the transparency of its 
waves.
This place again is known to few tourists. People 
come here sometimes, in m ounting by Salvan, to 
admire the cascades ; but there they stop, regarding 
the gorge as impracticable above as below. I t  is 
true that the view is in itself a great enough recom­
pense for the two hours’ effort which is required to 
reach it from the plain. B ut how many more 
charms it has for him who, fresh from clearing the 
savage walls of the Dailey, seats himself amongst 
the mossy boulders of the right bank, and, turning 
round towards the cascades, contemplates thence the 
way which he has traversed in the company of the 
Sallanche ! For him  who knows it from its source, 
how gracious, pure, and radiant he finds it, even 
there in the midst of the greatest furies and sur­
rounded with the most terrific precipices, yet know­
ing always, even in the extreme violence of its rage, 
how to invest itself w ith some grace. Mark from 
the eminence under the first fall the brilliant plumes 
of vapour with which it accompanies each of its 
bounds. Mark the rich spray which reascends from 
the bottom of the abyss and forms a silvery veil in 
front of the sombre rocks !
Couched on the moss and alone with a nature 
still unaltered from what the Creator made it ; 
separated from the world, of which at such a 
moment one would fain banish every recollection, 
one can remain a long time in these wild places, 
intoxicated with the scent of the firs, the freshness 
of the air, and captivated by the majestic roar of the
waters. Are not such hours amongst the most 
beautiful in  life ? The lungs inhale the pure air in 
great draughts, the blood circulates more freely, one 
feels light-hearted and well.
One’s thoughts also, disengaged from worldly pre­
occupations, free from diurnal chains, take flight, 
sport with the waves of light, balance on the 
pine-tops, or follow the eagle soaring into the blue ; 
they are free of time and space ; they unite them ­
selves with all this antique and savage nature, 
embrace it with love, and soon, filled with sweet 
and harmonious sentiments, one recovers something 
of the peace and happiness of the world’s dawn ; in 
the depths of his heart he seizes some notes of those 
pristine hymns which were sung by men in the 
desert.
"Whoever has followed the Sallanche from its 
source thus far will not be able to leave it ; even if 
he sees tha t it darts thence into the most dreadful 
abysses, he wTill attem pt to follow it yet further.
Van H aut and the Dailey are spots visited by' 
many travellers ; but there, in the gorges of Vannes, 
the true unknown begins. None ventures into this 
last part except the boldest reapers of the hamlet of 
Les Granges, who come to “ miander,” as they say, 
or to cut the herbage, right down to the steep rocks 
which tower above the Khône valley.
Below the bridge roars yet another cascade, large, 
clamorous, with a rich volume of spray ; then the 
waters reunite, the gorge darkens and narrows, 
becoming blocked with boulders. Traces of a path 
wind like thread amongst the ferns on the right 
bank. The climber follows the Sallanche closely— 
the ever clamorous and frisky Sallanche, resplendent
in the sun. B ut how can he descend as quickly as it 
does ? Must he not at every step pause to admire 
and enjoy?
Between the high walls, crowned with sombre 
pines, the sun sheds waves of pure light, which 
inundate the depths and everywhere call forth 
life. On all sides a lusty vegetation, full of sap, 
besieges the rocks and disguises their harshness. 
Everything that affords the slightest hold, all that 
is not smooth and perpendicular, is invaded and 
covered. From  the least fissure start strong and 
knotty stalks, crowned with young foliage, and on 
the flanks of the perpendicular walls some old pines 
have found a footing in the rifts, and have grown 
persistently, hanging from the rock and balancing 
their sombre branches above the abyss. I t  is 
difficult to understand how so much life can origi­
nate from rocks so hard.
Nothing affords a finer contrast of decay and 
youth than this gorge on a spring morning. 
Everywhere the old ruined schists are covered with 
a vegetation radiant w ith bloom. The leaves of 
the young ash-trees tremble in the breeze, the 
green ferns bend and balance, the silvery waves 
play in the light, and beyond their noise, the 
sonorous roar of the upper cascades reaches the ear. 
I t  is a festival of sound, movement, light, and 
colours.
The path, traced for goats much more than 
for men, descends across the tall herbage and the 
bushes or debris of micaceous and glittering rocks. 
The gorge is narrow, and the path generally keeps 
quite close to the torrent.
Here the Sallanche has done with great falls and
passionate rages ; nevertheless, the slope is still 
rough and steep, and it foams around some boulders 
which seek to stand in its way. B ut at last it 
approaches with fatal swiftness its destined end. 
Only one fall in the solitude awaits it before it sees 
the great Bhône valley open before it. Accordingly 
what a final display it makes there of its suppleness, 
grace, and all the beauty of its undulating foam ! 
How it multiplies there its dazzling sheaves ! not 
one wave alone, but all are pearls and spray ! all is 
resplendent and scintillating ! I t  is the last of its 
festivals in the secrecy of the mountain, and indeed 
it is one of its most beautiful. Like the swan which 
sings at its last hour, like the flame which revives 
at the moment of its extinction, it wishes, before 
losing itself in the muddy waters of the plain, to take 
a last look at the light for which it was created, and 
in which it would have so much liked to live ; all its 
waves shoot forth at once, all up to the last drop 
snatch from the light one last ray. Then it falls back 
and enters into its scabrous bed, where it has still 
a little time to run. Suddenly the walls part on 
either side of it, the valley of the Bhône opens out 
widely, and from a last precipice it falls down into it.
This last cascade has become the victim of a 
maladroit speculator, who has succeeded in 
spoiling it for the sake of profit. I t  is the cele­
brated Pissevache, whose billows and waves have 
been tamed to allow of a gallery being made.
A bitter destiny is tha t of the Sallanche—to lose 
the solitude and the mountains, and die thus in the 
broad daylight, in face of the whole valley, between 
profane hands, with a plain for a tomb !
For our part we quit it here. This final fall is
perpendicular ; everywhere around are precipices, 
which there is no know'n means of scaling. The 
climber m ust diverge on the left to descend obliquely 
in this direction. This last stage of the journey 
offers several vertiginous places which are not w ith­
out danger.
Such is, shortly, the course of the gracious and 
limpid Sallanche ; such are the still secret beauties 
which soon will be pasture for the curiosity of all. 
AVhen one has enjoyed them sometimes by himself, 
he cannot repress a regret at seeing them  delivered 
up to the curious crowd, and not merely to those 
who will know how to delight in them, who will bear 
away poetical impressions and beautiful recollections 
of them  ; but also to those whom fashion leads by 
the ear, who will come for the sake of saying they 
have come, and who will walk without under­
standing.
However, is it not better, in spite of this neces­
sary evil, that the crowd should know them, and 
tha t a greater number should be enabled henceforth 
to enjoy them ? W e ourselves, do we not write 
these lines with the intention of bringing more 
visitors to the Sallanche ? W hat m ust be regretted, 
alas ! is that fatality which ordains tha t in this 
world a man cannot enjoy a solitude without dis­
turbing it with his footsteps, or gather a flower 
without causing it to die.*
* Composed in 1871.—Ta.
TH E MASSIF  OF T R IE N T 0
PA RT from its great and strange beauty, the
Swiss portion of the chain of Mont Blanc offèrs 
to clubbists of Romance Switzerland this precious 
advantage, namely, that, of all points of the great 
Alps, it is the one which can be reached most 
quickly. From  the banks of Lém an it takes 
only half a day to reach its glaciers ; and if one 
starts from Lausanne, an excursion of thirty-six 
hours suffices for the accomplishment of a superb 
ascent.
I t  has for amateurs, moreover, another and not 
less seductive attraction : that of its solitudes, which 
have as yet been so little intruded on. This group 
is a succession of vast deserts of ice, rarely traversed, 
and very little known, surmounted by proud aiguilles, 
of which several have not been sullied by hum an 
footsteps. Apart from the Col du Tour, the Fenêtre 
de Saleinaz, and perhaps the Col du Chardonnet, 
by which the guides of Chamonix and the principal
* Article w ritten for the Écho des Alpes (1870, No. 2), à propos of 
the publication of the map of the Club, comprehending the valleys 
of Bntrem ont and Ferret, a part of tha t of Bagnes, and about a  
th ird  of the chain of Mont Blanc.— E d . [See generally Ball’s 
Alpine Guide, 1898 ed., pp. 391-3. This district is the Champ 
d’Excursion of the S. A.C. for 1900, and a new book is in preparation 
relating to it.—Til.]
guides of German Switzerland sometimes pass, it 
is one of the least frequented regions of the chain. 
A few hardy climbers—Englishm en for the most 
part—sometimes cross the other possible passes, 
such as the Col du Tour N oir;*  but there remain 
in these glaciers, and in the savage ridges which 
guard them, more than one nearly unknown spot, in ­
adequately figured on the maps, which has scarcely 
ever been seen, except at a distance, in passing, 
and where nobody has yet thought of planting 
his feet, i
And then, it is a portion of tha t grand and unique 
chain of Mont Blanc, w ith its fantastic Gothic arêtes 
incredibly jagged, and its incomparable granite 
needles. If  one reflects on all these advantages, one 
can only be astonished that the clubbists of Romance 
Switzerland do not make more frequent excursions 
in the group of Trient. Perhaps it is on account 
of the difficulty there is in procuring good guides, t 
without having recourse to those of Chamonix. 
I t  is true that to make the best exploration possible 
of the whole of this viassif, in a short time, to cross 
all its cols and climb all its peaks, it were necessary 
to take one or two first-rate guides. B ut is that 
the right way of getting the maximum of pleasure 
from such expeditions ? Experience leads me to 
doubt it. To attach to oneself two or three 
experienced and prudent companions, and after a 
deep study of the map and a preliminary examina-
* Only done twice : in 1863 by Messrs. H. B. George andR . J. S. 
Macdonald with Christian Aimer and Melchior Anderegg, and in 
1890 by Mr. H . G. Fordham and M. John Jaccottet with Justin  
Bessart and Aulet.—T b .
t  I t  must be remembered tha t the date of this article is 1876.—Tn.
} Good guides can n o w  be hired a t Salvan.—T b .
tion of the spots themselves, to go in search of 
adventures, to find and make his way without 
assistance, to repeat victories borne away by others, 
and to win absolutely fresh ones, that is the true 
method of making the acquaintance of the m assif 
of Trient, which lends itself very favourably to 
this mode of exploration.
For my part since I  learned, five years ago, to know 
these mountains in this fashion, I  have grown to love 
them  with a special affection, and from the proudest 
and most vaunted summits I  never fail to salute 
them with a feeling of preference, impatient to 
climb them  afresh. Free of guides and porters, 
alone with one or two friends, I  have made a score 
of visits there, attem pting each time to explore in 
a new direction ; and it is indeed to these excur­
sions made at a venture, to these reconnoitrings, 
as it were, that I  owe some of my most ineffaceable 
memories. Fortunately for my readers my space is 
restricted, for otherwise I  would be draw'n on to 
describe these excursions. I  will only touch on one 
of the first, that which served us as an initiation 
into the beauties of the group of Trient.
All travellers who have been to Chamonix by the 
route of the Forclaz, or by that of the Fins-H auts, 
know that the Trient glacier descends from its 
upper basin into the valley which bears its name 
by a fall (in a series of beautiful blue séracs) of 
1,500 m. [4,921 ft.], which is one of the most 
majestic in the Alps.
The first time that I  had a near view of it the 
idea came to me that the ascent of this cataract of 
ice would be relatively easy in winter, and that, in 
any case, by keeping to the middle, one would be
out of reach of the avalanches, a precious advantage 
in tha t season of the year.* To await the w inter and 
to gain thus the upper Trient plateau became, 
from that moment, my favourite project. B ut it 
was necessary to make several attem pts before it 
was executed. A first attack, made on December 
28, 1871, was calculated to discourage us thoroughly, 
for it scarcely allowed us to touch the foot of the 
glacier, whence we were immediately chased away 
by the fog, the wind, and whirlwinds of snow. In 
February, under a fleckless sky, we reached about 
2,900 m. [9,512 ft.] ; but the wind, which blew 
down in gusts from the top of the great plateau, 
brought us blizzards of icy snow. One of us suffered 
so much from the cold, that he was forced to 
descend. At last, on the 30th of March, a third 
attack met with more success. The winter had 
been very rigorous, the snow lay still half an hour’s 
journey above Martigny. Starting from Lausanne, 
Mon s. P . Bouget and I  proceeded to sleep at the little 
inn of the Forclaz. At any season it is an excellent 
lodging, but in summer it is better—to save time 
—to sleep at the picturesque Lys t  chalet. So 
much snow had not been seen for th irty  years, 
according to what we were told by the good people 
of the inn. Nothing could have been more favour­
able to our enterprise. At 4 a.m., lit by a small 
lantern, we left the col and followed the level road 
made for the exploitation Î of the glacier ; the work­
men had already cleared it.
* This passage is a good illustration of a sort of reasoning 
rashness which lent a charm to Javelle’s character.— T e .
t  Javelle writes “ Lie,” the incorrect spelling. I  follow Mons. 
Louis Kurz.—T e .
; Referring to the trade in ice, which is cut up and sent to 
towns.—T e .
I t  is difficult to imagine a spot from which one 
might, in the depth of winter, penetrate more easily 
into the bosom of such high mountains ; thanks to this 
excellent road, in an hour of flat walking one 
arrives at the foot of the glacier itself. The land­
scape then assumes a sublime character ; one is in 
the bosom of mountains of the first rank.* Like an 
immense staircase of alabaster shaded with azure, 
the glacier of Trient mounts by steps between two 
chains of steep granitic peaks. At first it rises 
gently, forming a broad preliminary terrace : soon, 
assuming greater boldness at every step, it rises 
with ever increasing pride and purity, and at a 
height of about 3,000 m. [9,840 ft.] suddenly dis­
appears from sight. Across this upper edge a series 
of silver battlem ents outline their sharp indentation 
against the sky, and behind is nothing hut the dark 
azure. W hat is there beyond these battlem ents ? 
W hat pure and unknown solitudes unfold them ­
selves behind their glittering walls of ice ? None 
can contemplate the majestic ascent of these steps 
without being seized by an irresistible desire to 
investigate the region which succeeds them, hidden 
as if it were too beautiful for hum an eyes. I t  is 
thought with some reason that this upper basin 
must be very vast and its boundaries very remote, 
since no peak can be seen to rise up behind 
the battlem ents ; and what m ust be the capacity of 
that cup of snow whose overflow assumes so colossal 
a form !
If nothing is easier than to imagine oneself
* If one goes by height this statem ent is preposterous. But 
Javelle is writing as a prose-poet and as a climber, not as a 
tailor measuring off lengths.—Tb.
penetrating into these beautiful solitudes, it is quite 
another th ing when it comes to realising one’s 
dream. To judge by the first appearance at least, 
the access to them  is very well defended. To the 
right is a group of almost inaccessible peaks cuirassed 
with ice; to the left, the Pointe d’Orny; between, 
the uninterrupted range of great séracs. The effect 
of the whole is that of two immense granite turrets 
joined together by a curtain of ice.
W e decided to effect a passage by a large slope of 
snow plated over the flank of the Pointe d’Orny. 
This should lead to a sort of shoulder from which one 
could, according as he chose, gain either the summit 
or the upper basin of the glacier. The rimaye which 
defends its base, and which, in autumn, is often 
very wide, was closed ; above, the slope lay stretched 
out, perfectly regular, dipping everywhere at forty- 
two, forty-three, or forty-four degrees. I t  seemed to 
us at first as if we should be able to climb it in three 
hundred steps ; as a m atter of fact, seven hundred 
and forty were required.
B ut then the plateau, the immense and dazzling 
plateau, was spread out in its entirety under our 
eyes; it began two paces off; with our eyes we could 
scour its mysterious retreats, walk there, run over 
the whole of it. No more barriers ! I t  was ours, 
while at our feet the séracs vainly reared their 
towers of ice intersected by blue gulfs. W e had so 
ardently desired to arrive at that height, and we 
were so proud of having reached it alone and in mid­
winter, tha t at this moment our envy could not 
have been excited by the prospect of planting our 
feet on the summit of M ount Everest, and to attain 
the summit of Mont Blanc, surrounded by a small
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party of guides and porters, had seemed to us 
ridiculous.
I  am greatly tempted to recount the three delight­
ful hours which we passed on the Pointe d’Orny,* 
and the picturesque descent of the great slope which 
we made in returning, while braving a Siberian 
temperature, with our beards loaded with icicles and 
our ice-axes incrusted with hoar-frost and grown 
similar to those big, wrought, wax tapers seen in 
Catholic churches. B ut I  m ust contine myself 
within bounds ; the description of the plateau 
and its surroundings will be more useful to the 
reader.
The upper Trient névé is probably unique in 
the Alps, if not as regards size and beauty, at 
least in its individuality. + I t  is the perfect basin, 
ideal, tranquil, with the gentlest possible inclination, 
unrolling its immense tablecloth by vast and insen­
sible undulations. There are esplanades of névé that 
are still vaster, amphitheatres that are grander ; but 
nowhere else will one see the counterpart of that 
immense lake of snow, silently reposing, surrounded 
with noble peaks of gilded granite, proud by reason 
of the boldness of their .build, but not rising high 
enough above it, however, to diminish the effect of 
its vast and calm extent. In  the middle of the day, 
as shown by the great sun, these snows seem to 
sleep as though overcome by a dazzling light, whilst 
all around the great bronzed peaks—severe, im-
* The first known ascent of this peak is th a t made by Javelle and 
Mons. P. Rouget, March 30, 1872. See The Chain of Mont Blanc, 
by Louis Kurz (1892), p. 18.—Tb .
t  Here speaks a genuine enthusiast. One with a large, dis­
passionate knowledge of the Alps could not have mado this 
remark.—T b .
mobile, eternal—lift their ruined points towards 
heaven : it is the calm of death, and the fantastic 
grandeur of those lunar landscapes which the tele­
scope reveals to us is brilliantly profiled on the 
black background of the sky.
Advance on this immaculate carpet, whose 
crevasses are nearly always solidly covered, begin to 
traverse this Sahara of snow ; you may walk a 
thousand steps and th ink that you have scarcely 
changed your place. Even if the snow be far from 
soft, it takes very nearly two hours to traverse it. 
Moreover, with the exception of the Aiguilles of 
Chardonnet and Argentière, still very near, which 
one sees rising up through a gap, the peaks which 
form a girdle around the plateau allow nothing to 
be seen beyond. Of all the rest of the chain of 
Mont Blanc not a single peak remains. I t  is as if 
it did not exist, and as if this dazzling plateau, 
surrounded by a circle of golden peaks, was the 
crest of the Alps, the crown of the world. Through 
the opening whence falls the great cataract of the 
glacier of Trient, one sees, at a distance and already 
much diminished in size, the Tour Sallières and the 
B ent du Midi ; then further, and still more diminished 
in size, the Tour d’Aï and the Tour de Mayen.
From  the shoulder at which the great slope ends, 
one can reach the summit of the Pointe d’Orny 
(3,278 m. [10,751 ft.])* in less than half an hour. 
Then on one side the whole character of the view 
changes, and whilst the climber’s gaze plunges 
sheer into the magnificent precipices of the Val 
d’Arpette, he sees rising up above these the serried
* So in original and in Mons. Kurz’s Guide (1892). Mons. 
Kurz's map (1896) gives the height, 3,274 m., 10,742 ft.—Tr.
and glittering group of the great peaks of the Valais 
and, more to the left, the long and rugged chain of 
Bernese Alps.
Besides, there is more than one way of mounting 
to the Pointe d’Orny. Since our first ascent we 
have taken nearly all of these routes except the 
escalade of the precipices of the Val d’Arpette 
[Arpette glen], which is possible, but probably very 
difficult.* F irst of all, according to the state in 
which the slope happens to be (from the beginning 
of the m onth of August it is often composed of 
fresh ice), one can climb by the rocks which border 
it on the left, and then traverse it right up to the 
top. I t  is also possible, avoiding the slope entirely, 
to surmount the great séracs, passing pretty near the 
rocks; this excursion affords some grand views. By 
gaining the Col des Écandies, another ascent can be 
made by one of the couloirs which descend in a 
parallel with the Pointe d’Orny. Mons. Béraneck’s 
son t and I  have climbed that on the right, and it 
seemed to us a climb worthy of the most celebrated 
peaks. Finally, to attain the Pointe by Orsières 
and the Orny glacier is an excursion which ladies 
and children can accomplish without difficulty, with 
the exception that they require a guide on account 
of the glacier.
* The ascent Irom the North (Arpette glen) was achieved 
September 9,1891, by MM. P. Beaumont, R. do Breugel-Douglas, 
and J. de Rovère de Breugel, with F. and J. Fournier and Pierre 
Delex. See The Chain of Mont Blanc, by Louis ICurz (1892), 
p. 18.—T r.
t  Mons. Edouard Béraneck. The Fenêtre du Chamois (the gap 
at the head of the couloir) was discovered and climbed by the two 
friends, 21st of September, 1873. See L'Echo des Alpes, 1887, 
No. 2.—T r .
As to the great plateau itself, one can follow as 
many different itineraries to reach it. L ast year 
[1875], in company with Mons. Morf,* Mons. 
Béraneck's son, and two other amateurs, we climbed, 
without any difficulty, from the Grands chalets, 
where we had slept, the western arm of the 
Grands glacier, and surmounting above the point 
marked 3,103 m. [10,177 ft.] ,t the arête which 
forms the frontier of France, we descended thence 
on to the glacier of the Tour. To rem ount this 
glacier up to the Col du Tour, and thus upwards, 
to gain the plateau of Trient seemed to us a climb 
as easy as it was splendid.
An itinerary which we have not yet had the 
opportunity of executing, would be, to start from 
the Grands chalet and traverse the glacial slopes 
between the Aiguille du Tour and a group of 
summits not named on the map, of which the two 
highest are respectively called by the shepherds the 
Pointe du Génépi and the Aiguille du Midi.]
* Prof. Conrad Morf was a former president of the Section 
Vaudoise (Section des Diablercts) of the S.A.C. He died April 20, 
1877, from an accident on Mont Le Blanchard. “ The Col des 
Grands (3,050m. [10,007 ft., see note under]), since the utilisation 
of the glacier du Trient, offers a passage directly on to the upper 
névé of the Tour, whence one can gain the cabin by the Col du 
Tour.” (L'Éclio des Alpes, 1887, No. 2.) As shown in the text, 
Javelle was the first to cross this col.—T r.
t  Height on the S.A.C. map. The point is Mons. Kurz’s Pointe 
des Grands, and its height, according to the most recent survey, 
is 3,110 m. (10,203 ft.). The pass is now called the Col des Grands, 
and is marked 3,000 m. (10,040 ft.) on Mons. Kurz’s map, corrected 
from 3,050 m. (10,007 ft.) in his guide to The Chain of Mont Blanc, 
and 3,082 m. (10,112 ft.) on the Siegfried map.
} “ A possible variant of the Col des Grands might be attem pted,” 
said Javelle, “ between the Pissoir and the Aiguille du Tour. 
Amateurs in novelties take note ! ” (L ’Echo des Alpes, 1887; No. 2.) 
Mr. Coolidge tells me this climb has not yet been done.—T r ,
As to the Aiguille du Tour itself, it presents a 
perplexity to the would-be climber. I t  is double, and 
the two twin peaks which compose it are so equal in 
height that, once on the summit of one of them, the 
climber is puzzled to know which of the two is the 
higher. That on the south * bears a steinmann, and 
seemed to us easily accessible ; its rival was probably 
virgin t when last year, with Messrs. Béraneck 
(father and son), we made the ascent of it. W e 
climbed it directly by the eastern arête, a gymnastic 
exercise of great interest without being difficult, and 
one which affords the recompense of a view of rare 
splendour.! An examination of the map shows 
that in fact few spots are better situated for an 
oblique view of the whole of the majestic chain of 
Mont Blanc. The three groups of the Aiguille du 
Chardonnet, the Aiguille Verte, and Mont Blanc 
itself, are so admirably staged there that each of 
them  lies at just the right distance to allow of the 
spectator’s seeing its companion in all its beauty. 
The whole of the remainder of the tableau is wildly 
magnificent ; a chaos of fantastically carved arêtes 
enclosing inaccessible deserts of ice. In  the distance 
the view plunges over all the secondary chains of 
the Savoy down the canton of Vaud, whilst, in the 
opposite direction, it extends as far as the glittering 
chain of the Graian Alps.
B ut if there be one passage which we should 
single out in this brief sketch, it is the most beauti­
ful col, the best known and incontestably the most
* The south sum mit (climbed in 1864 by Mr. C. G. Heathcote) 
is now known to be 3,540 m. (11,614 ft.), while the north summit is 
3,539 m. (11,611 ft.).—Tb . f I t  was.—Tr .
! Half an hour sufficed to scale the rocks of the Aiguille by this 
route.
singular, that to which the name has been so justly 
given of the Fenêtre (window) de Saleinaz. I t  
opens right at the end of the plateau of Trient, in 
its southern corner, between jagged and almost 
terrific aiguilles. Though this singular breach 
which in more than one respect recalls the Trift- 
joch, one suddenly sees the upper basin of the 
glacier of Saleinaz, while rising above it are the 
awful and sublime slopes of the Aiguille d’Argentière, 
the Darre'i, and the Tour Noir. According to the 
season, it is easy enough to descend thence to the 
upper basin of the Saleinaz glacier ; but, once on 
this plateau, nothing is more difficult than to gain 
the valley of Ferret, if one risks doing it without 
information and for the first time. The rocks which 
encase the glacier are almost everywhere literally 
walls, and the glacier itself in  two places makes falls 
so complicated with crevasses and séracs, that 
several hours are lost there very quickly. Divers 
expeditions w ith renowned guides have ended after 
a rough day in an improvised bivouac, in default of 
the ability to attain the valley before night. Aimer 
and Melchior Anderegg themselves, descending from 
the col of the Tour Noir, were obliged to pass the 
night on the glacier before they could issue from it.*
Mr. A. Reilly’s map,!' more accurately drawn, 
though in less detail than  the Club map, f indicates 
a descent across the whole lower part of the Saleinaz
* There is now a hu t (2,691 m., 8,829 ft.) belonging to the 
Swiss Alpine Club. Ball (1898 ed.) says : “ I t  is an admirable centre 
whence to climb the neighbouring peaks.”—Tr.
t  Published in 1865.—Tr.
I A new corrected map of these regions was published in 1879 
under the auspices of the Topographical Federal Bureau.—E d . 
[Mons. Kurz’s map (1896) is by far the best.—T r .]
glacier ; it is certainly neither the shortest nor the 
easiest descent : it is preferable to climb the spur of 
rock marked 3,065 m. [10,056 ft.] on the Club map ; 
thence one can descend, obliquely and by crossing a 
wide couloir, by the rocks nearly to the base of the 
glacier.
One can also descend more directly to Orsières by 
going along the base of the Aiguilles Dorées, so as 
to pass a col between them and the Portalet ; the 
slope which descends thence on to the glacier of 
Orny is a little vertiginous, but less difficult than it 
seems at first.
Space fails me, and nevertheless how many more 
things there are to direct attention to ! The 
Aiguilles Dorées, proud and virgin,* of which one or 
two are probably inaccessible ; the Grande Fourche, 
wickedly rearing its sombre and inviolate head ; 1 
the Tour Noir, more repellent and still prouder 
(a slightly reduced copy of the Cervin) ; and so 
many possible passages across each of the prin­
cipal arêtes ! Verily, for the m an who can content 
himself with summits of 3,600 m. [11,811 ft.], there 
is a fine harvest still to be reaped in this field of 
excursion.
* Read in  the JticZ iO  des Alpes (1882, No. 4) the account of the 
ascent of one of them by Mous. A. Barbey.—E d .  [But Mons. 
Barbey did not do the highest (the Aiguille de la Varappe, 3,520 m., 
11,549 ft. S. map). His was the Tête Biselx, 3,512 m., 11,523 ft. 
S. map. All the Aiguilles Dorées are now climbed. That of which 
MM. 15. Javelle and É. Béraneck made the first ascent in 1877 is 
now known as the Aiguille Javelle, 3,434 m., 11,267 ft. See 
Mons. Kurz’s map.—Te .
t  I t  was climbed for the first time by Mr. [H. R.] Whitehouse in 
[August] 1876.—E d . [This statement was ingeniously controverted 
by Mons. E . J. P. de la Harpe in the Écho des Alpes (1887, No. 2), 
but Mons. Kurz decides for Mr. Whitehouse.—T e , ]
L et us hasten to add tha t the exploration of this 
region will become easier after this year, which will, 
without doubt, witness the completion of a good 
cabin erected by the Section des Diablerets, near the 
Orny chapel. Such a lodging was necessary on this 
side, for habitation was no longer to be found above 
the Som-la-Proz village.
On leaving this cabin the climber will be able 
to attain  the upper plateau of Trient in an hour. 
However, let him  not wait for the completion of the 
cabin, which will probably be delayed till August by 
the abundance of the snows of this winter,* since, 
taking for his starting point the F o rd  a/, or the 
picturesque chalet of Lys, he can begin from now 
to make the acquaintance of this group, to which he 
will not fail to return again and again.
* The old hu t was established in August, 1877 ; the new hu t (not 
far from the old one) in September, 1893. See Éclio des Alpes, 
1877, p. 209 ; ibid., 1893, pp. 259-GO and 344.—Tb.
“ . . . and you, ye Mountains,
Why are ye beautiful ? ”— Manfred i. 2.
AY the readers of the Êclio be good enough to
pardon me if I  claim their attention to an 
ascent already six years old (1876). My reason is 
not only that this excursion was one of the most 
beautiful I  ever made, but because the recollection 
of it haunts me—makes me remorseful for not 
having recounted its details at the proper time. 
They say it is never too late to mend ; this wise 
maxim shall serve me as an excuse, for I  am con­
vinced I  am acting rightly in trying to tell others of 
all the delights which the conquest of the Tour Noir 
made me experience. Besides, this summit is still 
so seldom climbed, so little known indeed, that it 
will have some novelty for the majority of readers. 
I t  is probable that several will ask me even at the 
start, “ W hat is this Tour Noir then ? where is
The votaries of virgin peaks would have been 
much surprised if, six or seven years ago, some one 
had told them  that in sight of the gulf of Montreux, 
in the beautiful midst of one of the best-known spots 
of Europe, it was possible to point out a peak
it?  ”
3,8^4 m. (12,546 ft.)* high upon which no man had 
yet trod.
Nearly in the centre, in fact, of that amphitheatre 
of high m ountains which forms the grand entrance 
to the Valais, the Tour Noir, which was virgin then, 
rises up—an arrow of granite so straight, so narrow, 
and of an equilibrium so perfect tha t it m ight be the 
spire of a cathedral. I t  can be seen from all the 
slopes which surround Vevey, and even from the 
streets of M ontreux ; it rises in the embrasure which 
lies between the rounded head of the Salentin and 
the fretted side of the Dent du Midi ; but from its 
proximity the latter seems to crush it with its 
enormous and magnificent weight ; it looks no more 
than  a detail, and generally passes for a denticulation 
of the sides of the Dent. One would scarcely suspect 
tha t this little peak rises nearly 2,000 ft. above the 
Dent du Midi, tha t it belongs to the chain of Mont 
Blanc, and tha t to reach its base one m ust go into 
the Val Ferret.
In  the very region in which it rears its head, this 
beautiful peak is so little known th a t one of the best 
guides of Chamonix, to whom we spoke about it at 
Orsières only the day after our ascent, maintained 
its non-existence in perfect good faith. I t  is for all 
that very singular tha t the Chamoniard guides who 
frequently pass the Fenêtre de Saleinaz should 
not have remarked—once having reached the gap 
of this savage col—the magnificent pyramid of 
rocks, all bedecked with snow and ice, which rose 
up so proudly before them  at a distance of half a 
league towards the south side. And what seems to
* On Mona. Kurz’s map the height is given as 3,836 m., 12,586 
f t .— T r .
me even more astonishing is that so many climbers 
belonging to various clubs, in quest of the latest 
virginities,* ancl who pass their w inter evenings 
poring over their maps to discover forgotten sum­
mits, should not have thought of this one and 
devoted their energies to its assault. I t  is, however, 
worth the trouble, seeing it is a peak [nearly] as high 
as Monte V iso,t and in its form reminiscent of the 
Cervin.l
For me who saw it every day from the hanks 
of Lém an nothing was easier than to notice it, 
nothing more natural than  the wish to climb it ; 
and as soon as I  had occasion to see it for the first 
time, close at hand—to speak precisely, my view was 
from the Fenêtre de Saleinaz—this wish became 
irresistible. W hat I  had been able to see of its 
surroundings was characterised by a wildness which 
promised rare pleasures.
The first of these pleasures was that of increasing 
my acquaintance with the region round about, in 
order to prepare a plan of attack. One need not 
have travelled long in the Alps to know how difficult 
it is to name the m assif which one likes the best ; 
they are all so beautiful. However, after more 
than sixteen years of excursions in the vast Alpine 
chain, and in spite of my fanatical admiration 
for the giants of Zerm att, I  unhesitatingly give 
my preference to this eastern extremity of the 
chain of Mont Blanc. I ts  beauties are always new 
to me. Nowhere else have I  found the indescribable 
silence, the grave but serene peace, which gives me
* I.e., untrodden peaks. I t  is a pity to spoil such a phrase.—T r .
t  3 ,8 4 3  m . ,  1 2 ,6 0 9  f t .— T e .
Î Open to question, to say the least.—Tn.
always the illusion of having definitely quitted the 
world, and of existing eternally separated from its 
noise.
Oh, my beautiful deserts of Argentière and 
Saleinaz ; my proud granites, throwing up your 
great golden spears into the intense blue of the 
sky ; my white, pure névés, sleeping like great polar 
lakes amongst fantastic arêtes, I  cannot think of 
you without enthusiasm, but I  would like to find 
a language worthy of your splendours to express the 
emotions which you have so often awaked in me ! 
Then those who should read me would no longer be 
able to stay at home ; they would cry, “ L et us away ! 
How can we delay seeing such beautiful things ? ” 
And once they had known these solitudes, they 
would dwell like a dream with them  also ; every 
summer their one hope would be for the happy 
moment when they would be able to turn  to the 
heights and lose themselves in their white folds, 
there to forget the world.
The Tour Noir rises in one of the least known 
parts of the chain of M ont Blanc between the 
Aiguille d’Argentière and the Dolent. I ts  triangular 
pyramid directly overlooks from each of its faces 
three glaciers—those of Saleinaz, Laneuvaz, and 
Argentière.* I t  rises on the very arête which 
separates the two latter glaciers, just at the side of 
the savage breach which is known under the name 
of the Col d’Argentière, the only practicable passage t 
which can be found on this point over the crest of
* “ Not quite true,” observes Mr. Coolidge. “ I t  is the spur of 
he Tour Noir, now called the Aiguille de la Neuvaz, 3,731 m. 
[12,211 ft.], which occupies this corner position.”—Tr .
f I t  is not the only one now.— T r .
the great chain. Now to attem pt its assault, the 
simplest, and indeed, perhaps, the only possible 
way is to gain the Col d’Ârgentière, either by the 
Chamonix side or by the Val Ferret. Be it under­
stood, however, that these two roads differ as much 
as night from day. On the Chamonix side, a slow 
and gentle glacier slope leads nearly to the top of 
the col ; the more one progresses, the easier the 
route becomes ; one does not cease to walk on a 
carpet of snow, and one arrives, so to speak, without 
so much as suspecting a possible breakdown. By 
the Val Ferret, on the contrary, to gain the breach 
of Argentière is a much more serious enterprise. 
From  the narrow vale where the glacier of Laneuvaz 
twists and breaks, the climber has to scale an ugly 
wall of 1,000 m. [3,281 ft.] in height, Avhich has 
earned a bad reputation ; and the best proof that this 
side does not offer an easy access lies in the fact that 
the first five or six caravans tha t passed that way 
each tried a different road with a view to discovering 
a better one.
For the climber to approach the Tour Noir by the 
Val Ferret is gratuitously to double his task, for the 
escalade of the col itself takes longer than  that of 
the peak. However, arriving from Courmayeur and 
intending to pass later into the valley of Bagnes, my 
companions and I  were obliged to take this laborious 
way both in ascending and descending.
1 am far from regretting it. The vale of Laneuvaz 
possesses some infernal beauties which repay the 
trouble required for obtaining a good view ; few 
spots exist in the Alps of an aspect more brutally 
savage. Here is not the romantic freshness of the 
Bernese valleys, nor the luminous richness of the
Alps of Zerm att, but the horrible nakedness of grey 
precipices and livid ice. You have just quitted 
the Val Ferret, which, with its bare slopes, its 
poor chalets, its meagre vegetation, is nearly a 
desert ; you leave behind nothing but contracted 
and melancholy horizons, and by a vast bed of 
scree across which roars the muddy water of a 
large torrent, you enter an am phitheatre half a 
league broad, where you see nothing on all sides 
but the tawny grey of the rock, the white of the 
snow, and the blue of the sky. This am phitheatre 
is formed by L a Maya, M ont Dolent, the Aiguilles 
Bouges, the Tour Noir and the Darreï, which unite 
in a wall the better to bar the way, and which 
brutally rend the azure with their gigantic battle­
ments. One would say that it was their mission to 
defend the approach to the white solitudes which 
stretch on the other side. As if they had to resist 
some warrior similar to those of the Hindoo epics, 
who could tear away whole mountain sides, they 
have heaped around this am phitheatre all the horrors 
they could find. Mont Dolent suspends from its 
summit masses of bluish ice which it holds in 
readiness to drop at any moment ; the Aiguilles 
Bouges, above their rugged wall, lift up an impass­
able line of granite lances, whilst, from the height 
of their breaches, they can discharge volleys of 
stones into their formidable couloirs ; the Tour Noir, 
for its part, opposes to the adversary merely the 
untameable brutality of its great walls of naked 
rock ; on all sides nothing but evil and menacing 
things are to be seen. On the right, however, the 
aspect is comparatively mild, and offers the hope 
of a passage ; the pallid snows ascend in large un-
clulations to the border of heaven itself, where they 
cut the azure sharply with a dazzling col.* But 
this seductive and apparently easy col is a snare. 
By it, instead of surmounting the chain, you would 
be led into one of the least known folds of the 
Saleinaz glacier, and, after a long journey, you would 
find yourself again on the same slope of the chain. 
No, everything is well guarded, well defended ; there 
is not a weak point in this formidable enclosure, and, 
as if there were not obstacles enough, at the foot of 
all the walls opens the long rent of gaping rimayes. 
Do not imagine that at a distance, even in the midst 
of the amphitheatre, you are in safety. Stones 
started from the top of all these walls can reach you 
there, the glacier is strewn with their splinters. 
From  time to time boulders leap down the great 
couloirs ; wait a little, and as it were a trial-avalanche 
rolls down ; anon all is silent, and this circle of giants 
remains there, terribly immobile, regarding you ex­
pectantly. T hen—most insignificant and delicate 
little being, made only of flesh and blood—you 
arrive in the presence of these walls of granite and 
ice, and you oppose to them, it would seem, some­
thing yet stronger and more indomitable than them ­
selves, since you have persuaded yourself quietly 
that, with your will, your intelligence, your courage, 
and a little patience, you will find a good way of 
overcoming all obstacles, in spite of everything.
W e were four, and all of us seasoned and 
thoroughly determined to conquer. My three com­
panions were Mr. [F. F .] Turner, a young English­
man who had won his spurs, Joseph Moser, the
* E ither the Col de la Neuvaz or the Col dc la Grande Luis— 
probably the former,—T r .
well-known guide, of Zerm att, and François 
Fournier, of Salvan, an excellent climber in his 
capacity as a skilled crystal-hunter. W e arrived 
from the Graian Alps, where we had just com­
pleted a campaign which had accustomed us to 
victory. Being, nevertheless, a little uneasy as to 
the issue of our enterprise, we installed our bivouac 
on the morning of the 2nd of August under a huge 
boulder conveyed by an old moraine to a distance 
of ten paces from the glacier of Laneuvaz.
W ithout other distraction than the whistling of 
the marmots, or the noise of the avalanches, we had 
ample leisure to study the Col d’Argentière and the 
arêtes of the Tour Noir. Nevertheless the evening 
overtook us, while the formation of our plan of attack 
was still undecided. This Tour Noir was distinctly 
serious ; it presented a problem insoluble at a dis­
tance. W as it possible to traverse its ragged face, 
to gain the arête which overlooks the Saleinaz 
glacier ? If  so, victory ; if not, probable defeat. 
Such uncertainties do not constitute the least 
exciting interest of the great game of mountain- 
climbing.
The night came, a severe night ; the sky was 
covered by clouds, and it was so dark tha t the vague 
pallor of the névés with difficulty pierced the gloom. 
Under our boulder we had lit a fire of juniper wood ; 
its mobile reflections made our shadows dance on 
the neighbouring rocks, or suddenly illuminated 
some more distant boulders which reared themselves 
out of the night like pale and bizarre phantoms. 
W hen our frugal supper was over, and each of us had 
disposed himself on his couch made of branches of 
rhododendrons and tufts of herbage, a great silence
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fell. Nothing could be heard but the faint roar of 
the torrents in the bottom of the Val, the occasional 
crackling of the embers on our little hearth, the rarer 
detonations of stones rolling down the great couloirs. 
Soon, by the regular breathing of my companions, 
I  could judge tha t they were asleep ; the sense of 
my solitude became by so much the more palpable, 
and not desiring even to fall asleep too speedily, I  
passed a part of my night in listening to all these 
unaccustomed sounds, in following, by the inter­
m ittent reflections which it threw on the rocks, the 
last flickerings of our dying fire, and in telling 
myself that it was delightful to break occasionally 
from the monotonous life of the towns, to cast 
oneself thus into the heart of the savage world, and 
at least for an evening to re-live the existence 
which our ancestors m ust have lived in the forest.
W e were up at dawn. In  our almost complete 
ignorance of the route which our precursors had 
followed to climb the wall of the Col d’Argentière, 
we proceeded in our own fashion ; and the fact is 
that there are twenty fashions of taking the wall 
in question of which none is to be recommended 
in particular. The following was ours. An enormous 
rocky spur, originating below the col itself, sustains 
the wall at this point and advances as far as the 
middle of the Laneuvaz glacier ; it m ight be taken 
for one of the ruined buttresses of the Tower of 
Babel. To us it seemed best to gain as soon as 
possible the crest of this spur, for it promised to 
conduct us easily enough to the col. The principal 
difficulty lay in climbing its base, which was every­
where cut into sharp sections. W e boarded it by 
the southern side, near enough to its extremity ; by
dint of gymnastics, we were able to hoist ourselves 
by a very narrow and short couloir or, rather, 
chimney, which caused Moser to let fly some of his 
most energetic exclamations.
Once on the arête of the buttress, the climber 
has for the three hours which take him up to the top 
of the col no more to contend with than such 
difficulties as are common enough in high ascents : 
steep and polished granite to traverse, piles of 
enormous broken boulders to circumnavigate or to 
climb, short arêtes corniced with snow or edged like 
a razor, which m ust be followed without flinching. 
Finally he arrives at a last slope of rocks, 
broken and, as it were, pounded, sown with bits 
of crystals which sparkle in the sun, and then he is 
on the great arête, the dorsal arête of the chain of 
Mont Blanc, with a torn crest, if ever there was 
one, all bristling with sharp pinnacles which bend 
and twist as if they were menacing each other.
On the reverse side, the side of Savoy, the vast 
nêvés of Argentière are deployed in a gentle slope, 
so beautiful, so white, so pure, that we were quite 
naturally tempted to descend them. .B u t we had 
something better to do : the col vanquished, we turned 
towards our peak. I t  was there, quite near ; we 
were separated from it only by a short and easy arête. 
None the less, who would have recognised in this 
peak the slender aiguille which is visible from 
the shores of Lém an ? W e were now before a 
heavy, formless tower 200 m. [656 feet] high, 
leaning with all its incalculable weight over the 
Argentière glacier, to which it is a menace. In  air 
of such purity as this its beautiful rocks of tawny 
grey, illuminated by the sun, became very radiant,
and stood out in startling relief against the dark blue 
of the sky. Nothing is so proud and nothing so strong 
as these granites seen thus near, erect and suspended 
in the air despite their enormous weight. The 
climber would say that they had erected themselves; 
and when he crouches at their 1'eet, when he touches 
their formidable austerities with his poor little 
hands, it seems as though he handled the carapace 
of some enormous sleeping monster.*
The southern arête of the Tour Noir, that before 
which the climber now arrives, is inaccessible. W e 
had but too correctly judged it from its base. ' I t  
mounts abruptly by steps of ten or twenty metres 
[32 or 64 feet] several of which overhang. An 
investigation of the Argentière side proved to 
us very quickly tha t this side was also imprac­
ticable. Sheer necessity obliged us to traverse the 
eastern face, which is almost a wall.
Surprises are frequently met with in great ascents. 
This time a very pleasant surprise awaited us : this 
terrible wall proved very easy to climb ; precisely at 
the wished-for height a sort of “ vire,” made—I  will 
allow—m uch more for the hooves of chamois than 
the shoes of mountaineers, traced us a path 
throughout the breadth of the wall ; I  can 
scarcely recall traversing so ugly a precipice 
so commodiously. The wall falls directly by a 
plunge of 800 m. [2,624 ft.] on to the glacier of 
Laneuvaz. I t  m ust be constantly belaboured by
* Of. ante pp. 200 et seq. Victor Hugo compares the mountains 
round the lake of Lucerne to “ an immense herd of hairy monsters 
gathered round that blue drinking-trough, lying on their bellies 
drinking, their muzzles stretched out into the lake.” See Mr. Johp 
Hanson's translation of Al-pes et Pyrénées, p. 30,—Tn,
avalanches of stones, for in the part which we 
traversed everything is broken as the consequence 
of some frightful violence ; everywhere one sees 
sharpened angles and the whitish brilliancy of 
freshly broken stone, and in every hollow masses 
of dust and m inute débris. The repeated shocks of 
these avalanches have fissured the m ountain to its 
very entrails ; not a rock is steadfast ; the handholds 
which you wish to seize break off in your grasp.
W e passed briskly, casting only a rapid glance at 
the precipice of Laneuvaz, which, however, is well 
worth a m om ent’s contemplation. After traversing 
the slope another surprise awaited us ; we found 
ourselves on a fine arête made of rocks as stable as 
those of the face were tottering, but so steep that in 
parts they constituted a veritable ladder.
Then—how delightful it is to remember !—then 
begins the great aërial gymnastic, the dizzying 
climb reminding one of the ascent of the spires of the 
cathedral of Strasbourg ; then came those thrilling 
passages, when, suspended over an abyss of 1,000 m. 
[3,280 ft.] in depth, the climber holds on with his 
finger-tips and the extremest tips of his slioe-soles 
to mere wrinkles of the granite—not to be called 
projections, but none the less so solid and safe that 
with a little practice he is absolutely sure not to 
fall. And, laying hold of these rough and haughty 
rocks—his body to their body—he suspends him­
self, hoists himself, twists himself into attitudes 
which would have kindled the joy of Michael Angelo, 
from time to time looking between his feet, or 
glancing over his shoulder to contemplate the 
depths, whilst inly he blesses heaven for his supple 
limbs, his sure foot, his head free from vertigo, and
the power to deliver himself fearlessly over to this 
intoxicating and incomparable exercise.
Ah, the unspeakable pleasure of these beautiful 
moments ! Can the bird well have such delight in 
flying as the man in climbing these audacious cam­
paniles? W hen the memory of such escalades comes 
back to me, I  cannot refrain from thinking the hours 
I  spent in them  the most beautiful of my life. 
Possibly I  should be ashamed of the confession, but 
nothing in this world has given me such lively and 
complete delight as these climbs over beautiful 
granite at a height of ten thousand feet in the air. 
Never have I  felt myself more completely happy than 
when, with two or three brave and stable com­
panions, I  straddled across some very terrible arête 
between two precipices, as on the Tour Noir.
I t  is perfectly insane, I  acknowledge, and with 
a love such as mine for the wilds, I  feel myself to 
be scarcely worthy of the benefits of society. But, 
on the other hand, why are we condemned to pass 
so large a part of our existence in oui' ridiculous 
cages? W hat would it have cost Nature to have 
arranged tha t our civilisation should have had scope 
for developing itself, if not entirely in the air like 
the city of the birds in Aristophanes, at least in this 
glittering world of high m ountains ? Do you think 
that, confronted by these vast horizons, in this air so 
limpid, this light so unconstrained, in the midst of 
so many pure and m ighty forms, m an would ever 
have become evil ?
Here is a question worth at least submitting to 
those who think with the preceptors of Candide that 
all is for the best in the best of worlds, and that 
Nature has only given us the instincts that accord
with our requirements. W hy, then, has she put in 
the hearts of so many unfortunates such an invin­
cible love for those high peaks where she forbids us 
to live?
For the time being, without seeking to resolve 
this difficult problem, we lent ourselves unreservedly 
to the joy of the climb, and we climbed with the 
more ardour as we were sure of keeping the right 
way. Nevertheless, just as we reached the last 
rocks of the arête, we endured a short period of 
anguish ; three summits rose up at once before us ! 
The Tour Noir had three summits. W ho could 
have suspected it from a distant view ? And if they 
should turn  out to be separated by deep and insur­
mountable breaches ! If it should prove impossible 
to attain  the highest of them ! Was it possible that 
we should be checked pitiably a few steps from the 
goal ? Such a contingency is among the surprises 
m et with in climbing high mountains. B ut no ; the 
three summits were ours ; easy arêtes connected 
them  with each other ; one last and joyous spring 
soon miited the four of us on the supreme summit of 
the Tour Noir.
The spirit of antique poetry m ust be absolutely 
dead in oar poor modern souls if, at such a moment, 
no one be found to burst forth into one of 
those hymns full of a beautiful delirium such as 
the primitive poets knew how to sing. Alas ! all our 
lyrism knew no other way of expressing itself than 
by vehement shaking of hands and wild cries— 
senseless iodler* which m ust have frightened the 
chamois into their deepest retreats.
* Jodels, i.e., singing without words in a falsetto voice, as Swiss 
mountain folk do for joy.—Tr.
Our victory was complete, and the summit, a 
narrow arête half covered with snow, was absolutely 
innocent of any hum an traces.
The highest rock, off which I  broke the fine point, 
in order to keep it as a relic, was only a little block 
of whitish granite, stained with green, and just 
big enough to plant one’s twro feet on. Each of us 
began by giving himself the infantine satisfaction 
of standing on it in turn, and of making the tour 
of the horizon with his eyes in order to testify the 
better to the royalty of our conquest.
W e were then at a height of 3,824 m. [12,545 ft.] 
according to the most recent Federal map, at 3,843 m. 
[12,608 ft.] according to Captain M ieulet’s map, or, 
to make both agree, at a height of about 3,800 in. 
[12,467 ft.] above the greatest thrones of Europe.*
The fine weather perm itted us to make a long 
halt. Boosting rather than sitting on shaking 
boulders, our legs dangling over the precipices, 
which opened at the sides of our gigantic steeple, 
we could quietly enjoy one of those spectacles before 
which a man may think, without any affectation, 
that he is happy to be in the wTorld and to have 
good eyes.
The most ardent admirers of the Alps will, I  
think, allow me to say, without accusing me of 
blasphemy, that if a slight defect were possible in 
the panoramic views afforded by high summits it 
would perhaps lie in their occasional sameness. 
May God guard me from complaining of it : they 
are so beautitul ! All tha t I  wish to say is that, 
when one has seen many of these panoramic views, 
he is not readily susceptible of fresh surprises. On 
* Mons. Kurz’s map gives 3,83G m. [12,58G ft.]. -Ta.
this occasion, however, and although I  preserved a 
perfectly clear recollection of some of the most 
famous terraces of the Pennine Alps and the Graian 
Alps, I  was carried away ; what I  now saw was 
something really new to me.
I t  is certainly not by its extent tha t the panorama 
from the Tour Noir surprises the spectator ; he 
would not need to m ount very high to obtain a 
vaster view ; a full half of the circle of the horizon 
is masked by the great peaks in the immediate 
vicinity. B ut there, precisely in tha t eastern portion 
of the chain of M ont Blanc which developed before 
us—there was the spectacle, and it so completely 
absorbed me that I  have now only a hazy recollection 
of what is to he seen on the north, east, or south. 
I t  was, without doubt, the serried range of the 
Bernese Alps, the agitated throng of the lofty 
Valaisan peaks, and the elegant groups of the Italian 
massifs. There were, I  think, moreover, the gentle 
Vaudois mountains, w ith a corner of Léman, 
and, further off, beyond the long monotonous fold 
of the Jura, the French hills, whose undulations 
were lost in vapour. F ine as all that was, I  
remember it with difficulty, or I  confuse it with 
what I  have frequently seen from so many other 
summits ; but what I  cannot forget, what I  shall 
never lose the image of as long as I  live, is the 
m assif of the Aiguilles such as it appeared to me 
from that height for the first time. Nothing tha t I 
had seen up to then in other regions of the Alps 
resembled it ; this view was of another order ; it 
was for me the revelation of a form of Alpine beauty 
whose existence I  had scarcely suspected. Imagine 
a man with a passion for architecture entering for 
the first time into a beautiful Gothic cathedral.
Perhaps a word on the structure of these moun­
tains will assist towards a comprehension of what 
lay beneath our eyes.
I t  is known that the m assif of Mont Blanc is 
entirely made of crystalline rocks, and particularly 
of granite. Now this granite, throughout its mass, 
is laminated into thin, regular, leafy sheets, which 
the terrestrial forces in their mysterious revolutions 
have re-erected almost vertically. In  such a position 
these gigantic stone leaves have offered themselves 
as an easy prey to the exterior agents which for 
thousands of centuries have worked towards their 
ruin. These agents have only had to profit by their 
interstices, and to carve the rock by following its 
natural joints. Becoming detached by plates and 
laminæ the less compact leaves were the first to be 
destroyed ; they have left the more enduring ones 
upright, which, according as they began to decay 
in their turn, assumed the pointed forms of obelisks, 
of lamb’s teeth, of needles (aiguilles), as the majority 
of summits of this chain are so expressively termed.
Other massifs in the Alps, tha t of the Finsteraar- 
horn, for example, present the same structure, hut 
none with such imposing unity of style and in such 
proportions. One would say it was a cherished 
work from which an artist of equal power and 
severity had eliminated everything tha t did not 
express his one idea. As in a beautiful building 
where the same motive directs the development of 
the pillars and vaults, as well as that of the least 
ornaments, here one rediscovers everywhere this 
mother form — the aiguille, the slender granite 
obelisk; the highest peaks of the chain dart up­
wards in formidable groups of aiguilles ; their spurs
descend in echelons of aiguilles, and their slenderest 
arêtes are still carved into aiguilles—into thousands 
of little aiguilles.6
The effect of the vertical bristling of all these 
granite points is extraordinary ; one would say it 
was a colossal crystallisation ; or rather one thinks 
of a fabulous town, entirely built in the Gothic 
style, and filled with cathedrals 1,000,t 1,500, 
2,000 m. high, some simple and massive like tha t 
of Chalons, others tapering like tha t of Coutances, 
others carven, denticulated, aërial, like tha t of 
Cologne, here crowded together in groups, there 
nobly arranged in avenues, but all raising to heaven 
with the same grave fervour their immense spires 
of stone and the thousand turrets of their buttresses 
and arêtes.
And this fantastic, enormous city, over which 
seems to have passed one knows not what cataclysm, 
sleeps in the most funereal silence, half smothered 
by the snows of a magnificent and perpetual winter. 
Now—for I  have said nothing yet of Mont Blanc 
itself—let the reader imagine to himself, beyond 
these fairy edifices, far above the proudest of all 
these aiguilles, and m ounting with tranquil delibera­
tion into the ultim ate heights of an icy sky, the 
enormous mass of Mont Blanc fabulously laden with 
dazzling snows and diaphanous ice.
Oh, how great and noble, how austere and 
magnificent, it all was ! How had I  the heart to 
descend from that height ? why did I  not remain 
there like those Brahmins of ancient India, who
* Mr. Coolidge remarks tha t “ the finest aiguilles (Midi to 
Charmoz) in the chain are not seen from the Tour Noir.”—Tit.
t  3,280 ft., 4,920 ft., 0,500 ft.—Tit.
could, it is said, live a thousand years without meat 
or drink, buried in their ecstasy in the midst of the 
lofty solitudes of the Himalayas ? In  our faithless age 
such miracles have become impossible, and, alas ! I  
really believe that we drank and ate while admiring 
these splendours ; but at least I  pitied from the 
bottom of my soul the people who cannot tear 
themselves away from the pretended pleasures of 
the towns to learn on these granites what delight 
really is, and still more I  pitied the number, unfortu­
nately so great, of those who long for this world of 
high summits, which they possess the capacity to 
admire, with no hope of ever seeing it.
I  found myself asking what effect such a view 
would produce on a person sensible to the beauties 
of nature, but acquainted only with the plains. 
I  imagined to myself such a man transported to 
this summit with bandaged eyes, without warning 
or preparation, and left to discover his surround­
ings suddenly. “ W hat transports of adm iration!” 
you exclaim? No ; hut rather what a shock, what 
horror ! He might perhaps become mad on the 
spot. W e others, we Alpinists, can admire, because 
we arrive on these high summits prepared by in ­
sensible transitions ; but the first impression of a 
man who should be transported there suddenly 
would be merely one of astonishment and fright.
W hat would strike him just at first would not be, 
as with us, the magnificence of the snows and the 
ice of Mont Blanc, or the proud impetus of its 
procession of aiguilles, it would be the sudden sight 
of all the immediately contiguous horrors, the abysses 
open on all sides, that enormous void from the 
bottom of which nothing is to be seen ascending
but fractured and frightful forms, indescribable con­
fusions of snow and rocks which resemble no known 
thing, and have still no name in our languages ; it 
would be the flanks of the Tour Noir itself, similar 
to the ruins of some turret dismantled by a formidable 
explosion ; it would lie those piles of broken rocks, 
leaning dreadfully over the void, those dizzying 
couloirs whose rapidity makes one shudder, that 
evil ice enamelling the rough sides of the granite, 
and which seems to demand a living sacrifice, and 
beyond all these horrible things it would be the 
strange caprices of those heaps of snow of which 
our greatest writers cannot convey an idea—here 
like thick lips overlapping the whole length of an 
arête, there miraculously suspended from some 
walls, elsewhere fantastically decking a row of 
aiguilles and making them look like phantoms. 
Familiarised as I m ight be with the seen or)7 of 
high mountain-tops, what we now beheld was so 
extraordinary tha t I  could not contemplate it my­
self without experiencing a vague fright.
Six years have flown by since the too happy hour 
when I  saw these things ; many details escape me 
to-day when I  should like to describe them ; but 
others have remained which I  shall never forget. 
I  can still see, for example, 200 m. [656 ft.] below 
us, the infernal arête of the Aiguilles Eouges shooting 
forth its row of sombre lances ; a little further off, 
and on a level with ourselves, the Dolent, with its 
pure crest of snow, overhanging audaciously ; beyond, 
the Aiguille de Triolet, a wicked cone of black rock 
cuirassed with grey ice, and surrounded on all sides 
by frightful precipices ; then the sinister and 
enormous wall of the Grandes dorasses, at its right
the Aiguille du Géant, slender, stooping, and threaten­
ing ; the Aiguille de Eochefort, a long and fine 
stiletto blade, sticking up from a beautiful brow of 
snow. Above all I  can still see—and even the 
imagination of it makes me shudder—the formidable 
chain which composes this unparalleled crescendo : 
the Courtes, the Droites, the Aiguille Verte, offering 
on one side an uninterrupted wall five kilometres 
[3 miles 560 ft.] in length, streaked everywhere 
from top to bottom with nearly perpendicular snow- 
couloirs, of which the la s t— those of the Aiguille 
Verte—are the most terrible in the Alps. And lastly, 
quite close to us and scarcely above our level,* with 
its splendid rocks rising like a sheaf of great organ- 
pipes, I  see the Aiguille d’Argentière so dazzling in 
the sun that it seemed as if made of snow and gold.
But of what avail to me are words in a tongue 
that has not the wherewithal to paint this sort of 
beauty ? And what poet in particular would have 
been able to express worthily what our hearts 
experienced at the thought that we were the first to 
climb this peak, the first to see this indescribable 
tableau ?
For, good people, who from the depths of your 
armchairs so charitably attribute ignoble thoughts 
to the climbing fraternity, we would have you 
believe us when we say that there is really some­
thing felt besides a simple satisfaction of pride in 
climbing an untrodden peak : there is a poignant 
and unique emotion which goes straight to the 
deepest depths of the soul ; the emotion which arises 
when you tell yourself tha t during the incalculable
* The actual difference is nearly 50 m. (165 ft.). The Aiguille 
Verte is 4,127 m., 13,541 ft. high.—Tn.
ages tha t have passed since these rocks first existed 
and lifted their proud nakedness into heaven, no 
man has yet come there, no eyes have seen what 
you see, tha t your voice is the first to break a 
silence which has endured there since the creation 
of the world, and tha t it is given to  you, a man 
picked at random from the crowd, to appear in this 
wild place as the first representative of humanity. 
Then you feel as though invested w ith a religious 
function ; there seems something sacred in this 
instant when the nuptials of m an and earth are 
consummated on a new ground, and I  can imagine 
no place, either on an Alpine summit or in the 
midst of the prairies of Australia, where a man can 
knowingly tread on virgin soil without experiencing 
a deep and grave emotion.
W hen our savage ancestors took first possession 
of the soil then covered with forests, where to-day 
our towns and cultures are laid out, it was their 
custom, if they arrived on an eminence, to erect a 
heap of stones, a cairn, as English Alpinists still call 
it, they having preserved this old Celtic word. Thus 
do we always when we attain a virgin peak of our 
mountains, obeying rather a sort of instinct than an 
immemorial tradition ; and this cairn, for us as for 
our ancestors, is not merely a monument of personal 
vanity ; it means before everything to say : M an has 
come here ; henceforth this spot of the globe belongs 
to him.
And even in the climber’s thought these stones 
wish occasionally to say so many things which are 
not only vanity ! As he heaps them  up with his 
hands such divers sentiments agitate his soul, senti­
ments of which he has often only the vaguest
consciousness, and of which the man who lives in 
his armchair could not have the least suspicion. 
Aloft, before this enormous and severe nature, there 
come quite other thoughts than those tha t enter the 
head in a boudoir or at the opera. One sees the 
world and man from a very different aspect. 
Hum anity has become nothing, it has disappeared ; 
with difficulty, if at all, one divines traces of it in 
some wee points and little whitish scratches in the 
depths of the blue folds of the valleys. H e sees 
himself alone before the terrible unrolling of 
spaces, and he is seized, as nowhere else, with the 
thought that the universe is formidable in its 
mystery, tha t no religion or philosophy gives us a 
true idea of it, and tha t the more widely our eyes 
open the more immense the mystery becomes. The 
sight of this empty immensity inspires fear ; he asks 
with more anxiety than ever what he is, whither he 
goes ; if indeed a time m ust come when he will see 
no more this beautiful world to which his heart is 
wedded ; if th a t heart itself, th a t hearth for the 
fire of love which burns in his breast, is only a little 
flame which flickers a moment to vanish in some 
unknown night. W hether these things strike his 
spirit clearly, or whether a vague impression of them 
steals upon him, he ponders then none the less ; and 
if there be joy in the small monument by which he 
is a little proud to attest his victory, there is a tear 
beside it, a tear from the heart, if not from the eyes. 
Willingly would he engrave on these flags : E t  ego 
in  Arcadia! Men, my brothers, who shall come 
here, I  also, a living and loving soul, have seen for 
one moment what you see. I  also have trembled 
with emotion gazing upon this mysterious beauty.
Oh ! whilst you are in the light pronounce my 
name ; let me live again one moment in your 
thought ! Bocks, you who shall exist so long, let 
this memory of me last as long as you can keep 
it alive !
I t  is possible tha t such thoughts do not mingle 
in the erection of all cairns ; but I  like to think 
that all who have had the good fortune to raise one 
on some summit of the Alps have not done so with 
a perfect indifference and for the mere satisfaction 
of leaving their name there. At least I  can assure 
my readers tha t there was something else in the 
sentiment which animated me, as with the assist­
ance of my companions I  set myself to build a little 
pyramid on the summit of the Tour Noir. The 
materials around us were abundant ; in a few 
m inutes it was built. B ut we had no bottle, 
nothing to preserve for future centuries the 
sacramental note on which were inscribed our 
names and the date of our ascent. In  default of 
a better receptacle, we deposited it between two 
flat stones, letting it protrude a little in order to 
attract the attention of subsequent visitors.
Dear little note ! I t  m ust have seen some rough 
winters up there. Is  it still there ? W ill the frost 
and thaw which break up quarters of rock have 
respected this little leaf of paper? All that I  
know is that the lamented Nicholas Knubel,* my 
brave guide and companion in so many escalades, 
found it the year following my ascent on the occa­
sion when he thought to make, with an English 
climber, the first ascent of the Tour Noir, and
* He has since perished on the Lyskamm [1877] with two ol his 
brothers.
that in learning this detail I  experienced as much 
pleasure as if he had told me that he had found our 
names engraved on a stone in the heart of the 
deserts of Manchuria.
Having finished our cairn, and for a last time 
drunk in with our eyes all that surrounded us, we 
were finally obliged to descend. In  doing this we 
followed the precise route by which we went up 
without finding it worse.
People imagine that it is always more difficult to 
descend than to mount. This is entirely erroneous : 
if one is not subject to giddiness he finds the descent 
almost invariably the easier part of a climb. I t  
obviously costs less effort,* and however little one’s 
taste for precipices may be, his pleasure is much 
keener in descending, since he has constantly great 
spaces in view. On this point I  have questioned 
many climbers and many guides ; and the majority 
of those who are incurably afflicted with the absurd 
love of break-neck expeditions seem to me to be of 
this opinion.
An adventure happened to me, however, which 
nearly gave a dramatic tu rn  to this descent. In  
traversing the wall which overlooks the Laneuvaz 
glacier the sight of the thousand little needles of 
crystals which sparkled among the clébris fascinated 
us so much that, forgetting all prudence, and con­
vinced that there m ust be some rich vein and possibly 
some centre of crystallisation in the vicinity, we 
untied ourselves from the rope and departed in 
search of them, each on his own wayside. There 
were, as a m atter of fact, some very beautiful veins 
which m ust in certain places have opened into 
* But not if the way is difficult.—Tb.
“ fours” carpeted with crystals ; and a good harvest 
may be promised to any one who should devote a 
day to crystal-seeking in these localities. Two of us 
brought back some magnificent pieces of smoked 
quartz with very pure points an inch in diameter. 
B ut during this time I  had succeeded in putting 
myself into the most critical position in which 
I  have ever found myself in the Alps. A vein 
which I  wished to follow had led me to the 
steepest part of the precipice, on some rotten 
rocks, so that I  found myself suddenly hanging 
by the hands from some miserable asperities, w ith­
out being able to find either a hole or a projection 
for my feet, which I  could not even see. W hat I  
saw most clearly below me was the precipice of the 
glacier which awaited me. I  confess that at this 
moment I  no longer admired it ; and I  cherish the 
deepest gratitude to my horrid little rock for having 
been good enough to wait, before crumbling away 
under my hands, until the nearest of my companions 
came to show me where I  could find a foothold.
Anent this incident reasonable people will crow
over me and demonstrate how absurd it is “ to
follow [one’s] caprice ’’ * in such places.
Ah me ; see what a difference there is between our 
brains ! My reflection on this incident is directly 
contrary to that of the reasonable people just cited, 
and I  draw from it a moral totally opposite to theirs. 
The only thing I  reproached myself for was for 
having been stupid enough to put myself into such
* “ — s’il est quelque lieu sans route et sans chemins,
Un rocher, quelque mont pendant en précipices,
C’est où ces dames vont promener leurs caprices.’’
La Fontaine. Fable IV. Livre xii. (Les Deux Clièvres.)—Tr.
au awkward position. How could I  have managed 
to risk my life on these detestable rocks without 
more investigation ? I t  was clear that my ardour 
in crystal-seeking had warped my judgment.
Considering, therefore, that it was cupidity, and 
not the love for precipices, which nearly proved my 
undoing, I  drew therefore the following aphorism, 
of whose tru th  I  am still convinced : I t  is dangerous 
to go into precipices fo r  any other reason than the 
pleasure fo  climbing.
Lay the fault on the crystals, plants, or chamois 
if you will ; a man will often, without reflection 
in the fever of his search, run the risk of involv­
ing himself in situations from which, without assist­
ance, he is unable to extricate himself. Whoever, 
on the contrary, climbs for climbing’s sake docs 
not for an instant lose sight of his end or his 
means ; for him climbing is an art, and, like all 
artists, he devotes jealous care to the execution of 
his task. The first thing he does is to judge with 
one glance the place where he wishes to go, to calcu­
late the chances of success and the means of retreat. 
H e always know's wdiere he is, because no other 
preoccupation baulks his mind. Under such condi­
tions painful surprises are rare. I  would wrager that 
the goats who perish through venturing into places 
that are too unsafe are nearly always the greedy ones.
A further inconvenience attending our hunt for 
crystals was the loss of precious time. The day 
declined ; haste wras necessary. In  our hurry to 
buckle and reshoulder our sacks the possessor of 
the most beautiful piece of crystal forgot it and 
left it on a rock, where no doubt it has since 
sparkled in the sun all the summer.
W hen we had gone half-way down the col to 
the glacier we decided, in order to shorten the 
journey and make trial of a new route, to descend 
by the escarpments of the northern flank of the 
spur. The experiment having been made, let it be 
said tha t it is a route which one would only com­
mend to his most mortal enemies. The majority 
of caravans now descend from this side, but they 
leave the arete much higher and attain the 
Laneuvaz glacier by much easier ways.
W hen we were at the bottom of the wall and 
had leapt the beautiful rimaye which guards its 
border, there remained just enough daylight to 
enable us to get off the glacier. The night over­
took us at the entrance of the desert of stones 
which occupies the whole of the bottom of the Val. 
If, an hour later, some belated shepherd had found 
himself still in the vicinity of the torrent of 
Laneuvaz, he m ight have related on re-entering his 
chalet that he had seen wandering among the boulders 
in the dusk four of the damned, who fell down every 
now and then, uttering imprecations the while.*
* In  connection with this narrative the following passage from 
Hons. Ceresole’s “ Souvenir d’Emile Javelle ” in the Foyer Romand 
will bo read with interest. “ I  still see him  at Saas Fee as I saw him 
during his last stay in the Alps. Though unwell he had contrived 
to visit the glaciers round about. He had just given the last touches 
to his admirable account of the ascent of the Tour Noir. I t  was 
evening. The setting sun kindled with his last rays the white 
cupolas of the Allalin and the iced arêtes of the Dom. Javelle, who 
could not stand the long meals of the table d’hôte, was seated 
alone in  the embrasure of a window. At last I  saw him clasp his 
hands, and from his beautiful dark eyes, which were fixed on the 
summits tha t shone golden in the evening light, I  saw the tears flow 
silently. W hat was passing at this hour through this soul, enchanted 
by love, peace, and beauty ? . . .  Did it  say farewell to this world 
of lofty mountains so often climbed by him ? Did it peer into the 
beyond, seeing other summits ? ”—Tn.
TH E LOST VALLEY
I TR U ST that I  may be granted permission to communicate to the readers of the Écho a letter 
which has been lately addressed to me, and to reply 
to it in this place. The question which it propounds 
will doubtless interest the numerous Alpinists who 
have visited the chain of M onte Rosa, and among 
them  there may be some one better informed than 
myself.
Here is the letter. I t  seems to me so charming 
that I  may be pardoned for giving it in its entirety :
“  D e a r  S i r ,—Your knowledge of th e  Alps of th e  Valais is 
m y excuse for pu tting  a  question to  you. H ave you heard 
speak of th e  lost valley w hich should lie somewhere in  the 
m a ssif  of Monte R osa?
“ I  learned the nam e and existence of th is valley a t Anzeindaz 
from th e  m outh  of Jcan-Pierrc, Philippe G uyon’s herdsm an. I t  
was a  wet day ; heavy m ists rose slowly up the rock slopes ; in the 
chalet a  big fire lit up th e  brown beams and was reflected 
brightly from th e  kettles. Jean-Pierre, very pleased to  have 
secured a listener, to ld  m e stories ivhile he surveyed his 
cheeses. I t  was on th is occasion th a t he spoke to  me of 
th is lost m ysterious valley, surrounded by glaciers on every 
side and unapproachable up to  the  present. I t  is no t deserted, 
however. On the  contrary, th ith e r resort all the chamois of 
the  country to  spend th e  w inter, and no t only those of the 
great range of th e  Valais, b u t also those of th e  furthest 
Alps, even those of th e  D iablerets, th e  H aut-de-Cry, and 
Paneyrossaz. The bottom  of the valley is w atered by a secret
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tributary of the Viège. On one bank grows a row of apple- 
trees ; on the other a row of plum-trees. ‘ This is not a 
tarradiddle,’ said Jean-Pierre ; ‘ it proves it isn’t  th a t in 
autumn the red apples of these trees find their way into 
the Viège by some subterranean passage.’
“ You can guess how the chamois-huntcrs have searched for 
this place ; but it was trouble thrown away. Finally a hunter 
of Anniviers [Zinal valley], more fortunate than his pre­
decessors, reached the spot, and what is more, returned from 
it. W hat route did he take ? W hat had he seen ? The artful 
old boy kept it to himself. He died in the spring with his 
secret.
“ Some English tourists also attem pted the adventure ; they 
slept six nights on the glacier, on mattresses which they had 
brought with them. They did not succeed in finding the 
passage, but by the help of their field-glasses they examined 
the valley and convinced themselves of the existence of 
chamois and even of apple-trees.
“ I  should be very grateful to you if you would give me 
some information on this singular valley. I t  would be 
astonishing if you had not heard of it. In  tha t case I  should 
reproach myself, sir, for exciting your curiosity. I t  is said 
that the wicked genii who inhabit the valley, displeased at 
seeing the profanation of their retreat, caused the death of 
the hunter of Anniviers. If misfortune happened to you for 
a similar reason I  should be inconsolable.
“ Accept, &c.,
“ M.D.”
Nothing piques the curiosity so much as a mystery, 
and nothing excites the courage more than a great 
danger from which one is certain to escape. If  this 
letter had reached me in the climbing season, I 
confess I  should have taken a certain pleasure in 
braving the anger of the wicked genii, and in default 
of the benediction of the curé of my village, furnished 
with good club maps and two pretty sceptical eyes, 
I  should have set out to discover the lost valley.
Unfortunately, the m onth of January is not
favourable for exploring the valleys of Monte Eosa, 
especially if apple-trees are what one wishes to see. 
Truly, it is rather the time for passing some evenings 
with one’s mountain friends in the good old Valaisan 
chalets, seated on the steps of the stove, listening to 
country legends. This I  could not do. Confined to 
my home, I  was perforce obliged to restrict myself, 
as regards the lost valley, to my recollections and 
my library.
Memory has yielded me nothing. I confess that I 
do not recall ever having heard in the Valais the 
least allusion to any valley lost or found. But 
opening the Alpine classic of classics, the pages of 
the venerable de Saussure,* this is what I  read in 
his Voyage autour du Mont-Bose : t
“ In  th is  region there is an ancient tradition  respecting a 
valley filled w ith beautiful pastures, th e  access to  which has, it 
is said, been closed by new  glaciers. I t  is added th a t this 
valley was nam ed H ohen-Laub and th a t it  belonged to  the 
Valais. Seven young people of Grressoney, encouraged by an 
old priest, undertook six years ago to  find th is valley, and 
directed the ir course tow ards th a t gorge whose sum m it is visible 
to  the north  of the ir village. On th e  first day they  couched 
on th e  highest rocks on th e  threshold of th e  snows ; on the 
second, after six hours’ m arching on these snows, they  arrived 
a t th e  edge of th e  gorge. There a t their feet to  th e  no rth  they  
saw a valley surrounded by glaciers and frightful precipices, 
covered partly  by rocky débris and traversed by a  stream  which 
w atered beautiful meadows w ith woods tow ards th e  bottom  on 
the right, bu t w ithout vestige of habitations or domestic
* On this legend consult also Vernaleken, Alpensagen, p . 9 ; and 
Rochholz, Naturmythen, p . 2 2 1 .— E d .
f  Voyages dans les Alpes . . . Troisième Edition, augmentée des 
Voyages en Valais, art Mont-Cervin et autour du Mont-Rose (Paris, 
1 8 5 5 ), chap. xiv. The reader of de Saussure should also certainly 
read Sir M artin Conway’s description of the view from the Rock of 
Discovery. (See Alpine Journal, Vol. X II. p .  7 5 .)— T e .
anim als. Persuaded th a t th is  valley was th a t which was 
regarded as lost, they  returned, very proud of th e ir d is­
covery which they  loudly proclaimed, even going so far as 
to  w rite to the  Court of Turin. To a tte s t th e  reality  of the ir 
discovery, and derive some practical advantage from it, i t  was 
necessary to  descend into th is valley. This is w hat they  
tried  to  do two years after their first voyage. They returned  
to  the border of the  precipice furnished w ith spikes [or, possibly, 
cram pons], ropes, and ladders, but obtained no success. They 
came back, reporting th a t  th e  escarpm ents were so high th a t 
no ladder was of any use.
“ This singular narrative, which was m entioned to  me a t 
Turin as though it  were an  established fact, strongly stirred 
m y curiosity. Arrived a t Gressoney, I  hastened to  collect 
inform ation, and I  was m uch astonished to find th a t all the 
peasants to  whom I  spoke concurred in assuring m e th a t the 
tale was a fable, a t  least th a t there  was no inaccessible valley in 
the ir m ountains. I  found th a t only the person who had  made 
m ost noise about th is discovery and one of his near relations 
persisted in  asserting th e  existence of th is valley, b u t they  
were so em phatic th a t I  was m uch perplexed. A t last, finding 
m yself w ith these two persons in  th e  village square, which was 
filled w ith people who had issued from m ass, I  perceived in  the 
crowd a hun ter who had strongly m aintained the non-existence 
of th is uninhabited valley. I  called him  to me, and brought him  
face to  face w ith th e  m an who had  assured m e th a t he had seen 
th e  valley, and I  asked the hun te r if he could m aintain  his 
assertion in his presence. The hun ter affirmed th a t he could. 
Then the patron  of the discovery said to  him  : 1 How can you 
m aintain  th a t th is valley does no t exist, since you yourself are 
one of the  six in whose com pany I  saw it  ? . . .’ ‘ And it  is
ju s t because I  was there  th a t I  m ain tain  th a t  th is valley is 
inhabited, since I  have seen th e  cows and shepherds.1 The 
o ther wished to  deny, bu t a general shout was raised which 
stopped his m outh, and the question seemed to  me decided.
“  Then, when from the  sum m it of th e  B othhorn  I  had 
thoroughly grasped th e  situation of the gorge whence 
th e  hunters had thought they  had made the ir discovery, I  
was convhiced th a t the valley which they  had  in  view was 
simply th a t of the alp of Pedriolo. . . .  In  fact, th is  valley 
is situated a t the no rth  of th is gorge, and from  th is stand­
point presents itself exactly as described by these hunters.
And if we take into consideration the fact tha t the chalets 
of Pedriolo are in the lowest part of the valley, furthest 
away from the gorge and behind rocks which conceal them 
entirely from sight, from all views from southern summits, 
we shall understand that, if the herds grazed in the pastures 
situated to the north below the chalets, a t the moment when 
the hunters of Gressoney came for the first time on to the 
border of this gorge, they cannot have seen either habitations 
or herds in the valley. And it is allowable to suppose that, 
if they perceived them on their second visit, they were not 
willing to lose the honour of their discovery and confess that 
they had only seen a known and inhabited valley. B ut little 
by little, as usually happens, the secret was divulged and the 
tru th  prevailed.”
Assuredly the lost valley here mentioned is that 
of our herdsman of Anzeindaz. In  that case the 
explanation which de Saussure gives is the best 
response which can be made to my correspondent. 
The lost valley is no other than the alp of Pedriolo,* 
or rather the whole of the upper part of the valley of 
M acugnaga; i.e., the deep am phitheatre which the 
observer sees opening at his feet from the top of the 
Cima-di-Jazzi. As to the gorge which the hunters 
climbed, and on the subject of which de Saussure is • 
not very precise, it must be the Colle-delle-Loccie, 
climbed for the first time in 1862 by Messrs. W . E . 
Hall and [J.] A. Hudson, and which, in fact, is rather 
difficult. I t  is true tha t from that high pass it 
required the imagination of persons resolved on 
making a discovery not to see tha t the valley has 
an opening on the eastern side, and that it can easily
* The objection to de Saussuro’s theory is tha t from the Rock of 
Discovery near the Lysjoch (see Ball's Alpine Guide, 1898 ed., 
p. 516), you cannot see Macugnaga or Pedriolo, but you do see the 
Gomer glacier and a hit of the Zerm att valley which is therefore 
the Vallée Perdue.—Tn.
communicate with the rest of the world. B ut how 
could picturesque stories be told if people saw things 
just as they are ?
De Saussure is mistaken on only one poin t— in 
saying that the tru th  has prevailed. The legend 
spread and still survives. I ts  growth was checked 
perhaps at Gressoney and at Turin, but it flourishes 
and will long continue to flourish in several neigh­
bouring valleys, since it is spoken of as far as the 
foot of the Diablerets. Verba volant . . . the tale 
of the hunters of St. Jean-de-Gressoney has cleared 
the m assif of Monte Rosa without a ladder ! Pass­
ing from chalet to chalet through the night watches 
it has become enriched w ith precise details which 
give it a plausible air, it has become embellished 
w ith its marvellous row of apple- and plum-trees 
whose fruit finds its way into the Yiège, and above 
all by that tragic end of the hunter of Anniviers 
which serves it as a fitting crown. Honest Jean- 
Pierre has, I  surmise, put just a grain of his own 
wit into the legend, but its intrinsic m erits joined 
to freedom of circulation are responsible for its 
flourishing.
There is at least one thing worth noting in  this 
legend—the way in which it confirms the old tra ­
dition current in so many valleys, according to which 
the higher passages of the Alps were formerly far 
more accessible and frequented than is the case to­
day. This is an obscure question on which the last 
word has yet to be said. There m ust be a sub­
stratum  of tru th  in this statem ent which is put 
forward with regard to m any cols. The remains of 
an old ladder found on the Triftjoch and many 
other indications suggest that there is something
more than fancy in these traditions. And yet how 
can one give credence to them  ? W ere the glaciers 
smaller than they are to-day? In  tha t case the 
crevasses were correspondingly more numerous and 
the high crests which separate them more free from 
snow, and, being defended at their base by more 
formidable rimayes, were more difficult of access. 
B ut, on the contrary, if the glaciers were m ighty 
enough to lead by relatively easy slopes to the lines 
of the summit it is probable that they descended 
proportionately lower into the valleys and invaded 
a considerable amount of land which to-day serves 
for pasturage. The former proposition is an insult 
to common sense, and the second runs counter to 
the majority of the traditions on the subject.
I t  would be interesting if this question were 
elucidated on some auspicious occasion. In  the 
meantime, let us collect all the legends ; they will 
be useful. L et us hasten to collect them  while they 
ill survive ; already much is effaced from the 
memory of the m ountain dwellers, and it is becoming 
increasingly difficult to find people to relate those 
which still exist. I t  would be a misfortune, how­
ever, to allow them  to pass into oblivion. These 
divagations, charming as they sometimes are for 
their poetry, possess a distinct scientific value. 
They often assist in the recovery of history ; they 
always offer interesting m atter for the student of 
psychology. In  them  one may study the cast of 
mind, the intim ate aspirations of the populations 
which have formed them  ; above all, one can see in 
them  the treasures of imagination and of human 
credulity, and the eternal process by which tradition 
has never failed to disfigure the truth.
RO DOLPHE T Ö PFFE R
(1799-1846)
U STE O LIV IER ,* in very beautiful verses, has
said that a writer of Romance Switzerland has.
* Born in  1807, died in 1876. Allusion is evidently made to the 
poems entitled Pressentiment and Le poète Suisse. As the Swiss 
Romance poet is little  known in England, I  venture to print in this 
place translations of my own of both the above poems :—
Let be and prate no longer tha t my voice is living,
A sound without an echo th a t in  the night will die,
A sigh from which the heart draws food for fear and grieving ;
For no one knows whence cometh the lyre tha t breathes the sigh. 
My name’s a torch extinguished by the great lights near ;
The giants run alone, the dwarf lags in the rear ;
My country plunges down the dust and shadows drear,
And nothing, nothing follows us, I  cry.
Howbeit, oh my country ! land with mountains strown,
And blue lakes sleeping in their gravel beds below,
No fay aforetime wand’ring in thy fields alone,
No soul tha t shares unseen the hearth’s benignant glow,
Not one of those whose hearts heard thy voice o’er the crowd, 
Not one of those whose eyes pierced through thy veil of cloud 
H ath loved thee more than I, wild land to freedom vowed,
B ut where the planted laurel will not grow.
I ’ve seen some branches of the tree of glory bud 
W ith vigour, putting forth more than one daring stem,
Bending them lightly o’er the unrememb’ring flood 
Of that Vaudois Léman which kisses Montreux’s hem.
B ut a breath unknown awoke the tempests from their nests— 
Arvel and daman shook the lightning from their crests,
The laurels drooped their heads to their unkind behests,
And lovely Léman wept awhile for them.
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little glory to hope for if he does not quit his 
country. Even Geneva, in literature, has not the 
right to bestow fame ; Paris alone awards the laurel- 
crowns. I t  m ust be confessed, however, that there 
is ground for regretting what these evergreens 
sometimes cost in integrity of character and fresh
THE SWISS POET.
I .
P ut out your lights, ye scintillating stars 
That cast a brother's look my face upon ;
Let fall on me the veils tha t hide all scars—
Let silence fall and grave oblivion.
Mine eye pursues you from the mountain height.
Couched in  the grass, my face turned to the skies,
I  think I  hear your choral melodies,
And I  am moved to follow in their flight.
Vast ocean of love and of harmony,
Let this he my end—to dissolve in thee.
I I .
Grant only that it  may be waiting for me,
Yon stainless star which climbs on the horizon,
Which like a tender, lively eye smiles o’er me 
And seeks mine in the grass my body lies on.
On the white forehead of the half-veiled rocks 
We’d glide in grace and surety, never failing.
Thence to the vales on wings tha t scorn slow scaling 
To bathe our fires within their ample lochs.
W ith one ray—mystical ring !—we would wed 
E arth  and the heavens that shine overhead.
h i .
Fool ! chalets now their th irst for slumber sating,
Those secret impulses would never know.
The heifers, self-aroused while ruminating,
W ithout design towards the forests low.
The echo answers from its cavern dim ;
From the marge of his brook the sycamore 
Listens to wings tha t are learning to soar,
And the birds’ songs in the night overbrim.
Then, in the numbing night, while all else sleeps 
The lone, deaf glacier fruitless vigil keeps.
originality of talent. If there be any meeting which 
confers pleasure, it is that of a writer of Eomance 
Switzerland, who, without having gone to the 
trouble of paying his addresses to the Parisian 
public, has none the less won their votes. Such is 
the case with Eodolphe Töpffer. H e preferred to
IV.
Swiss poet, lo ! thy destiny is found.
Here mounts thy path. Thou needest, conqueror,
The haughty head of freedom, laurel-crowned,
To seek and seize the dreams thy heart yearns for.
B ut thou, whom this black ring of rocks engirdles,
Art captive in a camp of giants inert,
Stifled by listless arms th a t chill and hurt,
And scanned by vacant eyes till thy blood curdles.
The poet’s heart, chafing and burning, doth
Gnaw thee beneath those bonds smeared red with froth.
V.
Below, below where fertile plains expand,
Beneath the mountains that no growth sustain,
The Muse uplifts in streets tha t hide the land 
The voice tha t here must soon subside in pain.
There, in the ages’ strength and bloom arrayed,
W ith soul expressed and resident in will,
Under the eye of E nhaut one can still 
Surround himself, ore sunset, with her shade.
Poor is Helvetia : no city hath she,
No poet, and no immortality.
VI.
Unfruitful land, whom yet my heart adores,
Remain, then, deaf for ever—deaf and dumb—
And when the future, with strange hand, explores 
Thine Alps and woods, incurious let it come.
I t  will see only thy torrential streams 
Precipitating still their miry waves,
Thy smiling lakes, thy peaks the white snow laves,
Enveloped in their clouds as seers in dreams.
Death will have gathered in thy race obscure,
Thy beauty and thy grandeur will endure.
live in the country of his birth ; he made no sacrifice 
to the reigning taste, no advance to fortune. He 
did not even seek to disguise his provincial air, yet 
he has received by acclamation, in French literature, 
one of those places in the second rank at once so 
conspicuous and surrounded with such an affec­
tionate esteem that their holders have little cause 
to envy the occupiers of the front seats.
Töpffer was born at Geneva on the 17th of 
February, 1799, in the house called the “ French 
Bourse.”* His grandfather was a common tailor 
hailing from Schweinfurth ; but the family were 
not long in becoming wholly Genevan, and young 
Rodolphe himself preserved no trace of this German 
origin, unless, like Sainte-Beuve, we are inclined 
“ to find a trace of i t ” in his “ n a ïf  and warm­
hearted talent.” t  H is father, I who survived him, 
was a talented painter, and one of the early Alpine 
landscape painters. Doubtless it was from him that 
the amiable writer derived his artistic tastes and the 
ardent passion for painting which he entertained 
throughout his life. If  he had listened only to this 
desire he would have given himself up soon and 
solely to this passion, which it was his evident 
vocation to gratify ; but his father insisted upon his 
first finishing his classical studies. Young Rodolphe 
obeyed, not without indemnifying himself by means 
of numerous sketches executed by his dreamy pen 
on his exercise-books and text-books.
He cared little for these studies, excepting perhaps 
Greek, to which he applied himself zealously. To
* Place Bourg-de-Four, No. 6 .— T b .
t  Preface to Töpffer’s Rosa et Gertrude (Paris, 1847).—Tb.
I Adam Wolfgang Töpfier, born at Geneva, 1766, died, 1847.—T b ,
remain tied to a book horn.' after hour was repugnant 
to him. “ I  was never very fond of reading,” he 
confessed to Vinet towards the close of his life. 
“ At the end of half an hour,” he causes Jules to 
say,* who is in many respects the portrait of him­
self, “ my mind, as well as my eyes, begin to wander 
right and left. At first they stray on to the margin 
of the quarto, where I  scratch a yellow point, I  
blow away a hair, I  remove a speck w ith all sorts 
of ingenious precautions. Then they stray on to 
the stopper of my inkstand, discovering it to be 
filled with curious little singularities with each of 
which in turn  I  occupy myself. Finally, passing 
my pen through the ring of the stopper, I  impart 
to it a gentle rotatory motion which rejoices me 
infinitely.”
This m anner of reading and studying is not 
always the worst, since it has been adopted by many 
thinkers, especially poets. Töpffer was particularly 
convinced of its value, and tha t is why, later on, he 
strenuously urged the part of the desultory excursion 
{flânerie) in every good education. He did not him­
self belong to that class of positive folk “ who descend 
the slope of life without ever stopping, or deviating 
from the road, or looking around them or rushing off 
on a different tack.” H e was not one of those 
autom ata who proceed from life to death like a 
steam-engine from Liverpool to Manchester. He 
wished “ to halt in order to find his bearings,” to 
muse, to stroll about with perfect artlessness. 
According to him, to stroll about is not to lose time ;
* I h a v e  c h e c k e d  t h e  q u o t a t i o n  from t h e  3 r d  i l l u s t r a t e d  e d .  o f 
t h e  Nouvelles Gmevoises (1 8 5 1 ) , w h ic h  c o n t a i n s  L a  Bibliothèque 
de mon Oncle (p . 5 3 ) .— T b .
it is to revive, by the n a ïf  contemplation of things,, 
“ the soul in him which has been withered by old 
books” ; it is “ to end his borrowed life in order 
to begin his real life ” ; it is, above all, to acquire the 
disposition to observe, and, as a result, the disposition 
to classify and generalise. Thus understood, the 
stroll is another form of study particularly profitable 
to healthy minds who have the power of finding for 
themselves the way of beauty and of truth. There 
is every reason to believe the indirect testimony of 
Töpffer himself —a confirmed lounger and stroller. 
H e declares that it was during hours apparently 
lost at the window, or “ on the flowery marge of 
streams,” that the observer and artist were formed 
in him and he “ sucked ” the best part of his know­
ledge. He required the training of L a  Fontaine.
Similarly, what he derived most benefit from in 
his literary education were not the learned lectures 
at the university, but his stealthy readings in his 
father’s studio. At an age when the heart is 
still young he laid hands on Florian and his pas­
torals, then on Héloïse and Abelard, followed by 
H ogarth and his vivid moral paintings, Montaigne, 
Eabelais, and, later on, Jean Jacques Rousseau, 
There m ight have been some danger in such 
haphazard reading ; but, thanks to his excellent 
instinct, he saw, or at least admired, only such 
features in the works of these authors as are true 
and amiable.
I t  is easy to see that he received a lively im­
pression from each of them. Proof of it can be 
detected in his writings. L et us note, in passing, 
what he somewhere says of Rousseau, whose 
theories, by the way, he rejected : “ W ill it be
possible l'or me ever to forget that it is this sincere 
and vigorous champion of spiritualism who has been 
for me, in the age of shaken faith and intellectual 
temerity, the saving buckler against which struck, 
w ithout touching me, the poisoned arrows of 
Voltaire, of Diderot, of all that brilliant and valiant 
phalanx of determined materialists ? . .
As to Babelais and Montaigne, among other 
charms, it was their style which particularly 
attracted him. He preferred, beyond everything, 
their natural, easy, and familiar m anner of ad­
dress, racy gallicisms, and air of antique simplicity. 
H is first literary essays were pastiches after these 
two writers, and he constantly forced himself into 
contact with the old tongue by studying it in our 
old authors or in the mouths of peasants, whose 
society he loved and sought. I t  was thus that he 
formed a peculiarly personal, but pre-eminently 
archaic style, which bears a strong affinity to the 
retrouvé style of P . L . Courier,*" whom he warmly 
admired.
In  1819, having finished his studies, he was 
about to launch himself on the career of his dreams 
and give himself up wholly up to his beloved art, 
when he was stopped by a cruel tria l— a grave
* Paul-Louis Courier (b. 1772, d. 1825). His works comprise 
(1) imitations or translations of the ancients, among which may be 
mentioned his translation of the Pastorals of Longinus ; (2) literary 
pamphlets Lettre à M. Renouard, &c. ; (3) diverse fragments, the 
most interesting of which is the Conversation chez la Duchesse 
d’Albany ; and (4) a volume of Letters often reprinted under the 
title Lettres de France et d'Italie (1797-1812). In  his best writings 
he combines the most delicate sense of style with a rare rudeness 
of thought (quoted from Mons. Brunetière’s Manual of the History 
of French Literature, tr. by Ralph Derechef, pp. 412-14).—Tn.
malady in the eyes absolutely interdicted him from 
painting.
H e then repaired to Paris, ostensibly to consult 
specialists, but, whether from lack of confidence in 
their learning, or discouragement, he consulted no 
one, accepted his misfortune, and sadly renounced 
the brush.
This hitter disappointment was like a poison, 
which henceforth spread over his life. Half­
resigned, however, he spent a year in Paris, 
attending lectures, listening to Talma,* studying 
antiquity, art, and modern literature, and qualifying 
himself as a teacher in default of a better profession. 
Then he returned to Geneva, where he entered a 
boarding-school as an under-master. This modest 
employment exercised a notable influence on his 
talent and his life, as it gave him the opportunity 
of making pedestrian voyages with his pupils among 
the mountains. He undertook the first in 1823. 
Everything seemed to conspire to leave him nothing 
but painful recollections of the adventure. He 
instinctively felt, however, that there is a charm 
even in fatigue ; and for testimony as to how great 
that charm is are his own felicitous words : “ The 
real and most savoury indolence is not that which 
affectedly reclines on cushions, which balances itself 
on springs, but rather that which is felt under the 
roadside trees, on the bare stones of the mountain ; 
above all, in the lodging, when, after having saluted 
it from afar, one nears it, arrives, crosses the thres­
hold, lays down haversack, flask, and stick, to think 
of nothing else for twelve or fifteen hours but of 
giving a holiday to his limbs and a festival to his 
* François Joseph Talma (1763-1826), the groat actor.—Tn.
weariness.” * From  this moment pedestrian travels 
became one of the greatest pleasures of his life, and 
after a time he loved them  passionately.
Having married, he found means to establish a 
boarding-school for young people himself. Although 
he was somewhat severe and addicted to raillery, his 
pupils were fond of him. He wrote little comedies 
for their delectation, and every summer he conducted 
them  on foot across the Jura, the Alps, and even into 
Italy, exercising their vigour and initiating them into 
the delights of well-earned halts and rustic meals on 
the benches of chalets. In  the w inter he employed 
his evenings in writing an account of the travels of 
the preceding summer, his pen overflowing quite 
spontaneously in little sketches in the middle of 
each page. The result was a series of picturesque, 
lively narratives, fresh and full of humour, but before 
everything familiar in style, as they were addressed 
solely to his travelling companions and a few friends. 
I t  was not till later, when he saw the birth and 
growth of his literary reputation that he composed 
these illustrated narratives more carefully, and 
thought of the public while writing them. Thus 
originated the Voyages en Zigzag, so widely known 
to-day. I t  is easy to point out many marks of negli­
gence in the book ; it is not the most perfect of his 
works ; it is nevertheless one of the most loved ; and 
perhaps it is in these pages, written with a free and 
familiar pen, the subject changing at the hazard of 
events, tha t his natural bent is best revealed.
About the same time he produced in intervals of 
leisure, and partly for the amusement of his pupils,
* Nouveaux Voyages en Zigzag (Voyage autour du Mont Blanc, 
première journée).—T r.
his first comic albums,* M. Vieux-Bois, M. Jabot, le 
Docteur Festus, M. Pencil, M. Grcpin, stories full of 
frolicsome animation and comical fancies, illustrated 
in pen and ink w ith the most witty ingenuity. There 
is something more than folly in all this, however, 
and under this delirious gaiety is hidden a moralist 
with a piercing eye. These are genuine comedies, 
presented in a succession of images, of which the 
hero, in the course of his fantastic adventures lays 
bare his pettiness and absurdity. Never has carica­
ture been at once so pungent and so wholesome, so 
comic and so moral.
Eckerm ann, a friend of Topffer, Goethe’s com­
panion during his last years, presented some of these 
albums to the king of criticism. Goethe admired 
them warmly, described certain pages as “ unsurpass­
able,” and shortly after the poet’s death Eckerm ann 
spoke eulogistically of them  in the Kunst unci A lter- 
thum, quoting Goethe’s words. This was the dawn 
of Töpffer’s fame.
B ut these pen-and-ink sketches, and even some 
water-colours done in his travels, failed to satisfy the 
ardent passion which always smouldered within him. 
He gave vent to it, or rather it took the change out 
of him in another way. In  the Bibliothèque Univer­
selle, he wrote in the old-fashioned style some articles
* I  have examined two o£ Töpffer’s albums, Histoire d’Albei't and 
Le Docteur Festus. Reproduced by a process (is it lithography ?) 
that recalls the artistic capability of the cyclostyle, these stories 
told in pictures and footlines have plenty of “ go,” but with their 
crude outlines and slapdash shading, have “ clever amateur ” written 
all over them. Broadly comic subjects, such as Albert rubbing his 
injured buttocks while his mother comforts him, or Mons. and Mme. 
Apogée startled from slumber by the noise of twenty-eight sets of 
teeth chattering with consternation, remind one of the illustrative 
humour of Ally Sloper.—T r .
on the Salon of 1826, and on various subjects per­
taining to painting or artists. These pages, sparkling 
with animation and w ritten very rapidly, afford, 
without doubt, the best reflection of his conversation, 
which, it is said, was full of originality and delightful 
sallies.
Finally, approaching the subject of his predilection 
from another point of view, he wished to write a 
simple treatise on the Lavis à l'encre de Chine 
[Drawing in Indian Ink]. B ut as he himself said, 
in the domain of art “ small questions involve large 
ones.” He allowed himself accordingly to drift com­
placently from one question to another, and, under 
the title of Menus propos d’un peintre genevois [Short 
Discourses of a Genevan Painter] wrote a whole 
volume of studies on painting, a veritable treatise on 
aesthetics. The whimsical fun of the work might 
deceive the reader as to its worth. W ithout affecting 
anything of the abstract and severe style proper to 
treatises composed by philosophers, these discourses 
none the less contain some of the finest and most skil­
ful analyses which have been written on this subject ; 
they contribute more than  one solid stone to the 
edifice of the æstketics of the future. B ut before all, 
they are the work of an artist who cannot speak 
without emotion of the beautiful, and without en­
deavouring spontaneously to emphasise it with every 
movement of his pen. Hence so many pages that 
positively burn with his passion for the beautiful, 
hence also so many charming digressions, such ex­
quisite side-sketches, amongst which the chapter on 
the ass has become celebrated. Töpffer was par­
ticularly at home in this work ; it was his favourite 
task, lovingly pursued during long years and until
his death, which deprived us of its concluding 
chapters.
Other works, however, including some of pure 
erudition, also occupied him. In  1824 he put forth an 
edition of the public addresses of Demosthenes with 
notes. In  1832, when he began to he known as a writer 
in Romance Switzerland, he was nominated professor 
of general belles-lettres at the Academy of Geneva, 
and although he was not fitted for the highest studies, 
he succeeded in holding this chair for sixteen years, 
loved and respected by his colleagues, and attached 
to the Academy with his whole heart and mind.
; The first of his works which unmistakably pro­
claimed the advent of a new m aster in literature was 
the opuscule entitled La Bibliothèque de mon Oncle 
(1832), forming the middle of the Histoire de Jules, 
the complete work being published under the latter 
title. In  the following year he issued another little 
masterpiece, the first volume of Le Presbytère.* In  
these two little works Töpffer revealed himself as 
an original humorist, recalling without resembling 
Xavier de Maistre, and especially excelling in ren­
dering the most intim ate emotions of adolescence. 
These pages, still unique of their kind, were the 
tardy fruit of hours lost at the window or on the 
grass of meadows, for they are little else than the 
history of all his youthful rambles.
In  the same year he published Êlisa et W idmer,t 
the simple and heartrending narration of a wedding 
celebrated on the verge of the grave. Having once
* The first book of Le Presbytère was published by itself in Char- 
pentier’s edition of the Nouvelles genevoises. I t  was omitted from 
the first illustrated edition.—Tit.
t  Included in the Nouvelles genevoises.—Te.
struck this happy vein, he produced fresh work 
rapidly. From  1833 to 1840 appeared successively 
L ’Hcritage, L a  Traversée, L a  Peur, Le Lac de Gers, 
Le Col d'Anterne, L a  Vallée du Trient, Le Grand 
Saint-Bernard. These writings, which are to-day 
collected in a volume with the Bibliothèque de mon 
Oncle,* are the most popular of all Töpffer’s works 
outside his owm country, and those which have 
secured him his patent of nobility in French litera­
ture. H is other works might not have sufficed : in 
these he attained at last that superior art the power 
of which is felt in Paris as elsewhere, in spite of all 
provincialism and the presence of any descriptive 
m atter too exclusively local.
A talent so varied as his had necessarily some diffi­
culty in finding a form in which it could at once 
show itself in its most favourable aspects and rise 
to its full height. This form he found in that half- 
frivolous, half-serious tale, partaking so much of the 
nature of a simple sketch, in its way almost a minia­
ture romance, but which must, before all, be finely 
designed, and number grace, sensitiveness, and wit as 
its essential qualities. I t  is a sketch that may be 
confined to the corner of a landscape, and Töpffer 
did not lose his opportunities. Though they are 
more chastened, less free in movement than his 
other writings, Töpffer is almost wholly himself in 
these graceful narratives. W ithout m entioning the 
landscapes, which Töpffer excels in bringing before 
our imagination without describing them, the per­
sonages of his tales are much less the dramatic 
creations of a romancer than  pictures, done after
* The Nouvelles genevoises. The illustrated edition contains two 
additional tales, Elisa et Widmer and Les deicx Sclieidegg.—Tn.
nature with his picturesque skill, at once Flemish 
and Gallic. H e has done hardly anything else 
but paint “ according to his heart’s desire ” what he 
saw around him, and preserved among the recol­
lections of his youth. The story of Jules is his own 
story; so is that of Charles in L e Presbytère, with the 
exception of the situation and the adventures. 
Moreover he nearly always prefers to speak by the 
mouth of his hearers ; the figures of M. Pré vere,® M. 
Bernier,t M. Latour,! those mild and noble old men, 
melt into a single person whom the author per­
sonally knew ; and as to his young girls, have they 
not, setting aside the Jewess, the air of being the 
children of one and the same reminiscence ?
Le Presbytère, when finished, formed in itself a 
rather long volume one may think ; but the tru th  of 
its characterisation redeems what it may lack in 
variety.
In  the press of all this work, Töpffer continued 
to write from time to time in the Bibliothèque 
Universelle critical articles, or rather veritable 
mordant satires in prose, mainly directed against the 
new tendencies, which he thought pitiable, and “ the 
spirit of the age,” whose subversive march he
* J. J. Duboeket et Cie., publishers of Le Presbytère, say in the 
preface to their edition of that work in throe vols. (Paris : 1846) : 
“ The person who served for the type of the fine character of M. 
Prévère is M. Cellérier, formerly pastor of Satigny, near Geneva. 
His sermons, printed in several editions, are well known by French 
Protestants. This venerable man has just died at the age of 82, and 
thus we are able to divulge a fact which otherwise wo should have 
withheld out of deference to his modesty.” In  Elisa et Widvicr a 
pastor figures—a worthy old man who served the curé of Sattignv 
[sic], a little village of the Mandement.”—Tb.
t  “ Notre Pasteur ” in L a  Bibliothèque eie mon Oncle.—T h .
J The pastor in  L ’Héritage — Tb.
detested, along with its m ania for progress and its 
presumption.
H is fame grew notwithstanding. As early as 
1835, Xavier de Maistre,*' having read the first book 
of the Traité du Lavis, sent him a fine plaque in 
Indian ink with the most sincere eulogiums. Later, 
when the Nouvelles appeared, the author of the Voyage 
autour de ma chambre recognised in these pages, so 
gracefully humoristic in expression, a talent akin to 
his own, and saluted him boldly as his successor. 
Sainte-Beuve, who at tha t time loved, as he con­
fesses, to be “ the first to ring the bell announcing a 
celebrity ” to the Parisian public, devoted a eulogistic 
article to him, I and, from that moment, Töpffer, 
whom Goethe had already made known in Germany, 
and who now enjoyed a double share of the patronage 
of the Parisian public, became a fashionable author, 
and took rank among good French writers.
The revolution which took place at Geneva on the 
22nd of November, 1841, momentarily disturbed his 
artistic life and plunged him into politics. He mixed 
himself up in the affair, not because he wanted to, 
but merely because he conceived it a duty to oppose,
* Xavier, Comte de Maistre, bom a t Chambéry in  1764. His stjde 
is compared to tha t o£ Sterne, Albert Aubert, in the preface to 
Réflexions et Menus-Propos (Paris : 1853), compares Töpffer with 
Sterne : “ In  the majority of his little narratives, the digression 
forms the actual foundation of the subject, as in the books of Sterne, 
all is episodes, incidents, side-dishes, parentheses, &c. Add to this 
fashion of interrupted discourse a tinge of very pronounced humour, 
much fantasie, some slight eccentricity, and a modicum of senti­
mental philosophy, and you have a tale in  the manner of Yorick and 
Xavier de Maistre, a happy imitation of a style which is the despair 
and confusion of imitators.”—T e.
f See Sainte-Beuve’s Derniers Portraits Littéraires (Rodolphe 
Töpffer).—Tn.
with all the force of a devoted citizen, changes 
which he deemed to be dangerous to his country. 
One of the most prominent editors of the Courrier de 
Genève, he took a lively part in the struggle ; and were 
it not for the ardour, almost amounting to violence, 
which he threw  into it, no one would perhaps have 
suspected all the fire contained in this usually gentle 
and quiet spirit.
For him there was no distinction between the 
beautiful and the good ; he loved them  both Math 
the same passion, and to their pursuit he devoted 
himself wholly. Now he saw the good in the 
established order, that is to say, in the continuation 
of the past. Nourished almost exclusively on 
antiquity and literary studies, ignorant of science, 
an artist, the father of a family and the head of an 
institution, he had many reasons for refusing new 
ideas and remaining a conservative. Töpffer was a 
very decided conservative. H e was too intelligent, 
however, not to comprehend the legitimacy of 
modern aspirations, but he had a full sense of the 
difficulty of social reforms. “ I have at all tim es,” 
he says in a letter, “ entertained a profound respect 
for and gratitude towards the brave people who gave 
themselves the trouble of governing us, so much so 
that I  have always passed for an englue * of the first 
water when I  was only a man of sense who, knowing 
what wreary work government is, and how rarely it 
is carried out well and honestly, had the wit to be 
content w’ith things as they are and not desire 
them  to be changed.”
He believed little in the great results prognosti-
* Name given during the Revolution to plebeians attached to the 
aristocracy,— T b .
cated of the future ; he could not stand that pro­
gress by posters, that Panurge-like progress which 
shouts up the mob ; tha t rash and blaring progress 
which has 110 notion of attaining the best save by 
destroying the good, which cannot move towards the 
future without overturning the past with a great 
noise. H is moral integrity, in particular, rose up 
in rebellion and inüamed him with a “ holy and 
dreadful rage,” against those whom he called 
“ unfaithful ministers, disorganisers of nations, de­
m oralises of peoples.” I t  m ust be further under­
stood, in his justification, that the painter in him 
counted for at least half the hatred which, as a 
conservative, he had vowed against this progress, 
which always works to the detriment of the pic­
turesque. Canals, railways, mines, spoiled nature 
for him. I t  is easily explained why the artist put 
some violence into his efforts against this invasion.
On emerging from this political torm ent and 
returning to his peaceable life in the midst of his 
family and his boarders, Töpffer’s first publication was 
the narrative of a journey made in the preceding 
year with his pupils around Mont Blanc. I t  was his 
last Voyage en Zigzag, w ritten more with a view to 
public perusal than the others, but not less naturally, 
merely with greater care. This time circumstances 
having perhaps better served him than heretofore, 
he seemed to have wished to bring to a focus all the 
charming features of his other travels. I t  abounds 
in fresh pictures, in picturesque details, in wittily 
drawn figures, and here and there are thoughts 
unwontedly grave and penetrative, as though he 
had felt a presentiment that this beautiful journey 
wras indeed his last.
Painting and the Alps remained up to the last his 
two liveliest passions. To unite them  in one and 
reproduce grand m ountain scenery on the canvas 
had been his dream. If the infirmity of his sight 
prevented him from realising it, at least he directed 
others to the path of Alpine landscape, and un­
grudgingly applauded the first attem pts of Diday as 
well as those of Calarne, his friend and the boldest of 
the pioneers of art in this new domain.
Töpffer was about forty-five when his health, 
without at first any apparent reason, declined in an 
alarming manner. I t  was without doubt the 
counter-blow of his bitter political disappointment. 
Perhaps also he expiated the ardour which he had 
displayed in the struggle and the nights passed in 
writing articles for the Courrier clé Genève.
He finished Rosa et Gertrude which he wrote at 
one sitting after a dream ; then his health becoming 
worse, he was obliged to take the waters of Lavey. 
They did him no good ; on the contrary, the malady 
gained the upper hand and revealed itself in all its 
gravity. I t  was a disease of the liver which left 
little room for hope. Death approached surely when 
he was still comparatively young and in the pleni­
tude of his talent. The announcement of his near­
ing end was a cruel blow to him. Notwithstanding 
some black days that had become increasingly 
frequent, he was strongly attached to this world 
which he knew so well how to enjoy through his 
eyes and mind, and, above all, his heart ; he had a 
warm affection for his excellent family, and tasted one 
of the sweetest pleasures in what he termed so 
happily “ the obscure charm of the solid affections,”
and in long evenings passed in cosy chats with his 
old, chosen friends; he loved with an ever-increasing 
love art and nature, and the informal summer rambles 
in the Alps with his joyous pupils ; and while still full 
of youthful enthusiasm he saw clearly that he must 
say farewell to all this. “ A fierce bitterness swells 
my heart,” he wrote, “ at this thought.”
W hen he learned the gravity of his illness, 
although he had little confidence in the resources of 
medicine, he did all he could to get well. He went 
to Vichy, where he spent the summer sadly without 
great improvement. On his return, and during the 
winter of 1844 to 1845, he resumed work with 
redoubled ardour, as if he hung on to his life. He 
recovered enough gaiety to compose two new comic 
albums—M. Cryptogame and the Histoire,d ’Albert. 
H e wrote an Essai de Physiognomonie and a good 
part of his Menus Propos. Just at this time he said 
in a letter to Vinet, for whom he entertained a 
respectful friendship, “ 1 don’t think that anybody 
armed with two excellent eyes has derived from 
them  as much savoury delight as I  have from my 
bad ones.”
On the return of the summer Töpffer again went 
for a stay at Vichy. I t  was more useless to him 
than the former, for the disease was definitely hope­
less. W hen he came back to Geneva he was no 
longer in a condition to write at length. Then he 
indulged himself in the fancy of a condemned man. 
He set himself to oil-painting, a pleasure from 
which he had been debarred since the age of 
eighteen ! Aided by the counsels of Calarne, he 
finished a fair number of pictures in two months, a 
result which testified to his remarkable aptitude.
B ut at last his disease obliged him to drop the 
brush. H e accepted the inevitable without too much 
bitterness, and this time faced with calmness the 
approach of death. H is Christian faith, which had 
always been deep and simple in its confidence, led 
him at the last to a state of peaceful resignation.
On the 8th of June, 1846, he died, amid the tears 
of a family which surrounded him with the most 
lively and tender affection. This premature end 
made a sensation at Geneva ; a large and sorrowing 
throng followed him to his last dwelling. The loss 
was indeed great for all those who had personally 
known this delicate spirit, this excellent heart ; for 
his country which, setting aside all political opinion, 
mourned in him a citizen of antique virtue ; for art 
and literature, which saw arrested, in the midst of 
a career full of promise, an original writer whose 
works had always shown a nature able to reconcile 
artistic with moral beauty.
Few authors, however, have left after death so 
much of themselves in their writings. Töpffer is 
of those of whom one can say that they continue 
to live in their works. His name has grown greater 
with the passage of time. The Nouvelles, the Menus 
Propos, the Voyages, so popular in Switzerland, are 
more and more widely known among the French 
public, and whatever may be the judgment of 
posterity in centuries to come, it will at least be 
compelled to recognise that the wTorks of the amiable 
and picturesque Genevan writer have done much to 
initiate the modern public into the beauties of Alpine 
nature. That is a glory which Töpffer shares with 
his two great fellow-citizens, H. B. de Saussure and 
J. J . Bousseau.
MOUNTAIN SICKNESS *
THAT is called mountain sickness is not a
malady which is so clearly defined as sea 
sickness : it is rather the form which several indis­
positions assume when the body is submitted to 
the abnormal physiological conditions attending the 
ascent of mountains. Many mountaineers give this 
name to the vertigo which sometimes attacks 
travellers on the brink of a precipice. B ut what 
is generally known under the name of mountain 
sickness is that discomfort which so often takes away 
the charm of an excursion and of which the most 
common characteristic is an excessive weakness 
which renders locomotion almost impossible.
I t  is im portant to note tha t it manifests itself 
very frequently in the middle region of the Alps, 
at between 5,000 and 10,000 ft.—that is to say, at 
a height where the air suffices for the needs of respira­
tion and where the explanation of its presence can 
scarcely be sought in intoxication through excess of 
carbonic acid. At a height of 14,000 or 15,000 ft. 
the discomfort which even the most robust moun-
* Note extracted from the Bulletin de la Société medicale de la 
Suisse romande (1874). [The reader’s attention may be directed to 
the translation of Professor Mosso’s work on the subject published 
in 1898 under the title of Life of Man on the High Alps.—Tb .]
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taineers at times experience presents different 
characteristics.
Mountain sickness affects most particularly per­
sons unaccustomed to mountains, and above all those 
who lead a sedentary life. Anaemic subjects seldom 
escape it when mountaineering. Novices who begin 
by a big excursion are very likely to pay tribute.
Two causes would seem most frequently to deter­
mine it : indigestion and inanition.
The toil of the ascent tends to produce these two 
states. The digestion is often troubled by a violent 
action which alters the circulation to the advantage 
of the locomotory organs and to the detriment of the 
stomach. The inanition is produced at once by defec­
tive supply as in the case of suspended or imperfect 
digestion, and excessive outlay, incidental to the 
work of ascent. For the majority of town-dwellers 
this work is excessive, it absorbs more energy than 
is normally at their disposal, and to insure the pro­
duction of that extra energy without physical dis­
comfort requires a super-excitation of the nervous 
system.
This super-excitation is usually produced by the 
circumstances of the ascent itself ; its causes are 
various and several act simultaneously. The most 
frequent are—
1. The pleasure, sometimes amounting to joy, of 
the ascent.
‘2. Curiosity kept on the outlook by new or striking 
objects.
3. A strong mental preoccupation (interesting 
conversation, scientific or artistic observations).
4. Em ulation (when the party consists of several 
people).
5. Apprehension, terror, and other analogous 
emotions which in moments of danger awaken the 
instinct of self-preservation.
6. The coolness of the air (if one takes into 
account the complexity of its effects it will be seen 
to fulfil a fairly distinct part in the work of excitation).
W hen the nervous super-excitation relaxes and the 
organism is thrown back on its normal forces they 
fail, and the result is a more or less intense discom­
fort which translates itself as a rule by pallor, short­
ness of breath, beating of the carotids, extreme 
weakness, especially in  the leys, irresistible need of 
repose, thirst, disgust for food, &c., &c., culminating 
in nausea and even vomition.
As a rule repose procures instantaneous relief, so 
that with very frequent halts a person in that state 
can accomplish long and fatiguing ascents.
This complaint is most often the result of walk­
ing on soft snow, grass, débris, slopes on which pro­
gression is painful, in vales or long slopes, in general 
wherever progression is at once fatiguing and mono­
tonous.
I t  occurs very seldom during the climbing of high 
rocks or on arêtes, also very rarely in the case of 
difficult or dangerous expeditions. -
An interesting conversation or merely the a tten­
tive observation of the scenery may often preserve 
one from it.
M. E . J.* remarked that young people who under­
took excursions without interest or emulation, and 
solely for the sake of following their comrades, were 
the most frequent victims.
If the climber adapts his pace to his strength, he
* Emile Javelle.—Tr.
may put off the attack of the malady or avoid it 
altogether.
Among a thousand let us cite two cases. M. B. 
experiences it invariably whenever he mounts at a 
good ordinary pace. On the other hand, going more 
slowly, he can always attain summits of from 7,000 
to 8,000 ft. without any discomfort.
Mr. R., a young Englishm an of eighteen, very 
robust, seasoned, moreover, by a fortnight spent in 
mountaineering, had, before a start, at 2 a.m., for the 
ascent of the Rimpfischhorn (4,203 m. [13,790 ft.] ) 
on the morrow of the ascent of the Breithorn and 
the Petit-Cervin, while still fatigued with the exert­
ions of the previous day, an attack of m ountain 
sickness characterised by every symptom of the 
complaint (including nausea) before the climb had 
more than begun. Nevertheless by walking slowly 
and making frequent halts he attained the summit 
without too much difficulty, having climbed about 
2,600 m. [8,528 ft.] in this state. The indisposi­
tion always increased on the snow, and almost 
ceased during the climbing of the high rocks. I t  
had disappeared when it came to the descent.
The various causes of nervous super-excitation vary 
in power according to the individuals and circum­
stances ; among the strongest, however, must be 
mentioned emulation, and, beyond all, danger and the 
emotions which it produces. The release of forces 
which it can accomplish is extraordinary. Tottering, 
exhausted individuals, incapable of advancing, sud­
denly regain all their vigour as soon as the instinct 
of self-preservation is aroused in them. Every 
climber could cite a crowd of instances of this.
M. E. J ., ascending in w inter to the Pointe d’Orny
[3,274 na.,* 10,742 ft.], having eaten little, his 
stomach being out of order, was seized with 
m ountain sickness rather suddenly on a snow-slope 
about 700 paces long and inclined at an angle 
of forty-three degrees, which proved monotonous 
climbing. H e arrived at the top exhausted, 
absolutely incapable of going a step further. After 
a long rest and a collation it was only with 
great labour and by halting twenty times that 
he attained the last summit, a distance of five 
minutes. W hen the time came to descend the great 
snow-slope, at the foot of which was an escarpment 
of rock and a crevasse, he was still in a state of 
extreme weakness. Now this descent demanded 
prudence and a certain expenditure of force. The 
escarpment had to be descended backwards, each step 
requiring to be hollowed out by several blows with 
the point of the foot. M. J ., being more experienced 
than  his companion, was obliged to undertake this 
task. W ith  the first steps all his vigour returned to 
him ; towards the middle the snow becoming hard 
and a glacial wind beginning to blow, the situation 
became more serious. M. J. then felt a still further 
increase of energy. I t  lasted up to the end of the 
difficulties, but during the remainder of the descent 
he experienced a great abatement of energy and in 
the last hour a sort of stupefaction.
A striking example of the power of excitation 
which danger causes is that of M. Ed. B .,t  a young 
man of eighteen, endowed with great strength of 
will, but of a rather delicate temperament. After a 
year of very sedentary life and five days’ sojourn in
* Mons. Kurz’s measurement.—Tb .
t  Mons, Édouard Béraneck.—Tr.
the mountains he started for the ascent of the Roth- 
horn (4,223 m. [13,851 ft.]). Having received a chill 
two days before, he was troubled with diarrhoea from 
the commencement, and at the cabin of M ountet, 
the sleeping-place of the bivouac, he vomited what 
he had taken in the course of the day.
The next morning he tried to take some breakfast, 
but he again vomited. However, notwithstanding 
his debility, he wished to set forth and accomplish 
at least a part of the ascent. After m arching two 
hours, he ate the yolk of an egg and drank a little 
tea diluted w ith wine. W hen he reached the 
awkward parts (and those of the Rothhorn are of the 
most serious kind) his state had undergone little or 
no change, but he was absolutely bent on reaching 
the summit.
Among the high rocks he climbed as if he ex­
perienced nothing. At a distance of twenty m inutes 
from the summit a large stone broke away from 
above him, and, in falling, bruised the extremity of 
his right thumb ; he lost a certain quantity of blood. 
However, there was nothing for it but to pass over 
the top of the mountain if one wanted to descend 
to Zerm att, where a surgeon could be found. He 
preferred to adopt this course. Remaining in the 
same state, and drinking only a few draughts of tea, 
he began to descend after a halt of a few m inutes on 
the summit. The weather was threatening and the 
descent of the most difficult kind, especially for 
M. B., who could not use his right hand and to 
whom it was impossible to offer assistance. How­
ever, he executed it with all the necessary energy 
and without complaint. Indeed, he actually whistled 
the while. Imagining a new route, with a view
to abridging the descent, the climbers only in ­
volved themselves in difficulties and at night found 
themselves still at a height of about 3,500 m. 
[11,480 ft.]. They walked for some hours on ground 
composed of rolling stones on which progress was 
very painful; finally, at 1 a.m., they halted in the 
pastures, the night being too black for them  to find 
the path which descends to Zermatt. They slept 
until 4 a.m. in a semi-squatting attitude under a hay­
rick. The day having broken they descended to 
Zerm att. M. B. was no more fatigued than his 
companions (possibly less !).
As he passed the two following days in bed, it was 
not easy to determine if this great outlay of force 
was followed by a depression. As far as can be 
judged, such was not the case. M. B. was then 
about sixteen hours in action, of which at least 
seven were spent in painful gymnastics, in the most 
unfavourable state of health and without other 
nourishment than a yolk of egg, a little tea, and a 
piece of sugar. The super-excitation caused by the 
seriousness of the situation and his strength of will 
had without doubt furnished the energy for this 
excessive toil.
Several tourists have stated that, at the end of 
a long and fatiguing excursion, they sometimes 
experienced an unhealthy abnormal excitation 
analogous to that of the intelligence in certain 
cases of excess of work.
The aliments of economy—tea, coffee, coca, &c. 
—-would seem to act as a persistent tonic to the 
muscles, and thus to preserve them  from moun­
tain sickness.
For his part M. E . J . has only to praise the
effects of tea diluted with wine, and especially with 
quinine.
Very numerous experiences warrant him  in stating 
that the fat aliments—uncooked bacon, butter, &c. 
—are the best in m ountain climbing.
“ 0  fortunatos nimium . . . ”
THRO U G H  the wind, snow, and mist we had just made the passage of the Col de Balme. The 
w inter whitened the m ountain-tops and descended 
slowly. At the foot of the col, in the austere dale 
of Trient, the cows and heifers were scattered 
on all sides, in the midst of meadows already nipped 
by the frost, seeking the last tufts of tender herbage. 
The whole mountain tinkled harmoniously w ith the 
slow and melancholy tintinnabulation of their hells.
Beyond the Col de la Forclaz, however, on the 
slope leading down to the Rhone valley, the tem pera­
ture was milder. The weather was fine ; the end of 
the day was golden and sweet.
W e descended with tranquil steps, admiring the 
infinite variety of shades which the autum n had 
given to the red and yellow tones of the trees and 
bushes. W e had already reached the region of the 
walnut-trees, and we were about to enter the plain, 
when a good genius—for such it m ust have been— 
took us by the hand and revealed to us at a distance, 
only a few m inutes’ walk away from that great road 
which we had traversed twenty times, a delightful 
little Paradise, the Mazots of Plan-Cerisier.
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Now you m ust know the whole of the lower part 
of the great slope, at the foot of which lie Martigny- 
le-Bourg and Martigny-Ia-Ville, with their farms and 
orchards, is covered by one of the richest vine­
yards of the valley. The soil there is fruitful, the 
situation excellent, the north wind is never felt 
there ; and on certain summer days in this hollow 
of the valley, which becomes a sort of stove, there 
is a heat which would gladden palm-trees.
The people of Martigny, finding, it may be, that it 
takes too much trouble to mount and descend for the 
purpose of cultivating these vines on the slope, sold 
a great part of them  to mountain dwellers of the 
adjacent valleys who do not dislike climbing. B ut 
as some of them  dwell at Salvan, some in the Val- 
Ferret, and others in the Val-d’E ntrem ont,. they 
repair for the night, in times of work or harvest, 
to some very small habitations situated in the midst 
of the vines. These habitations are just large enough 
to afford temporary shelter for the mountain dwellers 
and to contain two or three agricultural instruments, 
some small casks, and a little wine-press. These 
temporary habitations are called mazots.
Then, following the highway, which everybody 
takes, we were about to continue our descent on 
Martigny-le-Bourg, when we recollected that one 
of our good Salvan friends had invited us many 
times to see him in his vineyard in the vintage 
season.
“ Look me up at the mazot ! ” he had said, 
pressingly. “ You shall eat grapes and drink sweet 
wine. Come and see me at the mazot ! ’’
The time was now at our disposal, the vintage 
season we supposed to be in full swing ; the occasion
for the visit was now or never. Impelled at once by 
friendship, curiosity, and in some slight degree by 
greediness, we left the main road and turned down 
a grassy path to the left, which led almost straight 
into the vineyards.
W e had scarcely gone two hundred paces when we 
saw the first group of these famous mazots rising up 
before us. Oh ! I  would fain depict them  to you, 
but how shall I  begin, what words can I  invent to 
put before your eyes the mazots as I  see them  still, 
with all their rustic charm and the delicacy of their 
graceful details ?
Try to imagine, at the turn  of a road, there, thirty 
steps in front of you, in the midst of an adorable 
confusion of tangled and golden vines, a group of 
little old black chalets scarcely six feet high, chalets 
in miniature, half hidden under the medley of vine 
leaves which has invaded their roof, and wearing 
below their headpiece a smiling air, as of good old 
men whom children have crowned.
At sight of them  the three of us gave, as it were, 
one cry of delight, so happily were they grouped, 
with such grace did they outline on the clear sky the 
lacework which decorated them.
B ut these were only the first : a little further on 
appeared another group, then another, then yet 
another ; the slope was positively sown with them : 
here two, there three or four, elsewhere a veritable 
little hamlet, and each prettier and tinier than  the 
last, all gently cowled in their trellis with leaves 
of gold.
How have we managed to pass so many times 
within a few feet of this enchanting world without 
divining its existence ?
At this moment it was nearly deserted ; we arrived 
too late : the vintage was drawing to a close. I t  
was only by chance that we saw here and there, 
among the yellowish leaves, a kneeling m an or 
woman, gathering the last bunches. All was silent 
as a dream.
Of all these, for the most part deserted habitations, 
we were none too certain which was the mazot of 
our friend. Hereupon we fortunately encountered 
three villagers bearing their full hrantes* as though 
they felt the weight of them. W e questioned these 
people. “ I t  is lower down,” they replied, “ towards 
the last m azots.” Behold us, then, with a great 
rustle of crumpled leaves, threading the little paths 
and purposely choosing the longest.
At last we reached the principal group. There the 
mazots form a small square, or crossway, scarcely 
six paces wide, from the centre of which rises an 
old walnut-tree. Some buckets, dorsels, t  and rustic 
instrum ents were still scattered before certain chalets. 
Through a partly-opened door, which allowed the 
piquant odour of m ust to escape, we saw an over­
flowing wine-press; near the threshold on the ground 
was a basket of selected grapes, which would have 
done honour to a king’s table, so thick, velvety, and 
pure were the clusters with their tones of amber and 
opal.
A woman was there ; we asked her where our 
friend dwelt. “ W hy, there in front of you,” she 
said. “ There’s his mazot, one of the best built
* Swiss patois. The brante, bräntli, or branta (in Italy  brenta) is, 
Mr. Coolidge tells me, a wooden, barrel-shaped vessel carried on a 
man's back.
f Long baskets carried on the back.—Ta.
and the best looked after, but the door is shut.” 
“ Beyond a doubt he has returned to Salvali,” we 
remarked, “ unless he is still busy with his vines," 
W e then set about finding him, secretly hoping tha t 
we should not find him till the last minute.
If you have ever by any chance seen the Vaudois 
vineyards, w ith long avenues of props geometrically 
planted at very regular intervals, you will have 
difficulty in imagining these Valaisan closes. Here 
also, it is true, you will see many props, but quite 
small ones which disappear under the leafage. Here 
also, as elsewhere, it was intended to plant the vine- 
stocks with a degree of regularity; but the vines 
have been left so long to themselves that each has 
twisted and knitted itself after its own fashion ; 
one is inclined towards the other, whilst the vine- 
shoots, with all the grace of free and natural things, 
spread, interlace, mingle, and become tangled like 
the creepers of a virgin forest, and under their 
confusion of foliage the little, partly ruined 
walls, formerly designed as boundary marks, have 
disappeared. During one’s journey one sees here 
and there little paths velveted all over with fine 
herbage, as it were lleeing and hiding themselves— 
paths only known to lizards, who during whole 
months have never heard any other noise than  the 
whispering of leaves.
I t  is in the midst of such vines that the little 
mazots are irregularly dispersed. Not one of them is 
exactly like its neighbour. Among them, he it said, 
are coquets, and some that are very well taken care 
of ; there are even one or two all set out in stones 
whitened with lime, and around which an attem pt 
has been made to repress the disorderly impulses
of the vegetation. B ut the majority are simply 
neglected and defaced. These assuredly enjoy the 
preference of the vine. Free and happy, without 
fear of a hand daily coming to thw art it brutally 
in its inclinations, it takes loving possession of the 
little mazot, surrounds it, embraces it, covers it, 
twines gracefully round each of its angles, hangs 
in festoons, expands into garlands, and leaf on leaf, 
branch on branch, with its supple fibres weaves it 
a fresh raiment of green.
There are mazots so old, so neglected, so unstable 
that without the vine which envelopes them  with 
its network, it is questionable if they would hold 
together. Through the leaves one catches a glimpse 
of an indescribable arrangement of black beams, 
tottering stones, worm-eaten planks, inexplicably 
intertwined and holding together probably by force 
of habit. In  several places little arbours are to be 
seen. They are formed by the aid of some poles, 
which are made to cross one another in a queer 
way, and they constitute narrow cages of verdure 
which can only be entered by stooping, and contain 
accommodation for scarcely more than two.
Ah, amongst the m ountain dwellers who own these 
closes, these mazots, these arbours, there m ust still 
surely be some who understand their happiness ! 
Here, on some warm afternoon in autumn, a few 
days before the vintage in one of these mysterious 
little arbours, m ust surely have been a loving couple, 
hand in hand, who knew in what a delightful spot 
it had been given them  to adore each other and live.
Picture to yourself the happiness hidden under 
the transparent trellis of the foliage, at the foot 
of the great, peaceable m ountains with the luminous
horizon below. Seated 011 the soft herbage, through 
the moving apertures of the vine-branches, a man 
sees afar off on the Forclaz road the mounting 
and descending caravans which, with great labour, 
wend their way in pursuit of happiness, whilst from 
time to time, slowly raising a hand, he gathers 
a golden and very ripe bunch of grapes and divides 
it in two laughingly, with m urm ur of sweet things. 
*  * - *  *  *
W e did not find our friend, but in descending 
I  dreamed of the Golden Age.
GLOSSARY *
A igu ille .—A nam c bestowed on m ountains w ith sharply pointed 
sum m its.
Alpages.—This word has been uniformly transla ted  pastures. 
Eugène R am bert says : f  “  F or F rench dictionaries alpage is 
the  right of pasturing herds in  the  Alps ; for our m oun­
taineers it  is also the pasturage where the right is exercised.”
Androsace, T ourn.—(Order L II . Primulacece). Flowers small, 
white, yellow, or pink, in  um bels surrounded by an 
involucre of bracts, or solitary in  th e  axils of th e  leaves ; 
corolla ro tate, 5-lobed, w ith a  long tube. A very p re tty  
genus of alm ost exclusively Alpine plants. (The F lora  o j 
the A lps, by Alfred W. B ennett (London, 1898), Vol. I I .  
p. 49.)
Arête.—The crest of a  ridge.
Boss.—I t  is proper to  point out th a t the usual m eaning of th is 
word has been extended in  m y use of it  to  include any 
projection or hand- or foot-hold, however slight. I  have, 
in fact, often used it as a synonym for saillie.
B rante .— See note, p. 428.
Calotte.—A rounded projection or hump.
Chimney.—A cleft in  th e  rocks, having a shape som ewhat like 
th a t of a chim ney of rectangular section w ith one side 
removed.
Chochstone.—Any obstructing object in a chim ney (which see).
Col.—A m ountain pass.
Cornice.— 1. An overhanging m ass of ice or snow, projecting 
from  th e  crest of a ridge. I t  generally faces w est or south. 
In  very rare  cases a  ridge m ay be corniced on both  sides. 
2. An overhanging m ass of rock.
Coulée.—A sliding m ass of stone, mud, and ice.
Couloir.—A steeply ascending gorge or gully.
* N o c la im  fo r  o r ig in a lity  is  m a d e  fo r th is  b r ie f  l i s t  of w ords, of w h ich
th e  re a d e rs  of A l p in e  M em o ries  sh o u ld  k n o w  th e  m e a n in g s . S u ch
as i t  is , i t  h a s  b een  tra n s c r ib e d  a n d  t r a n s la te d  fro m  v a r io u s  sources, 
t  Études Historiques et Nationales. (F . R ouge  : L a u s a n n e , 1889, p. 8.)
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Crampon.—A spiked instrum ent secured to the sole of the boot. 
The spikes give the climber a hold of ice and slippery 
surfaces. Most English climbers disapprove of them , bu t 
they  are largely used by foreign climbers.
Crésu.—See note, p. 76.
Crevasse.—A fissure or ren t in or under th e  surface of th e  ice 
or snow.
Débâcle.— The breaking up (not necessarily “ su d d en ” as in ­
advertently sta ted  in  m y footnote to p. 120) in  spring of 
th e  ice on a river due to natu ra l causes, and hence any 
flood or cataclysm .
D ent.—A m ountain  w ith a sum m it bearing a fanciful resem ­
blance to  a tooth.
F our.—Literally  an oven or kiln. A centre where crystals are 
found in  abundance.*
H achure.—Literally  a  gap produced by a blow of a hatchet. 
In  F rench Alpine lite ra tu re  it  m eans a notch, gap, or deep 
cut, and as “ notch ” I  have transla ted  it  (e.g., p. 132). 
Jodel.— Singing or shouting w ithout words in  a falsetto voice. 
L a p ia z .—-The word seems to be the  Swiss pa to is  for lapiez, 
and generally to  indicate w hat Mr. Coolidge in his glossary f 
term s “ a lim estone plateau w ith m any fissures, through 
w hich th e  w ater drains aw ay.” B u t it  is only frank to 
m ention th a t i t  is difficult to  harm onise th is definition with 
every, application of the  word in A l p in e  M e m o r ie s  (e.g. 
th e  “ interm inable slope covered in  p a rt by ancient 
m oraines and lapiaz,” p. 128).
M assif.—A m ountain m ass or group.
Mayens■—See note, p. 286. The spring (May) pasture as 
opposed to  the sum m er alp. Sainte-Beuve says in  his 
Notice su r Töpffer : J “ One of the bits in  his narrative, of 
which I  re ta in  the  freshest recollection, is h is excursion to  
the Mayens, near Sion. The Mayens is the term  applied on 
th e  m ountains to  those places to  which the noble Valaisans, 
th e  patricians of th e  country (now deprived of their 
influence) resort a t th e  beginning of May. These w orthy 
folk have solitudes and p re tty  cabins on th e  m ountain side 
which they  call th e  M ayen de la fa m ille  ; th ith e r they  
hasten  as soon as April has m elted th e  snows, and they do 
no t come down again to  Sion till the  approach of w inter." 
See also Eugène R am bert on the sam e subject.§ Mons. 
É d. Béraneck w rites : “ The m ayens are little  wooden 
chalets where th e  m ountain dwellers store the ir provisions."
* The term will sound appropriate enough to the reader of the 
appendix to Tyndall’s Glaciers of the Alps, where, speaking of the 
particles of crystals, he calls them “ these little atomic bricks.” 
t  Hints and Notes for Travellers in the Alps. (Longman, 1899.) 
t  Nouveaux Voyages en Zigzag (3e éd., Paris, 1873).
Ascensions et Flâneries, Suisse Centrale. (F. Rouge: Lausanne, 
1888, pp. 237 et seq.)
M oraines.— “ The glacier is incessantly loaded along its borders 
w ith the  ruins of the m ountains which lim it it. . . . As the 
glacier moves downward it carries w ith it  the load deposited 
upon it. Long ridges of debris thu s flank th e  glacier, and 
these ridges are called la teral moraines. W here two tribu tary  
glaciers join to  form a trunk-glacier, their adjacent lateral 
m oraines are laid side by side a t th e  place of confluence, 
th u s constituting a ridge which runs along the middle of 
th e  trunk-glacier, and which is called a m edial moraine. 
The rocks and débris carried down by the glacier are finally 
deposited a t its lower extrem ity, forming there a term inal 
m oraine. (The Glaciers o f  the A lps, by John  Tyndall, 
F .E .S ., 1896 ed., pp. 263-4.)
M oulins (see p. 204).—Defined by Tyndall as “ glacier chim ­
neys ” (see pp. 362 et seq. of The Glaciers o f  the A lps, 
1896 ed.). “ The funnel-shaped opening or shaft excavated 
(where a t first there  was bu t a  crack) by the running 
stream s on th e  surface of a glacier, which th u s pierce the  
ice, and flow over th e  rock bed on which i t  rests ” (p. clvii. 
H in ts  and Notes fo r  Travellers, 1899).
M ountain .— “ W hen I  say a m ountain it  m ust be taken  in  the 
sense in  which shepherds use th e  word. Geographers and 
tourists imagine th a t m ountains are points. They m ay be 
righ t ; bu t for the shepherd the  m ountain is ju s t w hat it  is 
for his flock; it is the green domain around th e  chalet, and 
sum m its only figure in  the idea he attaches to the word 
according as they  happen to  be accessible to  ca ttle .” 
(Eugène R am bert in Ascensions et F lâneries : A lpes Vau- 
doises et D ent du  M idi.)
Névé (or F irn ).—A nam e given to  snow accum ulated in the 
highest parts  of m ountain ranges on which glaciers occur, 
while such snow is in a granular condition, and before, in 
its  downward m ovem ent, it has been fully consolidated 
into ice. Such snow is called by the  French névé. 
[Century D ictionary.)
P aillet.—A pad of hay or straw  interposed between a load and 
a  porter's back or shoulders.
Piasi Névé.—“ The nam e of P lan  Névé is no t confined to  one 
locality. I t  always indicates a  flat glacier [or snowfield]. 
The best known of th e  P lan Névé is th a t of th e  M uveran in  
the Vaudois Alps. To it belong legends which have supplied 
H enri D urand w ith the subject of a poem. T hat of the 
D ent du Midi is also the object of popular traditions." 
(Eugène R am bert hi Ascensions et Flâneries : Alpes 
Vaudoises et D ent du  M idi.)
B ovines.—This word has been transla ted  literally, bu t the 
reader should rem em ber th a t the French Alpine m eaning 
of “ ravine ” is practically gully.
B eplats.—H orizontal surfaces on a  hillside.
R hododendron.—B est known in the Alps as the Alpine Rose. 
Mr. A. W. B ennett w rites (p. 45 of The F lora  o f  the Alps) : 
“ Two species of Alpine Rose are common in Switzerland, 
and appear to replace our heaths : Rhododendron fe rru -  
gineum , L., flowers pendant, in term inal umbels, calyx - 
lobes broader th a n  long, leaves glabrous, glandular-viscid 
and rusty  brown beneath. R . liirsu tam , L . ; flowers 
pendant, in term inal umbels, calyx-lobes longer th an  broad, 
leaves cibate, green on the under-side ; both fairly common 
a t high elevations.”
R im aye  (or rim ate).—A deep gap separating a glacier from 
other snow, ice, or rock.
Rochers m outonnées.—See note, p. 282.
Saillie .— See Boss.
Séracs.—See note, p. 236. Mr. Coolidge, in  his before-quoted 
glossary, explains the term  th u s : “ A stage in the process 
of cheese-making, viz., th e  cheese made from 1 pe tit la it ’ 
or whey (‘ s e ru m ’). Saussure (sections 1,975 and 2,054) 
tells us th a t th is  cheese is compressed into cubes in  
rectangular boxes, and th a t these so resem bled the cream y 
blocks of névé cut into squares by the crevasses formed 
in their downward course th a t  the natives of Chamonix 
applied th is cheese term  to th is particular sta te  of the 
névé. Nowadays the term  1 séracs ’ is generally (though 
inaccurately) used of the  ice pinnacles formed in th e  icefall 
of a  glacier.”
S te inm ann.— See note, p. 264.
Tavillons.— See note, p. 76.
Verglas.—A th in  layer of ice glazing rocks.
Vires.— See note, p. 310. Eugène R am bert * says : “ The term  
vires is applied to th a t species of na tu ra l pa ths [or ledges], 
m ore or less practicable, which one finds frequently enough 
a t the foot of w abs of rock, and som etimes between their 
different layers. As th e  rocks of th e  Alps are often in ter­
sected by gorges, separated by prom inent arêtes, these 
paths m ust tu rn  round each of th e  said arêtes, hence 
their nam e of vires. ) B u t th e  m eaning of the word is 
extended and it  is employed even in cases where th e  rock 
is a  regular wall and where th e  ‘ vire ’ has no arête round 
which to  tu rn .” The definition given in  Mr. Coolidge’s 
glossary is “ a  rock ledge on a wall which often enables 
th a t wall to be traversed, or helps the traveller to  tu rn  
some obstacle on the ridge above.”
* Ascensions et Flâneries / AZpes Vaudoises et Vent du Midi (2a ed., 
1897, p . 236). 
t  Virer is to turn.
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132-3, 134, 142 
Les Granges, 287, 344 
Les Marecottes, 287, 290 
Les Mazots de Plan Cerisier, 56, 
62, 425 et seq.
Lessing, 48
L ’homond, Charles François, 30 
(iiote)
Lion, Col du, 186, 188 
Livre maurisoise, 293 (and note)
Lo Besso, 20, 197 
Lochmatter, J. M. 259 (note)
Lost Valley, 1, 390 et seq.
Luis, Col de la Grande, 368 
Luisin, 111
Lys, chalet of, 351, 361 
Lyskamm, 147 (note), 155, 166 
(note), 250, 385 
„ Views of, 247, 250
M a c d o n a l d , R. J. S., 270, 349 
(note)
Macugnaga, Monte Rosa from, 
155
Maison Marié, Javelle and the, 32 
Maistre, Xavier de, 408, 411 (and 
note)
Manfred, 231 (and note), 302 
Man on the High Alps, L ife of, 417 
(note)
Manson, Mr. John, 372 (note) 
Maquignaz, E., 275 
Maquignaz, J. J., 145 (note), 176, 
275, 277, 330 
„ P., 145 (note), 275,
330
Marecottes, Les, 281, 287, 290 
Marre, torrent of the, 118 
Martigny, 278, 279 
Martigny-le-Bourg, 426 
Martigny la Ville, 426 
Martin, Jean, 215, 219, 228 (note) 
Massongex, 113 
Mathews, C. E., 3, 258 (note) 
Matterhorn (see Cervin), 2, 15 
(note), 73, 144 et seq.
Maximianus and the Theban 
legion, 313 
Maximilian of Austria's treasure, 
329, 330 
Maya, La, 367
Mayen, 286 (note) and Glossary 
Mazots de Plan Cerisier, Les, 56, 
62, 425 et seq.
McCrackan, Mr. W. D., 2 
Mex, 119
Middlemore, Mr. T., 229 (note) 
Midi, Aiguille du, 357, 379 (note) 
Midi, Dent du, avalanche on, 59 ; 
Javelle’s fondness for, 60, 72 ; 
beauty of, 74 ; view of, 74 ; 
legends of, 81 ; least fatiguing 
route up, 87 ; many routes up, 
87 ; route chosen by guides of 
Champéry, 87 ; view from, 91 ; 
September and October on, 93 ; I 
H aute Cime (Cime de l’Ouest), [ 
112 (note) ; Eastern peak of, 112, 
et seq. ; shortest passage to, 116 ; 
difficult couloir on, 134 (note). 
(See Dent du Midi.)
Mill, John Stuart, 49 
Milne-Edwards, Henri, 29
j  Mischabel, the, 221 
Miculet, Captain, 376 
Molière, 35 (and note)
Morning Pass, 194, 228 (note)
,, ,, fifth crossing of, 219
,, ,, North, 224 (note),
231
Momingspitze, 218 
Mont Blanc, 28, 280 
J  Mont Blanc, Javelle’s, 24, 63 (and 
note)
Montaigne, 402, 403 
Mont Pelvoux, 27 
Mont Pleureur, 72 
Monte Rosa, 155, 172, 221, '235, 
247 
Monthey, 74 
j  Moore, A. W., notes on 218, 271 
Mordes, Dent, 117 
Morf, Prof., 357 (and note) 
Morning, man and the, 131 
Moser, Joseph, 368 
Mosso, Professor, 417 (note) 
Moulets, Col des, 288 
Mountaineering in  1861, 237
(note)
Mountain sickness, 417 et seq. 
Mountet hut, 258, 259 (note), 267 
Muret, Professor, 3, 4, 5
j N a v is a n c e , 198, 218 
j Naye, 94
„ Rochers du, 94 (note) 
Neuilly, 30
Neuvaz, Arguille de la, 365 (note)
,, Col do la, 368 (note)
Névé, 243
Nicole, Mous. André, 3, 5 
Noir, Tête, 282, 297 
Noir, Tour, 362 et seq.
Nouveaux Voyages en Zigzag, 
quoted, 405 
Novierroz, fall of Mt., 118
O b e b  M o m in g h o r n , 218 
„ Schallijoch, 224 (note) 
Olivier, Juste, 397 (ana note) 
Orny cabin, 65 
,, chapel, 12 
„ glacier, 356, 360 
,, Pointe d’, 73, 353, 354, 356 
Orsières, 356
P a n e y b o s s a z , 390 
Pare, 320
Paresseux, Col des, 89, 90 
Pas, Mauvais, 83, 84, 85 
Pascal on curiosity, 138 (and note) 
„ on fancy, 221 (and note) 
Passingham, Mr. W., 259 (note) 
Payot, Mons. P., 3 
Pelvoux, Mont, 27 
“ Peney, the Red,” 332 
Penhall, Mr. W., 259 (note) 
Perren, M. J., 238 
Pession, Elie, 176 (note)
Peter, Elias, 219
Petite Dent (Dent Vaierette), 113 
Petites Tortues, 214 (and note) 
Petrus, Johann, 238 
Philosophy of Style, 50 
Physiognomonie, Essai de, 415 
Pic de Tanneverge, 320 
Pic Tyndall, 186, 188 
Piccard, Mons., 114 
“ Pierre bergère,” 286 
Pigeon, Miss Anna, 228-9 (notes)
„ Miss Ellen, 228-9 (notes) 
Pigno, 20
Pissevache, 14,107, 282 (note), 801, 
337 (and note)
Pissoir, the, 357
Plan Cerisier, Les Mazots de, 56, 
62, 425 et seq.
Plan de la Jeur, 332 
Plan Névé, 130 
,, ,, lost souls at, 331
Playground of Europe, notes on 
197, 257, 263 
Plines, Pointe des, 16 
“ Pochon’s pochonnating,” 330 
Poète Suisse, Le, 397 (note)
Pointe de Zinal, 197, 218 
,, des Ecrins, 272 
„ des Grandes, 357 (note)
„ des Plines, 16 
„ d’Orny, 73, 353, 354, 356 
Portalet, the, 360 
Pra Rayé, 273 
Prérayen, 273
Presbytère Le, quoted, 410 (note) 
Pressentiment, 397 (note)
Proz, cantine de, 14 
,, glacier de, 14 
Puller, Mr. A. G., notes on 271, 
275, 277
R a b e l a is , 402, 403 
Rambert, Eugène, 68 (note), 72, 
86 (note), 98 (note), 114, 132,
133-4 (note), 142 (note), 143 
(note)
Randa, 218 (note), 238
Bane des Vaches, notes on 33, 34
Rhetoric, 4, 46, 47, 50, 51, 53
Reilly, A., 359
Renton, William, 162 (note)
Revaz, 310
Rhododendrons, 103, 148 (Alpine 
Boses), 215, 284, 369, and
Glossary 
Rhone, 108, 109, 117, 118, 119 
Rieder Alp, 236 (note)
Riffelalp Hotel, 153 (note) 
Riffelhaus, 153 (and note) 
Rimpfischhorn, 250 
Rochefort, Arguille de, 382 
Rochers Rouges (Cervin), 161 (and 
note), 179, 181 
Rochholz, 392 (note)
Roc-No^r, 205
Rod, Edouard, 108 (note), 323 
(note)
Rosa, Monte, 155, 172, 221, 235, 
247
Rosselet, Mons. P., 10 
Rothhorn, 18, 205, 208, 250, 257 
et seq. ; a topless mountain, 
263 ; first ascent of, 257 ; 
Javelle’s attem pt at, 258 ; 
Cervin from the, 264 ; Mischabel 
from the, 264 ; Monte Rosa 
from the, 264 ; Weisshorn from 
the, 264 
Rouge, Mons. P ., 3 
Rouget, D., 351, 354 (note) 
Rousseau, Jean Jacques, 34, 62, 
416
Ruan, Mont, 78, 85, 93 
Saas F e e , 67, 68
S.A.C. (C.A.S), notes on 6 , 8, 71, 
348
Sagerou, Col de, 86 
Salanfe, 97-109, 110 (note), 111, 
124, 125, 126, 128, 331, 338 
Saleinaz club hut, 359
,, Fenêtre de, 12 (and note),
348, 359 
,, glacier of, 359
INDEX
Salentin, 113
SaUanche, 98, 103, 107, 108, 128, 
335 et seq.
„ sources of the, 339
,, falls of the, 341, 342,
346, 347
Sallières,* Tour, 16, 20, 111, 124, 
125, 128, 320, 338 
Salvali, 20, 108 (and note), 278, 
305, 306 ; coming of man to, 
285; retreat of glacier from, 
282, 283 ; struggles against 
Savoyards, 292, 293 ; protective 
forest of, 297 ; discovery of slate 
near, 297 ; industries of, 297, 
298 ; legends of, 324 et seq. 
Saussure, De, 70, 392 et seq., 416 
Scex, 320
Scex des Granges, 297 
Schalliberg (or, less correctly, 
Schallenberg), 228, 238, 241, 
242, 254, 255 
Schallihorn (or, less correctly, 
Schallhorn), 223, 224 
Schiller, 48, 49 
Schreckhorn, 257 
Schröter, Prof. Dr. C., 27 (note)
„ L., 27 (note)
Schweinfurth, 400 
Schwarzsee Hotel, 151 (note) 
Scrambles in  the Alps, 173 (note) 
Scriven, Mr. G., 259 (note) 
Secrétan, Mons. Eugène, 44 
Sella, Mons. V., 336 
Sesia Joch, 228
Shoulder, the (Cervin), 159, 160, 
161, 177, 179, 191 
Siegfried map, notes on, 223, 224 
Sion, bells of, 326
„ Bishop of, 290, 291 (note) 
Som-la-Proz, village of, 361 
Sorcerers, 324, 325 
Spencer, Herbert, 49, 50 (and 
note), 51 (and note)
Stalden, 235
St. Barthélémy, 116, 117, 332 
Ste. ,Beuve, 411 (and note)
St. Etienne, 25 
St. Maurice, 279
St. Nicolas, 235, 237 
St. Théodore, 313 
St. Tannaire, 113 
Stephen, Mr. Leslie, 3, 197 (note), 
257 (and note), 263 (note) 
Stockje, 270, 271 
Studor, Gottlieb, 71 
Suisse Illustrée, La, 38 
Susanfe, Col de, 73, 85-7, 96 
(note), 102 
,, dragon of, 81
,, lost glacier of, 86
T., Mb., 199-200
Table, Col du Mont, 277 (note)
\ Talma, P . J., 404 (and note) 
Tarenne, Georges, 34 (note)
I Taugwalder, Peter, 145
„ fils, 145 
j  Taurus, fall of Mont, 118 
Tête Biselx, 360 (note)
„ de Vannes, 282 
Tête des Crêtes, 282 
,, des Larzes, 282 
„ Noire, 282, 297 
,, des Tzarfas, 295 
Thoban legion, 313 
Theobald, Professor, 71 
Théodore, St. (St. Théodule), 313 
Théodule, St., 313 
Thinkers of the north, 210, 211 
,, „ south, 210
Thioly, Mons., 145 (note), 176 (and 
note)
Tiefenmatten, Col de, 271 
Tobler, Professor L., 34 (note) 
Topham, H . W., 271 (note) 
Töpffer, Adam Wolfgang, 400 (note) 
Töpffer, Rodolphe, 1, 71 ; his mis­
fortune, 403 ; his work, 405, 
406, 407, 408, 409, 411 ; his first 
publication, 413 ; his illness, 
414, 415 ; his painting, 415 ; 
his death, 416 
Tour, Aiguille du, 19, 357, 388 
,, Col du, 15 (note), 348, 357 
Tournanche, Val, 145 
Tour Noir, 62, 360, 362
,, „ eastern face of, 372
* T h is  n am e is  sp e lt  “ T ou r S a lière  ” in  th e  w ritin gs  o f  J a v e lle  an d  K am bert. 
In  th e  la te s t  ed itio n  o f th e  D u fou r m a p  it  is  g iven  “ T ou rs S a llière s.” 
E n g lish  a u th o r itie s, h ow ever, gen era lly  ad opt th e  sp e llin g  I h ave ad hered  to  
in  th e  t e x t —Tn.
Tour Noir from "Chamonix, 86G 
„ ,, from Val Ferret, 366
„ „ southern arête of, 372
„ ,, surprises of, 372, 373
,, ,, three summits of, 375
,, ,, view from, 373
,, „ Col du, 349
„ Sallières, 16, 20, 111, 124, 
125, 128, 320, 338 
„ „ night descent of the,
59
Tricolet, Aiguille do, 381 
Trient, 109, 337
„ affair of, 293, 294, 295
,, glacier, 11, 12 (note)
„ gorge of, 278, 280
„ massif of, 848 el seq.
,, upper, 354
Trift glacier, 230, 267 
Triftjoch, 229 
Triquent, 287 
Trois Torrents, 74 
Turner, F. F., 368 
Tyndall, Mrs., 3 
Tyndall, Pic, 186, 187 
Tyndall, Professor, 70, 71,145,172, 
176, 177, 187, 237 (note)
Tzarfas, Tête des, 295
U liìich , P rofessor, 71 (note) 
Unterwalden, 38
Valaisan A lps, 60, 247 
Val d’Anniviers, 15, 195 et seq.
,, d’Arpette, 356 (and note)
„ d’Uliez, 14, 73, 74, 75, 137 
Valére, Dent de, 13 (note), 14, 74, 
113 (and note)
Valèrette, Dent (sec Dent de Valére 
above)
Val Ferret, 359, 367 
Valley, the Lost, 390 et seq. 
Vaiorsino (or Valloreine), 288 
(and note), 289, 293 
Valpelline, 273 
Val Tournanche, 145 
Van-Bas, 14
Van-Haut, Mayen of, 340 
Vannes, gorges of the, 344
Vannes, path of the, 301 
„ Tête de, 282 (note) 
Varappe, Aiguille de la, 360 (note) 
Vélan, 14 
Veragris, 286 
Vernaleken, 392 (note)
Vernayaz, 109, 329, 337 
Vérossaz, 99, 114, 141 (note), 142 
(note)
Verte, Aiguille, 235,382 (and note) 
Vesuvius, 20 
Viège, 77, 78, 85, 391 
Vinet, Alexandre, 34, 35, 401, 
415
Virgin soil, emotions felt on, 383 
Viso, the, 364
Volger, Prof. Georg Heinrich Otto 
(born 1822), 211 
Voltaire, 53, 403
Voyage aux Pyrénées, 2Ó1 (and 
note)
Voyages dans les Alps, 392 (note) 
Voyages en Zigzag (see also Nou­
veaux Voyages), 413
W a l k e r , F., 146 (note)
„ Miss Lucy, 16, 146 and 
173 (notes) 
Weilenmann, J. Jacob, 71 (and 
note)
Weisshorn, 165, 166, 234-56 
Wenger, 237
Westminster Review, 50 (note) 
Whitehouse, H. R., 360 (note) 
Whitwell, E . R., 258 (and note) 
Whymper, E., 145 (and note), 168 
(note), 187 (note), 188 (note), 219 
(note), 272 
Winkworth, Mr. and Mrs., 257 
(note)
Woodmass, Mr. M., 270 
Wyss, J. R., 33 (note)
Z a. d e  Z a n  g l a c i e r ,  272, 276-7 
Zermatt, 167, 175, 185, 186 (note), 
300 (note)
Zerm att valley, 394 (note)
Zinal, 195 et seq.
„ Pointe de, 197, 218
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